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■ CHAPTEE I

IHTRODUCTION

(
The subject of this study is "Political Decisionmaking in the 

Japanese Civilian Atomic Energy Progra^" Its focus is on the development 

of atoi^c energy technology, in Japan, the impact of this technology upon 

the Japanese political system, and the response of Japanese decisionmakers.

The decisionmaking process which will be' examined.in this paper is not 

unique to the q.uestion of atomic power nor is it peculiar to Japan. In 

fact, the confluence of technological and social questions at the locus of 

political decisionmaking has become more and more prevalent in all 

modernized societies. This phenomenon can be expected to become even more. . 

widespread as the number of nations actively participating in an indiistrialized 

international society increases. The promise of tangible rewards as well as 

the national prestige associated with being au courant technologically will 

exert a very great push on nations seeking to achieve full and equal! status 

in the international political society of the Twentieth Century. The urge to - 

make this transition on the part of most coimtries of the world, and the 

drive to continue expanding the'scientific frontier on the part of those 

nations comprising the technological vanguard, will result In increasing 

conflicts-of-the kind posed in the atomic energy question. The record of 

political decisionmaking available at the conclusion of this study should 

provide guideposts for the future in similar questions involving technology's" 

impact on society.

=■ The thesis of this paper proceeds on the assumption that the political
>-

i ■
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function of polic-ymaking (the setting of goals, determining of priorities, 

and allocating-of resources) can take place on a rational basis only to the 

extent that the parameters of the technological functions of policymaking 

(the means through which action is taken) are appreciated by political

decisionmakers. With the increasing con^jlexity and technicality-of policy
. s- '

meat^ "^nherejit in questions like atomic energy, the flow of communicative 

input'.into,-the policymaking equation can be interrupted. The spaed .of 

technological change, the scope of scientific discovery and technological 

application which accentuates the interrelatedness of man and his environ- ■' ■ -
' r

ment, and the intensity with which science and technology have caused society 

to reevaluate goals, redefine priorities and reallocate resources con^l a 

restatement of the requisites of effective political decisionmaking.

' i

Atomic Energy as a Political Issue-Area in Japan

As a political issue-area, atomic energy decisionmaking requires an .

extraordinary degree of responsibility since it entails an. extremely large 

commitment of resources, both human.and material, over extended periods of 

time. A complicating factor is the relatively low degree of assurance 

concerning the ultimate inqjact these policy decisions will have. As societies

become increasingly technologically oriented, the political futures of 

individual states and of the global community at large -will come to be

shaped more and more by decisions made within an environment in which the 

ultima-te iagiacts of those decisions'are not well perceived. 'Because

technology, both in its-applied and experimental forms,.is becoming an
Id

increasingly inportant variable in determining the degree to which national

polities can exercise influence over.their environment,.it is assumed that 

there will continue to be a positive correlation'between the technological

’ sophistication 'of a society and the, success its political leaders will have
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in dealing with existing societal patterns under changing environmental 

conditions. This will he true as much within individual national units

policies on the ‘glqbal level.

Japan is today a'nuclear power and has for years been recognized as 

the most advanced nation in ^itomic technology in the Far. East. As early as. 

1903 Nagaoka Eantaro, a Japanese physicist, produced an atomic structure 

model. In 1935 Yukawa Hideki proposed the neutron theory which won him a 

belated Nobel prize for physics in 1949. In 1965 Tomonaga Shlnichifo took 

a second Japanese Nobel physics award. 1

Between 1936 and 1945, three cyclotrons, were in operatioif in Ja^n, 

and in 1943 e:q)eriments were begun on enrichln 

World War II all nuclear fission research was ended by the Occupation, and 

the cyclotrons destroyed. By 1950, howeger, nuclear research had revived and 
Japan's cyclot;c5ns were rebuilt.^ Since that time, Japan has pTOgreSsed to 

the point where it is one of the world leaders in peaceful atomic energy 

research and development. Since 195^ i'*' retained a permanent seat on 

the International Atomic Energy Agency, and it is now beginning to export its 

own reactor technology to other countries in Asia, including the People's 

Republic of China.

as it will be between national

inium. ,At the end of

■ b

Today, the political future of Japan is, to use an often misapplied

Atomic energy policy presents Japaneseanalogy, truly at a crossroads, 

decisionmakers .'with some of the most significant political issues of all.

The. energy crisis is an ever-present reality in Japan. Recently, Japanese 

oil refineries have faced the prospect of closing down for lack of sufficient

' ^Suketoshl Yajima, "ApPrppos Des Sciences et Des Techniq.ues au Japon 
Depuis 1900," Journal of World History. DC (1965), 182-86; Yoshiro Hoshino, 
"Science and Technology." Japan auarterly. XIV (January-March, 19^7), 45-52; 
and Asahl Sb-imbim. Mar. 31. 1969 in DSJP, Apr. 2, I969, p. 44.

• V• V' f. '
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ii^iorts to haadle siirging industrial needs. Atomic power is teing looked 

to tp "solve" the- crisis, hut since the Japanese reactor program relies 

heavily on nuclear research (much of it defense oriented) in other countries, 

and because Japan also must depend on other countries for so many of the 

vital raw materials'needed to fuel and operate its Industrial sector, it 

is doubtful that a final solution will ever truly be found. Also, atomic 

technology, which until a few years ago was still in the theoretical or 

' developmental stages, is now being applied to generate electricity.

Japanese decisionmakers are now facing the problem of how to adjust the 

often conflicting needs of society, which wants and needs the material 

benefits that atomic technology can give, with the eqtually strong desires of

s

individual members of the society to be- secure in their homes and persons 

from the terrors that atomic energy can also inflict upon them, 

it would appear,'^has just begun to manifest itself and will come to occupy

This conflict.

Japanese political leaders tp a greater and greater degree.

Lately, the question of a military application of this power,has

gained attention. There is no doubt that the same technology which has made 

Japan a. major producer and consumer of atomic energy in its peaceful forms 

could also provide Japan with the makings of a major nuclear military force 

at least on the present l^yel of Britain, France, and China, and possibly even 

the Soviet.Union. The challenge of the age is basically one of how to 

encourage the equitable spread of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes 

while preventing the proliferation of the weapons that this technology makes , 

possible. Technologically, however, the day is>past when nuclear weapons 

proliferation can be controlled by denying nuclear knoH-how to non-nuclear- 

weapon states. The state of the art is too far advanced and knowledge too 

widespread to make possible such control. Applications of nuclear energy
i

<
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will grow apace ip the coming decades. Weapons control and disarmament 

- most be calculated within such an international milieu, not in opposition 

tp it. Should Japan Indeed turn to nuclear weapons the cause of nonpro- 

liferation will have been dealt .a severe blow, and the prospect of other

states following in its wake would be very real. At the very least, a

nuclear-armed Japan could noticeably increase tensions throughout northeast

' Asia.

It is a working hypothesis of this study, however, that Japan's 

current orientation on fundamental nuclear energy policy is influenced more 

• directly by Immediate concerns of peaceful application than by some hypo

thetical military need. Jo date, Japan has actively encouraged international 

technology sharing and weapons control measures. This is true despite the 

fact that China has already committed her resources to building a nuclear 

arsenal, while India has refused to sign the Nonproliferation Treaty. 

Recently, Japan has been concerned over, continued availability of imported 

energy fuels and the'price con^jetitiveness of its rapidly expanding nuclear 

energy export industry. Also, many JapanS^se have expressed doubts about the 

equity of nonproliferation schemes, which seemingly impose a permanent 

technological inferiority on non-nuclear-weapon states. Moreover, anxiety 

over the outcome of. the menage' a trois involving Japan's powerful, nuclear- 

■ armed neighbors has encouraged a rethinking of the goals, priorities and 

tactics of nuclear energy policy for the 1970e. What course Japan embarks 

upo^will go far in shaping the realities of Far Eastern politics for the 

rest of the centxiry.

A Note on Sources

Sources which treat the atomic energy development program in Japan

from the standpoint of a comprehensive decisionmaking process are very
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limited.' Non-Jajanese studies on atomic ener^ issues through the mid-1960s

generally dismissed Japan in a very minor fashion or ignored developments' 

'there entirely. . More recent lit^atUre, especially ilhat focusing on the 

nonproliferation of nuclear weapons, .usually deals with the strategic 

ramifications of a Japanese nuclear military force, hut there is little 

treatment of the related social aM political issues in Japan apart from 

rearmament.

I
\

I'

I;
Atoms in Japan, a -monthly puhlication of the Japan Atomic Industrial 

Forum, proved to he an invaluable source of information for this study. 

■Although a good portion of the j ournal is devoted to q.uestions of a highly 

technical, nature, the political and social issues surrounding technical 

developments, are also illuminated. .The Japanese news media also proved an

6extremely useful source of data. Unfortunately, no subject index for 

However, the American embassy in TokyoJapanese dailies is available, 

provides quite adequate coverage of the media in J.ts Daily Summary of the'
s.

Japanese Press and Selected Summaries 'of Japanese Magazines. The atomic s;
energy program has received fairly steady coverage by the Japanese media, 

and periodically there are reports at some length on roundtable discussions 

between leading politicians, scientists, and academic figures on topics 

dealt with in this study. Officiai Japanese government whi-fce papers and %

other statistical data are available at the Library of Congress.

The author is grateful to Matsul Takashi of the Japan Atomic Energy 

Research.Institute, Matsui Knnomu of Rikkyo University, and Sugiyama Kunio / 

■of the Tokyo Shimbun Science Desk for their assistance in collecting reference

¥

f

idata and in sharing their personal observations on atomic energy development 

in Japan. Also, a discussion with Dr. Harold D. Bruner, Assistant to '' 

Commissioner Ray of the U.S. Atqmlc Energy Commrssipn, was useful in providing t-

i-
t;,
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'' an American perspective on the Japanese decisionmaking process.

The views of Japanese scientists and political decisionmakers also 

contributed to this study through-a questionnaire prepared by the author.

Of the 550 individuals contacted, 177 (32?t) replied. Chapter VII is largely 

devoted to an analysis of the attitudes of these individuals as revealed 

through the questionnaire. In addition to-answering the forty prepared 

questions, many of the respondents elaborated, some at great length, on 

certain points touched upon by one 'or more of the questions, 

collectively, also represent an invaluable source of information for the 

analysis which follows.

V

These individuals,.

Technology as a Delimiting Factor

Planning for scientific activity has placed certain strains on political

In recent. decisionmaking in modem technologically developed societies.

years science has opened a wealth of possibilities to mankind never dreamed

of a few years before. Through the continuing interchange of scientific 

■ theory.and practical application, these possibilities have grown exponentially, 

building one upon the other to the point where a conplete grasp of the 

interlocking policy inplications conprised within them is inpossible

except in the most general terms.

The process of scientific discovery and appli.cation might be thought 

of in terms of an expanding spiral which continually yields novel techno

logical possibilities for dealing with old social apd political problems, 

while at the same time, it widens the scope of social activities which have 

become recognized as legitimhte issues of political decisionmaking. Calder 

has discussed this phenomenon' in terms of technological "fixes" and techno-
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logical "l\ires.'4 The ideBoafnantechiioiogical fix-is not a new one, and 

involves using'a technological innovation to treat a social or political , 

ill. Technological fixes have been common from ancient times when, for 

exa55)le, problems brought on-by expanding populations and limited agri- 

' cultural productivity were met through the technology of hydraulic 

engineering. To the concept of a technological fix Calder adds that of 

technological "lures." These comprise "brand new goals . . . which could

not be contenplated until the necessary research and invention had ripened."^

A good exanple is atomic energy which holds out such prospects as obtaining— ■
A

K
unlimited fresh water from the sea, overcoming the growing problems,of waste 

disposal, and. releasing aian from his dependency on diminishing fossil fuels 

in the face of growing energy needs. ■

Although technological fixes and lures are not new in human history, 

the rate at which technology is inpacting upon society, the multiplicity of 

ways in which technology affects the individual in his daily life, and the 

scope over which these impacts are felt throughout society are unprecedented. 

More people are being affected, more directly and more rapidly, than ever 

before. As these technological phenomena come to impinge on the allocation 

of human and material resources within societies, they inevitably become 

As Calder notes, :technological liures and fixes mustpolitical in nature.

"court controversy" if they are‘to have any relevance to human problems. 

However, in doing so they become "politically dangerousto the extent that 

they make added- political demands on the existing policymaking process.

r

%igel Calder, Technopolis; Social Control of the Uses of Science 
(Hew, York; Simon and'SchusterT'isiS^yT'ppT'a^^^in

2
Ibid.. p. 293.

^Ibld... p. 294.

T>
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In the literature dealing with the intact of technology on society, 

one school of thought would attribute a commanding role to technology, as 

. though by some internal logic technological deyelopitents prescribe political 

The analysis of policymaking in the Japanese atomic energy

pro^am which follows does not support such a thesis. Rather, technology is
/•', • ■ . * ' ■ ■ s.

yiewed as one factor which delimits the alternatives of decisionmaking. The

thrust of technology in modern times has been to expand decisional choices 

although this need not necessarily be so, as the growing threats of 

environmental pollution and the search for nonproliferation formulas make

realities.

> V

• clear.

While rejectinfi the notion of' technology as a decisionmaking
j ^ '

determinant,.' it can be said that technology often acts as a decisionmaking
I ' i

' p. • '
iaiperatlve.In the first place, governments find it very difficult if not 

la^sslble to-igncare the- great opportunities which technology opens to them. 

There is in modern societies a kind of "fiduciary morality"'^ which leads 

decisionmakers to draw upon all available resources' in order to .enhance the 

physical well-being of the citizens of the state and ensure the continued 

increase of national "health and power. Few sholltleal leaders are disposed 

to anything less "than exploiting the full measiire of resources available to

%he view that a. scientific elite Js emerging and gathering political 
authority into its own hands is developed in such works as Thorstein Veblen, 
— * 1i^pr^neers and the Price System (New York: Viking Press, 194o); James 
BurnhS./^he Managerial Revolution (New York; John Day, 19^1); Ralph Lapp, 
r-j Ne»^iesthood (New York; Sipeiuand Row, 19.65); ang Don K. Price, The 
Scientific Estate (.Cambridge; Harvard University Press, 1965).

%or the idea of a decisionmaking inperative the author is indebted 
to the concept of technolo^ as a "forcing" factor in political development 
expounded by Eugene B. Skolnikoff, TSie, International Imperatives of " 
Technology (^rkeley; University of California Press, 1972), pp. 7-8.

■ ‘ i '

- ' ^his concept- is developed by William Riker in The Theory of Political 
Coalitions (New Haven; Yale University Press, I962).

The :

The■ A
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them, and if tjiey do, it is at some political risk. Technology offers a

challenge, a lure, and men are drawn to it like the climber to the mountain,
■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,tiecause It is there.

Technology acts as a decisionmaking iurperative, also, because of the 

extent of its iii5)acts throughout society. Whether or not a goyemmeht
s.

undertakes'-to make decisions relative to the applications of technology which 

occur, it cannot isolate itself from the effects which technology produces

within the social system. There is no "invisible hand" to regulate the 

myriad of small in5)acts that different technologies make in discrete cases. . 

Unlike the ^narket:^c■e of'WeM,)' where competitive Interaction can be said to 

have a counterbalancing effect and' to 'enhance' the 'value of the end product, 

the cumulative effects of random technologies seldom cancel each other. ,

Usually there is a widening spiral of repercussions which disturbs the status

quo and creates ^w demands on decisionmaking units. P-olitleal decision- 

makers must deal with these demands in one way or another, and because of 

this inability of governments to immunize themselves from the effects of

technology, either as a lure to new goals or as a consequence of secondary

in^acts,. one can say that technology frequently does act as an imperative to 

"force" political decisions.

Conceptual Framework

The body,of literature available on decisionmaking is vast. Not only 

political scientists, but also sociologists, 
have sou^t to distinguish the ^hstituen* e 

decisions are made and to explain why they function as they do. There is

not thd space to review here all the literature on decisionmaking nor to
< ■ * 

categorize the often overlapping and sometimes confilctihg conceptualizations

economists, and psychologists

elements of the process by which
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of the various sutprocesses therein.^ 

the decisionmaking model used in this stvidy to conceptualize the process by 

which political decisions in Japani's atomic energy development program were 

reached. To that end, a brief summary of the literature, terminology and 

assxjfl^itions relative to the question at hand follows.
' ' v

Three general concepts of the decisionmaking process have influenced

However, it is necessary to outline

the choice of a fr^ework for this study of policymaking. One of these,

which has preeii5)ted the "rationalistic" label,, dates from earlier examinations

of econonic decisionmaking by the utilitarian school. The rationalistic 

thesis posits that a decisionmaker approaches any problem from a conprehenslve

framework, orders all possible solutions in terms of their’utility to him, 

and then selects the one alternative that provides him the optimum utility.

Harold Lasswell applied rationalistic premises to political decisionmaking

by means of a hi^sycchy of functional-categbries which be. used to eoiplain . 

the decisioMl process.^

The rationalistic model did not prove especially successful in

explaining decisionmaking behavior outside a theoretical framework where the 

niimber of ‘independent variables influencing the decisional process could not 

Simon and March went a long way in loosening thebe held constant.

^For a concise but extremely useful survey of recent decisionmaking 
literature in political science see James A. Robinson aiid R. Roger Ma'jak, 
"The Theory of Decisionmaking," in Contemporary Political Analysis, ed. by 
James C. Charlesworth (New York: The Free Press, 196?), PP- 175-58.

^
, Harold Lasswell, The Decision Process:

Analysis (College Park; University of Maryland, 1956-); and Harold Lasswell 
and Abraham Kaplan, Power and Society (Hew Haven; Yale University Press, 
1950).

Seven Categories of Functional'

>•
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classical’concepts of decisionmaking ty introducing the idea of "satisficing" 

rather than optimizing.^ Bather than seeking only the single best solution, 

which entails the review of all possible choices, a decisionmaker will accept 

one which satisfies him, according to Simon and March. Where Lasswell 

posited a seven stage decisionmaking ladder, applicable to all decisions, 

Simon and March provided four processes," two or more of which would be used
-.r

in different combinations at different ti^s to make a decision, 

on the rational or "synoptic" approach, as it is sometimes labeled. Was 

carried even further by the concept of "disjointed incrementalism."
p

..Incrementalism, developed most fully by Braybrook and Llndblom, 

rejected the notion that all decisionmaking proceeds in strictly defined 

"logical" steps. It also proceeds on the assumption that most policies are 

formulated not by a few, general decisions of grand sweep, but by a plethora

- of small acts which bring about changes In small, "inCrelnehtal" steps. End

results are rarely foreseen by decisionmakers since the final product 

depends on how the numberless small decisions interact in the aggregate to
t-

affect each new step in the continuing cycle, l^e Incrementalists also 

rejected tiie concept of a single "synoptic" definition of rationality. The

'.i

The attack

most rational decisional process will depend on the nature of the problem at 

hand, and Undblom defines rationality as adapting a decision to the "real 

He .feels that "mutual adjustment" among various so-called partisansworld."

. ■ ^Herbert Simon, Models of Mant—Soclal and Rational (Hew York: Wiley
Press,-1957)j James G. March and Herbert Simon with H. Guetzkow, Organizations 
(New .York: Wiley Press, 1958); and James G. March, ed., Handbook of 
Organizations (Chicago: Rand-McHally and Co., I965).

^Davld teaybirook and Charles E. Llndblom, A Strategy of Decision (Hew 
York: The Free Press, I963); Robert A Dahl and Charles E. Llndblom, Politics, 
Economics, and Welfare (New York: Harper and Bros., 1953); Charles E. 
Llndblom, ''The Science of Middling Through," Public Administration Review.

■ XIX (1^9)i 79“99; and Charles E. Llndblom, The Intelligence of Democracy: 
Decision Making Through Mitual Adjustment (New York: The Free Press, 1965)*
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in the decisionmaking process is every hit as "rational" as is a centralized

■ coordinating system of decisionmaking. The purpose of mutual adjustment is 

to mold "values or interests to reduce*conflict," and not sinply to choose 
among conflicting values, Lindhlom states.^ Policy coordination, which by 

the rationalistic interpretation occurs by conscious direction of a central

decisionmaker, under the mutual adjustment concept occurs when "everyone
■ If ' ■ .

agrees on a set of values sufficiently couplete and well-structured to 

provide adequate criteria for decisions."^ Lindhlom stresses the continuxun 

concept of decisionmaking, and posits his partisan mutual adjustment type 

, as one "extreme," the other extreme being conpletely centralized decision

making. He even identifies three different types of partisan and twelve 

types of mtual adjustment.^ Where the i^re traditional concept of 

centralized rational decisionmaking strives for unity and orderly progression, 

the incrementalisj^pproach commends "discordant values".which ensure that 

"the adverse consequences of any one decision for the other decisions are to • 

a degree and in some frequency avoided, reduced, or counterbalanced or
4 ■

overwelghed."

The incrementalist approach to decisionmaking was,, in turn, criticized 

as circular, lacking in Innovation, prone to inertia, and fraught with the 

danger of being controlled by powerful Interest groups.^ • To recapture the

^lindhlom. The Intelligence of Democracy, op. cit p. 227.

Ibid., p. 22.
■ ^IbidV. pp. 29-32, 35-84. 

4
Ibid.. p. 237.
^Amatai Etzioni, The Active Society (New York:_________________ Rinehart and-Winston,

1961); Kenneth E. Boiading,. a review of A Strategy of Decision, by David 
Braybrook and Charles Idndblbm, in American Sociological Review. XXIX (1964), 
930-3IJ. Yehezkel Dror, "Muddli^ Through—'Science' or Inertia?" Public 
Administration Review, XXIV (1964), 153-57J Amatai Etzioni, "Mixed-Scanning:
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value of the pomprehensive approach to decisionniaklng which he feared was 

too easily lost in the attention devoted to incremental change, Etzioni’has 

suggested a third approach to decisicSimaking which he calls "mixed-scanning."

' • Mixed^scanning is, as the teim iugilies; a.vconibination of certain features of

both the rationalist and incremental frameworks, and is better suited than 

either of these to conceptualizing unwieldy issue-areas like technology 

assessment which require a firm grasp of fundamental long-range goals and 

priorities, hut which at the sajne time, are so conqjlex and subject to so many 

constantly altering variables^^t they require great flexibility and 

adjustment in the short run decisionmaking process. ‘In Etzioni's'view, it is 

necessary for decisionmakers to "summarize values" and rank them in some 

order, even though they cannot always weigh them acciirately. Etzioni agrees 

that incremental decisions are more numerous than fundamental decisions, but 

not necessarily more' inqiortaht. ife 176uld make^o^fifm -dfstinctioh between 

the ultimate significance of Incremental as opposed to fundamental decisions.' 

It is the fundamental decisions which "set the stage," but even incremental 

decisions themselves may lead to fundamental decisions through their 

cximulative effect over a period of time. In tiu-n, the "cumulative value gf 

the incremental decisions is greatly affected by the imderlying fundamental

t'

..1decisions.

■' k
The decisionmaking model utilized in this study of the atomic energy 

policymaking process in Japan will consist of the basic input-output

A Third Approach to Decision-Making," Public Administration Review, XXVII
{1967), 385-92.

^Etzioni, The Active Society, op. clt.‘, p. 289.
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principle elaborated by Easton and Snyder.^ This study,is indebted to

these pioneering works for political concepts like "inputs" "output," 

"outcome," "decisional unit," and ^feedback." Certain terminology, like 

"perceptual and operational" outcomes and "perceptual and operational

distortion," are the author's. These elements of the present study are 

also Indebted to studies of concepts,like "image, " "perception,"

and "noise" by such writers as Boulding, Holsti, and Deutsch.^
S

will serve as an orienting frame of reference because the theoretical 

concepts contained' in them have been particularly \iseful in drawing the 

operational guidelines of this study. The author, of course, takes full 

responsibility for the manner in which these ideas are applied and for the 

inferences drawn from them. The,ydynami-cs of the decisionmaking process in 

the- Japanese atomic energy development program will now be examined, with 

feferehce~¥o the^fiow chart presented below. '

It is necessary to preface the discussion of decisionmaking flow with 

brief definitions of two terms which -will be used throughoutj e,,

political and political actor. Political, as used in this study, will

These works

.;
designate three social processesj the formulation of_soCietal goals, the

determination of societal priorities, and the allocation of societal

^vid Easton, The Political System (New York: Knopf,. 1953); David ' 
Easton, A Pramework for Political Analysis (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 
Prentice-Hall,•1965); Richard C. Snyder, H. W. Bruck, and B. W. Sapin, ? 
pecislon-Making as an Approach to the Study of International Politics
(Princeton: ■ Foreign Policy Analysis-'Project, 195^) j Snyder, Bruck and Sapin,
Foreign Policy Decision-Making: An AppTOach to the Study of International

• Politics (Hew York; The Free Press, 1962)j and Richard C. Snyder, " A •
Decision-Making Approach to the Study of Political Phenomena," in Approaches 
to the Study of Politics, ed. by R. Young (Evanston, Ill.; Northwestern 
University R:ess, 1958).

2 • * 
Kenneth Boudling, The Image (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,

1956); Ole R. Holsti, "The Belief System and National Images: A Case Study," 
Journal of Conflict Resolution, VI (1962), 244-52j and Khrl W. Deiutsch, The 
Nerves' of Go-vemment; Models of Political Communication and Control (Hew
York; The Eree Press, I963) . '

•A
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resources. • These political processes take place within the formal 

governmental structure, and the decisions which emanate from the decisional 

unit are considered authoritative. A political actor is defined as an 

individual or group of individuals that in some way seeks to affect the 

formulation of goals, the determination of priorities, and the allocation

of resoiirces.

The most logical point at which to hegin dissecting the decisionmaking 

flow is with the decisional \init. The decisional unit for purposes of this 

study is the Japanese Cabinet. Responsibility for atomic energy development- 

programs is centered in the Prime Minister's Office, and it is here that 

final authoritative decisions on goals, priorities, and resources are made. 

Restriction of the decisional unit in-this manner does a certain amount of 

damage to decisidi&aking as a dynamic concept, for the formal decisions

emanatTng froiirthe“Cablnet^are^enerally a function of the- interaction ----

pirnrig a considerable host of factors outside the decisional unit. These are 

subsumed under inputs.

Decisionmaking inputs represent those interests which have been 

articuiated, to one degree or' another, by the actors within the political 

system. These inputs may be in tte form, of supports for decisionmakers or 

demands on them. The interests so articulated may be those of individuals, 

or of groups outside the formal governmental framework which aggregate the 

collective interests of their individual members, or of groups'within the 

formal'.political structure like bureaucracies or parties. It Should be 

noted that the supporti-ve bureaucracies' ■within individual government 

ministries and agencies will be considered as se3sara-he actorS;'with discrete 

interests to be articulated. In some instances, these interests coincide; in

others, they conflict.
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If one conceives of inputs entering one side of the decisional unit 

"box'; the obverse consists of outputs emanating from it. Outputs are the 

decisions which to some degree change the distribution of goals, priorities, 

and resources that transpired previously. Outputs may either alter that 

distribution o*!-ra4nforce it. Decisional outputs are formulated within the 

decisional unit with specific goals in mind, in order that the decisionmakers 

■ . may influence certain^variables within the system. Decisions do not always

have the intended effect, however, and so decisional outputs are distinguished 

from decisional outcomes. The distinction between outputs and outcomes is 

made by Easton and stressed here. These "operational outcomes" ("perceived 

outcomes" will be dealt with shortly) are distinguished only over, the long 

run, and their effects can vary greatly from those intended in the original

outputs.

Decisionai^outputs-and outcomes are tied into the decisionmaking

process by virtue of the effects they have on the environment within which 

As outputs and outcomes bring about changes in goals.decisions ar^^mde. 

priorities, and the allocation of resources within the environment, they

freqtuently generate new political demands which in5)act upon the decisional 

unit. This phenomenon is represented by the operational feedback loop. The 
precise form in which new interests may be articulated is diffic^t to 

predict because of the great number of variables that must be taken into 

account. These variables taken together are labeled "distortioi)." The 

degree'of distortion will vary according to the time span aver which the 

. original decision has effect, the scope of the decision (i^., the number of 

discrete actors aid Interests upon which the decision has a political impact), 

and the intensity of the decision (l.e., the importance•of the interests 

upon which it has a political impact). Thtis, in general, it is assumed that
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those decisions which affect a greater number of actors and actor interests, 

affect more in5)ortant or fundamental interests, and’do so over a longer 

period of time will stimulate more new inputs (demands and.supports) than 

decisions whose - inqpact is on a smaller number of less important interests 

over a shorter period of time.

All of this may be abbreviated, for convenience sake, to "more 

political output equals more political input." Were the actual effects of 

decisions always identical to the effects intended by decisionmakers- the

'v

process would be complete. However, decisionmakers seldom anticipate all or 

even the most in^ortant effects of the decisions they make. Certain decisions

which are conceived of in terms of great scope and intensity may turn out to

have little of the impact intended, or at least not the same intact, 

decisions, of seemingly minor significance, may stimulate inputs far greater 

—In-number-and—importance than-expected. - -These latter-ofteru lead to crises,

Other

and are of special concern to political decisionmakers because they often

result in unexpected demands for resources, and require readjustment of

■ prioritiejs or setting of new goals. Then, too, developments within the 

larger social environment may lead to demands which have never before been . 

articulated in political terms-;- Decisionmakers must decide how to respond

to such unanticipated demands, or they must decide to make no response..

This dissonance between the intended effects and the actual effects’

of decisional outputs is partly a matter of perception. Perceptual factors 
«

in decisionmaking are extremely difficult to define in precise terms since 

-they are rooted in the "thought processes of individuals. Robinson and 

Hajak have'labeled this aspect of decisionmaking the "intellectual" process. 

It includes "’subjective probability,' insight,' creativity. Intuition,
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..1perception, cognition, and the like . .. . ■ One's i)eroeption of an issue

will have a most fundamental.effect on the way one orders priorities to
_ -■»

deal with the problems involved, the sort of q.uestion8 ope feels is relevant 

to ask about the problems, and the outcome one expects to affect through the- 

political decisionmaking process.

-.Each individual actor who formulates inputs into the decisional 

process will do s.o in terms which reflect his perceived outcomes. These 

= perceived outcomes have both a factual and value content; that is, they will 

con^jrise both the actor's image of reality as he believes it to be and his 

• image of what it should^be. . The .exact mixture of what is and ought to be 

that goes into making up an actor's articulated input will vary from individual 

to individual. The exact logic through which demands are articulated does 

not concern us here, except in one respect. It will be assumed that, although 

idiosyncratic factors: rooted in the psychological make-up' of the inclividual

will account in some small degree for the manner in which interests are

articulated, the controlling factor will be the exepctations that flaw.^from '

Thus, the articxilation of demands by a foreign 

minister,- chairman of the Japan Science Council, or president of the Japan 

Fishermen's Association will be assumed to be a function of the articulator's

the role the actor fills.
\

position as a minister, chairman or president, rather than from some unique 

qualities of .the inner man, per se.

Perceived outcomes will seldom equate precisely with operational 

outcomes for two reasons. First,-as noted above, political development is 

too complex to be easily predictable. As-in the case of operational dis

tortion, the accuracy of perception will decrease as the time, scope, and 

intensity factors of the situation the actor is seeking to percei-ve

Robinson and Majak, "The Theory of Decision-Making," op. cit., p. 180.
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increases. Therefore; one reason for the dissonance hetween perceived and 

operational outcomes is the limitation of the human brain in dealing with 

great numbers of, random variables. i••

a
%A second, reason for the dissonance between perceived and operational 

outcomes lies in the differing values held by various actors.” As a general 

principle, one would expect that those interests which are articulated as
Ia
1
ainputs and gain access to the decisional unit to be utilized by the decision

makers in formulating delusions, will be reflected in outputs and eventually 

in outcomes to a greater .degree than those interests which are not.

' fmstration of the Japanese socialists, and of others friendly to their

i
1
I&The
li
■K

i'vv':point of view, at being left out of the declsioiunaking process is a case in 

Failure even to have interests articulated, as has been the case so 

frequently with the unorganized public, can also lead to a great degree of 

dissonance between'pbrceived outcomes on a societal level and operational

point.
£
£

i:
outcomes. i

If one of the primary objects of political decisionmaking is to.achieve

. a reliable process for stable social change, the dissonance between perceived-

and operational outcomes should be minimized. To a certain extent dissonance 

can be lessened by defining clearly at the outset -of the planning stage the
r
i

I
I

ultimate objectives decisionmakers hope to achieve. These long-range goals 

should be acconpanied by shorter range objectives to. serve as benchmarks 

and opportvinities for adjusting priorities and resources. Thorough planning 

studies should reflect as many alternative solutions as possible for

1

anticipated problem areas. With sophisticated conputer technology, calcu-

lation of.the various permutations of considerable numbers of variables i
ishould be possible. Very important is a provision at the beginning for 

reassessment of short-range developments in terms of long-range objectives 1
4^

,v'-;

SI

iV,'
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at frequent and regular Intervals. One of the main objectives of the

Mxed-scanning approach is to identify potential trouble, spots at various 

stages of implementation of the plan so that special attention can be given 

them at critical moments.

<5

A second means by which dissonance can be reduced is to have interplay 

among the widest possible number of definable interests throu^out the 

decisionmaking process; This is true as much for long-range, fundamental 

goals as it is for immediate, incremental decisionmaking. By broadening 

the base of inputs into the decisional unit, decisionmakers make themselves 

more aware of the scope and intensity of their decisions in the wider 

environment. They will thus be better able to appreciate the effects, 

decisional outputs will have over the long and short range, and anticipate 

secondary consequences of their actions which might have gone undetected 

from a more mrrbwjyr afticulated set of inputs. As a recent study by the 

.. United States National Academy of Sciences concludes, "technological

changes, like other alterations in complex systems, ought not to be made-in 

ways that subordinate every other consideration to the dominant purpose of 

the immediate project." Rather, decisionmakers should take into account

the iBq)aot of the project on the full range of other values and . 
nl

• •

This decision is a purely political one and depends on the industry of 

decisionmakers in seeking out additional and often adverse opinions. This 

need for pluralistic input is what Calder speaks of as "democracy^idf the 

As Ferkiss notes, there is at present "(N)o institutional

Interests . .

,.2
second king.

4fational Academy of Sciences, 
and Choice (Washington: U.S. G.P.O,

, Technology: 
July, 1969),

f

Calder, Technopolls, op. clt.. p. 339•

Processes of Assessment
p. 31.

2
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mechaniBin for eliciting,- weighing and inclementing popular decisions on such 

This is surely the challenge which technology puts to politics 

in the post-industrial age.

matters.

Outline of the Study

Technology has been defined as "the organization of knowledge-for the 
achievement of practical purposes."^

knowledge, and the acquisition of new bodies of knowledge, associety is 

able to exploit its existing store of physical resources more fully or -in 

new and different' ways, and- to develop .imtapped resources for socially 

beneficial ends. This organized knowledge, or tecjinology, has the effect 

both of opening new opportunities and, in the course’ of doing so, of placing 

new demands on that society in terms of allocating these resources among its

members, determining the practical purposes which best suit the society's
■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' -

needs, and establishing a set of social priorities for weighing the' potential 

utilities of such resources to -various individuals and groups within the 

society. Thus, when the existing liody of technology in any society is ' 

altered, the society's goals, sets of priorities, and allocation of resources 

will also be subject to change. It is the purpose of the political system

Through the organization of existing

in a society undergoing this sort of change to see that a new equilibrium

of goals, priorities and resources which is acceptable to the members of the

society is arrived at-in a rational and non-disruptive manner.

When a society undergoes a very large-infusion of new technology-over 

a short period of time, the stress placed upon the political system is

1
Victor_,C. Ferkiss, TecMological Man: The Myth and the Reality (New 

York: George^Braziller, 19^9), p. 191. ^ ^
2
Mesthene, Emmanuel G.^ Technological Change (Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 1970), p. 25.
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potentia3Jty very great. The success of the political systemadapting 

to these stresses vlU^depend on many factors,
with which the society ^an meld new. goals into the set of social goals that

already existsj^he degree to which existing forms of political organization

can serve as a basis for ordering new priorities and allocating new resources^

the extent to which the new demands for the distribution of physical 
1

resources and technological know-how can he met through existing social and 

economic structures; and the extent to which the cycle of technological

These include the facility

V

supports and demands, political outputs and outcomes, and societal feedback

operates wholly within the cultural and geographic boundaries of the single 

society or is affected by interaction with extra-societal political systems

over which the actors in the original system have little control.

Over the past two decades, Japanese society has been subjected to a 

j;aj,ge influx of "organized knowledge in the form cif atomic technology.

The Japanese politidal system has had varying success in integrating the 

demands brouf^t about by atomic technology for new allocations of physical 

resources and new forms of social organization with existing Japanese 

political and aocial structures. The record is presented here in ten

chapters.

This first chapter reviews the research goals and the conceptual 

framework within which the data will be organized. Chapters II and III will 

discuss the foiinal. Japanese governmental structures which were established 

to formulate, a program of complementary goals and priorities for the appli

cation 3f atomic technology to social needs. They will also analyze the

process through which long-range and short-range planning takes place. It 

■ will be seen that the technological impact of atomic energy has not given

rise to any new concepts of national political organization. The bureaucratic
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principles which have guided the distribution of technological and economic-

-resources in other areas have been applied to this new policymaking field.

Outside the formal governmental framework, the inqiact of the atomic

technology complex on Japanese society has stimulated many new demands, or

intensified existing ones, both on the national and global level, which go
s

beyond purely technological questions. These issues raise some fundamental

questions like the receptivity of central decisionmakers to the articulation 

of interests by the public at large, the extent to which policy outputs

should be responsive to JudgmantSiiofftechhical’advldorBswho command 

scientific expertise but lack political responsibility, and the degree’^to 

which int^raational political actors should' influence the ordering of societal 

goals and priorities and the allocation of societal resources within the

Japanese political system. There are differences of opinion as to how 

adeqaately^he“JapBnesie::pali'tlcal“^procesB“hasH;akenrY^ir;^a 

in planning, and these topics will be discussed in succeeding chapters.

Chapters IV and V show how the requirements for specific technological 

resources leads to the articulation of political demands, and in turn, how 

broad political goals serve to structure the way in which specific 

technological needs are met. The medium used to illustrate this interlocking 

cause and effect is the nuclear fuel cycle. One of the principal political 

controversies stemming from the technological.inq^ratives of the fuel cycle 
is. the degree to which Japan should allow non-^panese political actors to 

influence her domestic social processes. Japan lacks any appreciable 

quantities of the basic fuels to produce the energy upon which her present 

industrialized society is dependent, especially in her atomic program. She 

has been almost entirely dependent on resources located geographically 

beyond her borders. Japan has also depended heavily on inqported atomic

ctors into accourit"

\
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technology. This dependency was accepted hy Japan's political decisionmakers 

^s the price that would have to he paid for rapid atomic energy development.

The Japanese have n^ver been comfortable with the political aspects of this 

technological dependency, however, and Chapter JT discusses their struggles 

to minimize political penetration while maximizing scientific and technological

contacts with other countries which have advanced atomic energy programs.

For Japan to sustain her drive for technological excellence, she must forge 

strong technological linkages between all levels of her own scientific.

economic, and industrial sectors and those of other countries, 

time, Japan is experiencing a renewal of a sense of national pride md

At the same

independence which raises cLuestions as to the legit^cy of such influences

from outside forces on her own political processes. The resulting tension

between tSese.two objectives is a manifestation of the impact that techno

logical development cafi^have on national political processes.'

Chapters VI and VII will ej^ilore the influence of the Japanese public

and scientific advisors on'policymaking through the articulation of political 

The role of the public until recently has been a largely passive.demands.
%

.one. The government and the atomic industry have conducted a fairly modest
\_y'

but well publicized public relations campaign since the mid-1950s with q.uite

positive results. Recently, however, as the widespread location of atomic

reactors in heavily populated areas has become imminent, public concern has

-been expressed over the perceived potential dangers of atomic energy plants. 

Such debates have been going on for some time among a limited group within

Only lately, though, has the debatethe atomic energy community in Japan, 

taken on any,potential electoral significance, 

this conflict, between the growing energy needs of the society at large and

Demands for a resolution of

the perceived threat of atomic energy facilities to the health and well-being

•n*
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of individual members ‘of the society on the local level, are being

‘expressed, increasingly through local governments and non-govemmental

citizen action groups. The record of the rising conflict in the public 

sphere over these political'goals and priorities is examined in Chapter VI.
and'^political •

Advisory relationships between Japanese scientists

decisionmakers ..are analyzed in Chapter VII. Official channels for

articulation of interests by the scientific community are reviewed, and the

perceptions that scientists and decisionmakers each have of the political 

decisionmaking process, both in terms of cognitive and normative attitudes,

are ejcamined. . A questionnaire distributed to 550 Japanese scientists and

political decisionmakers provides the comparative data used in this chapter.

The concept of. perceptual dissonance serves as a basis for analyzing the 

results of the questionnaire. Evidence of■ this perceptual dissonance in the 

conceptualization of 'the goals and priorities of the atomic energy development 

program can be found throughout the pattern* of interactions among various

political actors. By measuring the spread between the tabulated percentages

of responses of different groups of scientists and political decisionmakers
'I

to various policymaking-related questions, some estimation can be made of the 

degree of difference that exists in the perceptions of these groups. The

utility of such a measurement is in its ability to identify certain areas

where there is broad agreement between various actors on goals and priorities, 

to spotlight other issues on which there is no well-defined consensus and 

which might profit from concentrated examination, and to bring into focus 

those actual and potential problem areas that are liable to prove inimical

to the effipient functioning of the decisionmaking process qt one time or

another.

In Cha, ;ersVVIII and IX the impact that atomic technology has had on
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f
the Japanese political"system is examined from the standpoint of Japan's 

'membership in a global community of nations. As a member of the larger 

international community, Japan's political outputs in the form of goals, 

priorities and resource allocations sei^re as inputs to the global environment. 

In turn, they stimulate responses from other international actors. Since 

Japan's security and economic well-feeing are dependent bo a significant 

degree on the continuance of stable relationships with other international 

actors, her national policy decisions must always be guided to a large 

extent by what their probable intact will be on the international level in 

terms-of altering the balance of political goals, priorities and resource 

allocations of other international actors. The linkages between politics 

and technology on the dome'stic and international levels has already been v

"i!

J> . K
-•i:1

s. a

I
€

I
•<?

discussed' in terms oi^ the nuclear fuel cycle.
/

however, will deal witlr questions of a broader political nature related

Chapters VIII and IX,
ii:

I;
directly to international security agreements and Japan's national defense 

poliby within the international community.
r-'

On the international level, certain political goals and political

priorities have .been formulated to limit the dissemination of atomic

technology on the global level. These goals and priorities have been

codified in the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, and they reflect most fully

the political attitudes of the United States and the Soviet Union. To a 

certain extent, the NPT also serves the interests of other members of the 

international community, including Japan. The determination 'of the super

s'

V;

powers to cooperate in some rational system of controlling the allocation of

nuclear resoi^oes was welcomed generally by most countries of the world. 

Likewise, the majority of nations' have expressed support for preventing the 

spread of nuclear weapons technology to non-nuclear-weapon states.

i

4
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In bther respects, however, there Is a discrepancy between the goals 

and priorities of the leading international actors and those of lesser 

influence. In the .case of the Nonproliferation Treaty this is especially 

evident in the discrepancies between-the outlook of the nuclear-weapon 

states and that of the near- or potential-nuclear-weapon states, Japan being 

among the latter. Whereas the former place the highest priority on 

maintaining the international status quo through nonproliferation, other states 

detect a certain amount of "great power egoism" in the stand of the United 

States and the Soviet Union,, and w;ould place greater emphasis on the 

reduction of existing nuclear arsenals, credible guarantees for the non

nuclear-weapon states against nuclear attack, and.equitable distribution of 

the technology of peaceful atomic energy development.

Chapter VIII discusses the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty in terms 

of the Internal debate^in Japan over conflicting priorities set out by 

Japan and those of the principal drafters of- the Treaty, the United States

and the Soviet Union. It will be shown that while the Japanese government 

.eventually'signed the Treaty, there remained a considerable amount of 

residual antipathy to Japan's participation. Since the Treaty has notV-h^n 

ratified by Japan and, moreover, is scheduled to come up for international 

review in 1975> the questions that arose earlier are still to be resolved.

Chapter IX.reviews the international security aspects of the nonpro

liferation question and the iiiq)lioations of Japan's atomic energy development

program for Japanese defense policy. Since the technological foundations of

a full-fledged civilian atomic energy program and a nuclear weapons program

are identical, progress towards the former Inevitable entails progress

The decision of whether to "go nuclear" in.a militarytoward the latter.

■ sense is priniarlly a question of political goals and priorities, although
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it is predicated on an appropriate degree of technological sophistication.

Peaceful research and development, however, is tied in most directly to
, «

military programs, for the present advanced state of• reactor technology 

has been, possible only because of the spin-off from military research

programs. Japan has been a willing beneficiary of technological spin-off
• . • . ■ -f'--

from the United States, but, in tvim, her atomic energy development program 

has become dependent on this American outflow of technology. While Japan 

has broadened her contacts with other technologically advanced countries in 

■ recent years, the United States is likely to remain in the forefront of

s.

atomic technology and will remain a major contributor to the Japanese

development pfogr^. This closely interwoven relatlonsMp between the 

civilian and military aspects of atomic energy development, on both the

national and international levels, is examined in Chapter IX, along with an 

analysis of the strategi6^context within which the debate over a Japanese 

nuclear weapons force is presently taking place. '

Chapter X reviews the relationship of technology and polities .in’Jap^ 

from a broad systemic point of view.

had on the Japanese political system is summarized in terms of the success 

of the system in setting goals, establishing priorities, and allocating 

resources, and the extent to which there is a continuing and open dialogue

The inpact that atomic technology has

on these goals, priorities and allocative decisions.
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CHAPTER II

POLICY FORMULATION: THE ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK
V

Principles of PolleymaklnK

The administrative framework which was developed for the atomic energy-

program reflected certain standard hureaucratic features common to Japanese

governmen-tal organizations lr£ general. First, the principle of statism wss

Long has commented on the government's role of overlord,firmly adhered to.

and concludes that "science policy is administratively determined. It '

allows minimum scope for the influence of groups or individuals not
,.l

identified with administrative participants. Such non-administrative

input to the science policymaking process as is solicited., is dotie so 

principally through ad-visory groups of which there are a great number. Long

-questions the real policymaking function of many of these advisory groups.

and suggests that ;they sometimes perform' mainly a public relations seiTrice
2

to mask the centralization which does, in fact, exist throughout.

A second principle of administration reflected in the atomic energy

agencies is that of collegial leadership. This aspect of the decisionmaking 

process is reflected not only £n formal government agencies but in the 

advisory groups as well. Few Japanese admirdrstrators, businessmen, or' 

scientists stand out as particularly strong figm-es. As Dimock has noted.

Theodore, Dixon Long, "Science Policy in Postwar Japan: Its 
Background, Developmert; snd Role in Public Policy and Administration" 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 19^7), P- 8.

2
Ibid., p. 390.
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„1
in Japan there is "government of positions and not of individuals.

Interests are most effectively articulated hy representatives who speak for
4

larger bureaucratic constituencies; 

tions which occur from time to time between the scientific community or the

As a result, the publicized confronta-

Diet and the executive branch of government rarely produce solutions to the

■problems which are raised. As Long has noted, the "confrontation" process

• • is used to identify the point at issue, while the real problem solving and

decisionmaking takes place through a more informal process of ..."negotiation."
I, ‘

The tactic, then, becomes to delay action or, at best, modify it. The

effect on policy of this sort of leveling is what Long calls "negative
' 2 '

acquiescence." Also, since the substance of policymaking occurs in the 

informal accommodation process which takes place within the co3J.egial 

leadership-body, any actor that does not have access to the collegium has 

little chance of exerting.any significant influence on the decisionmaking 

process. , . ■

s

This tendency to seek solutions to political disputes by eliminating 

the controversial aspects of policy proposals is one way to reach admlnls- 

trative decisions., but the consensual output not .infrequently contains the 

disagreement and misunderstan^ng.

Japan Atomic Energy Commission (JAEC). The JAEC is a cros^Tetween a purely 

advisory organ, which conservative government leaders preferred, and an 

independent watchdog body, which was demanded by^he opposition. It is 

responsible to the Prime.Minister and depends on the executive for all its

A case in point is theseeds of further

^Marshall E. Dimock, The Japanese Technocracy; Managet^nt and 
Government in Japan (Hew York: . J. Weatherhill, 19d8)> p. 18.

^Long, "Science Policy in Postwar Japan," 0£. cit., pp. 379-85- See 
also, Theodore D. long, "Policy and Politics in Japanese Science," Minerva, 
VII (Spring, 1969), W6-47.
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supportive services, but nevertheless shoulders a legal mandate which implies 

a self-sufficient and poetically Independent base of authority.

A third principle of Japanese administrative practice that is 

reflected in the atomic energy structure is that of departmentalism, 

cites this as a "key feature" of the administrative setup, and he criticizes 
the lack of horizontal contact between agencies.^

management is "con^julsively thorough" but where decisions must emerge from

an extended process of subtle inter-personal consensus seeking, the
2

potential for interminable delay and indecision is ijuite great, 

broad basis of agreement already exists, as it did in 1954-1955 on the need

Dlmock

In a. system where

When a

for estabUshlng an atomic reactor .program, administrative problems can be 

ovCTcome wish great speed. However, when there is a desire to delay or 

avoid decisions, the Japanese administrative system is admirably suited to

this purpose as well. ^

This chapter will describe the principal administrative stmctures, 

both in the government and in the business community, through which policy 

decisions on atomic energy research and development are carried out.

Administrative Framework

The Government

^slc Law for Atomic Energy The Basic Law for-Atomic Energy, which went 

into effect on January I,- 1956, was, nearly two years in the making. Anxious

to take full- advantage of the availability of--American hardware and 

technological know-how under the Atoms for Peace plan, the government 

hastily initiated a full scale drive in 1954 to lay the foundations of an

^Dimock, The Japanese Technocracy, op. cit., pp. 52-53, 130-4o. 

^Ibld.. p. 13.
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The Economic Planning Agency^ was

directed to begin drafting a plan in March, and a Preparatory Council for
2 *

the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy was established in May by the Cabinet 

to provide an interchange of ideas at the highest level on budgetary and 

research priorities among government, business and academic leaders.^

The idea of a Japanese atomic energy program drew broad support from

atomic energy development program.

•all three groups. In June, 1953 the Diet had set up a Science and

Technology Council, and in the House of Representatives the following March

Hakasone Yasuhlro submitted a bill to provide an additional ¥300 million 

($833jOOO) to the science budget for fiscal most of it earmarked for'^

reactor development. In four days the House approved ¥S35 million ($653>000) 
"unsolicited by either the administration or scientists."^

. Enthusiasm within Japanese industry was also running high. Keidanren 

President Ishikawa Ichiro^lsited U.S. AEC facilities at the University of 

California in January, 195^* Soon after, he began to draw together a strong

coalition of atomic power proponents from commercial and industrial circles

Tha Keidanren was also instrumental in helping to move alongin Japan.

rapidly the distended decisionmaking process by bringing together the views

^The Economic Planning Agency (EPA), a part of the Prime Minister's 
Office (PMO) but administratively within the Ministry of Finance (MOF), has 
continued to serve as a liaison agency between the IMO, MOF, and Science 
and Technology Agency (STA) on science policy matters. It does so' through 
its Economic Deliberation Council which was established in 1959. See Long, 
"Policy and Politics in Japanese Science," 02.. clt., p. l|i)-5.

%he Preparatory Council -was chaired by Deputy Prime Minister Ogata 
Taketora with EPA Director Aichi Klichi as vice-chairman. Other members 
included the Foreign Minister, Finance Minister, Keidanren president, and 
Professors Kaya Seiji and Fujioka Yoshio.

^Chitoshi Yanaga, Big Business in Japanese Politics (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, I968), pp. I8O-8I.

4 ■
Byuklchi Imai, "Japan and the Unclear Age," Bulletin of the Atomic 

Scientists. XXVI (June, 1970), 37; see also, Yanaga, Big Business, op. cit.. 
pp. 179-So.-
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of Japanese 'businessmen, Die-t members and cabinet ministers.^
2N Scientific enthusiasm was more guarded, but many scientists,

. •
especially atomic physicists, were emxlous to pick up the research threads 

which had been broken by the defeat In 1945- At the Japan Science Council 

(JSC) Congress In 1951> Professor Fushlml Yasuhlro of Osaka University had , 

tirged that the upcoming peace treaty contain no prohibition on nuclear ■ 

energy In Japan so that a program of research and development on peaceful 

uses could proceed. At the Confess the following year. Professor Kaya

_ Seiji of Tokyo University suggested that Japan set up an Atomic Energy

Commission. The Congress, at that time, ’ established the JSC 36th Committee’,

3 ' •
a forerunner of the Committee on Atomic Energy' Problems.

By October, 1955 the government bill) based on an Economic Planning 

Agency draft, -was ready. The EPA had earlier cleared It with the Political 
Affairs JResearch Committee, of the ruling Democratic Party, ^ but-there was

no overall agreement on the draft even within -the government. The

Preparatory Council for the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy In the Cabinet 

feared that, due to urglngs by the EPA and the Diet to hurry along the 

planning, Japan, might end up Inserting all Its nuclear technology from 
abroad to the detriment of domestic research and development.^ The govern

ment plan called for somewhat over ¥5 billion ($14.9 million) investment In

^anaga. Big Business, op. clt., pp. 179^ iSl*

For instance, the Japan Science Council opposed Representative • 
Hakasone's supplemental atomic energy budget proposal in March, 1954 because 
its members felt that there had been insufficient planning on the specific 
com-se research and development was to -bake.

^Yanaga, Big Business, op. clt., pp. I78-8O.
h
Mihon Kelzai, Sep. 20, 1955 in Dally Summary of the Japanese Press 

(hereafter cited as DSJP), Sep. 20', 1955^ P* 5*

^Asahi Shlmbun, Sep. 26, 1955 In DSJP, Sep. 27, 1955, P* 9*

2
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atomic energy research and development the first year with a total five year 
expenditure of ¥30 billion ($83-3 million).^ The MOF was thinking in terms

of a much more limited government investment and suggested.¥3 billion ($8.3
“ 2 

million) for the first year.

The Diet bill, introduced under joint sponsorship of government and 

opposition parties,^ was more con5)rehen6ive than any proposal from the 

Nakasone, chairman of the recently created fourteen- 

member Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, proposed an initial investment of

¥8 billion ($22.2 million) the first year, considerably above the EPA or 
4

MOF figures.

for building a domestic power generation reactor'in addition to in^iorting

two experimental reactoi^.^

Geneva. Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy and were most

inpressed with plans-'for power generation in Western European countries.

They insisted that Japan should make every effort, to catch up in this field 
6

as quickly as possible.

The Japanese were determined to catch up with the West in this critical

executive branch.

Also, the Diet bill, unlike the government version, called

The bill's sponsors had just attended the

venture, and they frequently spoke in terms of an atomic "race'-' in these 

The concept of a "race" was rooted in modern Japanese b^^ory.
new

early years.

'^ihon Keizal.'Sep. 20, 1955 in DSJP, Sep. 20, 1955, P- 5; and Oct. 11, - 
1955 inJSJP, Oct. 11, 1955, P- 8.

^Hlhon Keizal. Nov. 30, 1955 in DSJP, Nov. 30, 1955, P- 10.

^The sponsors were Nakasone Yasuhiro (Democratic Party), Maeda Masao 
- (Liberal Party), Shimura Shigeji (Japan Socialist Party), and Matsumae 
Shigeyoshi (Democratic Socialist Party).

\ihon Keizai. Nov. 30, 1955 in DSJP. Nov. 30, 1955, P- 10.,

^Nlhon Keizal. Sep. 20, 1955 in DSJP, Sep. 20, 1955, P- 5-

^okyo Shlmbiui, Sep. 26, 1955 in DSJP, Sep. 27, 1955, P* 1^-
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Quite early in the Meiji era the Japanese hecame aware of their technological

The experience of China at the hands of the Europeans was takeninfe^^iority.

as proof of the need for Japan to catch up with?the-West as quickly as

possible. A^in> after World War II, as Long has noted, scientific research 

was strongly imbued with a sense of recovering lost ground. Moreover, 

Jajjanese scientists have had an image of Western science free from 

■ governmental interference, which they feel gives it an automatic advantage 

over Japanese research. Long concludes that the Japanese have inqjosed upon 

themselves an "artificial standard" of catching up,.^

s

On November 5 the Diet Joint Committee agreed with the Prime Ministea?' 

on a compromise plan which whs quickly passed by. the Diet, 

an Atomic Energy Commission within the Cabinet to advise the Prime Minister

It provided for

and for a Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in the Diet to make policy

recommendations to the gov^nment. Additionally, a Science and Technology 

■ Agency, one of the most controversial aspects of the administrative machinery.

was charged with coordinating a host of diverse programs among government

ministries and .agencies.
... 2

research corporation and for a fuel mining and refining corporation.

overall budget figure of ¥3.6 billion ($10 million) for 1956 was agreed upon 

by the Cabinet at this time.^

and a domestic power reactor already mentioned, the bill provided for 

sizeable training, fuel prospecting, and radioisotope research programs.

On December 15, 1955 the new conq)romlse atomic energy bill was

The plan also called for a new atomic energy

An

Besides the two inqiorted research reactors

4 .■

^Long, "Science Policy in Post\^ Japan," 0£. clt., pp. I5-I6. 

^Asahi Shlmbun, Nov. 6, 1955 in DSJP, Nov. 7, 1955^ p. 8. . • 

^omluri Sbimbun, Jan. 20, 1956 in DSJP, Jan. 20, 1956, p. 5-- 

^Nihon Ksizai, Jan. 1, 1956 in DSJP, Jan. 1, 1956, p. 4.
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introduced into tde Twenty-third Ejctraordinary Session of the Japanese Diet. 

The measure how had broad support within the government and both legislative 

houses. Objections that the bill should be considSred more fully af a 
regular session were ignored.^ The bill was officially approved at the 

Diet on December 18 and took effect on January 1, 1956. later that month,

supporting bills for the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERl) and
2the Atomic Fuel Corporation were introduced.

:h-%m

W:
Government agencies The administrative framework established by the Basic 

law in 1956 has stood without slgi^fleant change to the present time. The 

objectives of the Basic law, as stated in Article 1, are "to secure energy 

resources in the future," "to achieve the progress of science and 

technology," and to promote atomic industry with the goal of contributing 

"to the welfare of mankind and to the elevation of the national living 

standard."

ii

P

The mandate given the government, to foster "research, development and

utilization of atomic energy" (Article 1, Basic law), is very broad when one

considers that the definition of "atomic energy" covers "all kinds of energy

released from atomic nuclei in the process of nuclear transformation"

(Article 3(l), Basic law). The Japan Science Council objected to opening

the door so widely to government supervision and tried imsuccessfully in
4

1955 to have the Basic Daw reworded.

steady pressure on the government to restrict direct intervention into

*

l/i

ii
lag
iMi

iThe Science Council has maintained

%okyo Times, Dec. Ih, 1955 in DSJP, Dec. l4, 1955> P- 2.

^anaga. Big Business, op. cit., pp. I92-94.

^Atomic Ener^ Bureau, Atomic Energy Laws of Japan; The Atomic Energy 
Basic law (Tokyo: Science and Technology Agency, n.d.), pp. 12. ^

. ^Winichl Shimbmi, Dec. ih, 1955 in DSJP, Dec. l4, 1955^ P* 3*

■
1-5
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scientific endeavors, and it ha's teen quick to take umbrage at any move it 

considered threatening to the freedom of scientific research. The Science 

Council has not been entirely satisfied that the basic policies enunciated 

in the 1956 act^ are always as closely observed by the government as it 

would like.

Atomic Energy Commission. —Atomic energy development in Jai>an is
2

centered in the Prime Minister'p Office. The Prime Minister appoints all 

major atomic energy officials and approves budgets and programs. He is 

advised by an Atomic'Energy Commission appointed by him with the approval of
■ Q

the Diet. The. JAEC was designed to reflect the views of the public while 
taking into account the opinions of organized interest" groups.^ The first- 

Commission, for instance, was headed by Shoirikl Matsutaro, a prominent 

businessman who had attained national recognition as a major proponent of 

atomic energy development. Four other commissioners were chosen to represent 

business (ishlkawa Ichiro), labor (Arisawa Hiromi), and the academic 

community (atomic physicists Yukawa Hideki and Fujioka Yoshlo). In 1959 "two

additional commissioners were added, one in the field of biology and one in 

All members of the JAEC are supposed to be internationally recognizedlaw.

^independent research, democratic management, and public annoxmcement 
of research results; see Basic Law, Article 2.

^Dimock notes that in recent years administrative authority has 
steadily accrued to the PMO. In 1967, Tor instance, approximately 30 per 
cent of all executive branch engiloyees (some 300,000 people) were 
responsible to the PMO directly. See his The Japanese Technocracy, op. clt., 
p. kQ.

r
^Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Unclear 

Legislation (Paris: European Nuclear Energy Agency, 19^9)^ pp. Iiy-18.
Vohn E. Hodgetts, Administering the Atom for Peace (Hew York: 

Atherton, 1964), p. 59-
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in their fields, to have no partioiO^ political ambitions, and to have a 
sound understanding of the issues surrounding atomic energy in Japan.^

The JAEC's mandate was the result of a con^iromise reached between the

Diet and the government during the discussions -that took place at the end

of 1955* While the government preferred a purely advisory body, the Diet

argued for an independent organ which could retain more continuity of policy

and not be subject to the constant pulling and hauling of partisan politics.

The Commission was thus placed within the Office of the Prime Minister but
2

with- something more than a; purely advisory status. 

the provision that when the JAEC makes reports on its decisions, the "Prime 

Minister . . . shall pay due consideration to it.

This is reflected in

- i
J •

..3 ■

Science-and-Technology Agency .--The Science I and Technology Agency is

the heart of the atomic energy administrative framework in Japan, 

established by law on March 31, I956 and its director, who also serves as 

Chairman.of the Atomic Energy Commission, has cabinet rank. ■ The STA's

It was

Atomic Energy' Bureau, with its ten divisions, is wher? most of the

administrative threads come together.

There was considerable discussion in 195^ and 1955 o'ver the form the

Keidanren, and business circles generally, wanted 

centralized supervision of science and technology programs but preferred, 

not to have any ministry currently in existence absorb such wide

STA shoiald take.

/•

^Mainlchl Shimibun, Dec. 23, 1955 in DSJP, Dec. 2k, 1955, P* l6j and 
Atoms in Japan, III (September, 1959), 27. /

%anaga. Big Business, bp., alt., pp. 193-9^.

^Atomic Energy Bureau, Atomic Energy laws of Japan, op. cit.,
\

Article 3.
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authority.^ The Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI),

fearful Of losing a number of its sections in the reorganization, opposed
2 »

the idea of a new agency altogether. The Joint Diet Committee hoped to 

transcend the vicissitudes of party politics by putting the entire apparatus 

within the Prime Minister's Office hut, in effect, independent of the Prime 

Minister. The Liberal Democratic Party (IDP) Policy Affairs Research 

Committee, however, posed "absolute opposition" to giving the agency 
any such freedom from party review.^ 

record as opposing the STA as a "backward step."**'
The Japan Science Council went on

However, this opposition 

ceune principally from those in the social sciences and humanities, while 

scientists in the engineering and pure .science sections of. the JSC 

tended to see the new agency as a welcome forum, for their own ideas.^

The STA acts as' a secretariat for the JAEC and is charged with

coordinating long range plans ahd research programs, congjiling the research
6

budget, and supervising national laboratories. Its duties encongjass the 

entire gamit of atomic energy policymaking including supervising training

programs, screening'government subsidies and contracts, publicizing atomic

energy programs, devising protective measures to guard against radiation

^anaga. Big Btislness, op. clt., p.' 189. 
^Tokyo

Shimbun. Nov. 7, 1955 in DSJP, Nov. 7, 1955, p. 10. 
^Asahl Shimbun, Dec. 7, 1955 in DSJP. Dec. 7, 1955, p. I5.

Japan Science Council, Annvial Report. 1959r~Tr. 49, cited by Theodore 
D. Long, "Science Policy in Postwar Japan," 0£. clt.. p. 348.

^Ibid.,, pp. 349-50.
6
• Long, "Policy and Politics in Japanese Science," 0£. cit., p. 439.

The atomic energy laboratories include the National Institute of Radiological 
Science, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, the Power Reactor and 
Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, and the Nuclear Ship Development 
Agency.

\
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hazards, and managing the nuclear liability program.^

Japan Atomic.Energy Research Institute.--The Japan Atomic Energy
«

Research Institute was set up in June, 1956 as a special corporation, 

in the case of the JAEC and the STA, JAERI's organizational mandate was the

As

result of bureaucratic compromise. The Diet Joint Committee on Atomic 

Energy had preferred a public corporation free of political interference.

Opposition arose in LDP circles, however, to the idea of an autonomous

The Ministry of Finance also objected to investing funds from theagency.

government budget in an agency which wotad not be directly answerable to

the government. The Keidanren opposed any format which would not allow its

private shareholders a voice in policymaking. Under a.coapromise plan

JAERI was set up.as a.special corporation under direct government supervision 
but with independent control of its own funding and personnel.^ By

distinguishing JAERI from regular civil service employees, JAERI could offer 

higher salaries to attract experts which might otherwise be siphoned off 

It was also hoped that this extra margin of autonomy wouldby industry.

facilitate cooperation between industry and JAERI personnel, 

run by a board of directors headed by a president from the scientific

4
JAERI is

community and a vice president drawn from the government. An initial

^OECD, Nuclear Legislation, op. clt., pp. 119-20.

"Government-Affiliated-Agencies," Oriental Economist, XXXIV (November, 
1966),’ 662-66 and Oriental Economist, XXXIV (December, 1966), 715-20.

%anaga. Big Business, op..clt., p. I98; Mainichl Shlmbun, Feb. 1, 1956 
in DSJP, Feb. 1, 1956, p. 3; Yomiuri Shimbun, Feb. 5, 1956 in DSJP, Feb. 6, 
19567?. 13; and Mainiehi Shlmbun, Feb. 7, 1956 in DSJP, Feb. 7, 1956, p. 7-

^odgetts. Administering the Atom for Peace, op. cit., p. 60.
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government investment of ¥250 million ($694,000) was made with private 

industry adding ¥248 million ($689,000).^

Despite its prestige as the government's primary atomic energy research 

agency, JAEBI has, on occasion, found itself competing both with industry

The JAEC has sometimes beenand the government for personnel and money, 

lukewarm in advocating government research projects.- Too often the jAEC has

preferred to leave atomic energy research and development to private
2

industry, especially in the areas of applied research. JAERI has also

found its long range research goals, designed to achieve across-the-board 

technological'autonomy for Japan, frustrated by industry's desire to

in^iort the latest technology from abroad in order to keep Japan's power 

generation facilities on a par with developments elsewhere.3

In the- fall of I963 a rather serious debate broke out within JAERI.

spokesmen tried to bill--it as a sin^jle labor-management dispute, 

but the heart of the dissatisfaction among JAERI scientists and engineers

Ciovernment

lay in the failure of the government to outline clear resesirch goals for the 

Institute. . It was felt that the government generally did not appreciate

This lack of concern was reflected in thethe need for basic research.

atomic energy budget which allocated generous funds to reactor development 

but scrimped on manpower training and research. Since JAERI did not have

the benefit of technological spin-off from defense programs which proved so

valuable to its counterparts in other countries, JAERI scientists pleaded 

for closer cooperation between their own research activities and the power 

reactor development program. This disruption in JAERI's activities brought

\
^Yanaga. Big Business, op. cit., p. I98.

^Atoms in Japan, IX,(lferch, I965), 6-7.

^Hodgetts, Ai^TTi-im'Rtering the Atom for Peace, op. cit., p. 112.

p



atout a change of personnel at the upper echelons and a reorganization 
designed to give more decisionmaking, authority to the department chiefs.^ 

Despite administrative readjustments, JAERI must stilJ. oon5>ete for money 

within'^he government bureaucracy and atteng)t to hold its ovm with an 

industrial sector that is .making in^ressive strides in electric power

generation.

Consultative agencies In addition to the principal administrative agencies.

there are two consultative groups which assist the Prime Minister and his 

atomic energy advisors in policymaking.

Radiation Covmcii.—The Radiation Council was established in I961 to

consider protective measures against the increase of radioactivity from 

atmospheric, and underground nuclear weapons testing. The Council provides 

technical advice to the Prime Minister throu^'the Director-General of "the - 

STA. The Radiation Council considers all ramifications of radiation pro

tection, and much of its present work involves examination of safety 

measures for the many industrial, medical, agricultviral, and educational 

institutions that are working in various fields of radiation application 

and research. As of I969, there were 1,835 such facilities. The members of 

the Council, which may number up to thirty, are nominated by the STA

Director-General and approved by the Diet for two year terms. Radiation

2
Council decisions are carried out by Cabinet Orders.

nnmm-it.tpp on Reactor Safety.—The.Committee on Reactor Safety was

^Atoms in Japan, IV (April, 1965)^ 1“3"
\

^OECD, Nuclear Legislation. 0£. ctt., p. 120; and Japan Atomic Energy 
Commission, Fourteenth Annual Report: 1969-1970 (Tokyo: Japan Atomic 
Energy Commission, n.d.), pp. 92-93-
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created in October, I968 as a consultative body to the Chainnan of the 

JAEC. A great number of reactors are scheduled to go into operation in the 

1970s, and the public was beginning to become actively concerned over the 

siting of these facilities. Also, the advanced thermal and fast breeder 

generations of reactors demand special safety consideration due to their 

increased size and experimental nature. The Committee is responsible both 

for establishing the safety criteria to be met by all applicants seeking ^ 

reactor operation permit, and for approving the application for an actual 

reactor Installation at a specific site. The Committee of up to thirty 
members is nominated by the Prime Minister and approved by the Diet.^

i
Special agencies There are also four special agencies’which are engaged in 

selected projects relating to atomic energy.

Power Reactor and Nuclear
Fuel Development CorporatiOh-.-—The Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel'

Development Corporation (PNC) was created in July, I967 to oversee the 
2

ATR-FBR program. It was also given the task of administering the nuclear 

fuel prpgr^ which had been under the Atomic Fuel Corporation since 1956.

The Chairman of the PNC is,appointed by the Prime Minister in consultation

with the JAEC. The PNC is directly administered by the Atomic Energy Bureau 
of the STA.^

^OECD, Nuclear Legislation, op. clt., p. 120; and JAEC, Fourteenth 
Annual ReportT~op. clt.T pp. 82-83.

^Advanced Thermal Reactor-Fast Breeder Reactor

^OECD, Nuclear legislation, op. cit., pp. 123-24; Atoms in Japan, X 
April, 1966), 1-3; Atoms in Japan. X (June, I966), 21; Atoms in Japan, XI 
August, 1967), 2-3; and Tokyo Shlmbun, Nov. 15, I967 in DSJP, Nov. 22,

1967, pp. 37-38.
s\
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National Institute of
Radiological Sciences.—The National Institute of Radiological

Sciences (NIRS) was created in 1957 to study the medical effects of 
- «

radiation. The HIRS operates with both government and private funds. 

Although it is attached to the Atomic Energy Bureau, it has legal 

corporation status so that it is not directly under government adminis

trative or budgetary control.^

Institute of Physical
and Chemical Research.—The Institute of Physical and Chemical

Research (IPCR) began scientific research programs with an in^jerial family

grant in I916'and is currently administered by the STA. Its chairman is

appointed by'the Prime Minister for a four year term. At the present

time, the IPCR is divided into eight research groups, one of which is 
2

nuclear physics.

Muclear Ship Development Agency.—The Japan Nuclear Ship Development

Agency (JNSDA) -was established in I963 to direct the construction and 

launching of Japan's first nuclear-propelled merchant vessel. The ship,

christened "Mutsu," ■was launched in June, 19^9 snd is expected to be fully

The JNSDA let contracts on the project tooperational by the mld-1970E.

Ishlkawajima-Iferima Heavy Industry Company for the construction of the ship 

and to Mitsubishi Atomic Power Industries for the reactor component, 

the "Mutsu" project is successful, as expected, the government Intends to 

diminish its role in futirre construction and leave pTivate industry as the 

"main constituent."^

If

^OECD, Nuclear Legislation, op. cit., p. 121.
2
Ibid.. p. 125; and Long', "Science Policy in Postwar Japan," 0£. cit.,

\

pp. 75-76.

^JAEC, Fourteenth Annual Report, op. cit., pp. 49-56-
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Science and Teehnology Council
and the Japan Science Council a?he administrative setup has not teen 

entirely successful. In 1957, the government began discussing ways to 

improve planning and to encourage scientific development generally in 

Japan.^ The result was the creation, in 1959/ of 'tlie Science and 

Technology Coimcil (STC). The STC was formed to oversee the organizational 

and administrative aspects of government science programs. It was hailed 

at tiie time by science policy administrators within the Science and 

Technology Agency as new evidence of the government's concern for science 

and technology. The STC, it was claimed, would encourage cross-contact 

between government and business, and spur scientific research and 

development in both sectors. In fact, the STC has had little lagiact on 

science policy. There was some debate in 1959 over whether the group 

should set'its research and development goals independently of the
2 -

government, or whether it shoulS^tailor programs to fit the budget. The 

STC drew up an ambitious ten-year promotion scheme in'i960 to complement 

the government's own national income doubling plan, but lacking the

resources, to carry through its concept, the plan disintegrated quietly
^ The STC has had little political influence since 

The Science and Technology Coimcil undertakes studies when

while undergoing review.

that day.

requested by the Prime Minister who acts as chairman of the group. 4 The STC

^etu'Hirosige, "The Hole of the Government in the Development of 
Science," Journal of World History, IX (1965), 338^

^Tokyo Shimbun', May I5, 1959 InDSJP, May I5, 1959, p. 16.

^Hirosige, "The Role of the Government," 0£. c^., p. 338.
*^Other members of the STC are the Minister of Education, Minister of 

Finance, Director of the Economic Planning Agency, Director of the Science 
and Technology Agency, and the President of the Japan Science Council plus « 
five scientists and engineers appointed by the Prime Minister with the 
concurrence of the Diet.

\
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is really a governn^nt in-house review hody which provides "sympathetic 

scientific advice."^

• government and the Japan Science Co\mcil. ^

The Japan Science Council was established in 1949 "to guide and 

coordinate the development of science and technology in Japan and at the 

same time provide a sound democratic governmental structure.

It was set up in part to act as a buffer between the

ii2
The aip

3
members of the JSC are divided into seven sections by academic discipline. 

The Science Council, especially the humanities and social sciences sections.

has often,been highly critical of conservative Japanese governments. Partly 

this is a result of different political philosophies, but also there is

often a clash between what the government seeks to accon^llsh in the short •

run and what the JSC feels is best for the long range development of science

in Japan. Thus, the Science and Technology Council was created to avoid ^ 

direct government confrontation with the JSC.. The scientific community- 

expressed misgivings about the STC when it was first proposed in 1957» and 

their concerns were echoed by the socialists who opposed further "biireau-

. ^Long, "Science Policy in Postwar Japan," 0£. cit., p. 154.
p '
Harry C. Kelly, "A Survey of Japanese Science," Scientific Monthly, 

LXVIII (January, 1949), 42.
^The JSC sections are listed by Yoshlda Tomizo, "Organization of 

Scientific Activities," in Science in Japan, edited by Arthur H. Livermore 
(Washington; Association for the Advancement of Science, I965), PP- 2-3- 
They are: Section 1: Literature, Philosophy, Pedagogy,

Psychology, Sociology, History 
Section 2: Law, Political Science 
Section 3: Economics, Commerce, Business Education 
Section 4: Pure Science 
Sections: Engineering 
Section 6; Agriculture
Section 7; Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacology 

^Hirosige, "The Role of the Government," 0£. cit., p. 338-\
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cratic intervention" of the government in scientific research.^ It has

. been pointed out that the Science and Technology Council is hardly an 

independent source of scientific opinion, staffed as it^is largely by &
government officials and dependent on the STA Planning Bureau for its

2 - ■
secretariat.

Administrative. reform The administrative frame'work within which decision

making on atomic energy policy proceeds has been subject to certain 

stresses and strains. Partly, this is inevitable by virtue of certain 

inherent characteristics of the Japanese bureaucratic system. The 

compartmentalization of administrative units is "conducive to stalemate" 

in the opinion of one student of Japanese decisionmaking.'^ 

contact between units is limited, but at the same time, collectivity and 

consensus are most important if decisions are to have any practical effect.

Horizontal

Ettiquette demands, also, that consideration be given individual opinions.’

While no one openly dominates the decisionmaking process and all views are

aired, opinions must somehow assume weight in proportion to the personal 

stature and formal office of the opinion holder. Attaining the correct mix

of individual and departmental inputs in the face of legalistic and elitest 

concepts of bureaucratic interaction can be very time consuming. It also

tends to produce a leveling out of decisionmaking alternatives to give a

product which, while it may bq the least objectionable to all concerned.

^Tokyo Shimbun, May 15, 19^9 in DSJP, May 15, 1959 and December 3, 
1959 in DSJP, Dep. 3, 1959, P- 17-

^ong, "Policy and Politics in Japanese Science," cit., pp. 41t'l- 
42j and Long, "Science Policy in Postwar Japan," og. cit., pp. 154-55.

^James W. Morley,."Economic and Balanced Defense," in Forecast for 
Japan: Security in the 1970s. ed. by James W. Morley (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1972), pp. 26-30.

\
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and indeed, may iie the only "workable" solution, is not necessarily the 

most efficient.

Administrative reform has been tried in recent irears with varying 

success. In July, the Diet passed a resolution calling for 

reexamination of the atomic energy decisionmaking process. The JAEC, it 

was charged, had failed as a planning and coordinating organ. A reform 

committee drawn from government, business, and academic ranks was formed ' 

under the direction of JAEC Acting Chairman Arisawa, but it did nothing to

1

change the formal organizational structure of the JAEC and related agencies.

Besides iirging more thorough government coordination, the committee's report

recommended only that specialist boards be created within the JAEC and that

a survey sub-committee be created in the Reactor Safety Committee to speed
2

the screening of proposed reactor projects.

Administrative reform is ta^;i^ place, especially in technological. ■ 

areas which require more Imaginative and novel decisionmaking, if for no

other reason than the lack of established bureaucratic channels. Long range

planning, broadening o.f participation in decisionmaking to line organiza

tions, incorporating the views of local government, and soliciting inputs

from labor and consianer units are all examples of administrative reforms

that are taking place in the day-to-day operation of Japanese atomic energy

bureaucracies. It seems likely that formal administrative reorganization.

if and when it occurs, will be in response to this kind of working change

nsible for it.rather than rew°
^ee discussions in Dimock, The Japanese Technocracy, op. clt., pp. 

l-60j and Yoshinori Ide, "Administrative Reform and Innovation: the 
Japanese Case," International Social Science Journal, XXI (1969), 56-57-'

^Atoms in Japan, XIII (July, I969), 3-

\
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Private Indiistry

One of the most fimdamental influences that the rapid blossoming of 

science and technology has had on modern societies is the blurring of 

traditional distinctions between the private and public economic sectors.

Perhaps in no other endeavor is the intei^ngling of resources held in

common with those reserved for private exploitation more evident than in the

development of atomic energy. In no country has there been any serious

contention that private enterprise could, or even o\ight to, lay claim to 

the atom as a purely economic resource.

The dual character of atomic energy was widely acknowledged by the

Japanese public in an opinion poll taken in,1955. When asked what form of 

atomic energy organization they preferred, ^5 per cent of the Interviewees 

called for a joint government-private enterprise system. Eighteen per cent 

suggested complete government contr<5l'while only three per cent felt the 

atom should be turned over completely to business.^ Such dual partnership

has been common in Japan since the 19th century. A recent study suggests 

that up to lo per cent of Japan's economic activity is generated by
2

staterun public corporations., To make a sharp distinction between private

and public sectors, however, is to impose a dichotomy where the Japanese, 

at least, do not see one. As a "top government official" recently observed, 
". . .in Japan 'public' and 'private' are the same."^

Atomic industry orgemization Japanese private industry"has been a

dedicated proponent of atomic power generation. Following President

^omluri Shlmbun. Aug. 15, 1955 in DSJP, Aug. 16, 1955, P- U-
\

2
Dimock, The Japanese Technocracy, op. cit., pp. 59“6o. 
^Ibld..

p. 12.
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Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace pronouncement in December, 1953, the United

States made-known its intention to assist Japan in developing atomic power.

Although Japanese business leaders welcomed the American initiative, they 

realized that such an iindert^ing would require close coordination both 

within Japanese private industry and between private industry and the

government.

Under the sponsorship of Shoriki Itotsutaro, owner of the influential 

Yon1^uri Sbimbiin, the Keidanren formed an Atomic Energy Utilization Council

in April, 1955 to discuss the organization of a national atomic energy

^ It-was suggested in the press that' a secondary objective of theprogram.

\
Council was to forestall any attempt by more cautious groups, mainly in 

academic circles and the political left wing, to place a dang>er on atomic 

Shoriki, speaking with government officials at theenergy development, 

time, was reported to have argueck^hat atomic energy was too important -to

' be left to the physicists, aiid that Japan should accept.American offers of 

\iranium immediately so as not to be left behind other countries in the race 

for atomic power generation.

At a\JAEC meeting in'January, I956 Shoriki proposed an Atomic 

Industrial Forum, fashioned after the American organization of the same 

name. Its purpose would be to coordinate industry-wide research and 

development. The following.month, over sixty of Japan's business leeiders 

met with Shoriki at the Prime Minister's residence, and a committee of 

fourteen was appointed 1;o establish the outline of the Forum. On March 1,

2

^omiirri Shimbun, April 27, 1955 iu DSJP. April 27, 1955j P'9-

^Ifainlchl ShimbunI May 5, 1955 in DSJP. May 5, 1955, P- 15; and 
Feb. 3. 1956 in DSJP, Feb. 3, 1956, p. l5^

\
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the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum. (JAIF) -was officially launched with an
.. initial membership of 350 -firms.^ Suga Reinosuke of the Tokyo Electric

2
Power Con^ny.was elected JAIF Chairman. 4»

In addition to the JAIF, an "atomic energy federation" for Japanese 
industry as a whole,^ the firms which were to be most directly involved in 

the manufacture of atomic reactors and associated equipment'also organized

themselves into five industrial consortia and immediately began contracting

with firms in the United States and Great Britain, for importation of
k

. reactors and joint development projects in Japan, 

were based on pre-war zaibatsu companies (Mitsubishi', Sumitomo, and Mitsui) 

while the other two were organized around other industrial giants (Hitachi 

and Fuji Electric) and banking firms (Fuji, Sanwa, and Dai-ichi). The 

organization of these consortia is shown below.

Three of these combines

Government-industry partnership While both government and business in Japan 

fully supported the idea of joint public-private investment in atomic energy 

development, there was no general agreement on a specific division of

labor. The electric power companies proposed the creation of a new
V

corporation, controlled by private business, to inport and operate power 
reactors.^

With government financial support and the assistance of JAERI, 

they argued, private industry could do the job. They expected to make a 

profit from atomic reactors by"1962. Within the government, however, these

;
I

i

^anaga.
Big Business, op. cit., pp. I94-96.

Embassy of Japan, Japan Report, II (April XJ, 1956), 10.
3
Yomuiri Shlnibun. Jan. 22, I956 in DSJP, Jan. 23, 1956, p. 1.

2

\

Asahi Shimbun, Jan. 1?, 1956 in DSJP, Jan. I7, I956, p. 12.
^There are nine regional electric power conqianies in Japan: Hokkaido, 

Tohoku, Tokyo, Chubu, Hokuriku, Kansai, Chugoku, Shikoku, and I^rushu.
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was a strong disinclination to give private business, and the utility- 

companies in-^particular, a completely free hand. JAERI scientists, for 

instance, feared that with the reactor program entirely in private hands 

the profit motive would overshadow long range national interests, and too 

much reliance would he placed on proven foreign-made eq.vilpment at the expense 

of a strong domestic research and development program. The Electric Power 

Development Company, a 99 per cent government-owned corporation established 

in 1952 to encourage electric power expansion, felt that the risks inherent 

in an experimen-bal reactor program made government investment inperative.

Government and business negotiators reached a compromise in the form 

of the Atomic Power Development Company. Under this' arrangement, atomic 

energy power generation development would proceed \inder the direction of

pri-vate business, but with a degree of government regulation through the 

Electric Power Development Company,^ A 70:30 private-public investment ratio 

was suggested, but this was challenged by the Finance Ministry which felt 

that the 15 per cent scheduled to come from JAERI was too high for a

research oriented agency. Thus, the government's share of investment was
2

cut to 20 per cent.

Over the years, the atomic energy industry has looked to the government

for assistance in four major areas. First, the government has been relied

upon as a source of research and development funds and training programs, 

largely through JAERI. Responsibility for developing chancy ventures should 

be assumed by the government, the thinking goes, and once proven successful

the projects should be turned over to pri-vate enterprise. Second, private

^Atoms in Japan. I'(May, 1957)^ 2-4j Atoms in Japan, I (July, 1957)', 
1-2; and "Japan's Power Feud Enters Euclear Arena,” Electrical World, CIXVI
(Au^st 8, 1966), 50. ' ,

2
Atoms in Japan, I-(July, 1957)> 3; Atoms in Japan, I (August, 1957)> .

\

1.
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industry has fregiuently ejcpected the government to help offset cost

differentials of a teng)orary nature. Private firms have asked for public

funds to help defray the costs of building atomic powar plants, ingjorting

fuels not yet competitive with oil, and purchasing spent fuel for storage

until later generations of reactors are in operation and can use the

material. Third, private industry has looked to the government for infant

industry support in the form of tax preferences, special depreciation

allowances, and low interest bearing, long term loans. Finally, the

government has been expected to provide a favorable atmosphere in foreign

countries for agreements to support the domestic .atomic industrial program.

Stabilizing resource supply and ensuring technology, imports are particularly . 
important.^

One should not conclude, however, that private investment has been 

lacking or halfhearted. A recent estimate placed the total private 

investment in atomic energy from 1956 to 1966 at ¥120 billion ($333 

million). This is more than 20 per cent above the amount the government
2

invested over the same period. Moreover, the proportion of expenditures

in the private sphere should increase sharply from now on, due to the 

rapidly expanding reactor program scheduled for the 1970s and I98OS. For

instance, two industry-wide studies recently showed that the share of

private industry in research and development rose from 3I per cent in 
fiscal year I967 to nearly 36 per cent in fiscal year 1968.^ The decision

^Atoms in Japan,' VI (July, I962), 1-3; Atoms in Japan, XIII (March, 
1969), 29-3O; .toahl Shimbun, Aug. 30, 1955 in DSJP. Aug. 30, 1955, P- 6; 
JAEC, geiATteeirth Annual Report, op. cit., pp. 3fl“39•

^Sankel ShiTnbun. Feb. 23, 1968 in DSJP. Feb. 23, I968, p. 33-

^Atoms in Japan, XIII (April, I969), 35"36; and Atoms in Japan, XIII 
(November, I969), I6-I7.

\
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by the MOF Foreign liiveEtment Council to lift import. oontroiU in nuclear
T * •*

energy areas in July, 1972 should also spur' additional activity hy 

industry.

Administrative Centralization with .

Bureaucratic Balance

This overview of the administrative organization of atomic energy 

development in Japan makes clear that the structures devised to handle new 

and complex technological policy problems have been dealt with along 

traditional bureaucratic lines. The central government was given a mandate 

over all aspects of research, development, and utilization of the atom. 

Decisionmaking authority is centered in the Prime Minister’s Office with 

little opportunity for independent policy action on the part of the JAEC

or the STA. -

The commanding formal position of the government is tempered to some'

.. extent by the felt need for consensus seeking through a less formal

Ad hoc committees and study groups are freq.uentlynegotiation procedure, 

used to solicit the views of Diet members, scientists, and business leaders.

Contacts with the business community are especially significant, since 

Japanese business organizations act as the conduit through which technology 

is developed and filtered through all levels of economic activity. The 

realization that Japan must guarantee itself continuing access to the latest 

technological developments, or in more traditional terminology, that Japan 

must catch up with the.West, has been the unifying principle by which the 

national atomic energy program has achieved such rapid success, 

primary goal can be achieved only through f;^ working partnership between 

government and business, the boundaries between politics and economics.

Since this

\

^Japan Times Weekly. July 1, 1972, p. 9.
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never very sharp in Japan, have been eroded even further. The reactor

development program has gone foivard under the direction of private industry, 

while the government has provided indispensable support»in the form of 

research, investment back-up, infant industry support, and diplomatic

groundwork.

The most obvious vacuum in the administrative picture is in the area

of independent scientific input. The Japan Science Council, formed under

the Occupation as a source of democratic scientific opinion, has been

sidetracked. When the Science Council refused to play sinply an in-house

consultative role, the Science and Technology Council was established as a

buffer between the highest level of decisionmakers and the scientific ■

The differences between the government and the Science Councilconnnuni'fcy.

are partly the result of conflicting interpretations on social priorities. 
v.v''''~'^^Where the government would assign priority to meeting immediate energy

demands,- the scientific community would look more favorably on building up

Japan's basic research capabilities. However, the differences in perception

of the role technology should play goes far beyond the question of

allocating resources. The root of the conflict stems from disagreement

over fundamental societal goals, both domestic and in the area of foreign

These issues will be dealt with at grater length in Chapter VII.policy.

\
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y.CHAPTER III

POLICY ’ PORMCLATION; PIANNING

1%

Planning as a Political Function
ji

I?

IIf one principle can te said to summarize the essence of planning in 

the Japanese atomic energy development program, it is the ohservation made 

hy Eugene Skolnikoff that the "technical nature of an issue is not always
i;;v

Ia good indicator of the actual importance or relevance of -technical

From its beginnings innl .
considerations of specific facets of the subject.

1955 the atomic energy program has been shaped to a much greater extent by
f'

rn
administrative, budgetary and foreign policy considerations than it has by

Itechnology in a strict sense.

The Japanese development program began in the mid-1950s as a 

conseq.uenoe of a political decision on the part of the United States to

civilian reactor development in what was then' referred to as the 

"free world." Japanese reactor development has continued to progress in

ft
ft
I*

i'
ft

encourage

close association with developments in the United States because of the 

broad economic and scientific exchanges which have been promoted by the

lately, as Japan has sovight to create aAmerican and Japanese govern^nts. 

basis for more independent political action, planners in government and

industry have turned increasing attention to developing more extensive 

international relationships. American technology still figures prominently 

■ in Japan's economic development, and the United States' political presence

4
ft

\-

■^Thigene B. Skolnikoff, Science, Technology, and American Foreign 
Policy (CJambridge: M.I.T, Press, 1967), P- 9-

• V

I
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is still most evident in Japan. However, in atomic energy development as 

in other economic and political spheres, the trend is more and more to 

parallel hut independent efforts based on the principj.e of equal cooperation 

and exchange. -

Bureaucratic competition and budgetary factors also have had a 

significant influence on planning. Various writer's'^ve commented on the

uncoordinated and ^ulinspiring use that is made of science and technology In

If one were to take Shils' description ofnational policy planning, 

science policy as the "intention to promote creativity" as a guideline, 
Japanese planning would not rate very high.^ Calder also complains that

there is little insginative use of "science policy" Mong governments

He cites a recent study, which found little difference betweengenerally.

the science policy proposals set out by the Soviet Commtmist Party and the

American Republican Party, to support his contention that politicians do

not really understand science and can speak of it only in vague, uninspiring
^ 2 
terms.

WhatWhat the scientists bewail is the lack of a policy for science.

political decisionmakers are concerned with most often is science in policy.

They do not find in science a new spectrum for politics, but use science and

Thus, it isits technological applications to further political goals, 

quite natural that science and technology should become the source of

bureaucratic competition and budgetary haggling. Science and technology 

have not brought about more orderly, "rational" decisionmaking except to the •

^ward Shils, ed.. Criteria for Scientific Developi^
Policy and National Goals (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, , p. vili.

nt: Public

\ 2]jigei Calder, Technopolls; Social Control of the Uses of Science 
Simon and Schuster, I969), p. 279, citing Stevan Dedijer, T^(New York;

New Scientist, XXI (1964), p. 46l ff.
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extent that a more coordinated approach to planning is necessary to ensure

that science and technology are applied in such a way as to bring about the

intended political developments. However, in Japan, planning for broad 

policy objectives is still restricted to a relatively small political in

group. Even on the secondary level, where priorities are designated and 

resources allocated, the Japanese government continues to dominate the 

various administrative agencies and advisory boards that have been created •

/ ..

It is only at a tertiary level of decisionmaking, where 

specific research and development objectives are decided, that authority is 

broadened.^ ' •

for this purpose.

The following chapter will review the planning mechanism within the 

atomic energy development program. Planning psychology has swung 

dreunatically on two occasions from overly optimistic forecasts in the mid- 

1950s to much more conservative estimates of projected growth in the late 

1950s and early I96OS. Since I967, revisions of development plans have been 

necessary but these were expected and have always been in an upward 

direction. As the Japanese have acq.ulred more practical, reactor operating 

experience, and have gained skill in identifying the conplex patterns of 

social and economic growth which must accompany technological forecasts.

they have become more confident in their own abilities to plan rationally ■

The one area in which planningfor future atomic energy needs in Japan.

to have been least successful is in the area of reactor siting andseems

environmental pollution. This question is noted here~aha explored more

fully in Chapter VI.

^The three tier science policy process concept is outlined in I^ng,. 
"Science Policy in Postwar Japan," 0£. c^., pp. 38I-82.

\
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Japanese Atomic Energy Planning

Japanese plans in the mid-1950s for the' realization of a peaceful

atomic'energy program were marked hy hold optimism. President Eisenhower's

Atoms for Peace proposal struck a responsive chord with nearly all elements

of' Japanese society. Japanese representatives returned from the 1955

Geneva Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy convinced heyond

doubt that the atom -was to be the industrial resource of the future, and

they began immediately to proselytize their receptive colleagues in

business, government, and scientific circles.^ Their enthusiasm is

evidenced in the announcement by Shoriki Matsutaro, the first JAEC Chairman,
2

that "(W)e intend to realize atomic generation in less than five years."

The Japanese were likewise determined to catch up with the West in 

this critical new venture. Spurred by reports of atomic energy outlooks 

brought back by an investigation team that visited the United States and 

Western'Europe, the government hurriedly began laying the groundwork for 

an administrative stmcture and reactor development program. A five year 

projection worked out by the Economic Deliberation Council and the Institute 

of Indus-trial Science and Technology called for a heavy water-natural 
uranim reactor with 300 to 1,000'kilowatts of power output.^ 

the Ministry of International Trade and Industry called for a ¥8 to ¥9-5 

billion ($22.2 to $26.U million) budget with four experimental reactors 

operative by 1959. Three of these were to be imported and one manufactured

ti

Plans from

^See, for instance, accounts in Mlhon Keizal, Aug. 21, 1955 in DSJP, 
Aug 20/21, 1955, p. 3; and Tokyo Times. Aug. 23, 1955 in DSJP, Aug. 23, 
1955, PP. 1-2.

^^fe^inlchl Shimbun, Apr. 23, 1956 in DSJP, Apr. 21/23, 1956, p. I8. . 

\okyo Times, Mar. 7, 1955 in DSJP, Mar. 7, 1955, P- 5-

\
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domestically.^ The hullish MITI projection also envisioned a 50,000 watt 

pilot plant hy 1959• Commercial atomic power output hy 1962 was expected to 

be approximately .150,000 kilowatts, increasing to 2,000,t)00 kilowatts by 

1970 and reaching k,000,000 by 1975-^

The reason for this warm reception for the peaceful atom is not 

difficult to understand. By 1975, for instance, MTUI was projecting steel

output at two and a half times the I955 level and a ko per cent increase in' 
Automobile production was expected to expand eightfold.^ship building.

Such an industrial surge would demand an enormous increase in electrical 

power supply which Japan's meagre domestic resources could never meet. 

Although a report prepared by MITI and the Atomic Energy bureau of the STA 

concluded that the expected energy needs could be met with conventional

hydroelectric and thermal power plants through 1975, Japan's industrial 

machine could be kept running only ^ increased coal and oil Imports from 

^ Besides leaving Japanese industry hostage to foreign suppliers.abroad.

such large fuel imports would drain away precious foreign exchange and 
require sizeable expenditures on tankers and expanded harbor facilities.^ 

Oil iatports alone were projected to be twenty times the 1957 level by 1975

An electric power industry report flatly predicted the need for 1,000,000
- - - - - - - i •

^Ihon Kelzal, Aug. 27, 1955 in DSJP/Aug. 30, 1955, p. H-
o. ^
Nihon Keizai, Feb. 4, 1956 in DSJP, Feb. 4, 1956, p. 20.

^Nlhon Kelzai, Dec. 4, 1956 in DSJP. Dec. 4, 2.

^"Outlook for Long Term Demand and Supply of Electricity and 
Expectation for Nuclear Power," Atoms in Japan, I (June, 1957)> 1“3-

^Atoms in Japan, I (June, 1957), 3-
^Atoms in Japan, I (No. 5, 1957), 1?*\
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kilowatts of atomic power by 1965.^

The optiMstic outlook on the development of atomic power stemmed in

part 'from the determination of the Japanese to match Wesl'ern technological 

accomplishments. In a sense, atomic energy acted as a release for the 

frustrations of the post-war period when Japan was clearly a second class

nation. The Japanese were also encouraged in this competitive thinking by

the United States and Great Britain which tried to outdo each other in

making sales pitches for the Japanese reactor export market. One Japanese

observer at the time explained that the "advertising war" between the two

"produced a widespread, optimistic inpression that atomic power generation
2

is 'just around the corner.'" Another factor which may account for the 

Japanese enthusiasm lies in the economics of reactor supply and operation. 

There are great advantages to be gained through economies of size, and 

Japanese businessmen were certainly ;receptive to any suggestions of ways to 

cut costs' and raise operating efficiency.

The 1957 Plan

From, the- various estimates submitted by MITI, the Atomic Energy
i

Bureau and the electric power industry, the Japan Atomic Energy Commission

formulated its Eighteen-year Power Reactor Development Plan in 1957. The

plan established some optimistic targets. Beginning with an initial 150,000 

kilowatts of commercial power output in I962, atomic reactors were to be

providing over 7,000,000 kilowatts by 1975. By this latter date, it was 

predicted that mostt^,flf^_J^an^ atomic power capacity would be generated by 

advapoed breeder reactors. Economically, atomic energy was expected to

\
^Atoms in Japan, I (Jime, 1957)j 1- 
2
Seiki Watanabe, "The Road to Atomic Power," Japan Quarterly, V 

(October-December, 1958), 421.

*
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become con^jetitive with coal bxirnlng power plants by 1965 and with oil 

biirning plants by 1970.

.....

Planning stratemr The JAEC 1957 Reactor Development Plan set forth two

basic strategies for atomic energy development which have been followed to 

the present day. First, it was decided that Japan would import foreign 

equipment and technology on a selective basis and, at the same time, lay 

the foundations for its own research and development capability. The 

relatively underdeveloped state of the atomic sciences in Japan, and the 

•great initial expense involved in building a nuclear powered industrial 

sector, compelled "the Jap5uiese to rely heavily on foreign imports until 

recently. However, from the very beginning of the atomic energy.program, 

Japan's goal has been to overcome the dependence on foreign technology and .

1
equipment.

It was determined that Japan shShld import its first atomic power

reactors. Raising technological standards of the domestic research and

development program should also be a major goal, but Japanese planners felt

that without immediate foreign input, atomic energy development would be

greatly delayed. Specific reactors to be imported were to be determined

after intensive study by Japanese teams abroad but, at any rate, the first
2

imported reactor would be one of proven practicality.

The British Calder-Hall type was selected over coiqjetitive American 

models since it had a relatively impressive performance record. Moreover, 

it used natural urani\am fuel which was more readily available than the

Looking to the future, theenriched uranium used in American reactors.

\
^ihon- Keizai, Aug. 27, 1955 in DSJP, Aug. 30, 1955, p. HJ Asahi 

Shinibun. Sep. 7, 1956 in DSJP, Sep. 7, 1956, p. 6.

^Atoms in Japan, I (No. 3, 1957), 19-23.
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Calder-Ball was considered more easily manufacturable in Japan than certain 

other more advanced, e^qperimsntal reactors. At the time, the Calder-Hall 

unit .was seen as simply a temporary expedient to fill in 4;he slack period 
before a domestic fast-breeder reactor (EBR) could be' put into use.^ 

ambitious PHR plan, which proposed to punp over ¥1.3 trillion ($3.7 

billion) by 1975 into a crash program for domestic fast breeders, was soon 

found to be totally lapractical.

An

2

The second strategic principle of the atomic energy plan set down in 

1957 was that of mutual public-private cooperation and investment. In 

spite of opposition from the political left, as well, as from certain elements 

within the scientific and academic communities, the government determined 

that the econokLc profit motive would be a great stimulus to atomic 

developmeht. A division of labor was sketched out in which the nine private

utility companies would receive imported reactors while investing their

resources, in the construction of electric power stations. The government.

throx;igh the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, would concentrate on

research and on developing Japan's domestic reactor capability. JAERI 

could then provide the research underpinnings for private industry while 

industry, in turn, could.stimulate JAERI researchers with practical operating
3

experience.

As might be expected from an undertaking of thisCriticism of the plan

scope, the JAEC was not without its critics. Although there was widespread

enthusiasm for the overall goal of atomic power, there was disagreement on

development priorities. Also, there were conflicting concepts of the

\ \toms in Japan. I (Uo. 5, 1957), 18-19. 

Ibid., p. 17.

\toms in Japan. I (So. 3, 1957), 19-23*

2

•*-ffiys
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respective roles to be played by the public and private sectors'.

Developmental problems centered on research priorities and the correct

JAEC Commissioner Arisawabalance of imported versus domestic technology, 

had earlier urged that reflection on Japan’s future energy needs and 
energy resources be given priority.^ MHI was especially concerned with

this aspect of the development program as was the Japan Atomic Industrial 

Forum, spokesman for commercial and industrial firms involved in all 

phases of atomic energy expansion. MHI questioned the reliability of the 

.JAEC's cost comparison projections relating coal and oil to atomic fuel,

• since no allowance had been made for price fluctuations over the eighteen
p '

year period. JAERI chided the JAEC on its inattention'to‘nuclear fuel 

cycle problems, and expressed doubt as to the practicality of the FBR 
program as well.^

The JAEC's plans for moving beyond the Calder-Ifell natural uranium 

reactor to more ad'vanced types were also questioned. JAERI had all along 

doubted the feasibility of developing the FBR within the period of the

.current plan, and of making it the backbone of Japan's atomic power output
If

JAIF, likewise, questioned the wisdom ofas the JAEC plan suggested, 

attempting to move directly from the Calder-Hall to the fintried, experimental 

FBR. Incremental progress, it -was felt, through less exotic generations of 

reactors would not only ensure more predictable development, but would also 

provide time for more research on plutonium extraction, a necessary

•Hjalnichl Shimbun, Apr. 23, 1956 in DSJP, Apr. 23, 1956, p. 18.
2Atoms in Japan, I (No. 6, 1957)j 7*
•3
Ibid., p. 8.

^Atoms in Japan, I (Ho. 5, 1957), 17; and Atoms in Japan,I (No. 6,

\
H

1957), 8.
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1
congionent of any successful EBR program. The EBR program never- got off 

the ground at this stage, and J^ERI soon announced the goal of three EBRs 

by the I96OS had been too "bold." JAERI opted instead for a "more prudent 

approach.

•> -

Just what this more prudent approach might be was by no means clear.

JAERI supported the concept of incorporating research on enriched, fuel reactors 

into the JAEC Eighteen-year Reactor Plan. However, as MITI pointed out, 

there was no coherent policy dealing with enriched fuel reactor development.

- JAIE, furthermore, questioned the wisdom of atteii5>ting simultaneous 

development of both the British-type natural uraniiim and the American-type 

enriched uraniiua reactors. It was doubtful that Japan' had either the finan

cial or technological resources for such an extensive effort.^

The electric power companies were more sanguine about the possibilities 

of the enriched uranium reactor progrEim than was either the government or 

..the nuclear industry as a whole.
4

When the JAEC's 1957 plan was later

altered to incorporate a rather significant enriched uranium reactor program, 

there were sia^estions that the change was due to political pressure by

those electric utility companies which had already signed inqjort contracts 
on enriched uranium reactors manufactured in the United States.^ Many

people, JAEC Commissioner Yukawa among them, resented the over-reliance on 

foreign technology for the sake, of rapid development and saw "autonomous

^Atoms in Japan, I (Uo. 6, 1957)^ 8. 

\toms in Japan, II (Ho. 7, 1958), 16.

^Atoms in Japan, I (No. 6, 1957), 7-8.

Atoms in Japan, I (No. 6, 1957), 8-9.
^Atoms in Japan, II (No. 1, 1958), 1-4.

\
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research” as a more basic need.^

Controversy over the parts to be played by government and private 

industry also entered into the discussion of the JAEC projections. As noted 

above, a, rough division.of labor had been agreed upon, and the private 

utility con^janies were to have a'major responsibility in building the atomic 

power network throughout Japan. However, in matters relating to the scope

and funding of research, the amount and type of government guarantees to 

private investors, as well as the control of supporting operations like
2

mining, refining, and processing, the symbiotic relationship was unclear.

The allocation of such vast and diverse resources as a major atomic

energy program entails inevitably makes such questions political in nature.

Dispute quickly materialized on two major issues: the question of 

socialization and the question of secrecy. The government's plan, which was

designed to give the lead in atomic power development to the private utility

companies, reflected the thinking of the conservative politicians who

It was criticized by the Socialists who felt that the entireapproved it.

program should rightfully be a public enterprise. At the least, they felt,

the government should demand more direct regulation of private operations
*' 3

.. since sizeable financial aid was earmarked for the program in the. budget.

The Socialists, while they backed the atomic power objective fully, were

suspicious of the large scale importing of foreign reactors and of what they 

considered the undue haste with which the government and private utility

The Socialists' obje.ctions to over-companies were pressing the issue, 

dependence on foreign technology were reinforced by the suspicion that

^Mainichi Shimbun, Apr. 23, I956 in DSJP, Apr. 23, 1956, p. I8. 

^Atoms in Japan. I (No. 6, 1957), 7-9- 

^Atoms in Japan. I (No. 2, 1957), ^“5*

\
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visions of quick profits were partly responsible for the rush to atomic

power.

The question of government secrecy was also a hone of contentibn, 

especially as It applied to the safety of atomic reactor operations. As 

part of Its consideration of the proposed Calder-Hall reactor, the JAEC had 

set up a Special Committee on Heactor Safety to oversee public safety. The 

problem of how much and what kind of Information ought to be made public on

reactor operations had not been agreed upon In the Eighteen-year Heactor

Plan. While the government and public utility con^panles stressed the

necessity of safeguarding commercial secrets to protect the competitive

position of Japan's Incipient atomic energy Industry, the political 

opposition and certain scientists feared that the concern over Ihd'ustrlal 

security was jeopardizing the public safety. One coterie of physicists

• known as the Elementary Particle Theoi^ Group was especially outspoken on the 

safety Issue when the Calder-Hall was under discussion In 1957 and 1958.

Dissatisfaction with the JAEC's safety procedures was made public when

Dr. Sakata, a member of the JAEC Special Committee on Reactor Safety,

resigned his post In November, 1959 la protest over the way the Committee had

handled the Calder-Hall Investigation. Dr. Sakata protested that the

Committee's findings had not been made public, nor had the JAEC announced Its

, basic attitude on the Issue of radiation sEifety. 

question of the maximum radiation dpsage to which the public could be legally

Especially at Issue was the

exposed In the course of reactor operations.

The resl^atlon of ^kata presaged a continuing conflict over the

question of reactor safety.

Special Committee, Sakata was Chairman of the Committee on Atomic Energy

In addition to his government post on the JAEC

\

Affairs of the Japan Science Council. One of his specific complaints against

JAEC safety procedures was the Commission's failure to consult with
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knowledgeable scientists of the JSC.^

The Science Council has been a frequent, if somewhat ineffectual, 

critic of official atomic energy, policies since this tii^e. Partly', this can 

be explained by the leftist political coloring of much of the JSC membership 

with its dislike for the close cooperation that exists between Japan and the 

United States in atomic energy matters and with its concern over the 

military potential of Japan's growing atomic energy base. .Probably more 

basic is the frustration felt by the JSC at being increasingly on the 

sidelines of policymaking. Japanese physicists, chemists, and biologists 

frequently feel ignored while behavlorial scientists chaff under the 

insensitivity to social questions^and "second order consequences" which they
r • ' *

see in policymaking groups.

The i960 Plan

The predictions of atomic pow.er. generation by the mid-1960s contained

in the JAEC's 1957 plan were soon discovered to be overly.optimistic. The

Calder-Hail had been delayed. Cooperation among firms within the atomic

industry, as well as interrelationships between the atomic industry, the 

government, and the economy as a whole, were unsatisfactory. Manpower needs

in all scientific and technical fields were pressing, 

generally so promising in the mid-1950s, had taken a decidedly pessimistic
Q

turn by i960. A series of studies on energy needs and the role of atomic

The outlook.

power in meeting those needs were undertaken by the government and private

industry.

The Energy Subcommittee of the Economic Deliberation Council published

^Atoms in Japan, III (October-November, 1959)j 1-9- 
0

Atoms in Japan, V (January, I961), 1-3-

\
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a report on energy needs in September, i960. The study forecast an increase 

in total energy demand in Japan hy 1970 of well over twice the 1959 level, 

an average increase of 7.8 per cent annually. Demand for eJectricity in 

particular was e:iq)ected to rise much more steeply than the average. In 1959 

electricity accounted for 38 per cent of the total energy consumed in Japan; 

ty 1970 electricity consuii5)tion would rise to 47 per cent of the total. The 

Economic Deliberation Council predicted the need for 1,000,000 kilowatts by 
1970, rising to 9,500,000 kilowatts by 1980.^ This estimate was higher than 

predictions by MITI, the JAEC and the JAIF. While these latter organizations 

accepted a 1,000,000 figure for 1970, their estimates for 19^ ranged between 

6,000,000 and 8,500,000 kilowatts.^ . .

The JAEC revised atomic energy plan of i960 was a more scaled down 

image of the 1957 version. Throughout the mid-1960s the enqjhasis was to be 

placed on developing a sound technological base for later expansion, and on 

training necessary scientists and technicians. En^jhasis was to be on the 

economics of atomic power and on loiag range domestic research and development. 

The rather uncritical fascination with atomic power generation characteristic 

of the 1957 forecasts was played down in favor of more hard-nosed cost 

effectiveness thinking. Atomic power would be measured by the same standard 

of economic competition as were other energy sources. Atomic fuel was not

ejcpected to become- competitive with fossil fuels now until the 1970s.

Japanese research and development were to be pushed under this revised 

While constituting no change in direction from the-earlier plan, theplan.

i960 priorities did reflect an increasing awareness of the need for a sound 

Training programs were to be expanded, both naturaldomestic capability.
\

%lhoa Keizai, Sep. 29, i960 in DSJP, Sep. 29, i960, p. 17. 

^Atoms in Japan, IV (August, i960), 1-6.
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and enriched uranium type reactors would he developed, and the centrifuge 

, enrichment technique would he given hi^er priority.^

Although undeniably a deceleration, the change in pace was made more 

palatable by a rethinking of overall political and economic parameters 

within which this new technology was to serve the Japanese state. The 1957 

plan had been drawn up at a time when Middle &istern politics were 

threatening the supply of oil so desperately needed by Japanese industry. 

Japan's domestic economy was weak and its future uncertain, while its 

balance of payments situation was a source of concern. The seeming lack of 

any viable alternatives perhaps made a leapfroging^atomic energy plan appear 

Imperative. By i960 the oil crisis had eased and economic forecasts had 

improved. Prime Minister Ikeda was speaking optimistically of doubling 

Japanese GKP within ten years. Japan was feeling more capable of holding

its own in International economic competition.and was coming around to the

.realization.that its real future lay in long range development of alternative
^ ..

2
energy sources with a solid technological base at home.

The enphasis on long range energy planning, and the recognized need

for continuing consultation between government and the energy industries.

resulted in the formation of the Industrial Structure Deliberation Council

within MITI in May, I962. JAEC Commissioner Arisawa was appointed chairman 

of the Council. It was to serve as the "supreme deliberative organ" on 

energy policy,^ and its dual objectives were to provide for low cost fuel 

and, at the same time, stabilize fuel supplies. The Councii'had actually

^Atoms in Japan, IV (August, i960), 1-6; and Atoms in Japan, V 
(February, I96I), 1-5•

P •
Atoms in Japan, V (February, I961), 2-3.

%ihon Keizai, Apr. 13, 1962 in DSJP, Apr. I9, I962, p. 7.

\
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originated in April, i960 as an ad hoc research organ during preparation of 

the revised energy plan. Now it was reactivated and given the task of“ 

ensuring that the input of 1,000,000 kilowatts of atomic power into Japan's 
industrial complex by 197J would be accomplished smoothly.^

In its report in December, I963 the Economic Deliberation Council 

stated its specific objectives for the energy industries. There was no fear 

that atomic power would put the traditional fossil fuel sector out of

business. Over the past decade demand for energy in Japan had grown at an 

average annual rate of 9-6 per cent. By 1970 fuel demands were expected to 

be well over twice the I962 level. The atdmic power industry co\ild not 

possibly meet such a h\ige increase in electricity- consumption. Rather, it

was to be a question of allocating various energy resources in the proper 

amounts to the appropriate industrial sectors, and thereby achieve economical

use of power output while providing a continuing supply of resources for the

future.

Fossil fuels could continue to be in demand for the foreseeable

However, since Japanese coal reserves were meagre and domestic oilfuture.

non-existent, Japan needed to look to foreign suppliers for these fuels.

Atomic fuel held out the promise of freeing Japan from this dependency.

Therefore, a major goal of the Industrial Structure Deliberation Council

would be to promote a domestic atomic energy capability through a combination

of liberal public and private investment, importation of the most advanced

^Atoms la Japan, VII (July, I963), 15-16. 

^Atoms in Japan, VIII (January, 196i^), 8-11.

\
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foreign technology, and infant industry protection.^

The 1967 Plan
4k

If the. 1957 Reactor Development Plan had been overly optimistic on the 

prospects for atomic power, the i960 plan-erred on the-conservative side. 

Research and development both in Japan and abroad had helped to dissipate 

the general disillusionment that overtook atomic power advocates in the late 

1950s and early I96OS, and it was recognized by I966 that new projections 

were required.

A great psychological boost was given to the Japanese utility companies 

when an American firm, Jersey Central, decided in I963 to go ahead with plans 

for a 640,000 kilowatt atomic power plant at Oyster Creek, New Jersey. The 

fact that this project was to be financed wholly by private capital 

encouraged the Japanese, who had originally opted for a large private share 

in their own program.^ "Moreover, Japan’^flrst 12,000 kilowatt demonstration

power reactor had gone critical in I963, and the Calder-Hall began producing 

160,000 kilowatts of commercial power at the Tokai-mura complex in 1966. 

.Although two years late and plagued with minor operating difficulties, this 

reactor had made commercial atomic power a reality in Japan. Progress had

Privatebeen made in the ATR-FBR program and in plutonium production, 

operators were also buoyed by the government's authorization for private

^Atoms in Japan, VIII (January, 19^4), 8-11. An example of the 
special encouragement given the atomic energy industry is the extra 25 per 
cent equipment depreciation allowance it was granted and the"reduction by 
rini-P of the industry's fixed assets tax for the first three years of 

See Atoms in Japan, XII (October, I968), 28-29.

^Victor Gillnsky and Paul F. Danger, The Japanese ClvlUan Nuclear 
Program (Santa Monica; The Rand Corporation, 1967PP- 3-^*

operation.

\
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Qvmershlp of nuclear materials.^ In Septeniber, I966 a 137-iiian committee

under Kaneshige K^uro began to revise the i960 Long Range Plan.^

The 1967 plan shaiply increased the goals for atomic power production

over the i960 plan levels. The new prediction called for 6,000,000 tiaowatts

output by 1975. Compared to the 6,000,000 to 8,500,000 kilowatts by I98O

called for in the i960 plan, the I967 version called for 15,000,000 to

20,000,000 kilowatts. Prom there It rose steeply to between 30,000,000 and

^,000,000 kilowatts of electrical output in I985. Larger individual

• reactors were also programmed. Prototypes of a 200,000 kilowatt thermal

reactor and a 200,000 to 300,000 kilowatt fast breeder were scheduled for

completion in 1973 and 1976.respectively. A 500,000 kilowatt commercial

reactor was being planned to begin construction about 1970. Government

financial support, a weakness of the previous plans, was to increase shaj^jly.

Over ¥^32 billion ($1.2 billion) was to be allocated up to I976 in the
^ 3

national budget for atomic power reactor development, 
would have seen Japan on a par with Prance and West Germany by 1985.^

Por the long range prospect, into the 1980s and beyond, the 1967 plan 

■looked to fast breeder reactors and to a fuel enrichment capability to free

The 1967 goals

In October, 1966 the Cabinet approved private ownership of "special 
nuclear materials" (plutonium, enriched uranium, and Uranlum-233) as of 
November, I968. "Nuclear source materials" (natural uranium, depleted 
uraniTon, and thorium) had been authorized for private ownership since I961. 
The 1966 decision was made after the Itaited States had relaxed its ownership 
regulations, similarly. Japanese firms .could now take part directly in Inter
national transactions involving transfer of these materials. See Atoms in 
Jagan, X (October, I966), 2-4; and Atoms in Japan. XII (Juljv'19687, 28'.—

^Atoms in Japan. X (October, I966), 5.

^Atoms in Japan, X (October, I966), 5-6; Nihon Kelzal, Jfeir. 23, 1967 
in DSJP, Mar. 25, 1967. pp. 4-5; and Hiroshi Itoata, "Nuclear Eiiergy: The 
Next 10 Years," New Scientist ('Japanese Supplement), XXXVI (November 16, 
1967), 3-4.

\

4
Gilinsky and Langer, The Japanese Civilian Nuclear Program, op. cit..
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Japan of its dependency on foreign suppliers. The fast breeder was expected 

to he connnercially feasible by I985 and, in the meantime, research arid

development was to continue on the natural uranium-heavy watfer advanced 

thermal reactor. The latter is expected to be operative in the 1975-1984-

period, and will serve to keep Japan abreast of atomic energy technology 

while the FBR is still in the experimental stage. The ATR's spent fuel, as 

well as that from present generation natural \iranium reactors, will serve 

as a source of plutonium for the post-1984- FBRs.^

Expanding Energy Needs: A Broader Perspective 

A word might b'e said at this point about Japan's oil supply situation 

because it helps to explain the reason why Japanese energy planners have 

promoted such rapid atomic energy development and as will be detailed

in the succeeding chapter, there is so much concern over establishing fuel 

supply-cycles under Japanese control, di^an has been described as "the 

country most susceptible to economic distress in the event of a major upset
p

in the international oil industry, and the pinch has begun to be felt 

lately as Japan has. found itself caught in the middle of the supply war 

being fought out between the major oil producing countries and the primary 

refining companies.

In 1950j as Japanese industrial production began to take an upward

turn from its post-war slump, the need for crude oil became crucial. With

the encouragement of the United States Occupation authorities, American oil

companies were given long term oil supply contracts in return for a 50 per

%lhon Kelzai. Mar 23, I967 in DSJP. Iter. 25, 1967, p. 5j and Glllnsky 
and langer. The Japanese Civilian Nuclear Program, op. eit., p. 39.

^Peter R. O'Dell, Oil and World Power (New York:
Co., 1971), p. 117.

\
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cent capital investment In Japanese refinery operations.^ By I968, five

American oil congjanies had come to control nearly 80 per cent of Japan's oil
. '-=•

imports. .Moreover, many Japanese refineries were merely subsidiaries of
p

foreign oil companies.*^ Thus, Japan has found itself in an imcomfortably 

vulnerable position when it comes to regulating either the flow of crude oil

into Japan or the prices charged for it.

The Japanese government has been working for some time to correct this 

situation. As part of the general energy policy review that was undertaken 

in 1962-1963, a decision was reached to seek to expand the degree of Japanese 

influence over the oil supplies so vital to industrial growth. Through close 

cooperative arreingements between government and industry, a broad program was 

drawn up to enhance price stability, expand refinery construction, reserve

local markets for Japanese-produced oil, and provide special aid allowances
rv-
and teix credits for oil and gas exploration by domestic companies. In I967 

the Petroleum Development Public Corporation was set up to coordinate oil 

exploration in Canada, Alaska, Indonesia, Australia, and Latin America.^ The 

private energy conpanies have organized themselves into six giant oil 
combines,^ simtleg to the atomic energy consortia, to carry out the domestic

oil development program.

However, even though the Japanese government now exercizes supervision 

and .control "at all significant points over the activities and decisions of

^'Dell, Oil and World Power, op. cit., pp. 119-20.

Slie sitmtion is similar for other vital industr-i^ raw materials like 
copper, nickel, and aliuninum. See Shuichi Miyoshi, "Japan's. Resources Policy 
At A Turning Point," Japan Quarterly, 5JVIII (July-September, '1^71), 285-86.

^O'Dell, Oil and World Power. 0£. c^., pp. 124-28.

Mitsubishi, Mitsui, Sumitomo, Daiichl, Sanwa and Fuyo
\
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the Jajmese oilthe International con^panles selling oil to or in Japan, 

supply is still vulnerable on three counts. First, it is highly sensitive 

to the increasingly volatile politics of the Middle East. Wj-th 80 per cent

of its in^iorted oil coming from this part of the world, rising Arab

nationalism and the increasing tendency of Arab governments to use their oil

reserves as a form of political and economic leverage is particularly

disturbing to Japan. Already in 1973, Japanese refineries faced the prospect

of having to reduce operations because of the combined effect of production

restrictions instituted by Kuwait and Iraq., holdups in construction of

facilities in Saudi Arabia, and expanded piirchases of Middle Eastern oil by

European countries. Japanese oil stockpiles are Sufficient to sustain normal
2

j^fining operations for only a few weeks should the import flow be reduced.

Second, international oil companies have sou^t to recoup from their

consumers the economic losses they have suffered in their dealings with

OPEC.^ For Japan, which in 1972 consumed 250,000,000 kiloliters of oil

(approximately 10 per cent of the total world output) and accounted for 20
Ij.

per cent of the world oil trade, the uncertainty of supply coupled with 

steadily rising ii^rt costs has become acute. Third, Japan is vulnerable 

from the standpoint of transportation. It has been estimated that by the 

1980s, with an oil iaqiort pattern similar to the one that now exists, Japan 

will require a steady streeun of oil tankers strung out at forty kilometer 

intervals from Japan to the Persian GulfWith the uncertain strategic

^O'Dell, Oil and World. Power, op. clt., p. I8.
2
Sankei Shimbun. Jan. 27, 1973 in DSJP, Feb. 1, 1973, p. 8. 

^Organization of Petroleum Exporting Conpanies 

^Sankei Shimbun. Dec. 28, 1972 in DSJP. Jan. 11, 1973, P- 1-

^Mlyoshi, "Japan's Besources Policy," 0£. cit., p. 284.

\
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situation in the Indian Ocean^ the increasing international concern over

ocean pollution from oil spills, and the need to assure transit through the

Indonesian archipelago, the transportation problem injects another

unpredictable variable into the oil iagjoi^ equation.

The strategic consequences of oil and Japan's long term energy supply

are iinder study now by METI, the Foreign Ministry and the Economic

To meet immediate needs, inqiort contracts have been

signed with the People's Republic of China for 200,000 tons of oil.^ An

agreement is being worked out with the Republic of Korea for Joint oil

exploration in the East China Sea, and the South Korean,,Japanese, and

Taiwan governments have set up a Joint Ocean Development Research Committee

to explore multilateral approaches for developing natural resources in this 
2

area. There have been talks under way for some time between Japan and the

Soviet Union on tapping Siberian oil fields in return for Japanese investment
’ /

capital in that area. The possibility of an oil pipeline linking 

Vladivostock and Niigata has been discxxssed as well. Exploration for natural 

gas deposits are also being undertaken by Japanese cdnpanles in the waters
■3 • ^

Off western Kyushu and the southern end of Honshu. However, the area most 

looked to at present for a nearby source of oil which would be under direct 

Japanese control is the waters eu-ouM the Senkaku Islands. Both Japan and 

the Chinese in Taipei and Peking claim sovereignty over the Senkakus (Tiao 

Yu Tai), although China's case has been.presented most forcefully thus far 

by the government on Taiwan. As Whiting has pointed out, Peking, too, 

claims the Senkakus as Chinese territory, and its support of Latin American

t

Deliberation Council.

^Sankel Shlmbun. Jan. 13, 1973 in DSJP, Jan. 17, 1973, p. 27. 

^Yomluri Shlmbun, Jan. 23, 1973 in DSJP. Jan. 30, 1973, p. 2h. 

^O'Dell, Oil and World Power, op. clt..

\
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claims over the continental shelf two hundred miles out could indicate it 
may intend to exert stronger claims over the islands at a later date.^.

The need for energy fuels will continue to increase in J§pan. The 

Japanese economy is expected- to grow at approximately 10 per cent annually 

throughout the 1970s, and its demand for oil, which e^^nded 17.6 per cent 

annually from 1964 to I968, can he.expected to increase as its annual 

consvmption reaches 500,000,000 kiloliters in I98O and 700,000,000 kiloliters 

in 1985. In "the world's largest and most rapidly growing single national 

market for inpprted oil ..." Japanese energy needs are going to press 

harder and harder on political decisionmakers.. It is from this perspective 

that planning projections for. atomic energy develop^nt in the years ahead 

have been made.

Post-1967 Plans

Since I967 atomic energy planners inv,Japan'have continued to raise and 

The debate on details of reactor development continue, 

but the general outlines of the I967 forecast still hold.

p> '
broaden their sights.

However, larger

and more efficient power plants have been added to the growing inventory of

Plants with a 1,000,000 kilowatt capacity are 
begin planned for 1975 with 1,500,000 kilowatt plants planned for 1982.^ A 

JAEC forecast released in 1972 has raised the anticipated electrical output 

of atomic power plants in I985 from the 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 kilowatt

atomic energy facilities.

^Allen S. Whiting, "New Perspectives in Asia," PacifIgJlommunity, III 
(January, 1972), 27I.

^yoshi, "Japan's Resources Policy," 0£. clt., p. 284.

^O'Dell, Oil and World Power, 0£. clfc., p. 88.
\

4
Overall Energy Research Deliberation Council, Interim Report in 

Selected Summaries of Japanese Magazines (hereafter cited as SSJM), June,
1971, P. 63.
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range of the I967 plan to 60,000,000 kilowatts; i. e., one quarter of the 
total electrical output.^ According to a press release at the I97I Atoms

for Peace Conference in Geneva, hy I990 atomic plants will he providing ko
_ 2

per cent of Japan's electric power and by 2000 fully one half. The cost •

of the power plant and fuel projections up to 1984 are now at the ¥7 trillion 
($19.4 billion) level.3 The present reactor development schedule up to I980

is shown below in Table No. 1.

Future goals are, of course, subject to certain limitations. Money is

• a major factor. The ATH-FBR program has been allocated in the neighborhood

• of ¥200 billion ($550 million) over the next ten to fifteen years. Some 80 

per cent of this will come from public funds. Even so, some analysts feel 

this is not sufficient for such a vast research'and development program, 

much of which is still in the experimental stage. Rather than*attempt both 

the ATR and FBR, it has been suggested that the ATR be dropped since it is

not a great technological Inrprovement on present reactors, and because it is
" 4 •considered only a tenqporary measure, anyway.

There are no signs that the ATR will be dropped.^ Rather, adjustment 

' will be sought through more money for the atomic energy program. Since the 

mid-1960s the national budget allotment for atomic energy research and 

development has risen dramatically. The STA sought for years to break

^Japan Times Weekly, J\ine 10, 1972, p. 9.

^Thomas O'Toole, "Japan, Switzerland Push for Atomic Power," Washington 
Post. Sep. 19, 1971, p. A26.

^Overall Energy Research Deliberation Council, Interim Report, op. cit.,
p. 64.

4
Victor Gilinsky and Milton Plesset, "Comments on the Japanese Nuclear 

Program," Atoms in Japan, XII'(May, I968), 6-7.

^The ATR-FBR program is explored in Chapter IV, "Technological 
Inperatives: The Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Reactor Development."

\
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TABIS 1

MUCLEAB REACTOR DEVEWPMEMT PLANS OP JAPANESE UTILITIJS COMPANIES
1971-1980

No. of Plants Total KW KN Range per ReactorCompany

1*60,000-1,500,000 

3lK),000-l, 500,000 

51*0,000-1,500,000 

559,000- 826,000 

1*60,000-1,000,000 

500,000- 800,000 

524,000- 784,000 

566,000- 800,000 

166,000-1,100,000 

350,000 

165,000

28,496,000

22,768,000

24Tokyo

Kansal 20

8 9,190,000

3,596,000

■Chubu

5Kyushti

4 2,960,000Cbugoku

2,100,000

2,09^00

1,932,000

1,623,000

Hokurlku 3

3Tohoku

3Sh^oku

JAPCO 3

350,000

165,000

1Hokkaido

1PNC

75,272,00075Total

Atoms In,Japan, XVI (Uebember, 1972), 44-46.Source:

\
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through the fiscal barrier iniposed by the Ministry of Finance, which limits 

each ministry or major agency to annual budgetary increases totaling no more 

than 25 per cent over the previous year. So far the MOF guidelfhes have 

They are siire to come under more pressure in the years ahead, 

however, as Japan presses ahead with the ATR-FBR and centrifugal uranium 

enrichment projects.

Ifenpower is another factor to be -considered. An expanded training 

program for scientists and engineers was recognized as critical by I967. 

Scientists and engineers have been in short supply, and as Japanese science 

and technology comes to demand more and more manpower in the years ahead, 

the shortage could grow much worse if steps are not taken soon to- correct 

the deficiency.

held firm.

1 The major training programs set up for atomic scientists, 

engineers, and support personnel is shown below in Table Ho. g.

One, reason for this shortage of persomel, endemic to Japanese science 

generally, is the lack of money. In the I958-I963 period, for instance, 

Japanese investment in scientific research and development was outdistanced 

by West Germany two to one, by France three to one, by the Soviet Union by 

more than six to one, euid by the United States at better than twenty-three 

to one. Part of the reason for this is that, in Japan, the government has 

been traditionally penny-pinching with its research funds while private 

investments have been committed cautiously and with an eye to short run
o

profit expectations. Even by 1969 the government research and development 

budget for universities was only about $320 million. This conprfsed roughly

ft-

^ihon Kelzai, Mar. 23, I967 in DSJP, Mar. 25, I967,
1969 in DSJP. Deo. I7, I969, p. I8.

^Embassy of Japan, Japan Report, XI (December 15, I965), h.

p. 7; and Dec. 10,

\ k '
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TABLE 2

SPECIAL ATOMIC ENERGY TRAINING AND EDUCATION 
COURSES IN JAPAN 
(as of March, 1970)

Government Programs

Institution 
and Course

Student Length of 
Capacity Course

Trainee
Educational Level

JAERI Nuclear
Engineering School

6 mos. 
1 yr.
7 mos. 
6 mos.

4oSenior
Special
Operation Training 
Health Physics 
JAERI Radioisotope 
School

College graduate
ti II

High school 
(None listed)

8
21
20

Basic
Advanced
Special
Radiation Protection

32 1 mo.
2 mos. 
1-2 wks. 
7 wks.

. College graduate
tl ' ' It15

(None listed)
Jr. college graduate

15
30

National Institute of 
Radiological Science

16 6 wks.
5 .
6 wks.

Medical Application
Radiation Pharmacy 
Radioisotope ■

Japan Atomic Power 
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _
Operator Training
Basic

Doctor or dentist 
College graduate20

frft10

11 mos. 
3-5 mos.

High school 
(None listfed)

15
39

Ibaraki Vocational 
Training Center

30 2 yrs. High schoolAtomic mnergy

University Programs
Student
Capacity

Year
Est.Institution Course

60 1956University of Tokai 
University of I^yoto 
University of Tokyo 
University of Kinki 
University of Tohoku 
University of Osaka 
University of Nagoya 
University of Kyushu 
University of Hokkaido

Nuclear Engineering
It It 1958

1960
1961

20
36It ft

toReactor. Engineering. 
Nuclear Engineering

It It
to 1962
to 1962
to 1966It It

to 1967It It

\ It to 1967It

Source: Japan Atomic Energy Commission, Fourteenth Annual Report; I969- 
1970 (Tokyo: Japan Atomic Energy Commission, n.d.), pp. I09-III.
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half of the total government research hudget that year.^

Another problem has been con^artmentalization. Government, industry

and university research programs in all scientific fields have* moved on

similar but separate tracks; Unlike the United States, iii Japan there is

little contract work involving cross-fertilization of ideas among these

In 1963 only about 1 per cent of university research fundsthree systems.

came from industry while less than half of 1 per cent of industry research

expenditxires came from the government. Professors at national universities

are forbidden by law from accepting industry research contracts. In general.

the universities have stuck to basic or theoretical research, the government
p

to applied research, and industry to developmental research.

On a nationalThese problems have been under attack for some time.

.level, the government established the Research Development Corporation in 

i960 to facilitate contracts among government, industry and the universities

by supervising bids for research projects and then coordinating and

evaluating their work. The Japan Science Foundation, also subsidized by the

govenunent, has tried to bring about more exchange of scientific and 

technical information between the academic world and industry. The 

Foundation also operates a science museum, an educational television station 

and science centers.^ The science centers are run vmder prefectural and

local government supervision. Their main purpose is to provide short

training courses for primary and secondary science teachers, thereby

^Philip M. Boffey, "Japan (ll): University Turmoil Is Reflected in 
Research," Science, CDXVII (January 9, 1970), 1^+8.

^Theodore D. Long, "Science Policy in Japan," OECD Observer, June, 
1967, p. 32j and Philip M. Boffey, "Japan (ill): Industrial Research 
Struggles to Close the 'Gap'," Science, CDXVII (January 16, 1970), 267.

^Long, "Science Policy in Postwar Japan," 0£. clt., pp. 288-93*
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stimulating interest in scientific and technical-careers anong Japanese 
youth.^

Efforts to bring about more integration between goveminent«and acsLdenidc 

experts has succeeded to some -extent. Dimock reports that the linkage 

between the two worlds is closer in scientific and technical fields than in

other acEidemlc disciplines. For instance, 30 per cent of those enrolled in 

government-run management training programs in 1965 were academics, vrtiile 47 

out of l48 instiuctors were also from the imlversitles. In 1967> out -of

7,600 individuals serving on various government technical committees, 1,800
■ ^ 2 - 

were professors.

In order to achieve better coordination of the many Interrelated facets 

of atomic energy research and development projects in being, and to Infuse a 

more rational basis for allocation of research funds, the 1967 Long Range 

Plan divided atomic energy research into "SpeoieLi Integrated Atomic Energy 

Research" and "Special Atomic Energy Research and Development." The latter 

projects Btre also referred to as "National Projects." Special Integrated 

Research Projects (food irradiation, nuclear fusion, and uranium enrichment) 

can' be considered somewhat peripheral to the immediate task of power reactor 

development. Also, they consme smaller amounts of money than do so-called 

' National Projects, and they are more compact administratively althoiagh not 

necessarily less significant in their implications. By contrast. Special 

Research Eind Development Projects, or National Projects, are concerned with .

the immediate goal of economical Electric power output by means of atomic 

energy. Three national projects had been dfeslgnated as of 1970: the FBR,

^Bentley Glass, "The Japanese Science Education Centers," Science, 
CDIV (October l4, I966), 221^28. -

^Dlmock, The Japanese Technocracy, op. cit., pp. 123-24.

\
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the ATR, and the nuclear-powered ship "Mutsu."^

A final factor which could have a limiting effect on atomic power

development in. Japan is that of safety and public health. Recently the

issue of public confidence in atomic energy has come to the fore and may

well prove to be the most serious domestic challenge to atomic energy
2

development in the years ahead. The problem of selling the idea of atomic

energy to the public is now being faced for the first time. As STA Director

Nishida remstrked to the Cabinet when he presented the JAEC White Paper in 

July, 1970, "Japan has entered the era of practical application."^ With

this technological triumph comes the responsibility of ensurii^ that

technology is applied in a manner consistent with the public Interest.

The Japanese public, already acutely sensitized to the issue of atomic

radiation, has witnessed the public outcry elsewhere against insufficient

safety precautions, principally in the United States. Since Japan's own 

atomic energy program has relied so heavily on American know-how and design.

the debate over the adequacy of safety measures in the United States is

boiind to exacerbate Japanese misgivings. Atomic power plant siting, there

fore, has recently become an emotional and highly politicized issue in Japan. 

During the period when atomic power was still in the theoretical stage or

'isolated from the public consciousness in Tokai-murh, little attention was

given to the issue by Japsinese planners. Now, however, public pressure has

already forced the alteration of some plant sitings and threatens to disrupt

_^velopment plans even further.

— ^JAEC, Fourteenth Annxial Report, op. clt., pp. I09-II.
2
This issue will be explored in Chapter VI, "The Japanese Public as 

\ a Political Actor."

^Atoms in Japanr"XIV (August, 197020.
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A recent atomic energy survey report lists siting as one of the five 

major problems facing the industry today.^ The JAEC's 1972 revised planning

estimates likewise stress the importance of control over radioactive 

emissions and of proper waste’ disposal measures.^ The private utility

conjianies are \irged to carry on active public relations programs to educate 

and, it is expected, convince the Japanese public that atomic power is safe.

Atoms in Japan, the industry trade journal, brought home the public 

safety issue to those who are committed to atomic power in a most forceful 

maimer recently. In an editorial entitled "Responsibility for Environmental 

Problems" the journal cited the recent experience of the Chisso Chemical 

Company. Mercviry wastes from a Chisso plant in southern Japan were 

determined to have been the cause of the Minamata disease, a particularly 

painful form of paralysis which usually results in death. The editorial 

cited Chisso as a former "elite" company which, nevertheless, is now facing 

bankruptcy because of extended legal suits, medical claims, and the adverse 

publicity steming from the Minamata disaster. So as to leave no doubt, the 

editor closed by stating; "(T)his case presents an invaluable lesson to 

private industry on the need to protect the environment and human life.^ 

Japanese atomic energy planners now admit that

it is becoming difficult to unify the views of local residents on the 
construction of atomic power generation plants. These factors, which 
will restrict the construction of such plants, 
further to the fore in the futimei^

are expected to come

^Overall Energy Research Deliberation Council, Interim Re'gort, op. clt., 
pp. 58-77^ passim.

2
Japan Times Weekly. Jime 10, 1972, p. 9.

^Atoms in Japan. XVI (March, 1972), 35-37. 
k
Overall Energy Research Deliberation Coimcil, Interim Report, op. clt.,

pp. 65-66,

\
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Planning and Rational Decisionmaking 

The concept of mixed-scanning, with its en®hasis on the continuous 

interplay between the con^jrehensive and incremental aspects of decision

making, seems particularly applicable to the Japanese atomic' energy 

experience. Following the Atoms for Peace announcement a coordinated review

ft

of Japan's energy needs was undertaken by the STA, Mill, the Economic

These studies all 8Planning Agency, and the electric power industry, 

reflected fundamental agreement on the long range prospects for atomic
a
is9
IJapan would soon be facing an energy crisis, and opinion was 

unanimous that Japan should seize the opportunity to exploit the industrial 

Working from this foxindation, the JAEC formulated its

First, technical demands would

energy.
9
S
9
I
i
9

uses of the atom.

long range plan in 1957 along two tracks, 

be met through the importation of foreign technology and the simultaneous

Second,development of domestic research and development capabilities, 

political and economic organization would proceed on the basis of joint i

II
private-public partnership.

While there was agreement on fundamental objectives, differences of 

opinion existed from the start on de-velopment priorities and resource 

allocations. Specifically, these differences centered on the degree to 

which Japan should rely on foreign technology, on the correcj;; balance 

between basic scientific research and commercial reactor development, and

extent and natxrre of the state's involvement in industrial technology. 

This experience with planning in Japan reveals the dynamic'

II
I

i>
Ion the
I

c
interrelationship operating continually between the fundamental and

The fundamental goals set out inincremental processes of decisionmaking, 

the 1957 Eighteen-year Plan, for exanple, were very quickly revealed to have 

been based on inaccurate perception of short term development.

I\

Iiikewise^ I

I
S'
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the i960 long range plan was revised in I967 to reflect ;inantieipated short

run developments that occured during this period. 3?he Japanese have heen, 

on the whole, quite alert to the heed for constant reassessment o^ long 

range priorities and allocations of resources. While the overall political

objective of a self-sustaining domestic atomic energy caj)ability has

remained constant, the interplay between long range and short run estimates

of needs has retained a high degree of flexibility. To the extent that long

range estimates of energy needs are adjusted to coincide with incremental

decisionmaking realities, the Japanese approach to planning in this case can 

be said to be a rational and highly successful one.

In one respect the rational basis of Japanese decisionmaking can be 

questioned. If one accepts the incrementalist thesis' that rational planning

proceeds on the basis of decisions adjusted through the widest possible 

articulation of "partisan" Interests, then the rational basis of the Japanese 

decisional process is to some extent lacking. As noted previously, 

participation in Japanese political decisionmaking is restricted to a rather 

limited number of actors. . The government dominates the decisionmaking 

apparatus, and the scope of non-governmental input is closely regulated. To 

the extent that the Japanese decisionmaking model does not facilitate easy

" access to the decisional unit of interests articulated by the scientific

community and other groups from the public at large, its usefulness as a 

guide for technology planning and assessment in other environments is 

limited. The influence which the Japanese public and Japanese s.clentists 

have had on political decisionmaking will be explored in Chapters VI and VII. 

It should be noted here, however, that conservative Japanese governments 

\ have not been especially receptive to the idea of opening the policy

deliberation process to wide-ranging debate over fundamental political goals
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Strong expressions of discontent and dissatisfaction with,and priorities.

incumbent policy have often been characterized as irresponsible and, as in

the case of the Japan Science Council, have prompted the govemmen-^ to 

establish further bureaucratic barriers between itself and its critics. To 

the extent that this alienates politically minded groups and creates doubt 

that interests can be effectively articulated through the existing political

system, such attitudes are socially dysfunctional and lead to a less 

efficient and rational system for policy planning.

'•4

\
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CHAPTER IV

TECHNOLOGICAL IMPERATIVES: THE NUCIEAR

FUEL CYCLE AND REACTOR DEVELOPMENT

Technology ExchanRe and Political Penetration

Fuel is the most basic factor determining the generation of energy.

Without an available fuel supply, even the most advanced technological 

systems are worthless in meeting the practical needs of society. The nuclear 

fuel cycle, the term applied to the complete atomic energy production-

consumption cycle, is, therefore, of paramount concern when planning for 

tSe generation of electricity from atomic energy. The next two chapters

will describe in general terms the operatioiM?f the nuclear fuel cycle in

Japan... They will attempt to show the way in which the imperatives of the

fuel cycle can lead to the articulation of political demands and how, 

in turn, the effects of fundamental political decisions are manifested in 

. the configuration of the nuclear fuel cycle.

In recent times industrial technology has always been a subject with

major political consequences for Japan. Because the demand of the

- Japanese industrial sector for raw materials and technological expertise 

has always exceeded the supply that Japanese society at large could provide.

Japan has been forced to depend pn resovirces located outside Japan to 

maintain a level of economic activity sufficient to sustain an increasingly

conplex and technologically oriented social system. This has been especially 

true in the case of atomic energy technology and raw materials.
-■ \

The international linkages which have been so important in assisting
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Japan toward the technological goals of its atomic energy progi^ have had

some political implications which have not always been as welcome, 

has identified three types of International linkages which he labels

To the extent that the linkages

Rosenau

1 lpenetrative, responsive and emulative.
\

between Japan and other international actors have been responsive or emulative.
i

they have been relatively uncontroversial. The Japanese have actively
I

sought to adapt organizational principles and technology assessment methods

The United States, in particular.developed elsewhere to the domestic scene.

has been taken as the model for much of the Japanese atomic energy reg\ilatoiy

Bawever, penetrative linkages haveand promotional institutional set-up. 

been formed only with reluctance and out of need for technology. Inputs that
t

co\ild not be obtained by alternative methods.

- Rosenau defines a penetrative political process as one in which "the

members of one polity serve as participants in the policy processes of 

another," one in which they "share with those in the penetrated polity the

In the linkages between Japan and thet.2
authority to allocate its values.

United States and Great Britain, there have been two obvious areas.where

political penetration has occured. These are explored in Chapter V. On 

the issue of secrecy, American prohibitions on the release of certain 

■ sensitive data conflicted directly with the political principle of free

dissemination of information which had been adopted by the Japanese

scientific community. This secrecy issue was debated not only in the

■4?he concept of linkage is explored at length in James N. Rosenau,
"Pre-Theories and Theories of Foreign Policy," in Approaches to Comparative 
and International Politics, ed. by R. Barry Farrell (Evanston; Northwestern 
University ^ess, I966), pp. 65-7!; and James N. Rosenau, "Toward the Study 
of National-International Llnk^es," in Unkage Politics. ed. by James N. 
Rosenau (New York; The Free Press, 19^9)> PP- 46-47, 5^-58•

\

2 "Toward the Study of National-International Linkages,"Rosenau 
2£. clt., p.
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context of Japan's national security and foreign policy, but also in terms

of reactor safety which many Japanese scientists conqplained could hot be 

verified without fuller access to atomic data. Great Britain became an

actor, however reluctantly, in a "domestic Japanese political debate, through

a technical clause in its atomic energy agreement with Japan which limited

British fuel suppliers' liability in the event of a reactor accident. This

gave rise to an intensive debate over the issue of public versus private

responsibility for industrialization and government indemnification of

business. Such issues went to the heart of the ideological differences 

between, Japanese political parties. The public safety issue was also

involved here, and will be explained more fully in Chapter VI.

Such issues can be said to have contributed directly to Japanese

determination to overcome their technological dependency on foreign

countries, and to their search for ties with a variety of countries. While 

Japan has always welcomed ■international technology exchMges, her leaders 

have also been alert to the political consequences which can ensue from 

them. In recent years, the enqjhasis has been on "mutualism" and on avoiding 

the kind of political penetration which acconq)anied earlier technology 

import agreements. The question of political penetration has occiired again

in the form of international efforts to control nuclear proliferation.

TMs aspect, too, will be explpred at length in later chapters.

Chapters IV and V will demonstrate the difficulty of separating the 

various aspects of atomic energy development as either technical br'political 

considerations, or as factors with strictly national or international intact.

For the sake of analysis, such distinctions may at times be useful, but it
\

should be kept in mind that as such they are always artificial, and can lead 

to significant differences in the way actors perceive problems which arise 

and the way they seek meaningful solutions -to those problems.
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nuclear Fuel Cycle and
iReactor Development

Huclaar Fuel Cycle

The nuclear fuel cycle represents the most basic of the technical

variables influencing any national atomic reactor development program.

No atomic industry can function without assurance of an adequate fuel supply, 

technology and sophisticated plaTITri 71g mechanisms notwithstanding. The

imperatives of the fuel cycle serve to limit many of the alternative

choices that must be made in the course of an atomic energy research and 

development program. It is iaqjortant to note that these limitations are

imposed on the decisionmaking process in both its technical and political 

aspects. Appreciation of the iiiq)ortance of the fuel cycle must include an

xmderatanding of the continuing communication and interaction between these

distinct but dynamically inseparable components.

The fuel cycle,- although complex in its dynamics, is simple in

The first Stage in the fuel cycle is mining.construct. Uranium ore must

be extracted from the ground and transported to a refining site. Even this

first step in the cycle presupposes extensive commercial and industrial

operations with broad political ramifications. Ore deposits must first be

located, their ore content determined, and the economic feasibility of

extracting the ore estimated. Mining equipment and extractive technology

are required before deposits can be exploited. ' If uranium ores are not

available domestically, resources must be sought abroad. If overseas"

supplies are to be exploited, governments and private firms in the countries

involved must reach agreement on the scope of mining operations, on the

Vespective land, labor, and capital investments required, and on the
responsibility over the mining operations that will be shared by government

'a
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CHART 5
4

THE HUCpiAR FUEL CSTCLE
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> '

Enrichment Reprocessing

Refining
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Fabrication

Waste .

Mining

and private investors on each, end. Suitable transport facilities must be

made available to move the ore from the mine to the refining site, emd a 

' reliable supply route must be foimd.

Fuel refining and fabrication is the next step in the fuel cycle.

Besides the demands in terms of technology and capital, the refining and 

fabrication'processes are subject to certain political concerns. Since

uranium ore, quite harmless in its natural state, is concentrated into a

fissionable mass during fabrication, public expostire to radioactivity must

be guarded against. Moreover, international poUtical agreements have 

\established strict limitations on the amount of fissionable materials a 

country may hold. A national government must t£ike the responsibility.

either directly or in conjunction with, private industry, for seeing that
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such international standards are observed or, perhaps, circumvented.

After the ore is refined into fissionable material it is. fabricated

into shape suitable for burning in a reactor. 

reactor, the spent, or depleted, "fuel is then removed and taken'to a 

reprocessing facility where it is separated into waste and reusable

Once consumed inside*the

elements. Once again, the political in^lications of the reprocessing stage

are as significant as the formidable technological requirements themselves. 

In the first place, the length of time the fuel element is bimied

inside the reactor helps determine the greater or lesser amount of plutonium

that can be extracted from the spent fuel during reprocessing.. Since 

plutonium is of military importance and subject to the same strict a.ccount- 

abllity as fissionable uranium, reprocessing is a particularly sensitive

operation in the fuel cycle, 

important to ascertain the state of the spent fuel before it enters the 

reprocessing facility as it is to account for the exact amounts of various

Besides the sensitivity of

Moreover, for control purposes, it is as

reprocessed materials that leave the facility, 

the reprocessing operation,'per se, what happens to the reprocessed .fuel is

also of great interest. If strict accountability of national holdings of

fissionable materials is to be realized and diversion, for whatever reason.

to be prevented, disposition of reprocessed fuel is critical in a political 

Finally, while the reusable portion of reprocessed atomic fuel hassense.

attracted the most attention to date, the disposition of radioactive waste

is not without political significance for the future. ^

Another stage of the fuel cycle is uranium enrichment. Enrichment is 

optional depending on the type of reactor selected for use. While some 

reactors make use of natural uranium, others require uranium\
!l in which

the fissionable content has been artificially increased, ot enriched.
L'Vv-»
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Uranlm may be enriched to whatever degree desired, and while weapons-

grade uranium requires a high degree of enrichment, uranium for burning

in reactors need be enriched only slightly. The difficulty with enriciiment

technology, and what nBkes it so significant from a political standpoint.

is that the enrichment process is identical for peaceful or for military

purposes. Once having acquired enrichment technology, the purpose to which

it is turned is strictly a political decision. Uranium enrichment, more

than any other stage in the fuel cycle, l]J.ustrates the inextricable 

relatlonsliip between politics and atomic technology.

The technological determinants of the fuel cycle interpose themselves

How the fuelbetween the wish for and the realization of atomic power.

cycle has Influenced the results of this political decision in Japan is

examined below.

For a country desiring to obtain nuclear'^uel source materials.Mining

three possibilities are open: develop resources for domestic extraction,

purchase directly from foreign suppliers, or contract with foreign countries 

to permit domestic mining companies to operate abroad. Japan has investigated 

all three and has found the latter the most^practical and most desirable

from a long range standpoint.

The raw materials necessary for nuclear fission are very scarce in

Japan. Uranium ore was discovered in Naka-gjin, Kyoto Prefecture in 
September^l955 and in Tottori Prefecture in December the same year.^ 

following year a three-year uranium prospecting program was initiated which

The

1
Sangyo Keizai. Sep. 4, 1955 in PSJP. Sep. 5, 1955> P- 10; Asahi 

Shimbun, Oct. 16, 1955 in DSJP, Oct. 17, 1955, P-'6; and Yomiurl Shimbun, 
7, 1955 in DSJP, Dec. 7, 1955, P- l4.Dec.
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eventually siurveyed over 77,000 square miles.^ The richest find was made 

at the Ningyo-Toge mine on the border of Tottori and Okayama Prefectures. 

However, even the best Japanese deposits had a low iiranium ore content."^ 

Although the government encouraged domestic mining operations by. purchasing 

such ore for use in certain research reactors, it was forced to turn to

2

other countries for the bulk of the country's atomic energy raw material
h

needs.

Initially, Japan relied entirely on the United States for its atomic

fuel. .However, partly because of military security considerations and partly

because Ai^rlcan estimates of Japan's atomic fuel needs tended to be much

"more conservative than Japanese estimates, this donor-recipient relationship

proved unsatisfactoiT’ to the Japanese from the start. For instance, under a 

short term atomic fuel supply agreement signed in June, 1958 Japan received

only half of the twenty grams of Uranium-233 that she had requested, only 

100 grams of the nearly 270 grams of Uranixim-23^equested, and just 260 

grams of plutonium out of the well over 1000 grams that Japanese planners 
felt they needed.^

In the 1960s Japan broadened her purchasing agreements Md began to 

- seek fuel supplies from Great Britain and France as well as from the United 

States. Having several foreign fingers on Japan's electric power switch

rather than just one still proved unsatisfactory from the Japanese point of 

By the late 1960s, therefore, Japan" began to develop her thirdview.

^Approximately half the land area of Japan.

Embassy of Jai)an, Japan Report, V (March 1, 1959)> 10.
3
Mlhon Kelzai, Feb. 10, i960 in DSJP, Feb. 11, i960, p. 8.

li

Atoms in Japan, V (May, I961), 12-13.
^Atoms in Japan, III.. (December, 1959)? 9>

2

\
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alternative, overseas contracts for Japanese mining operations.

Opening foreign countries to Japanese mining firms was only one result

of the reassessment of atomic fuel procurement problems which was undertaken

as part of a general overhaul of -the reactor development schedule in I966

and 1967. Early in I967 the Atomic Energy Committee of the Overall Energy

Research Council within the Ministry of International Trade and Industry

decided to pursue actively a solution to the atomic fuel supply problems 
1'

facing the country. Under the government's plan, MITI would be in charge

of overall administrative regulation of atomic fuel production, while

delegating to different private firms authority for specific aspects of
2

the program. Nucleeir fuel companies would be licensed by the Science and 
Technology Agency.^ MITI would, firrthermore, establish a reserve fund and 

create a system of special tax deductions designed to encourage domestic 

atomic fuel development. Additionally, all electric congianies were req.uired 

to maintain a certain level of monetary reserves in order to stabilize 

electric power costs over the transitional period when atomic fuel would ■ 

begin replacing fossil fuels.

At the same time, a Nuclear Fuel Committee was established within the 

JAEC under Arisawa Hiromi. At its first meeting in June, I967 the Committee 

made public its plans for a comprehensive study of the atomic fuel situation.^

k

^Atoms in Japan, XI (Jvily, 196?), 2P.
2
The private firms engaged in fuel production were the Japan Nuclear 

Fuel Company, Mitsubishi Metal and Mining, Mitsubishi Atomic Energy'Indiistries, 
Sumitomo Metal and Mining Conqany, Sumitomo Electrical Industries, and 
Furukawa Electric Con5)any.

^Nlhon Kogyo, Mar. 11, I968 in DSJP, Mar. 11, I968, pp. 25-26.
4
Tokyo Sbimhun, Mar. 24, 1968 in DSJP, Mar. 25, 1968, p. I7.
^Atoms in Japan, XI (July, 196?), 20-21.

\
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The report was published the following year in March. It en^jhasized, first 

of all, the continuing partnership between private firms and the government.
1

The Federation of Electric Power Companies had recently sent a Hucle^

Fuel Study Team to Horth America and Western Europe, and had concluded that.

with close cooperation between government and business, any temporary

It had recommendedshortages in atomic fuel supply could easily be overcome, 

a combination of spot buying, long term contracts and joint development 
2

programs.

The optimism of the electric power companies was not entirely shared 

by everyone concerned with fuel resources. The STA, for instance, was 

reported to be anxious about the electric companies' apparent lack of 

concern for continued dependence upon the United States for fuel supplies, 

and about the companies' tendency to let the economics of the fuel cycle

overshadow the need for building an autonomous supply and servicing

Others were impatient to get on with explorationcapability inside Japan, 
of possible fuel deposits in other parts of the world.^

While recognizing that dependence on American fuel resources and reactor

technology was unavoidable•for the time being, the Nuclear Fuel Committee 

'also outlined in its report a ¥15.3 billion ($42.5 million) research and 

development program designed to alter the present one-sided relationship. 

Uranium enrichment techniques, both gaseous diffusion and centrifuge, were
4

given priority and an ¥8.6 billion ($23.9 ndllipn) budget. In 1972 both

^Nlhon Keizal, Jiine 21, I968 in DSJP, June 25, I968, p. 9.

^Atoms in Japan, XI (July, 196?)j 20-23.
^Asahl Shimbun, Apr. l4, 1967 in DSJP. Apr. 17, 19^7. P* 12.
4
The date was postponed ^lntil 1975 early in I97I when it appeared that 

freer international exchanges of enrichment technology were in the offing. 
See Yomiurl Shimbun, Mar. 19, 1971 iP DSJP, Mar. 23, 1971^ P* !•

\
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techniques were to he assessed on past performance and a decision made as

to future development. Plutonium fuel reseeirch was also given priority hy 

the Nuclear Fuel Committee. The Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development 

Corporation was charged with developing fuel reprocessing capabilities. 

Finally, in view of the Nonproliferation Treaty, the report cited the need
1

for devising more efficient inspection methods.

While debate continued over the timing and priority of reactor and

fuel programs, contracting with foreign countries for Japanese ejqjloitation

of atomic fuel resources began in earnest. The first contract for joint

prospecting was signed between Mitsubishi Metal and.Mining and Rio Algom 

Mines of Canada in December, I966. The three year agreement provided for

an even division of all uranium mined. Meanwhile, other survey teams were
2 5

exploring Australia, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina."^

In 1970, private firms within the Japanese atomic energy Industry set 

up the overseas Uranium Resources Development Conpany (OURDC) to represent 

them collectively in negotiations with atomic energy organizations in ‘ 

other countries. OURDC begap operating on May 15 with ¥2.4 billion ($6.7 

million) authorized capital, one-third contributed by the nine electric 

- power companies, one-third by non-ferrous metal and mining companies, eind

one-third by the Industrial Bank of Japan and six manufacturing and trading

\ihon Ksizai, June 21, I968 in DSJF, June 25, 19^8, pp. 9-10; 
Mainichi Shimbun, Mar. 28, I968 in DSJP, Mar. 28, I968, p. l4; and Atoms 
in Japan. ^orTAprll, 1968), 10-12.

2 _ '
Gilinsky and langer. The Japanese Civilian Nuclear Program, op. clt

p. 20; and JAEC, Foxirteenth Annual Report, op. clt., pp. 41-42.

^Atoms in Japan, XI (September, I967), 24.
^Yomluri Sbitnbun, Feb. 20, I97O'in DSJP, Feb. 20, 1970, p. 6.\
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firms.

Refining and fabrication During the fabrication stage of the nuclear fuel 

cycle the uranium fuel (either natural uranium or enriched uranium)®is 

converted to uranium oxide powder) pressed into pellets and inserted into 

metal tubing. Japan first acquired the fuel fabrication technology in the 

late 1960s through joint operation with the United States. The Japanese

government has encouraged private firms to develop this capability, but

still regulates them closely. Applicants must convince the government that

"fabricating capacity is not to grow in excess," that the firm possesses

the technological expertise required for the job, and that proper safety
2

precautions have been taken. The question of excess production is . 

especially sensitive in terms of the restrictions contained in the 

Nonproliferation Treaty which Japan has signed.^

At the present time, three industrial combines have entered -fche

enriched fuel fabrication business. The Japan Nuclear Fuel Corporation, the 

first fuel fabricator, was established in 1967. It is a joint stock company 

comprised of Hitachi, Toshiba, and General Electric (U.S.) with holdings 

divided 30:30:k0 respectively. MITI was .not anxious for an American firm to be

a partner in such a sensitive national project. However, General Electric's

technical assistance was necessary if this phase of development was to 

proceed on schedule. To safeguard Japanese interests it was stipulated that 

the corporation would function according to Japanese commercial law and that 

the Japanese government would approve any venture into auxiliary fiSlds. 

General Electric's hO per cent holding gave it a veto on policy deliberations

^Atoms in Japan, XIV (May, 1970), 9-10.
g.
JAEC, Foiirteenth Annual Report, op. cit., p. 43. 

^Atoms in Japan, XIV (May, 1970), 13-

\
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discussed at shareholders' meetings.^ Since I967 Sumitomo Electric 

Industries and Mitsuhishi Atomic Power Industries have also become fuel 

fabricators,'the former in conjunction with the United Nuclear Corporation
9

2
and the latter with Westinghouse.

Reprocessing After atomic fuel is burned in a reactor, there are still 

valuable uranium and plutonliim deposits present among the waste products.

The Japanese have been engaged in fuel reprocessing research since the - 

beginning of their atomic energy development program. For instance, in i960 

researchers at JAERI invented a "semi-drying method" for extracting 

fissionable materials from atomic wastes. This technical triumph was 

expected to give added impetus to the reprocessing program.3 In 1964.lt .

, was decided to—go ahead with a full fledged reprocessing facility. JAEC 

Commissioner Arisawa was especially convinced of the need for a "complete 

nuclear fuel cycle in Japan.^

In March, I969 JAERI reported that it had arrived at a technique for 

producing plutonium from used reactor fuel with better than a 96 per cent 

purity.^ Japan's first plutonium production plant went into operation in 

February, 1972. Its plutonium output is to be used to fuel several 
generations of experimental reactors now being developed in Japan.^ With

^Sankei Shimbun, Apr. 13, I967 in DSJP, Apr. 15, I967, P- 10*

'^Atoms in Japan, XIV (May, I970), 11-13;- and Atoms in Japan, XV 
(June, 1971), 15-16.

^Tokyo Shimbun, Mar. 20, i960 in DSJP, Mar. 20, i960, p. I8.
\toms in Japan, IX (July, 1965), 9; and Atoms in Japan, IX (August,

1965), 11-15.

^Yomlurl Shimbun, Mar. 27, 1969 in DSJP, Mar. 27, 1969, p. 5- 

^Japan Times Weekly, Feb. 12, 1972, p. 11.
\
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the rapid growth of atomic reactors scheduled for the 1970s and 198OS, 

Japan should soon have a very respectable plutonium hank.^

One reason the Japanese acquired plutonium technology so quick^ was 

the failure to find adequate plutopium sources available with their

traditional fuel supplier, the United States. Japan has not been encouraged 

to rely On American plutonium. Agreements made in the I96OS limited the

supply to 300 kilograms up to I970. The United States was reluctant to make

a greater commitment, it was said, because it could not guarantee delivery-

after that date since atomic fuel would be owned privately. The Japanese, 

however, have also expressed the opinion that American fear of military 

diversion by Japan was partly the cause of its reticence.^

Enrichment technology Uranium enrichment is the most politically sensitive

step in the nuclear fuel cycle. Enriched fuel, imllke natural uranium, can

be of military value depending upon the percenter of enrichmentj f. e., 

depending on the amount of fissionable Urani\im-235 contained within the fuel 

Most enriched fuel reactors now in use or under developmentelement.

require fuel enriched less than 5 per cent, while weapons-grade uranium must

Thus, it is not possession of enriched 

Rather, it is the location of

be at least 90 per cent or more.

reactor fuel itself which is the problem, 

enrichment facilities that has been a major bone of contention since the 

late 1960s between atomic power spokesmen in non-nuclear-weapon countries

and those dedicated to the cause of nuclear nonproliferation. Until

recently, only the United States and the Soviet Union had mastered enrichment

^Gilinsky and langer estimate that 0.2 to 0.3 kilograms of plutonium 
are produced each year for every 1,000 kilowatts of reactor capacity, when 

\the reactor is operating at an average '80 per cent capacity; see their 
study, The Japanese Civilian Nuclear Program, op. clt., pp. I8-I9.

%okyo Shlmbun, Oct. 29, I967 in DSJP, Oct. 31, 1967, p. 5.
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teclmology and toth opposed its dissemination. The great financial

investment required to construct an enrichment plant was sufficient to

discourage smaller states from pursuing any such capability until recently. 

However, centrifuge technology has changed all that.

There are two methods of, uranium enrichment available today.^ Gaseous

diffusion, the traditional method, requires a large Initial capital 

investment and is economical only on a large scale. With this enrichment

method, urani'um is converted to gaseous form and then compressed through a ’

porous barrier. The fissionable Uranium-235, being lighter in weight,

passes through the barrier more quickly. By repeating this process
2

thousands of times, the uranium isotoijes are eventually separated. Gaseous 

diffusion plants are quite expensive to build and consume enormous eunounts 
of electricity and cooling water while operating.^ Only countries with a 

most ambitious atomic energy program can even consider developing a domestic

gaseous diffusion enrichment conplex.

By contrast, the gas centrifuge is practical on a much smaller scale 

and with lower building and operating costs. As with the diffusion process, 

uranium fuel is converted to a gas before being put into the centrifuge. 

Then, utilizing the principle of centrifugal force, the heavier Uranium-238

third method, chemical separation, has been studied but there is no 
evidence to suggest that anyone has yet come close to perfecting this 
technology. Because Uranlum-238 and Uranlup-235 have the same chemical 
properties, separating them by a chemical process would be extremely diffi
cult. Separation of the two isotopes by physical means, diffusion and 
centrifugal force, have proved to be more practical. —-

2
A good description of atomic energy technology, in terms under

standable to the layman, can be found in Mason Willrich, Global Politics of 
Nuclear Energy (New York: Praeger, 1971), PP- 16-I8.

^Ibid. The cost of a single American gaseous diffusion plant in the 
mid-1960s was estimated at approximately $5^ million. See Mainichl Shlmbun, 
Aug. 19, 1967 in DSJF. Aug. 22, I967, pp. 1-2.

i
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Is forced to the outer edge of the centrifuge cylinder while the lighter 

Uraniuin-235 remains closer to the center.^ The centrifuge is only about 

one meter in length,.and since the size of the plant depends upon the 

number of centrifuges used, the gas centrifuge method of fuel enrichment

is capable of being instituted on a much smaller scale than is the gaseous 

diffusion operation. In addition to a smaller physical plant and smaller

initial investment, the centrifuge technology req.uires from one-fifth to

one-tenth the amount of electricity to operate as does a gaseous diffusion
2

plant of similar capacity.

Iteny modernizing countries look upon centrifugal uranium enrichment

as a boon. It aUows a country to enter the atomic power era on a modest 

basis, but with up-to-date technology. It also offers the possibility of 

producing domestically sufficient atomic energy fuel for home consun^ition 

needs, while avoiding unwelcome dependency on a foreign state, probably one 

' of the great or superpower class. The military potential of fuel enrichment, 

however, has led the United States to discourage proliferation of centrifuge 

technology. It is easy for any state that has enrichment facilities to usp 

them to produce weapons grade enriched uranium as well as the slightly 

enriched fuel used in most reactors. The gas centrifi:ige has congered up the 

image of a world of small and medium nuclear-weapon states. Even shotild 

such an eventuality be forestalled, as the I968 Nonproliferation Treaty 

attempts to do, widespread acquisition of the gas centrifuge technique would

mean that a host of smaller states would be significantly cutting down the'

lead time required to produce nuclear weapons.

^ %llrich. Global Politics of Nuclear Energy, 0£. cit., pp. 16-I8.

^Malnlchl Shlmbun, Aug. 19, 19^7 in DSJF, Aug. 22, I967, Pp. 1-2; and 
Yomliiri Shimbun, Apr. 3> 19^9 in DSJP, Apr. 4, I969, p. l4.
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The United States has struggled with the centrifuge question since the

late I95O8. In 1958, at the Second International Conference on the Peaceful

Uses of Atomic Energy, West German scientists first disclosed their research

findings on the centrifugal separation process.- The United States, at that

time, requested the information he safeguarded as a state secret'by the
German government,^ and continued to discourage other countries from

pursuing similar research. In March, 1967 the U.S. AEC prohibited further
2

private research on the centrifuge in the United States, and suspended all .

joint U.S.-Japan work in this area. At the same time, the United States

called for international consultations, including Japan, to prevent the

- further spread of centrifuge technology.^

The Japanese centrifuge research program began in the 195O8 at the

Institute of Physical and Chemical Research where the first experimental
h

separation unit was completed in 1957* After that, research on commercial 

centrifuges was directed by Professor Oyama Yoshitoshi at the Tokyo Institute 

of Technology with practical development centered in the Nippon Atomic 
Industry Group and Toshiba Turbine Company.^

carried out vinder the direction of the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel 
Development Corporation at Tokai-mura.^

. In view of the fact that American production of enriched atomic fuel

Recently, testing has been

, ^Asahi Shimbun, Apr. 1, I969 in DSJP, Apr. 2, I969, pp. 2-3.

^inichi Shimbun, Aug. 19, 1967 in DSJP, Aug. 22, I967,

\omiurl Shimbun, Mar. 16, 1968 in DSJP, Mar. 22, I968,
I). '
Atoms in Japan, XIII (September, 1969), 12-13.

pp. 1-2.

PP- 5-7-

.^Gilinsky and Danger, The Japanese Civilian Nuclear Program, op. cit..
P'3^. 23-24. T

^Yomlurl Shimbim, Apr. 3, I969 in DSJP, Apr. 4, I969, p. 4; and Mar. 
16, 1968 in DSJP, Mar. 20, I968, pp. 5-7-
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is expected to run short of international demand within the next ten years,^ 

and in light of its reluctance to distribute enriched fuel in the quantities 

requested, Japam, as well as certain Western European countries, have begn 

encouraged to pursue their own individual domestic separation facilities. 

Nakasone Yasiihiro urged as much when he returned from a European inspection 
tour in the fall of 1967.^

The following May a Nuclear Fuel Consultative Council was established

\mder the direction of JAEC Acting Chairman Arisawa, to coordinate the

centrifiigal research program unofficially, in spite of American objections.

The Coimcil estimated that Japan's enriched fuel needs by 1985 would reach
'2,000 tons per year, one-third of current American production capacity.^ An

American decision to raise the price charged for enriching ihiei for foreign

purchasers from $26.00 to $28.70 per kilogram was added reason for Japan to
k

turn to domestic production.

The JAEC Fourteenth Annual Report officially confirmed the decision to 

build an independent fuel enrichment capability. Stating that "it is not 

desirable . . .to depend upon U-.S. supply only . . .," the Report indicated 

that the technical feasibility of both the diffusion and centrifuge methods
i

would be detemiined by 1972, and one or the other method chosen as the 
primary path for producing a domestic supply thereafter.^ Ry April, 1972

■^A Rand study by Gllinsky and langer. The Japanese Civilian Nuclear 
FroKram. - op. clt., pp. 44-45, recently predicted that by 1980 demand for 
enriched irranium in Japan alone would reach one-quarter of total American 
production at that time. - -

^Nlhon Keizal, Oct. 27, 1967 in DSJP. Oct. 27, 1967, p. 33-

3yoTn-iuri Shlmbun, Meit. 16, 1968 in DSJP, Mar. 16, I968, p. 19-
\ \lhon Kelzai. July 16, 1970 in I^. July 17, 1970, pp. 7-8.

^JAEC, Fourteenth Annual Report, op. clt.. p. 5*
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the PNC had successftiUy tested centrifugal separators,^ and shortly there

after the JAEC announced its decision to proceed with a full scale 

centrifugal enrichment program. A pilot project was scheduled for fiscal

1973 at a cost of ¥7 bilUon, and development is to begin in full the
*' . * . ■

following year. When cong)leted around I980, Japanese enriched uranium is

expected to be fully con^petitive with enriched fuels produced by other

countries. Some 10,000 separating devices are planned with a production

capacity of fifty tons of enriched uranium annually. Meanwhile, research 

and development is to continue on the alternative gaseous diffusion method

of separation so that Japan can share in Joint international projects of the
- 2 type presently being talked about in the United States.

The Japanese decision to seek its own' enriched fuel supply was echoed

in March, 1970 by a treaty between Great Britain, West Germany and the 
Netherlands to engage in a Joint uranium enrichment project.^ Fear of being 

forced to compete alone .against the United States and Western Europe 

evidently had a part in prompting Japan to propose its own Joint development

scheme. Din-ing a meeting in Washington in September that year with 

Secretary of State Rogers, Undersecretary Jotoson and Presidential aide 

Kissinger, Nakasone Yasuhiro (at the time. Director of the Japan Defense 

Agentfy) urged a Joint U.S.-Canadian-Australian-Japanese development program. 

The American officials appeared receptive to the idea and Undersecretary 

Johnson suggested that the United States would consider releasing some of

^Atoms in Japan. XVI (February, 1972), 35-

^Atoms in Japan. XVI (August, 1972), 10-13, and (November, 1972), 16- 
19; Japan Times Weekly. Feb. 3, 1973, P* 8-
\ Shimbun, Mar. 23, 1970 in DSJP, Mar. 26, 1970, p. 2.
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its enrichment techniques.^
2

Japan.

the United States hut also France and Great Britain made available som%

This proposal was also favorably received in

The following year, at the JAIF annual meeting in Tokyo, not only

hitherto classified information on enrichment techniques. The discussions

were in general encouraging to the idea of more expanded multilateral 
research and development.^

■b.

Uranium enrichment is a legitimate concern of peaceful atomic power

planners. However, widespread dispersal of national uranium enrichment

facilities would be inconsistent with the principle embodied in the 

Nonproliferation Treaty of limiting control over those aspects of atomic

' energy technology with military potential to the present nuclear-weapon

states. The problem could possibly be handled through enhanced safeguard 

techniques by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Also, in the

case of Japan, a domestic program would make her an economic competitor

of the United States in the fuel enrichment field, a role the Japanese 
" h

nuclear industry has not actively sought. It is understandable why Japan 

welcomed the announcement in September, 1972 of a joint Japanese-American 

gaseous diffusion enrichment plan. To meet immediate uranium needs in Japan 

and to help offset a growing American trade deficit, Japan agreed to 

purchase $320 million worth of enriched irranium. For long jrange needs, a 

$1 billion gaseous diffusion plant is to be built and operated jointly in

^okyo Shlmbun, Sep. 11, 1970 in DSJP, Sep. 12, I97O, p. 23; and 
Malnichl Shlmbxm, Nov. 16, 1970 in DSJP, Nov. I7, 1970, p. 5* —

^ikkan Kbgyo, Sep. 27, 1970 in DSJP. Sep. 28, 1970, p. 23.

^omlurl Shlmbun, Mar. 19, 1971 in DSJP, Mar. 23, 1971j P- 1-

\ ‘Gilinsky and Plesset, "Comments oh the Japanese Nuclear Program," op.
cit., pp. 6-7.
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the United States.^ The new hilateral (and in time, perhaps, multilateral) 

formula may go far in alleviating Japanese conoems over future sources of 

enriched uraniijm fuel. However, it is highly \inllkely that Japan will^put 

a dan5)er on its own independent enrichment program which is presently seen 

as the primary source of enriched fuel for the future.

The U.S. AEG recently announced that it intends to give private 

industry the opportunity to finance and operate uranium enrichment plants.

The program, which envisions approximately ten plants and $15 hillion 

investment when completed, would he regulated hy the United States government 

only to the point that the degree of fuel enrichment wpuld he monitored to 

- he sure it was of no military potential. The AEG even left open the

possibility that the gas centrifuge, which utilizes approximately ten times

less electricity than the diffusion method of separation, might he considered
' 2 

for use hy private industry.

5

i

The future of the fuel'cycle Fuel policy in Japan is still undergoing 

dehate. A recent announcement hy the U.S. AEG that after 1973 the American 

supply of enriched fuel will he restricted due to failure of supply to meet 

demand^ increased the sense of urgency hut did nothing to sort out 

conflicting projections as to need or suggestions as to how best to meet 

those needs. A recent JAEG Special Advisory Gommittee report on uranium 

procurement suggested that one-third of Japan's needs for enriched fuel
4

should be met hy Japanese developed production. The JAIF seems to favor

Washington Post, Sep. 2, 1972, p. Al.

Washington Post, Dec. 9, 1972, p. A3.

Wlhon Kbgyo, Mar. l8, 1971 in PSJP. Mar. 19, 1971, P- 7- 

Wtoms in Japan, XV (July, 1971), 19-21.
\
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a 50 per cent self-sufficiency. Other estimates as to total need for

enriched fuel vary widely. By 1975 projected annual needs remge from 2,000 

to 2,800 tdnsj in,1980 estimates are from 2,000 to 6,000 tonsj and for I985 

yearly expected consumption varies from hetween 8,000 and 13,000 tons. 

Whatever the actual needs turn out to he, Japan will need to act

quickly and boldly if its atomic energy industry is not to suffer. Japan 

can be expected to put much greater effort into the entire spectnua of 

atomic energy development. It is reported that ¥1.3 trillion ($3-6 billion), 

is to be allocated for the domestic program throughout the decade of the
. 1970s.

Japan has consistently sought multilateral cooperative agreements in 

As early as 1965-, editorials in Atbms in Japanthe atomic energy field.

came out in strong support of international cooperation across the board.
2

and specifically in meeting enriched urani\im needs. The United States has

indicated its willingness to join Japan and other countries in sharing
- 3atomic technology, provided agreements on financing and secrecy can be met.

The Soviet Union has already approached Japan on the subject. Deputy 

Chairman Gublshiani of the State Science and Technology Committee made what
I

the Japanese considered a formal proposal to sell enriched uranium to Japan 

at 25 per cent below the American price when JAEC Chairman Hiraizumi was in

Rather than a simple purchase agreement, however.Moscow in September, 1971-

the Japanese preferred a joint development project with the Soviet Union

^okyo Shimbun, Dec. 8, I970 in DSJP. Dec. 9, 1970, p. 23.

^Atoms in Japan, IX (July, 1965), 1-4; see. also. Atoms in Japan, IX 
(February, 1965)> 1“^

^Atoms in Japan, XV (August, 1971)J 2.\
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providing enrichment technology and Japan the physical plant.^

has heen xmder study by both countries since that time, and in April, 1973

the Energy Countermeasures Committee of the Keideinren is scheduled to go. to
2

the Soviet Union to continue the negotiations.

The problem of nuclear waste disposal has not been touched upon. In 

Japan, waste problems have until recently been largely ignored. The 

seriousness of the waste disposal problem is just beginning to be recognized 

l5y governments, in Japan as elsewhere, as the prospect of proliferating

The proposal

atomic reactors thro^^ghout the world becomes imminent. Up to now Japan has

been pumping low level atomic waste into the Pacific Ocean. Its major waste

‘disposal problems have been taken care of throu^ a contract with Great 

Britain.2 The long range aspects of waste disposal are now being reviewed,

and a plan for handling low level wastes is expected to be ready within a 

few years. For more highly radioactive materials, the JAEC expects to have 

a comprehensive plan available by I980. Several small, uninhabited islands

off the main archipelago are being considered as one alternative disposal

site. The JAEC anticipates that a public or special corporation will have
h

to be set up to handle the waste disposal question.

As a sure sign that much more is to be heard on the subject of atomic

fuel,'in early 1972 three new committees on the fuel question were set up.

■^Inichi Shimbun, Sep. 19, 1971 in DSJP, Sep. 22, 1971, p. 29.

^omlurl Shimbun, Jan. I7, 1973 in BSJP. Jan I8, I973, p. 28.
3
Thomas O'Toole, "Nuclear Garbage Disposal:

Washington Post, Sep. 19, 1971, P* U5-
^Atoms in Japan, XVI (February, 1972), 13; and (Octobep., 1972), 15-16.

A Buried Problem,"

\
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Two of these, formed hy the JAEC In January, are to investigate Japanese

participation in international projects and to study the "objectives, scope

and magnitude of the domestic program.

Central Research Institute of the Electric Power Industry, is composed of

representatives from nineteen corporations and funded by the government.

This group is to review Japan's enrichment needs especially from the stand-
2

point of Joint projects with the United States and Prance.

A third committee, created by the

Reactor Development

The first electric power generation by means of an atomic reactor in 
Japan occured at .4:59 P.M. on October 26, 1963 at Tokai-mura;^

Japan Atomic Power Con^ny (JAPCO) reactor was for demonstration purposes . 

only, the event was hailed as a landmark in the history of atomic power in 

By coincidence, October 26 is also the date on which Japan became a 

member of the International Atomic Energy Agency in 1956^ Thus, October 26 

has been observed as Atomic Energy Day since 1964.

Although the

Japan.

Commercial reactor development The first production of commercial power in

Japan occured in July, 1966 when the British-made Calder-Hall reactor at

The natural uranium fueled Calder-Hall hadTokai-mura went critical, 

originally been selected as the model for early development of atomic power

in Japan, but by 1959 the JAEC had decided to import American enriched
4

The first American-made reactor wenturanim type reactors as well.

^U.S. ABC (Tokyo Office), Biweekly Report, Feb. 10, 1972, pp. 1-2. 

\toms in Japan, XVI (April, 1972), 23.

^Atoms in Japan, VIII (February, 1964), 26.
^omiuri Shimbun, Oct. l4, 1959 in DSJP. Oct. l4, 1959j P* 7-
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critical in October, I969 at Tsuruga. Both of these reactors were

contracted for by JAPCO which had been set up in November, I957 to oversee
1'

the laiportationi installation and' operation of foreign made reactors.

JAPCO was financed 80 per cent by private sources and 20 per cent by the 

government through the Electric Power Development -Corporation.

Since I969 orders for commercial power reactors have been made by 

private Japanese electric power companies rather than by JAPCO. Japanese 

private industry has also been taking a larger and larger share in the 

production of .reactor congjonents. Whereas the first JAPCO Calder-Hall

reactor contained only 35 per- cent domestically produced congjonents, 

reactors scheduled for operation in the next few years are expected to be

Certain conponents, likeas much as 90 per cent of Japanese manufacture, 

control rods and drive mechanisms, coolant circulation equipment, and some 

steam valves will still have to be imported for some time, either because

,of the sophisticated technology involved or because th^small domestic
- 2 

demand for them nikes production costs prohibitive.

The AIR-FBR program Reactor development in Japan since 1968 has had one 

overriding goal, the fast breeder reactor.^ The FBR is considered to be 

"an ideal type of power reactor which will be able to solve" the fuel
k

problem in Japan.

^Atoms in Japan, I (No. l^, 1959)> 3-
O
JAEC, Foiirteenth Annual Report, op. cit., pp. 35“37*
^The fast breeder is so named because it makes use of the neutrons 

emitted during nuclear fission directly. Traditional thermal reactors make 
of a moderator, normally water or graphite, to slow down the neutrons 

before they are used. The PBR also produces, or breeds, plutonium which can 
be ud^d, in turn, to feed other reactors.

^JAEC, Fo\irteenth Annxxal Repoi-t, op. cit., p. 16.

use

i
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TABLE h
9

HUCLEAR REACTOR DEVELOPMEMT SCHEDULE 
Through 197^

Name & Location
of Plant

Date
Critical

Output Percent Domestic 
Production

Company (KW)
*JAPCO 10-63JPDR

Tokai-mura 
Tokai 
Tokai-mura 
Tsuruga 
Fukui Pref. 
Fukushima No. 1 
■Fukushima Pref. ' 
Mihama No. 1 
Fukui Pref. 
"Mutsu"
Aomori Pref. 
Mihama No. 2 
Fukui Pref. 
'Fukushima No. 2 
Fukushima Pref. 
Shimane No. 1 
Shimane Pref. 
Takahama No. 1 
Fukui Pref. 
Fukushima No. 3 
Fukushima Pref.

12,500

166,000

n.a.

7-66JAPCO 35

10-69JAPCO 331,000

460,000

340,000

36,000

500,000

784,000

460,000

826,000

784,000

55

56Tokyo 10-70

Kansai 10-70 59
I

*JNSDA 12-71 n.a.

6-72-Kansai 74 I

Tokyo 5-73 51

6-74Chugoku 90

8-74 62Kansai

I12-74Tokyo 90

*
Not available

Source: Japan Atomic Energy Commission, Fourteenth Anniial Report: I969- 
1970 (Tokyo: Japan Atomic Energy Commission, n.d.), pp. 36, I05.

The ATR.—The fast breeder is still for the future, however, and there

are many as yet unanswered questions concerning its development. To fill 

the gap between present generation reactors and the FBR, the advanced the^^l 

reactor has been selected. Some atomic power strategists, both inside Japan

and abroad, have suggested that the ATR is really not essential and that it

would-be better to improve the commercial reactors presently in operation and
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then move directly to the FBR in the 1980s.^ However, a number of 

considerations encouraged atomic power planners to take a more expansive.

and at the same time, more expensive approach. The ATR-FBR program was , 

designated a "national project" in the I967 Long Range Plan, and was 

approved as a basic development policy by the Prime Minister in Iterch, 1968. 

The PMC was set up as the "central executive organization" for the joint

development plan. PNC facilities at Oarai, Ibaraki Prefecture began full
: 2

scale operation in March, I970.

The ATR is attractive in one respect in that it is expected to lower

costs of electric power. Rather than requiring expensive enriched uranium
« . ■

fuel as is used in present Amferican-type thermal reactors, the ATR will use 

natural uraniiun fuel slightly enriched with plutonim. Additionally, it

•V

will make use of the valuable plutonium which has been accumulating in the

spent fuel of present day reactors and which would otherwise have little

economic value imtil the age of the FBR.

Since it uses naturalThe ATR is attractive for a second reason.

uranium rather than enriched fuel which is obtainable only from a limited

number of suppliers, Japan can draw on a much wider fuel market when the

ATR begins operation. The ATR should also be a good export item for

countries' which, like Japan, want advanced equipment and a minimum

dependence on any single fuel source.

Third, the ATR is insurance against some une'xpected delay in FBR 

It will be some time before the FBR reaches the stage ofdevelopment.

practical operation. Atomic power planners in Japan have never placed all

^See, for instance, Gilinsky and Langer, The Japanese Civilian Nuclear 
Progra^n, op. clt., pp. 3^-37•

%AEC, Fourteenth Annual Report, op. cit., p. I6.
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their eggs in one basket, and they are not willing to risk being left 

twenty years behind technologically shoiild the FBR fail in the mid-1980s. 

Finally, the AIR project, planned, manufacttired, and operated in Japan, will 

give Japanese technicians and administrators invaluable training which they 

will heed as atomic power expands rapidly in the last quarter of the ’ 
centiiry.^

The FBR. "The FBR's unique feature is that it produces more fuel than

it consumes. Thermal reactors also produce Plutonium-239 in the fission

process, but the breeding ratio of fuel produced to fuel consumed varies

from about 0.4 to 0.8, but definitely is less than 1.0. In other words,

more fuel is consumed than is produced. Fast breeders, however, yield well •

oyer the one-to-one ratio of fuel produced for fuel consumed. An average
2ratio of fuel production is about 1:1.4. 

expected to have a breeding ratio above 1.2.^ ^

The FBR is also more economical in its use of fuel than are thermal 

reactors. Fast breeders are fueled with a core of plutonium (approximately 

three kilograms per thousand kilowatts of power) which is surrounded by a 

blanket of Uranium-238. It is the Uraniiim-238 that absorbs neutrons and
k 0

Fuel is consumed at better than 80 per cent in the 

fast breeder, while thermal reactors using only the rare Uranium-235 utilize

The Japanese breeder model is

becomes Plutonium-239"

^Atoms in Japan, XIII (November, I969), 9“10j Japan Atomic Energy 
Commission, Atomic Energy White Paper for 1971. trans'. in SSJM (December, 
1971), 20-30, passim.; and Gilinsky and langer. The Japanese Civilian Nuclear 
Program, op. cit., pp. 34-37"

%illrich. Global Politics of Nuclear Energy, op. cit., pp. I07-08.

^JAEC, Fourteenth Annual Report, op. cit., p. 28.
\k : -
'Willrich, Global Polities of Nuclear Energy, op. cit., pp. IO7-08; 

and Gilinsky and Langer, The Japanese Civilian Nuclear Program, op. cit.,
PP" 30-31"
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less than 1 per cent of the total uranium mined.^ 

promises much more economic use of fuel than present generation reactors.

In short, the EBR

■ it provides a way for countries without large uranium deposits and without 

expensive enrichment facilities to sustain an independent atomic power 

program, and it overcomes the problem of fast diminishing world resources 

of fuel.

The Japanese plan to have commercial electrical power output from fast

breeders by I985, approximately five years behind the United States and

Western Europe. The "Pugen" AER prototype is programmed to be in operation

in 1974 with 200,000 kilowatts- of power. At the same time, the "Joyo"

experimental FBR will begin operation, to be followed by the 310,000 kilowatt
2.

"Monju" FBR-prototype in 1977- 

•immediately self-sustaining. Under normal operation it takes approximately 

ten years for enough plutonium to accumulate in one FBR to fuel another

The fast breeder reactors will not be

However, plutonium is being produced as a by

product of current''reactor operations, and these plutonium stockpiles will 

be available for the first generation of FBR's in the I98O6. 

noted by fuel cycle experts that the ten years it takes for "plutonium 

doubling" Is about the same length of time it takes for electrical demand 
to double,.^ Thus, assuming that consuii5)tion increases at a steady rate, and 

that the FBR is operational by I98O-I985, fast breeder technology would seem

reactor of the same size.

It has been

to offer great promise for alleviating the fuel crisis in electrical power

before the end of the century.

^okyo Shimbun, Nov. I5, I967 in DSJP, Nov. 22, 1967, pp. 37-38.
2
JAEC, Fourteenth Annual Report, op. cit., p. I7.

ilinsky and langer. The Japanese Civilian Nuclear Program, op. cit., 
pp. 30-31} and Willrich, Global Politics of Nuclear Energy, op. cit., p. 113.
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Muelear fusion Nuclear fission technology is being looted to to solve the

energy crisis for the forseeable future. However, as a long range prospect. 

In addition to its potential
9

for power generation, fusion holds out the possibility of solving the

'■i

nuclear fusion has an even greater attraction.

hazards of radioactive pollution and of industrial waste products in general.

While the fusion process would Involve radioactive material within the

reactor, its waste products would be mostly non-radioactive helium. Research

is also being conducted on ways to use nuclear fusion to separate materials

intp their basic physical elements. Should this prove possible, a society

would be able to break down all its waste materials into usable products.^

Following the Second Geneva'Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic

Energy in 1958j where the results of fusion research were made public, the

Japan Science Council set up a Special Committee on Nuclear Fusion and urged

the government to fund a fusion research program. In I961 the Institute of

Plasma Physios was established at Nagoya University wl^h financial support

from the Ministry of Education. The JAEC initiated a seven-year fusion

research program at Tokal-mura beginning in I967 with a ¥3-3 billion ($9*2 
2

million) budget. In July, I960 fusion research was designated a "special
i

Integrated research" project within the categories set up in the I967 Long 
Range Development Plan.^ The Plasma Research Institute recently succeeded

in causing a fusion reaction in solid deuterium by using laser beams to heat
h

the material to 10 million degrees centigrade for 1 billionth of a second.

While encouraging from a theoretical scientific viewpoint, in Japan as

%illrich. Global Politics of Nuclear Energy, op. clt 
^Atoms in Japan, XV (October, 1971), 5-11- 

JAEC, Fourteenth Annual Report, op. cit., p. 68.
4
U.S. AEC (Tokyo Office), Biweekly Report, JiUy 30, 1971, P- !•

pp. 168-69.

\3
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TABIE 5

BUDGET FOR HUCLEAE FUSIOM RESEARCH 
_ _ _ _ _ _ (Millions of Yen)_ _ _ _ _

1961-1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 (to Oct.)
1,258 235 295 327 325 -455 684 878

Atoms In Japan, XV (October, 1971), p. JjQ,Source;

elsewhere, nuclear fusion is still far from a practical application stage. 

The United States and the Soviet Union have been encouraged lately, however, 

by significant research breakthrou^s. The U.S. AEC recently reported a 

highly successful experiment'in which a fusion reaction was sustained for

ond-fiftieth of a second at 25 million degrees. Fusion reaction, to be 

commercially feasible, must achieve a ten^ierature of 100 million degrees.

The U.S. AEC now feels confident that nuclear fusion research has progressed 

to the point where it can be demonstrated in practical terms by 198O-I982.

The agency is talking in terms of commercial fusion reactors by the year 
2000.^

\

^Washington Post, Dec. 2, 1972, p. A2.
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CHAPTER V

INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE

The success of Japaa's atomic energy program is due in no small part

to the wide-ranging network of' research and development assistance agreements

which the government has signed with foreign countries. Certainly, the 

currently available advanced state of the art in Japan could not have been

reached without outside stimulation. ’ All sectors of the Japanese atomic 

. energy community acknowledge the" significance of imported technology, and 

businessmen in atomic energy related fields have been most enthusiastic

proponents of liberal trade and import policies. In this, they are in 

character with Japanese business leaders generally who, In Dimock's 

opinion, "since the-end of World War II have become increasingly inter

nationalist in outlook, more so, perhaps, than any other world group save 

those devoted to peacekeeping and the United Nations.

The United States and Atoms for Peace

The United States, of course, has been the most in^iortant contributor

to Japan's rapidly maturing capability in atomic technology. Japanese

research and development in the field was cut off in I945 by Occupation

Authorities and the equipment destroyed. However, in November, 19^9 the —-

United States began to encourage renewed research, albeit on a limited
2

basis, and approved the transfer of radioisotopes to Japan.

\
^imock, The Japanese Technocracy, op. cit., p. 30.

a
Yanaga, Big Business, op. cit., p. I76.
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Large scale American support for a* full-fledged Japanese atomic

energy program began after President Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace speech 

at the United Nations General Assembly in December, 1953. It was hoped 

that, through sharing American know-how, atomic energy could he channeled

into peaceful uses and weapons stockpiles could be reduced. U.S. AEG

Chairman Lewis L. Strauss relaxed security regulations while the President

announced that, from then on, primary responsibi3J.ty for information 

exchanges woxild rest with the executive branch and its scientific advisors.

Congress was no longer to be asked for approval of the release of specific 
information.^

American interest in Japan's atomic energy program was likewise 

spurred by the French defeat in Indochina and the subsequent disillusipnment 

that followed,in the wake of the Geneva Conference. In the zero-sum cold

war thinking which prevailed at the time, America's loss could only mean 

Russia's gain, and vice versa. As U.S. AEC Commissioner Thomas E. Murray
e.

Stated at the time, the United States’ atomic energy aid program would help 

"nullify what has been lost at Dienbienphu and Geneva.The motivations 

behind the American offer, then, were a mixture of scientific altruism and 

political expediency. Spokesmen both in the executive branch and in Congress 

also expressed anxiety over the prospect of Soviet assistance to emergent 

The Japanese were interested in obtaining information 

from whatever source, and Fujioka Yoshio, Chairman of the Japan Science 

Council's Atomic Energy Committee, did, in fact, confer with Soviet scientists 
in Moscow in June, 1955.^

nuclear powers.

?Hew York Times, Nov. 5, 1953j P- 1: *+5 ,and Deo. 17, 1953, p. 1: 6. 

^New York Times, Sep. 22, 195*+, P- 1*++ 5.

\ev York Times, June 27, 1955, p. 3: 1.

v
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The Exchange program developed q,viickly. In June, 1954 the JSC
I

invited members of the U.S. AEC to Tokyo for consiatations, and President

Eisenhower formally made an offer of fissionable materials to the Japanese
2

along with an extensive atomic energy library.

Japanese experts (including scientists, Biet members, businessmen, and govern

ment officials) Were selected by the Preparatory Council for the Peaceful 

Uses of Atomic Energy to take a three-month tour of the United States and

In December eleven

eleven other countries. The purposei; of the trip was to survey the state of 
technological development in ongoing atomic energy programs.^ The group

returned to Japan in March, 1955 convinced that atomic power.was absolutely
4

essential in light of the coming energy crisis. At the same time,

Japanese scientists began arriving in the United- States to attend special 
study programs at Oak Ridge and Argonne Atomic Energy Research Institutes.^

f
E

t
!'
I

iWhile the Japanese were generally enthusiastic over the American
i:

offer of technical assistance, misgivings were, expressed in certain quarters, 

especially within the Japan Science Council. Two major issues gave cause

for alarm. How ma^y strings would be attached to the American offer? How 

stringent woiild -be the secrecy, in^josed upon Japanese atomic energy

development as a consequence of accepting information and equipment which

the United' States still considered militarily sensitive? The Japan Science

^ew-York Times, Nov. 10, 1954, p. 28:4.
2
New York Times, Nov. 13, 1954, p. 3:2.
\ew York Tl^s, Dec. 26, 1954, p. 50:4; and Yanaga, Big Business, 

op. clt., pp. 182-83«
4
Yanaga, Big Business, op. clt.. pp. 182-83; and Yomiurl Shlmbun, 

Jan. 10, 1955 in DSJP, Jan. 10, 1955, P- H-

^New York Times. Feb. 28, 1955; P- 5:6; and Nihon Keizai, Jan. l8, 
1955 in DSJP. Jan. 18, 1955, P- 10.
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Council had adopted its "three principles" of democracy, autonomy, and 

openness {minshu, jishu, kSkai) at its general meeting in 195^> and it feared 

that the atomic power enthusiasts in government and industry would he too 

willing to sacrifice those principles for immediate technological gains.

The U.S. AEC uranitun offer had been made under three conditions:

secrecy, peaceful use, and restricted dissemination within Japan only.

To some, the American conditions were in direct conflict with the JSC's

three principles. They opposed sending Japanese science students to study

in the United States for fear this would infuse a pro-American bias in

future research and development. Soioe physicists and economists urged

decisionmakers not to sacrifice development of Japan's autonomous capabil

ities in atomic energy by relying too heavily on impressive American reactor

Drs. Kaya and Fujioka were leading skeptics in the JSC at thistechnology.

Fujioka was Chairman of the JSC Atomic Energy Affairs Committee, andtime.

when the Committee agreed to accept the American uranium offer in April,
1

1955 he opposed the decision openly.

The opponents were in a definite minority, however, The business

community was solidly behind American proposals to encourage atomic energy 

The press also took a favorable stand.development in Japan. Yomiurl

Shimbun urged Japan to learn from the West and lectured that "self-sufficiency 
o

^falnlchi Shimbun called for "practical discussionsis a matter of degree, 

discussions. The Nihon Keizal likened the opponents of. Japan-American

^Inlchi Shimbun. Apr. 15, 1955 in DSJF. Apr. I5, 1955, P- Tokyo 
Sbimbiin, Feb. 7, 1955 in DSJP. Feb. 8, 1955, P» 3i and Mainlchl Shimbun. 
Apr.„17, 1955 in DSJP. Apr. I8, p. l4.

Yoi^url Shimbun. Apr. I8, 1955 in DSJP. Apr. I8, 1955, p. 5-

^inlchl Shimbun. Apr. I8, 1955, in DSJP. Apr. 18, 1955, P*

2
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1
cooperation to the opponents of railroad construction in Tokugawa times.

The majority of the Science Council itself were favorably disposed.

Morito Tatsuo, I^esldent of Hiroshima University said, "(T)he public would 

regard us scientists as blocking the progress-of atomic energy, if we stick •
O

" Even Professor Fujloka relented to a

As

«

too much to the Three Principles.

considerable degree from his initial opposition. In response to questioning

by Nakasone Yasuhiro at a meeting of the House of Representatives Budget

Committee On May 19, he came out in favor of accepting the American offer 

and said, "I think such political strings that are known at present are not 

objectionable.” He did, however, indicate his preference for future assistance 

to be funneled through the United Nations.^

On May 23 the government decided to accept the American uranium offer 
and began negotiations with American representatives on Jxme Z?

4

Just as

the talks got underway, word leaked out that Japan was to be bound by a

provision similar to Article EC of the U.S.-Turkey atomic energy assistance

treaty which seemed to concede in advance broad proprietary rights to the
6

The chief ofUnited States on power reactors to be built in the future.

the Foreign Office's International Cooperation Bureau immediately issued an 

assurance that the government would ask the United States to delete this

provision. Also, Japan would ask that the term of the treaty be reduced

from ten to five years to allay misgivings on long range ties between the

1
Nihon Keizai. May 10, 1955 in DSJP. May 11, 1955, P- 13.

^Malnichi Shimbun, Apr. 17, 1955 in DSJP. Apr. l8, 1955, P* 1^*

^Yomlurl Shlmbxm. May 20, 1955 in DSJP, May 20, 1955, P- H*
4
San^ Keizai. May 23, 1955 in DSJP. May 23, 1955, P- 10. 
^Mainichl Shlmibun. June 2, 1955 in DSJP. June 4, 1955, P* 5-

6
Asahi Shimbun. May 31, 1955 in DSJP. May 31, 1955, P*
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1
two countries. When a note was attached to the treaty expressing the

"hope" that both parties would "consider more cooperation toward atomic

power generation in Japan in the future" and providing for "discussions at ,

any time" on a cooperative agreement, opponents viewed this as a subterfuge
2

to. heep an American foot in the door. Government leaders in the Diet

reassured their colleagues that the Treaty contained ho violation of the 

"three principles," and the Socialist minority could do little but suggest 

that the signing be delayed until after the Geneva Conference on Peaceful
3

Uses of Atomic Energy had met in August.

G?he United States made certain small concessions to dispel criticism 

within Japan. American negotiators agreed to delete the objectionahle 

provision requiring Japan to seek technological assistance from the United
h

States when constructing power reactors. A five year limit was placed on

the agreement, and Diet approval was specified. Additionally, certain

wording which the Japanese found objectionable from the standpoint of 
national prestige was softened or deleted.^ The agreement was signed in 

Washington on November l4, 1955 and entered into force on December 27 the

same year.

This five year treaty covered exchange of information on "research 

reactors" only and did not extend to "power reactors, power demonstration 

reactors, or reactors designed primarily for the production of special

^omluri Shimbun, Jxme 1, 1955 in DSJP, June 1, 1955^ PP» 8“9-
2 ' 

See Professor Taoka Ryoichi's comments,in the Asahl Shinflaun, June 28,
1955 in DSJP. June 28, 1955, P- 3-

^Asahi Shlmibun. June 6, 1955 in DSJP. June 6, 1955^ p. 6} and Yomiuri 
June 2, 1955 in DSJP, June 2, 1955, P- 8-

ifainichl Shimbun. June 2, 1955 in DSJP. June 2, 1955, P* 8.

\ni7iiurl Shimbiui, June l6, 1955 in DSJP, June l6, 1955, pp. 2-3.

Shlmb
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nuclear materials." Tlie agreement was strictly limited to "general research 

and development . . . , medical therapy, or training in nuclear science and 

Under its provisions, Japan was free to lease enriched 

uranium and required to maintain records of "power levels of operation 

and burn-up of reactor fuels," "make annual reports" to the U.S. AEG, and 

permit American inspectors to verify proper use of materials and reactors.^

..1
engineering.

The U.S. AEG approved the first commercial export of a research reactor for 

JAERI on Movember 2, 1956.^ This was followed up by two lease agreements 

for enriched uranium, one later the same month and another the following 
May.*^

American enthusiasm for Japanese nuclear undertakings was matched 

by more circumscribed optimism on the part of the Japanese. When John 

Hopkins, Ghairman of General Dynamics Gorporation (a major American contractor 

of reactors and associated equipment) proposed that Japan act as a technol- 

ogical "core" for Asian development and summoned forth the image of an 

Asian "atomic energy community," Keidanren President Ishikawa siiggested 

that the Japan-U.S. partnership tackle "more sin^ile" things for the time 
being.^

This caution was well founded as there existed basic disagreement

within the scientific and political communities in Japan on the correct

path to take. JAEG Ghairman Shoriki spoke out for agreements with the

^.S., Department of State, United States Treaties and Other Inter - 
national Agreements. "Atomic Eners/l Gooperatlon for Givll Uses," TIAS 
No. Nov. Ih, 1955, p. 3-

Ibid.

^Entoassy of Japan, Japan Report, II (November 15, 1956), p. 8. 
h \
Embassy of Japan, Japan Report. Ill (May 25, 1957)> P* 7- 

New York Times. May 19, 1955, P* ^3:1-

2
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United States which would permit Japan to develop nuclear power generating 

plants Immediately. In January, I956 he Indicated that the JAEC "had agreed 

to recognize the necessity of conducting an atomic power agreement with the ®

U.S, as early as possible with an eye to promoting the practical use of
1 2- ■ 

atomic energy. The other members of the Commission disagreed that the

JAEC had made any such decision, and they opposed such hasty development on

the grounds that it would violate the Basic Atomic Energy Law just passed

in December, 1955• Shoriki retracted his statement the following day,

e^qplaining that it was singly his own "private plan.

Chairman Shoriki likewise came into conflict over his encouragement, 

of private "speculative development" of nuclear energy. The leftist 

political sympathies of many scientists encouraged them to spe^ out 

against dominance by American firms which were already negotiating contracts

with Japanese manufacturers. They called for broader government control of 

the industry generally.
4

The United States continued to encourage the development of peaceful

atomic energy projects in Japan by offering to provide enriched uranium in 

small amounts for research. In June, I956 the Joint Atomic Energy Committee 

approved e:q)ort of up to one hundred grams of enriched U-235 and ten grams 

of plutonium to countries desiring these materials.5 Also, by executive 

order, the prices of American atomic fuel were cut, and accountability

\alnlchi Shlmbun, Jan. 6, 1956 in DSJP, Jan. 6, I956, p. 5.

Arisawa Hlromi, Fujioka Yoshio, Ishikawa Ichiro, and Yukawa Hldeki.
\omlurl Shlmbun. Jan. 7, I956 in DSJP. Jan. 7, I956, p. I5.
1^.
Hew York Times, Jan. 8, 1956, p. 21:1.

Asahl Shimbun. June 7> 1956 in DSJP. June 8, 1956, p. 6.

2
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' 1
req.uirenisnts for research materials relaxed. JAE8 Commissioner Arlsawa

warned that Japan could become con^letely dependent on the United States 

if she developed enriched fuel reactors, and urged that natural uranium O

.2
reactors be considered instead. Fushiml Kbji, Chairman of the JSC Atomic '

Energy Project Committee, also foresaw the possibility that the United

States might succeed in shutting out all congietltion in the enriched fuel
field.^ Nevertheless, the government signed an agreement with the United

4
States for the lease of enriched uranium in November, I956.

Despite the objections of the Elementary Particle Theory Group in the

Japan Sciemce Council and opposition politicians over financing arrangements 

and safety questions, the nuclear energy program gained sufficient momentum 

to require, in 1958> a revised agreement with the United States. Of 

particular conoera was the increased need for enriched uranium required by 

several new advanced research projects underway at the time, including an 

experimental fast breeder reactor. On June I6, 1958 a ten-year treaty.

superseding the I955 agreement, was signed and went into force in December. 

Unlike the earlier treaty, the 1958 version provided for American assistance 

for power generating reactors as well as research machines, 

authorized the United States to sell, as well as lease, certain fissionable

It also

materials.

Japanese scientists had originally proposed a most ambitious

development plan which would have entailed American support for some one 

dozen reactors of various types (including three power reactors) plus two

\omlurl Shimbun. Nov. 19, I956 in DSJP. Nov. 19, I956, p. 16.

Sankei Shlmbun, Feb. 23, 1956 in DSJP. Feb, Zh, 1956, p. 9.
3 '
Mainichi Shlmbun. Feb. 23, 1956 in DSJP. Feb. 24, I956, p. 12. 

^Sankei Sb^Tnbun, Nov. 25, 1956 in DSJP, Nov. 26, 1956, p. 1.
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nucle'ar tankers. They had asked for 7,000 kilograms of enriched uranium 

over the ten year life of the treaty. This program was held to be "unreal

istic" by the U.S. AEG, and after cutting back to one power reactor and 

eliminating the ships, agreement on 2,700 kilograms for currently "defined 

reactor projects" was reached. Although private users of fissionable

jnaterials had been pressing the Japanese government to purchase uranium.

American law restricted ownership to the government only. The treaty did

authorize the leasing of uranium to private users in Japan, provided the

Japanese government retained title to such materials at least until private

American users were permitted by U.S. law to purchase them from the 
government.^

By a protocol signed in October, 1958, authorization for enriched

luranium was increased from six to eight kilograms per reactor, and for 

plutonium from ten grams to two hundred sixty grams. The protocol likewise 

stipulated that any plutonium in spent fuel which the United States 

happened to repurchase from Japan would be used "for peaceful purposes
O

This latter item was the cause of considerable debate in Japan.

The United States’ evidently preferred that any such guarantee be in the 
form of a secret memorandum which would not be released even to the Congress.^

only.

President Eisenhower had indicated in November, 1955 that plutonium returned

to the United States would not be used in weapons production. However,

Congress was at this time discussing the purchase of more plutonium from

1
U.S., Department of State, United States Treaties and Other Inter

national Agreements. "Atomic Ener^l Cooperation for Civil Uses," TIAS 
No. 4133, June 16, 1958, pp. 1-3.

2
Atoms in' Janan. II (No. 10, 1958), 13*
o \ .

Tokyo Shimbun, June 17, I958 in DSJP, June I7, 1958, pp. 5-6*
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abroad to build up its stockpiles,^ and the U.S. AEG was seeking to have 

the Atomic Energy Act revised to permit the use of returned plutonium 

without restriction for fifteen years.2 In view of these considerations, 

the Japanese insisted that the restriction on the use of returned plutonium

be included in the 1958 memorandum.

As the Japanese atomic energy program continued to grow, American 

assistance was broadened to keep pace with it. An agreement signed on 

August 7, 1963 (in force April 21, 1964) amended the 1958 treaty by 

eliminating the upper limit on fissionable materials for research purposes 

although it did hot extend to "fueling reactors" or to "reactor experiments."^ 

Finally, in February, I968 a thirty-year cooperative agreement was signed 

(in force July 10, 1968) which replaced the treaty of ten years previous.

This provided that the United States would supply all expected enriched 

uranium needs, up to l6l,000 kilograms, for power reactors over the term of 

the treaty. In addition, 365 kilograms of plutonium was to be supplied for 

the Japanese program. In line with the 1964 decision by the U.S. AEG to 

allow American private industry to buy and sell uranixim, plutonium, and 

other nuclear materials, the I968 treaty provided for possession by private 

\isers in'Japan. The Japanese government was still held legally responsible

\okyo Times, June 6, 1958 in DSJP, June 6, 1958, p. 2.
2
Tokyo- Shimbim. June I7, I958 in DSJP. June 17, I958, p. 6.
\.S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

^ national Agreements. "Atomic Ener^l Gooperation for Givll Uses," TIAS 
No. 5553, Aug. 7, 1963, p. 1.

4
The power reactor program, as outlined in an appendix to the treaty, 

included three reactors already under construction, nine more planned for 
the i968rl971 period, plus an additional reactor under consideration for
1970-197^

Department of State, United States Treaties and Other Inter-
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1
for controlling circulation and disposition of fissionable materials.

As in the case of earlier agreements signed with the United States, 

there'.was concern among many Imowledgeable Japanese lest the atomic energy

program become too dependent on the United States. The thirty-year term of

the treaty was considered too long, and the uranium supply too inflexible
2

to allow full potential for a growing research and development program.

The Mainlchi Shimbun blamed the pro-American electric power con^ianies for

slighting the need for an independent fuel supply and concluded that
...3"(P)rimary consideration should be given to 'national interests.

Asahi, on the other hand, while concerned about dependency on the United ,

States, saw Japan's first priority as the production of electricity which

Consequently, that paper felt thedepended on a supply of low cost fuel. 

1968 agreement wps worth the cost.
k

Notwithstanding arguments pro and con in Japan, it is doubtful that 

Japan will continue to be so totally reliant on the United States for its 

fuel supply for much longer. American uranium reseinres are being outstripped 

by world demand, and the U.S. AEC announced in 1971 that it would begin 
restricting its sales to foreign nations in 1973*^ Assuming the close

I

economic ties between Japan and other advanced industrial areas like the 

United States and the e^qianded Common Market countries remain firm, Japan can 

be expected to seek cooperative arrangements that will reflect its increas-

1
U.S., Department of State, United States Treaties and Other Inter

national Agreements. "Atomic Energy; Cooperation for Civil Uses, TIAS 
Ho. 6517, Feb. 26, I968, p. 1.

2
Atoms in Japan. XII (May, 1968), 26.

^Mainlchi- Shimbun, Feb. 19, 1968 in DSJP, Feb. 19, 19^8, pp. 31-33- 
4 \
Asahi Shimbun, Feb. I7, I988 in DSJP, Feb. 21, I968, pp. 3"^- 

^Hlhon Kbgyo, Mar. 18, 1971 iu DSJP, Ifer. 19, 1971j PP* 7“8.
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ingly sophisticated atomic technology base. As the Japanese need for atomic 

power becomes more and more critical, and as her technological expertise 

and investment capital become ever more in demand, the donor-recipient 

relationship that has, until recently, so characterized the American- 

Japanese atomic energy relationship will quickly fade.

Great Britain

Besides the United States, Japan has also developed a close relation** ■> 

ship with Great Britain. Japan's decision to inport her first power 

reactor from Britain whs confirmed in an agreement signed on June l6, I958, 

the same.day as the revised agreement with the United States. As was the 

case in the American agreements, there was limited but highly vocal opposition 

to accepting partnership with the British. Inspection was one troublesome 

point, and the Japanese resented having their entire reactor operations 

inspected by the British who were supplying only a part of •fihe equipment 

used therein. Disposition of the plutonium contained in the spent reactor 

fuel was another problem. Japanese planners preferred to reprocess their 

own irradiated fuel,for the benefits this would provide the domestic 

plutonium research program. The problem of maintaining secrecy over the

technology ImEOrted from the British was likewise considered inconsistent 

with the "three principles" embodied in Japan's Basic Law.
1

However, the most significant opposition to the exchange agreement 

with the British revolved around the so-called "hold harmless" clause. The

"hold harmless" provision absolved the British government from any responsi

bility in the "processing, possession, leasing and utilization of the nuclear

1
in Japan. I (No. 5, 1957), 1-2; and Shoichi Sakata, "Ify 

Apprehensions About the Atomic Energy Agreements," Sekal (August, I958) in 
■ SSJM. July 28, 1958, pp. 14-16.

At(
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fuels supplied" that took place in Japan after delivery. In effect, this

released Great Britain, as supplier, from any responsibility for defective
i

fuel once the Japanese had taken possession. This seemingly minor dispute

over wording contained the seeds of two fundamental political issues which .

were at the heart of the atomic power debate.

Public safety The "hold harmless" clause first raised the question of

safety. The British desire to be released from any liability resulting 

from the use of their own fuel elements did not inspire confidence in the

Japanese, particularly as the whole discussion occurred in the wake of the

When the British government announced 

its intention to use the Calder-Hall (C-H) for plutonium production as well •

2
Windscale incident in Great Britain.

as for- power generation, opponents of the agreement suspected that this 

indicated that the British themselves had doubts about the C-H reactor
3

which was to have formed the mainstay of Britain's atomic posrer generation.

The safety question had been aired at length for some time in Japan,

•and reached a head at a public hearing in Tokyo in July, 1959* The primary

point at issue was the ability of the Calder-Hall to withstand earthqxiakes.

The internal construction of the C-H reactor consisted of natural uranium

fuel rods inserted through some 3,000 vertical holes in 70,000 graphite

bricks which acted as the atomic reaction moderator. These physical

^Atoms in Japan. II (Ho. 1, 1958), 5-

2
In 1957 the cooling system of a natural uranium reactor pile at 

Windscale had failed. A serious incident was a-voided by emergency procedures, 
but the reactor was ruined in the process. The escaped radioactivity 
caused minor damage in the surrounding countryside, but caused widespread 
public concern in Britain and northern Europe. For a fuller account of the 
incident see Sheldon Hovick, The Careless Atom (New York; Dell Publishing 
Company, I969), pp. 5“10.

^Malnlchl Shimbun, June 20, 1958 in DSJP, June 20, 1958, p. 12; and 
Sankel Shimbun. July 7, I958 in DSJP. July 7, 1951, P-2.
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1
properties seemed especially prone to earthquake jarring and disalignment.

The JAEC had previously vouched for the earthquake-proof design of the

reactors slated for ingiortation, and had assured the skeptical that they

could resist seismic forces one and a half times those specified in the

Japanese building code. The cooling system was guaranteed to stand up to
2

three times the normal stress requirements.

The Elementary Particle Theory Group in the Japan Science Council

challenged these findings, but the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum dismissed 
their criticisms as politically motivated.^ According to Professor Pushlml

h
of Osaka University, expert opinion was divided.

Shoichi of Uagoya University was one of those in the JSC who remained

Professor Sakata

skeptical.. The Safety of the Calder-Hall, he insisted, "remains to be 

proved." Later, Sakata, who served on the JAEC Atomic Reactor Safety 
Investigation Subcommittee, resigned rather than approve the Calder-Hall.^ 

The earthquake issue, as well as two other safety questions, was

addressed at the Tokyo hearing by atomic power proponents. There was no 

danger of earthquEike damage, JAPCO replied, since the graphite moderating 

blocks would be held in place with cl'aaq)s and a steel container capable of 

withstanding tremors twice the force of the devastating I926 Kanto earthquake. 

Charges that the Calder-Hall was prone to "run-away" when operating

^Asahl Shlmbun. July 30, 1959 in BSJP, July 31, ,1959, P* 15*
2
Atoms in Japan, I (June, 1957)> 9-lOj and Asahl Shlmbun, Apr. 24, 

J.958 in D3JP, Apr. 24. 1958, p. 6.
\sahi Shlmbun, Mar. 20, 1958 in DSJP, Mar. 20, I958, p. 10.
A
Tokyo Shlmbun. June 16, I958 in DSJP. June I7, I958, p. 7. 
^MalUchl
_ _ _ _ _ _ Shlmbun. Aug. 23, 1959 In DSJP. Aug. 25, I959, p. 5; and

Tokyo Shlmbun. Nov. I3, I959 in DSJP. Nov. 13, 1959, P- 1.
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ten^eratures reached a certain level^ were put down with official assurances 

that automatic control devices would handle any such unexpected phenomenon. 

On a third point, JAPCO and the Meterological Agency denied, on the basis of 

air current tests, that there was any "inversion-stratum" above Tokai-mura, 

the site, of Japan's major atomic complex, which would trap radioactive
2

exhaust gases to he precipitated on populated areas.

Scientific q,uestions had been -raised and answered. Still, there was

no agreement among the experts, and little likelihood that any would be

reached, since the Calder-Hall was, at this point, still a new and relatively
3

From the standpoint of public safety, there\mproven piece of machinery, 

were still gaping holes in the government's bland assurances.

Ohtsuka Masuhiko of the JSC Special Committee on Nuclear Energy pointed 

out that the JAEC had neglected to define standards of "safety," and so to 

say the Calder-Hall was safe or unsafe was without real meaning. Shionoya

Noboru,'an official of Sohyo, which opposed the reactor project, questioned
<«

the objectivity of the JAEC's safety examinations since one of the agency's

primary duties was to promote atomic energy development. Iwagaml Jiro,

Governor of Ibaraki Prefecture where Tokai-mura is located, argued for the

relevance of public confidence. Much more effort was needed, he felt, in 

publicizing the 'questions argued by the small group of insiders at the 

Tokyo hearings, while special attention should be given to assuaging public
4

apprehensions about atomic energy.

•v ..

■^See Novick, The Careless Atom, op. cit., pp.. 6-7 for an explanation 
of this "Wlgner energy" effect.

2
Asahi Shlmbun, July 30, 1959 in DSJPi July 31j 1959> P- 15-
^See t^ Sankei Shimbun's comments on this point, Aug. 3, 1959 in 

DSJP, Aug. 1-3, 1959, P* 4.
4
Atoms in Japan, III (August, 1959), 7-15•
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Perhaps the most poignant statement was that of Nemoto Tokinosuke, 

headman of Tokal-mura, the village at the vertex of the atomic dispute.

Nemoto had expressed doubts about JAPCO's tentative selection of the Tokai- 
mura site for the reactor even before surveys had been taken.^ After the

Tokyo hearings, he expressed his frustrations at what had transpired.

I myself, being a layman, cannot decide whether the proposed reactor 
is after all safe or not, and we have only to rely on opinions of 
scholars. I hope they will make careful and scientific examinations 
so ha=ito arrive at an unanimous conclusion.2

The Calder-Hall safety hearings can hardly stand as a model of public

debate to be emulated. ■ The differences of views were described as 
"emotional" by one observer,^ and the full ramifications of the government' s

decision did not receive a full airing. The linpness of the JAEC's case

was suggested as due in large part to Chairman Miki's political preoccupations
h

with the Liberal Democratic Party's internal infighting at the time.

The safety issue came into prominence at a time when Prime MiSister Kishl's 

prestige was at a low ebb and a cabinet reshuffling imminent. More serious 

than this, was the Japan Science Council's failure to confirm itself as a 

forceful and self-reliant in^jartlal spokesman for the scientific community 

and the public. Pukushima Yoichl, a JSC member who supported the decision 

to proceed with the Calder-Hall, nevertheless criticized the JAEC for its 

inattention to opinions of the JSC and other academic bodies. He regretted 
the JAEC's tendency to mistake questioning for opposition, i)er se. ^ In this

■s ^Atoms in Japan. II, (No. 7, 1958), 17- 
2
Atoms in Japan. Ill, (August, 1959), 19*
3
Tokyo Shlmbun, Jan. 10, 1959 ia DSJP. Jan. 10-12, 1959, P- 15.

■ h \
Ibld.X

^Asahl Shimbun. Dec. 11, 1959 in DSJP. Dec. 11, 1959, p. 17-
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major test at the ten year point in its history, the JSC appears to have

had little Influence as a policymaiing force in Japanese politics.

Government indemnification The "hold harmless" clause also raised the

explosive political q.uestlon of government indemnification of private 

husinessmen engaged in atomic power generation. Since the agreement absolved
i

the British suppliers for responsibility from any accidents associated with

the use of nuclear fuel, insurance' on atomic power operations would have to

be handled domestically. Japanese business circles complained that sufficient 

coverage would be economically prohibitive for private firms. It was clear 

that the government would have to assume a share of the responsibility as 

the American government had done imder the Price-Anderson Act. But to what 

extent was the government to be responsible for insuring private business

ventiires? The Socialists, who had been oa3J.lng for a nationalized atomic 

energy program from the beginning, objected strenuously to state subsidization 

of capitalism. Within the government, there was also pressure (especially 

from the MOF) for the government to keep its fiscal responsibility to a 

minimum if it was to, have no actual control.

Besides the debate over safety and government Indemnification, a 

number of physicists, including the famous Professor Yukawa, were opposing 

the signing of an agreement on the Calder-Hall at least until after the 

Second Geneva Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy schediiled 

for the coming September. It was suggested that new evidence of recent 

scientific and technological developments might warrant revision of the

1

2
agreement. Despite the protests, the agreement for exchange of information

^Atoni^ in Japan, II (No. 3, 1958), l-2j and Atoms in Japan, II 
(No. 5, 1958), 3-6.

2
Atoms in Japan, I,(No. 5> 1957)> 27-
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and a commitment for the piirchase of reactors and fuel was signed In June.^ 

At the Geneva Conference in September doubts about the safety and

operating efficiency of the Calder-Hall were shown to have been not entirely
2 • ■ 

groundless, and the Japanese discovered that neither the United States

nor Great Britain was as technologically advanced in the field of practical

reactor production as many had believed. In the long run, this perhaps 

inspired Japanese planners and researchers to push ahead on their own with
^ In the short run, it meant thatmore confidence in their own abilities.

more hard bargaining was needed before the Japanese would accept the British

reactor.

The chief Japanese negotiator, JAPCO President Yasukawa, announced 

that he_ had obtained the Prime Minister's .permission to break off the 

negotiations "if and when the Japanese side cannot be convinced as to the
4

safety and economy of the generation reactor." The Calder-Hall was accepted 
as Japan's first commercial power reactor,^ but not until after U.K. AlA

Director Dr. John Cockcroft made a trip to Tokyo in November to assiure the
6

Japanese on the safety and performance of the British machinery.

All in all, this first experience with In^iorting commercial atomic

■^tabassy of Japan, Ja-pan Renort. IV (July li;, 1958), 7.
2
Sankei Shlmbun. Sep. 22, I958 in DSJP. Sep. 22, I958, p. 1.
^Selki Watanabe, "Atoms-for-Peace Conference and. Japan's Future Atomic 

Policy," Sekal (November, 1958), in SSJM, Oct. 2?, I958, pp. 20-21.
4

^ Asahl Shlmbun. Oct. 11, 1958 in DSJP. Oct. U, 1958, p. 15.
^JAPCO finally decided on General Electric (U.K.) as the Calder-Hall 

reactor contractor in February, 1959. Fuji Electric of the FAIG consortium 
was selected as the local Japanese subcontractor. See Malnichl Shlmbun,

. 27, 1959 in DS^. Feb. 27, 1959^ p. 1;- and Tokyo Shlmbun. Mar. 3>
9 in DSJP. MarTTfT 1959, p. 13 and Oct. 15, 1959 in DSJP. Oct. 15, 1959,

Feb
1959
p. 13.

6
Tokyo Shlmbun. Nov. 25, 1958 in DSJP. Nov. 26, 1958, p. 12.
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reactors must have opened jaany Japanese eyes to the Inconvenience of 

relying upon foreign governments in an area with such vital economic 

significance and widespread political inplications, At the least, it cannot 

have weakened their resolve to pursue the long range goal of autonomous 

domestic reactor development.

As in the American case, this ten-year treaty was followed up by a 

thirty-year agreement on peaceful uses in 1968 but without the ceilings on 

fissionable materials to be supplied as provided for in the U.S.-Japan 
arrangement.^ The same year the British signed a contract to reprocess one 

hundred sixty tons of spent fuel over the following four years. This was to 

help fulfill reprocessing needs until a projected domestic reprocessing

facility at Tokai-mura was con^ileted. At the time of the signing the Tokai 

project was still bogged down over problems of the construction site,

design contracts, and a request for an interest-free loan which was being
2 ^

opposed'by the Finance Ministry. The I968 British-Japanese agreement, like 

the one with the United States, provided for periodic meetings between the

JAEC and its British counterpart to help ensure continuing contact on matters

of mutual interest.

The British and Japanese have also been exchanging information on 
fast breeder rea'ctor development since December, 1965.^ The most recent

4
agreement between the PNC and the U.K. AKA is the MOEAET project. Great

Britain is expected to begin construction of its first commercial fast 

breeder in 197^> about the same time that Japan starts on its FBR prototype.

^Atoms in Japan, XII,(February, I968), 9- 

^Atoms in Japan. XII (April, I968), 6-9. 

^Atoms in Japan. IX (December, 1965)^ I6.

4
Monju-Zebra Assembly Reactor Trial
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MOZART provides for equal division of the plutonium accnmulated in the course
1

of the program.

Other Cross-national linkages

Besides the close working relationships with the United States and 

Great Britain, Japan has sought to strengthen ties with Canada, France and

Germany as well as other European atomic energy agencies, and the Inter-

She has also engaged in a modest atomicnational Atomic Energy Agency.

technology export program herself.

Canada General cooperation and information exchange agreements have heen 

signed ^tith Canada. The Japanese were especially hopeful that uranium 

supply sources could he guaranteed by the Canadians so as to lessen 

dependency on the United States.2

Since 1959 Japan and West Germany have been exchanging 

information on the peaceful uses of atomic energy, 

countries reached the foreign minister level in I967 when Miki Takeo and

West Germany

Contacts between the two

Willy Brandt discussed their respective, strategies on the Nonproliferation 

While both men denied any military-related developments, bothTreaty.

expressed a firm resolve to retain all rights to peaceful uses of the atom. 

The two foreign ministers agreed to continuing exchanges of information, 

but did not go so far as to proclaim any "common front. 

information and joint atomic energy research programs were broadened in 1969

Exchanges of

^Atoms in Japan. XV (July, 1971)> 25.

^Atoms in Japan. IV (July, i960), 8-9; and XI (December, 1967), 27. 

^"Chronology," Japan Quarterly. XIV (July-September, 1967)j 397•
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1
to include exchange of industrial techniques, and in May, 1971 a basic 

research contract on the FBR was signed between the two countries. Japan 

has also been keeping abreast of fast breeder technology in the NetherlandsI
2

and Belgium.Ij

Contact with French nuclear scientists was slower in coming, butFrance

the Japanese were determined to use their contacts with France to help 

break out of what they considered to be the junior-partner role foisted 

upon them by the United States and Great Britain. Consequently, theya
3

approached their dealings 'with France with an eye to "perfect mutualism.
T-

i?
-a The first Franco-Japanese Conference on Nuclear Technology was not 

held until I962. This was followed two years later by another meeting out
*

fj

of which grew a broad exchange program Involving scientists, materials.

and information. Bilateral efforts in radiation chemistry have been especially 
^ In 1967 a one-year experimental project was laimchedT'to develop9

■5

fruitful.

a high plasma generator to'be used in future nuclear fusion reactors.^ The
6

two countries signed an FBR development agreement in December, I968, 

they have found themselves on common ground in the desire for developing 

gaseous diffusion enrichment plants.

and

7 4

In March, 1972 a ten-year agreement
i

1
Nihon Keizai, Nov. 12, I969 in DSJP, Nov. I3, I969, p.

2
Atoms in Japan, XV (July, 1971)^ 25.

^Atoms in Japan. VIII (April, 1964), 1-2; and Nihon Keizai, Oct. 5, 
1970 in DSJP. Oct. 6. 1970, p. 4o.

4
Atoms in Japan. IX (February, 1965)^ 13-16; and Atoms in Japan, DC 

(August, 1965), 18-19.
^Atoms in Japan. XI (July, 1967)> 39*

" ^Atoms A Japan. XIII (January, I969), 8.

’^Nlhon Keizai, Mar. I8, I97I in DSJP, Mar. 20, 1971, P* l4.

I

%
3

I
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1
on fuel supply and Information exchange vas signed.

a
International Atomic Energy Agency In addition to her bilateral contacts.

'4

Japan has been active in multilateral atomic energy agreements through the 

International Atomic Energy Agency. Japan has enthusiastically supported

the movement toward international cooperation in atomic energy development, 

and in October, 1956 decided to join the Agency as soon as it came into 

being. Japanese representatives served on the IAEA Preparatory Committee

and have been on the Board of Governors since the Agency was organized on 

July 20, 1557. . •

Japan was the first nation, in 1958/ to request nuclear material 

through the IAEA for its research reactors. At the same time, Japan asked

the IAEA 'for guidelines for setting up its nuclear material safety, accounting, 
■' 2

measurement, and storage systems. In 1963, Japan volunteered to place its
. 3

atomic energy exchange program with the United States under Agfency -inspection.

and it has followed suit-since that time with all other international

exchanges of nuclear materials. The Ninth Regular Session of the IAEA 

General Conference was held in I965 in Tokyo. This was the first time that

an IAEA conference was held outside of Vienna.

OECD and the EHfiA In line with its encouragement of international 

cooperation in the peaceful uses of atomic energy, Japan has sought to

1
Japan Times Weekly, Mar. 4, 1972, p. 2.

2
"Evaluation of IAEA Safeguards," International Atomic Energy Agency 

Bulletin. VII (June, I965), 4.
3
U.S., Department of State, United States Treaties and Other Inter

national Agreements. "Atomic Energy: Application of Safeguards by the IAEA 
to the United States-Japan Cooperation Agreement," TIAS ^o. 5429, 1964.
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establish contact with other multilateral organizations as well to ensure a

continuing flow of information on technological advances and to avoid being

isolated from the mainstream-of atomic energy development. SEA representa

tives began attending meetings of science ministers of the Organization for ' 
Economic Organization and Development (OECD) cpmitries in 1963.^ In April, 

1964 Japan became an associate member of the European Nuclear Energy 

Agency (ENEA)^ and registered as full member in I967. By fiscal year 1972
3

Japan was scheduled to be participating fully in all ENEA organizations.

At the same time, Nakasone Yasuhiro and others have been advocating even

broader cooperation between Japan and the other countries with advanced

atomic energy programs around the Pacific basin.

International assistance has not been entirely 

one way. In cooperation with the IAEA, Japan has hosted a number of exchange 

programs in atomic energy research and training. As early a®^1955 the
■4

"atomic energy group" in the Diet proposed an Asia Atomic Center be built 
in Tokyo to dispense the benefits of the atom throughout.the continent.^

Japanese atomic aid program

The Socialist Party has been most vigorous in pressing for an Aslan counter- 

In i960 Oka Kyoichi, a JSP member of, the House ofpart of Euratom;

Representatives, discussed the idea of Asiatom with atomic energy represent

atives in Egypt and India and with IAEA Secretary-General Sterling Cole.

All parties were said to have shown interest in the proposal, although

^okyo Shlmbun, Oct. 9, I963 in DSJP. Oct. 12, I963, p. 9- 
2
Atoms in Japan. DC (February, 1965)> 22.

^Atoms in Japan. XV (September, 1971)> 35*
■ . 4 \

This'very "pro" group of Diet members was headed by Nakasone Yasuhiro 
(LDP), Tomabechl Gizo (-EDP), and MIWA Juso (JSP).

^Tokyo Shlmbun, Dec. 20, 1955 in DSJP. Dec. 21, 1955.,. P. 17-
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successive governments in Tokyo since that time have not pushed for any
1

such expanded Japanese role.

Up to the present time,.multilateral assistance has been extended hy 

Japan through IAEA and United Nations auspices.- In 1958 a radioisotope 

school was established within JAERI on request from UNESCO. The training 

course attracted students and visiting professors from throughout Asia, Latin 

America, and Eastern Europe. As of June, I967, I85 trainees had completed
2

Japan frequently serves as host for conferences on the peacefulthe course.

uses of atomic energy, especially for regional Asian and Pacific countries. 

In 1965 Japan began to sponsor research programs involving irradiation of 
agricultural products to reduce disease and Increase crop yields.^ The 

joint venture has had considerable success in expanding the production of 

rice and other staple grains in Southeast Asia.

International linkage patterns

The pattern of International linkages formed by exchanges of atomic 

technology has been imdergoing steady change. Japan has progressed from a 

state of dependency on American largess to a position as one of the world's 

leading contributors to atomic research and development',. While the 

international flow of technology has been mostly inward, the time has come 

^en Japan can begin to export the results of her experience in reactor 

development and other civilian uses of the atom.

As Japan's atomic technology has become more sophisticated, her

■4?yoichi Oka, "I Advocate Establishment of ASIATOM," in Selkal Oral 
(June, i960), in SSJM, June 13, i960, pp. 10-11.

2
Atoms in Japan. XI (July, 196?), 5-9•
q \
"Gift Capsules from Japan," International Atomic Energy Agency Bulletin. 

VII (March, I965), 52; and "Japan and Atomic Cooperation." Intermtional 
Atomic Energy Agency Bulletin^ yil (September, I965), 15.
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international linkages have been expanded. The industrial economy of Japan

will become increasingly dependent on atomic technology for the rest of this

centiiry, and the Japanese are searching for more and better methods with a 

greater variety of international partners to ensure the security of her 

access to this vital resource. This may mean that Japanese-American ties 

will become relatively less Important, but it is unlikely that Japan will 

find any other source of atomic technology anywhere nearly so advanced, 

accessible, and reliable. This partnership will undoubtedly continue, but 

on a more equal basis of sharing in peaceful atomic technology. The only 

'^major crisis that could threaten this cooperative venture would be for. 

Japan to turn her atomic resources to military uses. This problem is

explored in Caiapters VIII and DC.

Technolo^ as a Source of Political Demands 

The foregoing two chapters have indicated the many and varied^^olitical 

ramifications that ensue from the introduction of technological changes into 

a society. Such technological change has an inrpact on the political system 

of a society in which it takes place in two respects. First, it broadens 

the scope of political activity by creating new alternative^ for policymaking

and by creating a need for new political mechanisms to channel societal

It has been shown how the sudden Infusionresources to these chosen ends.

of atomic energy technology into Japan led to a whole series of reactions 

in the political system. Hew organizational structures have been established

both in the public and private sectors to set goals, establish priorities 

and allocate resources. Because of the scope of the new research and

, the government's role as an economic promoter anddevelopment pro

regulator has greatly esipanded. In the broadest sense, the finite limitations 

on the productive capacity of Japanese society have been extended in all

igi^aiQS
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forme of social goods and services "by the intact of atomic technology.

While atomic technology has widened the scope of political action

open to Japanese political decisionmakers, it has also led to a sustained

increase in the volume of demands that impinge upon the decisionmaking 

process. Eroblems associated with establishing secure international flows of

essential resources, providing for reliable international technological 

exchange agreements, centralizing the production of materials with possible

military uses, and guaranteeing the safety of reactor operations are all

questions which are, in essence, technical, but which have stimulated strong

demands for political action from various sources in both the domestic and 

international levels.

Just as technical factors have led to the articulation of political

demands, the political environment in turn structures the channels through 

which technical questions must be resolved. The tradition of the highly

interlocking cooperative relationship, between business and government in

Japan in 1955 certainly accoimts in large part for the way functions and

responsibilities were organized in the Japanese atomic energy community at 

The strong links between the Japanese and American atomic 

energy programs were not due entirely to the advanced state of American 

'technology, but also reflect the political relationship between the two

that time.

Some Japanese scientists, in fact, encouragedcountries in the mid-1950s.

contacts with the Soviet Union. However, in the political atmosphere that

Likewise, Japan'sprevailed at the time, few linkages were established, 

recent decisions to broaden its technological and fuel supply contacts can

be attributed in part to its search for a more independent political stance 
and to the det^nnination to base linkages with other countries on a more 

equal relationship. The international military ramifications of Japan's
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atomic energy development program will te explored at greater lengthi in

Chapter EC.

\
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CHAPTER VI

THE JAPANESE PUBLIC AS A POLITICAL ACTOR

Modern societies, as they grow in size and complexity, are frequently

subject to widespread feelings of alienation between citizens and their

political institutions. Often such phenomena are attributed to the effects

Technology,, it is said, multiplies oirr creature comforts.^ of technology;

but in doing so, makes us less dependent on one another and more dependent

on the impersonal forces which serve us. ■ Technology has been said to remove

from the grasp of the average man any possibility of understanding, much 

• less any hope of inflpenclng, the physical and social processes which set

the boundaries of his existence.

Scientific theories of. the atom and their technological applications.

are surely among some of the most esoteric bodies of knowledge in existence

today. The acute military circumstances surrounding the birth and early 

development of atomic energy have compounded the almost religious aura in 

which it is perceived. These barriers between the atom and man were suffi

ciently high not so long ago as to lead one renowned philosopher to 

conclude that "(l)t-is ingiossible today or in the foreseeable future to

have a frank, rational, searching discussion of the Industrial uses of atomic 
_ _ _ :: .,1energy.

One cannot predict with any precision, however, just what outcomes, 

in social and pt^itlcal terms, will resiat from any given technological

^James B. Conant, Modern Science and Modern Man (New York; 
University Press, 1952), p. 15-

Columbia
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stimulus. Rather than forestalling rational public discussion, there are 

those who feel that "(G)iven increased leisure and the sophisticated 

communications technology now already available, it is possible to conceive 

of a modem version of the Greek polis, one in which all members of the

community could participate in its affairs in ways that would make them

truly citizens of the political order.

The effects of the atomic energy development program in Japan have 

. certainly produced no political "golden age." Yet neither have they so

intimidated the Japanese•public that they have forsworn any attempt to bring 

influence to bear on the political processes surrounding atomic energy. In

fact, it is precisely in the area of environmental pollution, and atomic

- energy can be considered a special case under this rubric, that citizen

groups have recently been most active in making political demands. The

concept of direct public participation in political decisionmaking does not

fall on particularly fertile ground in Japan. The agora and the town

meeting are not part of the Japanese political culture. However, citizen
p

action groups, or what Langdon refers to as assoeiational groups, are 

acq.uirlng some political ■ influence today. •

This chapter will analyze the in^iact that atomic technology has had

on the Japanese public as a political actor. First, efforts by the

government and the atomic industry to popularize the atomic reactor program 

will be examined. Public involvement during the early stages of the 

devel(^ment program was for the most part limited to a one-way informational 

flow. Public participation in an active sense was stimulated by the failure

^Joseph Haberer, "Technology and the Emerging Future; A Framework for 
Normative Theory^" paper delivered at the 1971 Annual Meeting of the American 
Political Science .Association, Chicago, September 1-U., 19T1> P* 9*

2
Frank langdon. Politics in Japan (Boston: Little, Brown and Co 

1967), PP- 96-102, 185-88.
• >
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of the atomic energy establishment to come to conclusive decisions on the

question of safety. Three facets of the safety issue will be examined; the 

problem of siting facilities handling radioactive materials, the debate 

over an "acceptable" dosage of radioactivity, and the search for an integrated 

indemnity/insurance program which would balance the Interests of the public, 

the government, and the atomic energy industry. A third section of the 

chapter wiiJ. be devoted to the issue of nuclear-propelled vessels in

Japanese ports. The question is intimately tied to the Japanese-American

defense relationship, but it has another, less well publicized, side which 

'' has helped to shape public attitudes on atomic energy. Finally, the-public 

inqjact on atomic energy policymaking will be weighed on balance, and

examined in terms of its possible in^ilications for po3J.tical decisionmaking

in a larger^perspective.

Formation of Public Attitudes

When President Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace announcement prompted

the decision to proceed with a civilian atomic reactor development program 

in Japan, the first tangible result of that decision-was a full, scale 

public relations cangiaign. Yomlurl Shlmbun President Shoriki Matsutaro, an

enthusiastic atomic energy promoter and first JAEC chairman, initiated the

When he assumed his duties on the Commission it was takenprogram in 1955*

over by a committee within the Keidanren (Federation of Economic Organizations). 

Speakers were brought to Japan from the United States to publicize the 

assistance that would be forthcoming from American government and industry.

Keidanren President Ishikawa, in turn, toured American atomic energy

facilities thal^summer. The newly formed Keidanren Committee on the

. Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy put the resources of Japanese industry at 

the service of Japanese government and business figures who were laying the
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administrative groundwork for the new atomic energy con^lex, and made 

significant contributions to the Atomic Energy Basic law which was enacted 

by the Diet the following -year.^

To give wide play to the peaceful atomic energy theme, Yomlurl Shiinbun

conducted a nation-wide poll at the end of July. The response indicated

that 51 per cent of the public already has some positive interest in the 

issue. When asked what especially "interested" them, most mentioned 

electric.power generation or other Industrial applications. Few people had 

any specific advice as to proper use of the atom, but 20 per cent cautioned 

that it not be used for military purposes and another 10 per cent urged that
2

care be taken in controlling the new energy source. An Atoms for Peace

exhibition held at Hibiya Park in November and December drew 367,000 
spectators.^

Reaction was overwhelmingly favorable, especially among
k

students. The most iii5)ressive display appeared to be the model reactor.

The atomic power Industry has not neglected its image in the years 

since. October 26 is celebrated each year as Atom Day. It was on that date 

in 1956 that Japan signed the IAEA charter, and on that same date in I963 

that the first successf-ul power generation test" of the Tokai Power Demon

stration Reactor took place. The government and the atomic power industry

have engaged in a variety of promotional activities, including lectures.

films, group discussions, television and radio presentations, and even
^ In 1969 these efforts were consolidated in the Japan Atomiccartoon books.

Manage, Big Business, op. clt., pp. I85-88.
2
Yomiurl Shimbun, Aug. I5, I955 in DSJP. Aug. I6, 1955, P» U-*

\anaga. Big Business, op. cit., p. 192.
4
Yomluri Shimbun. Deo. 2, 1955 in DSJP. Dec. 3, 1955, PP. 1T“18. 

.Atoms in Japan, XIV (November, 1970), 38.

\
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Energy Relations Organization (JAERO), which was established with the

assistance of the JAIP and placed under the supervision of

While questions ■relating to the civilian atomic energy program have

not appeared frequently in public opinion surveys, four opinion samples

con^jleted dicing the 1960s do give some indication of popular attitudes

toward peaceful uses of the atom. In a i960 survey of 577 Japanese college 
2

students, a ten point scale was used to measure the level of fear and

. level of favorable attitude toward atomic energy, the level of acceptance
of its peaceful use, and the level of optimism as to its future use.^ The

“^results are shown below.■ When asked, "Wfiat would you say atomic energy is

like?," 60 per Cent referred to an energy source. Only 3 per cent volunteered 
4

the atomic bomb. When asked what they felt the "main problem" connected 

with atomic energy was, 56 per cent replied "peaceful utilization" while 
31 per cent named the military control issue.^

6
opposed government experimentation with atomic energy, and 73 per cent

- 7indicated they were aware of the danger of radiation. Thirty-three per

cent said they would object to having an atomic energy installation in their
' 8own neighborhood while another 43 per cent were not sure. Overall, the 

study concluded,'Japanese students' responses were "consistently very

Seventy-eight per cent

.,9
positive.

^Atoms in Japan. XIV (October, 1970), 26.

^han Galtung, "Atoms for Peace," in Social Implications of the 
Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy, ed. by Otto KLineberg (Paris: UBESCO, 
I9&), pp. 15-81.

^Ibid.. pp. 39-^7-

^Ibid., p.^2.

'^'ibid.. p. 72.

^Ibid., p. 49.

4
Ibid., p. 60.

^Ibld., p. 75.

8lbld.. p. 76.
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CHART 6

ATTITUDES OF JAPAMESE COLLEGE STUDENTS TOWARD ATOMIC ENERGY

Level of Fear and Level of Favorable Attitude
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Source: Johan Galtung, "Atoms for Peace," in Social Implications of 
the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy, edited by Otto KLineberg 
(Paris; uiffiSC07T55FJ7~^^~39-57r^

\
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A more limited survey taken by the Tokyo Shlmbim in I963 revealed an

even split on the issue of whether atomic energy is dangerous. Forty-seven
n

per cent felt that it was definitely dangerous or might be, depending on 

the way it was handled, while the same number felt it.was not dangerous or 

need not be, if handled properly. Among students in the sample, only 6 

per cent felt atomic energy was dangerous (compared to 26 per cent of the 

total sample) while 29 per cent felt it was not dangerous (7 per cent in 

the total saii^le). Overall, 60 per cent of those surveyed felt more

education was necessary in this area, and among the better educated and

]^ofessional respondents, 70 to 80 per cent wanted more information
1 ■ • 

available."

A survey taken by the STA in I968 found people generally concerned and 

well informed on atomic energy matters. Fifty-eight per cent Indicated they 

supported the peaceful development program. However, 45 per cent were 

unsure of the safety of the atomic power plants and 4l per cent would
n ‘

\
oppose the siting of power stations within twe'r^ty to thirty minutes distance 

2
from their residence.

The atomic energy Industry has invested much time and money in building 

up good will and educating the public, and it obviously feels these efforts 

wiy. pay dividends when it comes to locating atomic facilities in local 

communities. A survey conducted by the JAIF in I968 helps to explain their 

optimism. The results of samples taken in two areas where atomic energy 

facilities were being constructed (Mihama and Fukushima) show that the rate

I
i
i
!
{

i
I.

1
The survey was conducted by the Public Opinion Science Association in 

Tokyo and reported in the Tokyo Shlmbun, Apr. 3, I963 in DSJP. Apr. 4, I963,
p. 9. I

\
^Atoms in Japan, XII (July, I968), and Atoms in Japan. XII (August,

1968), 26-27.

}
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of positive responses to the prospect of having atomic power reactors 
located nearhy was much higher than for the public at large.^

TABLE 6

ATTITUIIES TCfWARD HEAH-BX ATOMIC POWER PLANTS 
IN SELECTED LOCAL JAPANESE COMMUNITIES

Mlhaioa Fukushima
(Neighboring area) (Neighboring Area) (g-8 KM from site) Average

Fukushima NationalAttitude

50.7S( 56.5^ hO.Qji
23.2

18.056
kl.O

For
Against
Other

37t3 10.2
4l.O12.0 33-3 37.0

•V

Atoms in Japan. XIV (June, 1970)i 6-7.Source:

The JAIF has interpreted these figures to mean that existing negative

attitudes towards siting in nearby areas can be overcome by stressing the

technological and economic advantages that accrue to a community as a result 

of having an atomic power plant located nearby.

. The national government, too, has kept up a sustained public education 

program. Tokyo is also encouraging local and prefectural promotional efforts. 

In 1971 the STA decided to open a West Japan Atomic Energy. Center in

Tsuruga City, Fukui Prefecture. The Tsuruga Center,, like its older counter-

'part in Mito City, near Tokal-mura, will direct continuous public relations

programs and promote cooperation between the atomic energy establishment
2

and citizens and groups in the local area. The government has also begun

funding a nation-^ide program of joint industry-prefecture radiation

^The study, entitled "Influence on Local Communities by Construction 
of Nuclear Plants," was conducted by the JAIF under the direction of 
Professor Mats 
the direction 

2
Atoms in Japan, XV (September, 1971)^ 35*

Tatsuo of Waseda University. The survey teams were under 
Professor Sasao Hitoshi of Nippon University.s
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monitoring facilltieB of the type hegun earlier in Fukushima and Fu3£ui.^

Atomic Reactors and Public Safety

The atom, despite the promise it offers for a practically unlimited

source of electrical power, has one major drawback. ’It can kill people.

Since an atomic reactor is, in essence, an atomic boab exploding very slowly.

there is always the problem of controlling the fission process. There is also 

the danger of slow leakage of radiation,, less dramatic but potentially just 

as dangerous to human life.

The Japanese, like most other people, want maxipjm benefits from the

It is also oh the. atom but with minimum risk., Japan is a crowded coiintry.

Pacific earthq.uake rim. Suitable power plant sites which are geologically

stable, relatively uninhabited, and at the same time adjacent to the

populated area they will -be serving, are scarce.. A working paper from a 

MITI survey undertaken in the mid-1960s illustrates the problem. MITI was.

at the time, seeking to acquire twenty to thirty sites on which they planned 

to construct reactors in the 30,000-40,000 MW range. The river network in

Japan is poor, and the few rivers with potential for power plant operations 

were being heavily used by the local populations.

Japanese coast was deemed geologically suitable for such use, while 80

Only 10 per cent of the

per cent of this sviitable coastline was geographically distant from the

The survey group'spopulation areas the reactors were suppose to serve, 

suggestion was that less preferable sites—hillsides, soft ground'.

underground--weresthe only alternative. It was further recommended that

seismological studies, tighter safety laws, and a nation-wide educational

^Atoms in Japan XVI (May, 1972), 89.
\
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1
campaign precede siting decisions.

The JAEC and the electric power companies have done their best to

convince the people that nuclear power plants are safe'. But even they do 

not challenge the laws of probability and claim that, there is no chance of

an accident. Through eq,uipment malfunction or human error, ah explosion or 

radiation leakage is possible. Even in normal operation a certain amount of 

radioactive material is nearly certain to escape from an atomic facility.

, What exactly are the chances that an accident will take place? How much 

extra radiation can people absorb into their bodies as a result of "normal" 

"^operations, before the dosage becomes dangerous to health? If such operations

do constitute a risk to health, is the risk justifiable in terms of the

overall benefits to society? If so, what responsibility has the government

to those people who assume that risk, willingly or unwillingly? How far

does this responsibility go? The Japanese have grappled with these questions

of siting, risk and indemnity. They have not found entirely satisfactory

answers, and the debate still continues. Each of these issues will be

examined in turn.

Atomic power plant siting The first public outcry against‘the government's

atomic energy development plan came in 1957- Ujl, a small town in l^to

Prefecture, had been'chosen as the site for the Kansai research reactor.

The Uji River, on which the reactor was to be located, served as the source

of the water supply for millions of people in the Osaka area downstream,
2

however, and the public outcry 'was so great the site was given up.

Over three years passed while four other"sites were considered. After

^A'toms in <tapan, X (November, 1966), 13-15• 

^Atoms in Japan, I (No. 5, 1957), 13-l4.

Ji-
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three failures, Shijonawate in Osaka Prefecture was selected. The location

had been approved hy the Prefectural Council for the Peaceful Utilization 

of Atomic Energy chaired hy the Vice-Governor. The project was to he

subsidized hy the central government. The Cotmcil anno.unced its decision in 

Decemher, i960 and launched a local public relations can^aign hy inviting

Nakasone Yasuhiro, the JAEC chairman at the time, to speak. All seemed to

be going as planned until Nakasone's formal announcement in Tokyo a week

later of the imminent construction of the reactor. Suddenly an opposition

group coalesced and began sit-down protests. The town assembly passed a

resolution rejecting the prefectural government's approval of the reactor

plan. By the end-of January, 5,000 signatures (90 per cent of the eligible

voters in Shijonawate) had been collected on a petition, and this site was

also dropped.^ Eventually, another town in Osaka Prefecture, Kumatori, was
2

selected, this time without opposition.

Discontent over siting decisions has also cropped up periodically at

Tokai-mura. Tokai-mura is located in rural Ibaraki Prefecture northeast of

Tokyo, and -until it -was chosen as the Oak Ridge of Japan, was just an 

isolated fishing village of no particular distinction. Partly because of its

isolation, it was selected as the nerve center of the atomic energy development

program.

Tokai-mura was also the site of the Mito Bombing Range, used by the

United States Air Force since the end of World War II for target practice.

The advisability of locating highly volatile and delicate atomic machinery

within yards of the Mito Range had been q.uestioned for several years. In

July, 1959 the JAEC conducted public hearings and gave every indication of

^Hihon Kslzai.^Feb. 3, I960 in DSJP, Feb. 4, i960, p. I9. 

'^Atoms in Japan, XIV (December, i960), 21.
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proceeding as planned, despite testimony from Governor Iwagaml of Ibaraki 

Prefecture that over l60 cases of mis-hombing had occured since 1954. The 

twenty-two kilometer danger zone announced by the U.S. Porces actually 

included the entire site upon which the first reactor, of the JAERI labora

tories was to be builT.

The Socialists opposed the installation, and did their best to derail 

the government's plans diu:-ing the autumn Diet session. Sohyo (General 

■Council of Japanese Trade Unions) supported the Socialists by con^laining to 

the J.AEC. Nevertheless, the JAEC Special Committee for Reactor Safety 

Approved the site in November for construction of the Calder-Hall reactor, 

which Itself had been \inder fire.^ The following month Prime Minister Kishl 

formally approved construction of the reactor site for JAPCO after 

restrictions were placed on flight patterns and the type of weapons that 

could be tested at the Mito Range.

Criticism of the government's safety standards continued. In February, 

1961 the Japan Science Coiincil sponsored an atomic energy symposium on the
3

safety theme. Speakers called down the government for failing to set 

sufficiently strict standards on siting, reactor design, and emergency 

radiation prooed^^res. They claimed that much of the Kansai siting 

misunderstanding had been caused by the "high-handed and forceful" 

administrative attitude. Moreover, the syn^osium called for a safety 

committee, independent of the JAEC whose primary function was‘to promote 

atomic energy, which would oversee safety standards, maintain close contact

2

^Atoms in Japan, III (October-November, 1959), 1-9; Malnlchi Shimbun, 
Nov. 5, 1959 in DSJP. Nov. 5, 1959, p. H.

2
Atoms in JaVan, III (December, 1959), 1-4.
^The syn5)Osium was jointly sponsored by the JSC, the Atomic Energy 

Society of Japan, and the Japan Radiation Research Society.
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with experts outside as well as within the government, and press for 

adequate funding for the safety program. 1
^-1

The JSC safety sysrposium also called for a halt to construction of
a

additional facilities at Tokai-mura, Concern that too much of Japan's

atomic energy complex was being concentrated in this small area was

heightened by the continued bombing at the Mito Range. When misplaced

bombs fell into the village, the issue came before the Diet Special Committee

for the Promotion of Science and Technology. The JAEC protested to the

Foreign Ministry and Air FOrce headquarters in Japan. Bombing runs

'frere temporarily suspended, but resumed in April on the proviso that 
practice take place below three thousand meters.^

The Mito Range issue again surfaced publicly in 1964 during discussion 

of the planned fuel reprocessing facility for Tokai-msura. Six thousand

people from Ibaraki Prefecture, including the Governor and some Diet members.

held a meeting next to the firing range to protest the bombing and to 

petition the government to suspend all flights immediately. In response.

the Cabinet directed Foreign Minister Shiina and Japan Defense Agency
4

Director Koizumi to talk with U.S. Forces representatives on the matter. 

Talks and protests continued intermittently until I969 when Governor 

Iwagami agreed that if the Mito Range were removed by the time the plutonium

reprocessing plant was ready for operation, conditions set by the Prefectural 
government would be met.^ The Cabinent decided in September to seek transfer

'Atoms in Japan, V (February, 196l),.6-7.

pp. 10-11.
\toms in Japan, V (April, 196I), 1-3•

^Atoms in Japan. VIII (September, 1964), 23-27. 

^Atoms in Japan. XIII (July, 19^9), H-

2
Ibid *9
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of the range within the next three to four years.^

Meanwhile, the JAEC was seeking to put together a more con^irehensive 

approach to reactor siting. A fecial Suh-committee on Zone Planning of the 

Atomic Energy Center Environs was established in September, I962 to bring 

about "harmonious regional development" of Tokai-mura. Not only safety 

issues, but also personnel services and programmed land usage matters were

In 1965 a zoning plan which urged that planning for nuclear 

centers in the future include population controls was submitted to the 

Diet. It was suggested that no increase in population be permitted within

tfro kilometers of a facility, and that high density be restricted within
3 . -

- The JAEC budget request for I966 included a comprehensive

six-year plan for roads and disaster warning communications network for

Tokai-mura. The ¥271 million ($753^000) proposed for the project by the
h

JAEC was cut back to ¥130 .million ($361,000) in the Diet.

2
to be included.

six kilometers.

Among the Japanese residents of local areas affected by nuclear power

plant sitings, fishermen are unusually sensitive. Not only are they 

concerned with the hypothetical safety issue, but they see their very

livelihood threatened by the thermal and radiation pollution of the plants

which are frequently located on or near the coast. The Federation of

Fishing Unions began filing petitions with the Diet and local assemblies in 

1966 demanding that further surveys on safety and waste disposal be made,

that no fuel reprocessing facilities be located in coastal regions, and that

^Atoms in Japan. XIII (September, 1969), 32. 

^Atoms in Japan, VI (October, I962), 8-11. 

^Atoms in Japan, IX (May, I965), 20-21. 

\toms in Japan. X (January, I966), 8-9.

\
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1

the Union he consulted prior to any site construction.

The plutonium reprocessing plant at Tokai-mura came under fire from 
.

the Ibaraki Prefectural Federation of Fishery Cooperative Unions in I968. 

The Union demanded that extensive marine surveys he carried out under the

dual supervision of the Fisheries Agency and the JAEC. Before proceeding

with constmction of the facility, the JAEC agreed to take proper safety
2

precautions and to consider establishing a central watch system.

According to a 1971 JAIF survey, within thirty years Japan wi3J. need
3

some forty new atomic power plant sites.

"hot he found easily. Public opposition to building reactors in or near.

locations for these sites will

\irban areas has-been evident for some time. Proposals to utilize entity

reactional areas, like the national parks, have also caused adverse
4

reactions. As noted above, Japan is not well suited to the construction of

atomic power plants either from the standpoint of geology, geography, or 

demography. . Most of these plants will be situated on the coast or offshore, 

adjacent to populated areas.
Tsuruga City, four kilometers from the present mhama plant.^

Okinawa power plant and desalting facility is under consideration for around

The FBR prototype is to be located near

An offshore

6 JAEC Commissioner Arisawa has been urging a new atomic center in1975.

^Atoms in Japan, X (December, I966), I8-I9.

^Atoms in Japan. XIII (December, I969), 11-12; Malnlehl Shimbun, Mar. 
26, 1969 in DSJP, Mar. 27, I969, p. 12. ‘ ,

^This estimated need is based upon a projected 220 million KW total 
atomic power capacity with 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 kw output per site. See 
the JAIF report entitled "Nuclear Vision for the Year 2000" in Atoms in 
Japan. XV (May, 1971), 8.

^U.S. AEC (Tokyo Office^, Biweekly Report. Feb. 25, 1972, p. 2. 

^Atoms in Ja
^an.

XIV (May, 1970), 31.

U.S. AEC (Tokyo Office), Biweekly Report, Jan. l4, 1972, p. 7.. 6.
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Shlmokita, at the northern tip of Honshu, to relieve the overcrowding at

Meanwhile, in December, I971 the JSC adopted a resolution

against any further building of nuclear power plants in Japan. This stand
2

was publicized by a demonstration in Tsuruga the following month.- 

Whatever the outcome, one thing is certain. The problems of siting are soon

1
Tokai-mura.

to become much more severe than heretofore.

Atomic reactors and risk Public concern over the location of atomic power

plants does not derive sing)ay from aesthetic sensibilities, nor from the

external diseconomies associated with any major industrial facility in,

densely populated areas. There is genuine concern over the danger to human

life that these operations entail. Environmental and civic action groups.

in Japan as elsewhere, sometimes denounce the risks associated with atomic 

power reactors in terms glowing with all the attendant horrors of the 

, apocalypse. Electric power industry spokesmen and governmental prom^lon 

agencies respond in more prosaic terms of stress tolerances and statistical 

probabilities of equipment malfunction. Such unstructiired charges and 

countercharges frequently leave the public back at the beginning, its 

anxieties skillfully articulated, its laymen's abstractions ofi scientific

wonders made to seem more near than ever, but still left to ponder just

what it all means in terms of individual lives.

The concept of risk is a particularly difficult one to pin down. 

While virtually all the experts would agree that a certain degree of risk

does exiat whenever radioactive materials are being utilized, they have been

At oneunable to agree on the natiire of the risk or even how to measure it.

^Atoms in Jap'^, XIII (March, I969), 12. 

\toms in Japan. XVI (February, 1972), 28-29.
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time the "threshold" theory held that the human ho^ could be exposed to 

certain levels of radiation without danger. As long as the amount of 

radioactive particles bombarding the body did not pass beyond the "threshold," 

there was no danger to health. More recently this theory has been challenged 

by the "linear" concept which holds that any exposure to radiation, however

'i

!

I
' f'small, entails some biological risk. Such exposure need not adversely

affect the subject's health, but the risk la still there, either to the

The linearsubject being irradiated or, through him, to future generations, 

theory has stimulated research on radioactivity which has shown that the
I

■effects of radioactive exposure can be cumulative, and that it affects
1 .

idifferent body-organs to different degrees .

The debate over risk began in earnest in Japan after the International

Commission on Radiological Protection (ICKP) established a "permissible"

radiation dosage in 1959,> The Japan Science Council issued a critical

statement of the ICHP report claiming that they wished to dispel the

misconception that because a dosage had been labeled "permissible" there
2

was no danger to health. The five rem per Capita per year standard set 

by the ICHP was still dangerous, the Science Council said, and it denounced 

the "permissible", dose concept as unscientific. The JSC held that any 

"permissible" level jof exposure should be determined by the people so 

affected. The Radiation Council, which advises the PrimeeMinister on such 

matters, accepted the ICRP report, and recommended that a maximum allowable 
dosage be maintained, but reduced from the five rems set by the Commission.^
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See Barry Commoner's discussion of this theoretical dispute in 
Nuclear Power and the Public, ed. by Harry Foreman (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota. Press, 1970), p. 229.

%he rem i^ a measure of exposure to radiation.

^Atoms in Japan. Ill (September, 1959)j 18-22.
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The JAEC in June, I958 had estahlished a Suh-committee on Safety- 

Standards of Huolear Reactors which -was working on the "permissible" dose 

question. The sub-committee *s first draft on siting was- presented to the 

JAEC in November, 1962, but after "heated discussion" the participants 

could not arrive at any precise rules or standards for determining exposure 

effects. The report spoke in -vague terms of "proper safety maasiires" and 
"sufficient distance" between reactors and the public.^

Other studies were also underway at this same time. A JAIF Atomic 

Power Study Group at Tokyo University reported in I966 on research they 

had conducted on the reduced life span that could likely be expected by 

individuals in the -vicinity of a reactor. The study group concluded that 

people living near a site could reasonably expect their lives to be shortened 

by .0007 years, or six hours. At the outside limit, those individuals 

exposed continuously to 0.5 rems for seventy years could expect to lose 0.7
2

years, or eight and a half months, from their normal life .span.

A survey conducted by Japanese fishing associations included a study 

of European attitudes on radiation. The visiting Japanese discovered 

little evidence of public concern in Europe, and concluded that Japanese

if

i

psychology on the nuclear safety issue was different from that of the

Europeans. As with other investigations, the fishing industry noted that 

danger from radiation existed, but that it was inpossible to determine in
3

exactly what degree. The study recommended that a full investigation follow.

^A-tbms in Japan, VII (November, I963), 7-21.

^Atoms in Japan, X (August, I966), 12.

^The survey was conducted jointly by the Japan Fisheries Resources 
Conservation Assoeitation and the National Federation of Fishery Cooperatives 
Association. See A-coms in Japan, XI (September, 1967)^ 22; and Atoms in 
Japan, XI (November, I967), 17-19.
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The safety issue has most recently flared over defects discovered in 

the emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) of certain types of light water 

reactors produced in the United States. The issue came to public attention 

in Japan through accounts in the Washington Post.
1

The Jajpanese government 

was reassured of the safety of the American equipment in use in Japan, and

a five-man investigation team representing the STA, MITI, and the university 

community began a tour of American installations in June, 1971. 

the uproar over the safety of American reactors such as has recently occured 

in connection with the Calvert .Cliffs plant near Washington, and statements 

by the Union of Concerned Scientists on the questionable safety features

Nevertheless,

2
of the ECCS have given more substance to Japanese anxieties.

In Japan, the JSP seized upon the ECCS revelation, and demanded that 

the government bring to a complete halt present and planned operations until 

a new, independent reactor safety program could be organized. The socialists 

. called, also, for greater participation by local governments and citizen^' 

groups in establishing siting and safety requirements. On this latter point, 

they were supported by the Local Autonomies Liaison Committee Among Nuclear 

Site Cities and Towns, which represents twenty local governments that are
3

most intimately concerned with atomic power development. Even if the ECCS

question is satisfactorily resolved, as the U.S. AEC has said it will be, the

incident points up the need both for closer coordination in testing and safety

monitoring between technology exporting and inqiortlng countries and, on the

national level, for more participation in the decisionmaking process by local

political institutions.

Washington Post, May 26, 1971, p. Al;5j and May 28, 1971, p. A4:1. 
(Tokyo\)ffice),

Wtoms in Japan, XV (June, 1971)j 2-6.

2
U.S. AEC Biweekly Report. July 30, 1971^ PP* 1"2.
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All of the discussion of risk can be distilled to the fundamental

question, "How safe is safe enough?" Operational efficiency and cost can be 

. tfiaded-off indefinitely for Increased operational safety. Still, at some 

point, if the public desires the benefits that atomic energy can bring to

society, they must put a price on hmnan life. The mind recoils at such an

outrage and it is doubtful that any satisfactory political solution can

ever be found for such a moral dilemma. However, in the aggregate of social

actions a statistical solution may be possible. Chaimcey Starr, Dean of the

UCLA School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, has suggested an approach 

which.jDOth provides a rational basis for calculating risk factors and removes
1

the onus of making moral choices from the heads of political decisionmakers.

Barry Commoner, a public crusader for reactor safety, has cited Starr's 

approach approvingly, and feels that it is possible to reach a "general

standard of public judgment regarding the acceptable balance between benefit
.,2

and risk.

Starr's basic hypothesis is a"'slabile one. An individual is constantly 

taking risks in his daily life to effect some change in his environment that 

he perceives as useful or desirable. This utility My be physical, 

psychological, or a combination of both. The degree of risk that the 

individual accepts is proportional to the amount of utility or pleasure, 

real or imagined, the end result will bring him. Starr suggests that this

trade-off principle between acceptable risk and perceived utility be applied

to cases of risks entailed as a result of changing technology. He uses atomic

power plants as an illustrative case.

^Chaimcey Starr, "Social Benefit Versus Technological Risk," Science, 
CIXV (September 19, 196i^), 1232-38.

^Commoner in Nuclear Power and the Public, op. clt., p. 23^.
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Starr reasons that statistical death rates from disease, sports,

flying, and other activities can he computed to give a rough rule of 

thumb for determining how much- risk people regularly submit themselves to. 

He assumes that the individual preferences upon which these aggregate risk/

benefit trade-offs are based are of an enduring nature, and can be used for

predictive purposes. Other variables which Starr would include in his 

formula are the number of people undergoing the risk (he suggests that 

acceptable risk is inversely proportional to the number of people exposed to 

it), and the voluntary or Involuntary nature of the risk. The degree of 

-riaic involimtarily imposed on an individual by a government, for instance,

should be lower than the risk an individual voluntarily opts for of his own

accord. A risk differential of ten thousand is suggested.

Starr is confident that \mder such a risk/benefit formula atomic power
-V

plants will prove to be at least as safe as fossil fuel plants. Conventionally 

fueled plants in operation today cause four deaths per million people^ 

per year, Starr estimates. Thus;> atomic plants could result in an average 

of four deaths per million people per year and stilJ. be within the risk 

parameters which society finds tolerable today. He discounts fears that 

atomic facilities may subject the public to periodic accidents of disaster 

proportions on the grovinds that the economics of atomic power plant operations 

exclude such extreme accidents which destroy much of the plant as well.

For these plants to operate efficiently, and give a profitable i:etum on the 

high capital outlay which is required,- Starr estimates the risk rate for 

atomic power plants will have to be kept to something like, two and a half

per cent of the risk of fossil fuel plants, i.e., 0.1 deaths annually

on as opposed to the 4.0 deaths per million populationper million populati^: 

with present conventionally fueled plants.

Starr's melding of technological risk and social morality is an
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interesting approach to the whole gambit of technology's relationship to

It is a rational formula which can he expanded to include as manyman.

variables as necessary. It should prove a useful decisionmaking tool in

anticipating the ing)act of technical innovations on society, and provide

some basis for making moral judgments on whether technological disruptions

to society in discrete instances are justified.

Indemnity and insiirance Whatever level of risk may be determined acceptable.

accidents must be reckoned with. What is the responsibility of the operator

in such a case? What is the responsibility of the government? Sin^jly tp 

see that operators are adequately insured, or to assume part of this 

responsibility itseJLf even though the reactor is privately owned? What 

is a proper, limit of liability for an-operator? For the government? If an

atomic facility is not adequately insured, what recourse is open to citizens 

who are innocent victims of a nuclear accident? These questions have been

debated intensely in Japan, as elsewhere. ■

The liability question was catapulted into public attention as a

result of the debate over the Calder-Hall importation agreement with Great 

Britain. The Windscale incident, comdaxg at the same time, lent some theatrical

In September, 1958 the JAECflavor to an otherwise dry legal question.

determined that property and personal liability insurance was needed for 

JRH-1 and JBR-2, the two JAERI reactors at Tokai-mura. 

of fuel processed in the facilities and the population density of the area.

Based on the amount

the required financial coverage was confuted, and ¥27*25 million was appropr

At the same time, the1
priated in the 1959 budget for the insurance premium.

JAEC requested the Japan Insurance Association to form an atomic Insurance

^Atoms in Japan, II (No. 10, 1958), l4.
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^ pool to provide insurance needs in the future. By the following March,

twenty insurance companies had raised ¥1,500 million in domestic capital and 

were looking for an additional ¥ 10 hilOion f^Om foreign sources.
e

1 I
The JAEC did not intend for the private sector to Jiear the entire 

insurance cost. For one thing, the government had invested heavily in the
I

atomic energy development program and the Commission felt it was preferable I
iS

for the public-private partnership to extend to this area as well. In

addition, it was questionable that enovigh private capital coixld be found in SH

I
Japan to underwrite the program. Nor did the utility companies wish to 

abSftrb the entire cost themselves. On the other hand, the Ministry of
i
Si-'

f
Finance did not look with eq.uanimity on the prospect of the public treasury's

&
i-it

being used to insure a largely private commercial venture. The private I
i?utilities, for their part, likewise hoped to avoid as much direct intervention 

by the government in the atomic power industry as possible, and so
I-
PIrealized the need for them to press their pleas for public support very

ft

I
carefully.

The case for the public utilities industry was made quite clearly in a 

report from the JAIF Special Committee on Nuclear Hazards indemnity, issued II
I

at the end of July, 1959• First, the report placed responsibility for public

safety and atomic energy promotion squarely on the government. While 

private liability insurance was adequate to cover normal operations, the
ft

report maintained, the state should provide an indemnity over and above that
S
ftto protect the industry and the public agdilinst extraordinary disasters, or
i;

I

iinstances that private insurers refused to cover. For instance, the insurance

underwriters were balking at including a gradual accumulation of radiation
e

\ ft1
Atoms in Japan, III (February, 1959)> Zh-Z^; Sankei Shtobun. June l6, 

1959 in DSJP. June l6, 1959, p. 1*^; Tokyo Sfalmbun, Mar. 6. I960 in DSJP.
Mar. 5/7, 19^0, p. k.

I3
5
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within the definition of a "nuclear incident." The Connnittee likewise

recommended that the strict liahility rule he applied; that is, liability 

with no fault assigned to the operator. This, the report said, was only

fair because of the hazardous nature of atomic energy to b.egin with, and 

because of the difficulty in attributing negligence to any one individual 

directly. Finally, the Industry spokesmen urged that liability protection 
cover both "direct" and "indirect" damage.^

Meanwhile, the government was moving to clarify public responsibility. 

The i960 budget included a ¥2 billion Special Account for Nuclear Hazard

Indemnity Reinsurance. A tentative upper.limit on the extent of the
2

government's liability of ¥50 billion had been suggested. The JAEC,

furthermore, submitted to the i960 Diet a bill encompassing strict liability

for private nuclear insurants, and a government indemnity to cover financial 

liabilities over and above those met by private insurance. The bill also

. provided for con^ilete exoneration of the operator in the event of natural 

The bill was unclear on whether or not the government woulddisasters.

assme responsibility for paying an indemnity in such cases when damage was 
not covered by private insurance.^

The JAEC's indemnity bill draft received little attention from the 

Diet in i960. The ordinary session which ended in May was preoccupied with

the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty extension. The extraordinary session that

autumn was caught up in the election of a new prime minister when Kishi 

stepped down. The assassination of the Socialist Representative Asanuma

^Atoms in Japan, III (August, 1959)^

%toms in Japan. Ill (September, 1959) ^ 9*
\toms in Japan, \ll (October-November, 1959)j 10-12.
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Inejiro also disrupted the normal flow of business.^

The delay caused some apprehension within the industry that the extent
'-i

of the government's indemnity would be drastically reduced or eliminated 

altogether. The Ministry of Finance was particularly stubborn about 

committing public funds to the support of private utility operations. The

MOF reasoned that if the risks' of atomic power generation were so great as

to need such a large government financial endorsement, it would be best if

the government took over control and operation of the atomic energy program

altogether.

■ The utility con^anies were seeking relief on two situations in 

particular. The liability period to be enforced on reactor operators was 

set at twenty years. However, Insurance ccoverage -was valid only ten years 

after the occuxance of an incident. The industry thought that this ten year

hia-bus, within which operators were liable for damages but not insured, 

should be covered by a goveniment indemnity. On a second point, not only 

from the utility industry but from the public as well, there was considerable 

outcry. Pri'vate reactor operator insurance did not extend to cases where 

malice, negligence, or default in payment of indemnity fees to the government
■i

were involved. In such cases, the MOF was of the opinion that the government 

■was freed of any indemnity payment, since the latter's responsibility 

extended only to the operator, not the public. The public would, of course, 

be without any legal recourse should such an Instance occur. The industry, 

which minimized the likelihood that such an unconscionable act would ever be 

committed by a private operator, was shaken by the adverse publicity arising 

from’the MOF's interpretation. For some time the public had been seeking 

clarification of the\^llmits of state responsibility in this .area, and to have

^Atoms in Japan, IV (October, i960), 3-*^.
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the government specify the amount of the indemnity, per capita, due in

If the MOF’s stand was approved, it would 
maie site location for future power reactors extremely difficult.^
various kinds of "incidents."

Tiio nuclear indemnity bills were introduced into the Diet again in 

March, 1961, and passed the following June. The Unclear Damage Indemnity 

hill outlined the requirements for insuring operators of nuclear facilities. 

The strict liability rule was applied with the additional provision that the

operator would be exempted from any liability in the case of an exceptional 

natural disaster or social disorder. liability for accidents extended only

to operators of facilities, not to suppliers of nuclear source materials.

the only exception being in the case of malicious intent on the part of the

supplier. The bill required a maximum of ¥5 billion private insurance with
2

a matching coverage that would be purchased from the. government.

A second bill. Indemnification Agreement for Nuclear Damage, provided 

government insurance in an amount equal to private coverage for protect!^ 

against earthquakes, gradual accumulation of radiation, default by private

insurers, and other contingencies not covered by private underwriters. This 

coverage was earmarked for public distribution, after which the government 

had the right of legal, recdiurse against the operator if it so desired.

Neither bill provided indemnification in the event of willful intent on the

^Atoms in Japan. IV (December, i960), 1-3.
2
In March, I962 the Cabinent specified the insurance coverage levels 

required mder the Nuclear Damage Indemnity Law. All reactors with 10,000 
KW or more output were required to carry a basic ¥5 billion coverage; 
reactors with 100 to 10,000 KW output, ¥500 million; reactors under 10 KW’ 
output, ¥100 million. By Cabinets order, rates were also assigned foroother 
nuclear operations and for transportation of radioacti-ve materials. 
Government indemnity fees were set at .0005 per cent of the total coverage 
limit. For the full ¥5 billion coverage, the annual fee was ¥2.5 million. 
See Atoms in Japan, VIXMarch, I962), 5-6.
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part of the operator.^

The two nuclear indemnification hills left certain questions unanswered.

In the first place, while the maximum indemnification coverage on a reactor 

operator was set at XIO billion, no legal limit was established on the 

operator's liability. If the total damage went beyond this figure, it was

not specified just exactly what the government's responsibility would be.

It was explained however, that the ¥5 billion government indemnity itself

need not necessarily be in the form of cash. Low interest bearing loans or

other forms of assistance were also possible. The exact amount, as we3J. as

the :^rm and method of distribution, would be determined by the Diet, 

ambiguities in the bill were attributed by:.the atomic energy industry to

The

footdragging on the part of the Ministry of Finance. The MOF opposed setting

an upper limit on an operator's liability since this would force the govern

ment to be specific as to its financial responsibility in this regard. The

MOF, as earlier stated, opposed having the treasury underwrite private

atomic energy development, and objected to making an open-ended commitment

There were no exemplars to follow on this peculiaron nuclear damage.

arrangement since the United States and the Western European- countries had 

all set ceilings on operators' liabilities.

The fate of the public in the aftermath of a potential nuclear disaster

was also insufficiently spelled out in the government bills. First of all.

there was no schedule by which Indemnification would be made, nor yas there

any assurance as to how much money or other fomis of aid any particular

individual might receive. Also, there was no mention of coverage for latent 

injuries from radiation. Some observers questioned the constitutionEillty of 

h^public's right of legal recourse against the operator

^Atoms in Japan, V (March, I961), 2-5.

a law which limited t
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or the government in such instances. Atoms in Japan, the atomic industry-

spokesman, concluded that the issue of public indemnification was really not 
a legal question but one of social policy.^ Itoile this might tidy up a

legal brief, it did nothing to diminish public apprehension over potential

disasters as a result Of reactor operations, and did not touch on the basic

political questions at stake.

Another weakness in the nuclear conqpensation laws were provisions

relating to atomic energy industry employees. No limits had been established

for damages to be paid to industry en^ployees as a result of radioactive 

In 1965 the JAEC Special Committee on Nuclear Hazardscont amination.

Indemnity for Atomic. Industry Enqjloyees made some recommendations on this 

The Committee urged that these employees be brought within thescore.

limits of the national nuclear damage bills. Additionally, the Committee

recommended that the Workman'* s Compensation Insurance law should be strength

ened. ^tedioal ejfaminations should be required before and after employm&t 

to detect possible illness and determine its relationship to employment.

Sterility and abnormal childbirth deliveries should also beiineluded in
2

The question was referred to the Labor Ministry. 

Little was done to assist nuclear Industry employees as a result of

workers' benefits.

this study, and in I97I another JAEC Committee on Condensation for Damage 

Suffered by Nuclear Industry Workers was established. The Committee, 

condosed of representatives from labor, management, government and- the 

academic community, -was to study the question for a year and make its
3

recommendations.

^Atoms in Japan, V (October, I96I), 10-15.
^Atoms in Japan.NdC (July, I965), 17-18.

^.S. AEC (Tokyo Office), Biweekly Report. Deo. 3, 1971, PP. 5-6.
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Some revisions in the indemnity laws were accomplished in 1971 after

another JAEC study. While the atomic industry and insurance spokesmen on
-A

the ad hoc committee saw the need for limiting operator liability and 

estpanding the government indemnification system, neither the government nor 

the industry itself wished to arouse public concdrn on the issue.- To

increase the government indemnity would mean increased taxation and raise

again the political question of public underwriting of private business.

The Industry, in turn, hesitated to bring up an issue which they feared 

would once again focus public attention on the siting issue. The conpromise

biii, which emerged from the. JAEC study and was passed by the Diet in May, 

was simply an extension of the present system. Government indemnity 

coverage, which under the old law was limited to operators with government 

licenses as of December 31, 1971, was extended by ten years. The maximum 

government indemnity was raised from ¥5 billion to ¥6 billion. The only new 

provision was Qn inproved conpensation system for damage caused by nuclear 

ships in port. 1

Muclear Ships and Port Calls

The issue of visits of American nuclear-powered ships at Japanese 

ports is an Interesting one from the standpoint of the public role in 

political decisionmaking. The question is usually approached in terms of 

the Security Treaty, however; the port call question also had a non- 

security aspect. To some degree the prolonged and sometimes violent' 

opposition' of the Japanese to visits by nuclear-propelled ships can be 

attributed to their anxiety over the movement of atomic reactors in and out 

of some of Japan's largest population centers when there was no way for
A

^Atomic Energy White Paper. 1971 in SSJM. Oct., 1971, p. 28j and 
Atoms in'Japan. XIV (December, 1970), 20-22.
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Japanese scientists or the govemment to verify the safety of these reactors.

The possibility of American nuclear vessels' visiting Japanese ports 

iras broached officially as early as 1959 when the Foreign Ministry requested 

the United States government to refrain from authorizing such visits until 

some international agreement could be drawn up which would clarify the 

rights and responsibilities of both parties. The United States refused to be

boimd on the issue^ but assured the Foreign Ministry that there were no 

plans to bring such ships into Japan at that time. The United States promised

that the Japanese government would be notified in advance if such a move

were unSer consideration. The United States furthermore pledged to take

precautions against a nuclear accident on American ships if and when they
1

were in Japanese territorial waters.

Prime Minister Ikeda was pressed on the subject when he visited the 

United ^ates in June, I98I, and Defense Agency Director Shiga was

questioned again by the U.S. Defense Department during a visit to Hawaii in 

November, I962. On both occasions the Japanese avoided making any
2

As the estimated time of the first Chinese nuclear test drew 

nearer, pressure on Tokyo increased. By early I963 it was evident that some 

change was under consideration. The JAEC announced that a "written esti

mation of safety" would be required before any nuclear vessel could enter a 

port area. The Foreign Ministry was concerned about public demonstrations, 

however, and reportedly was urging the Prime Minister to wait for a decision 

until after the Diet had adjourned.

commi'tiiient •

3

^okyo Shimbun, June l4, 1959, in DSJP, June 13/l5, 1959, p. 26.
2
Tokyo Shimbun, Jan. 24, I963 in DSJP, Jan. 24, I963, p. 24.

^Tokyo Shjjnbun. Ja^ 26, I963 in DSJP, Jan. 29, 19^3, p. 23; Mainichl 

Shimbun, J^. 28, I963 in DSJP. Jan. 29, 1963, p. 20.
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By May it was clear that the government had decided to permit American

nuclear ships into Japanese ports. The only question was when. A public 

relations canqjaign was launched under the direction of Foreign Minister

Ohira, who stressed above all that the entry of nuclear ships did not is^ly

the entry of nuclear weapons on these ships. Nor should these visits be

viewed as a departtire from past policy, since they were clearly covered by 

the Sec^Jrity Treaty. As to safety, the government advised the public that 

"question and answer" sessions had been held with the United States, and 

that the Japanese side was satisfied with American guarantees even though 

•military secrecy prevented non-American nationals from investigating the

propulsion equipment firsthand. Finally, it was explained that the United

States and Japan had agreed on adequate condensation in the unlikely event 
an accident did occur in a port area.^

By August, the only outstanding issue was reported to be the discharge

The United States was'^of reactor cooling water from American vessels, 

evidently reluctant to be bound By the strict Japanese standards on radio

active discharge, while the STA, whose responsibility it was to verify the

safety of the ships, did not recommend relaxing these standards in view of 

the intense pressure which the Socialists and the Japan Science Council were
2

The STA suggested givingbringing to bear on the port call issue, 

tenporary permission for entry into harbors, with final determination to be

contingent on the ships'' receiving a clean bill of health after the 

government had monitored radioactivity levels around them. The Foreign
-S.

Ministry, which was anxious to resolve the question before the autumn Diet 

session, objected to this tactic as a "meaningless postponement" of the

^Asahl Shimbun^May 11, I963 in DSJP, May 16, I963, p. 16. 

^ihon Keizai, Aug. 12, I963 in DSJP. Aug. 13, I963, p. 22.
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problem.^ However, the STA's cautious attitude was not shaken even when 

Sato Eisaku, a rising IDP star and strong supporter of visits by American 

ships, became STA Director in the midst of the debate'; An unidentified STA 

spokesman reportedly observed, "even if an influential leader becomes ■feh.e

Director-General, science is science. The United States evidently

determined not to force the issue for the moment, since government approval 

which was expected before autiunn^ was not forthcoming at that tine.

For the next year the subject of port calls pointedly Ignored in

public by the government. STA Director Sato observed in February that this 

"dlplomatio question" would be concluded directly after "conprehensive 

Foreign Minister Shiina, shortly before approval was 

announced, could only say, "l am gagged about it.” ' Vfhen asked if some 

other individuals were'gagging him, he replied, "Yes, there are many."^ On 

August 28, 1964, shortly after the Tonkin Gulf incident, the Cabinet approved 

visits by American nuclear warships in Japanese ports. The Japanese 

government finally accepted an American guarantee in the form of a "note 

verbale," dated August 24, to the effect that no wastes would be released 

from nuclear ships which would cause a measurable increase in radioactivity

consideration.'

v'-

6
in Japanese ports. Press reaction was restrained, and opposition forces

resigned themselves to a long term counter-canpalgn and close observation of

^Ihon Keizal, July 23, I963 in DSJP. July 27/29, I963, p. 13.

%ihon Keizai, July 24, I963 in DSJP, July 26, I963, p. 8.

^Malnichl-Shimbun. July 21, I963 in DSJP. July 23, I963, p. 13.
^Yomiurl.Shlmbun, Feb. 4, 1964 in DSJP, Feb. 5, 1964, p. 20.

^Mainlchi Shlmbun, Aug. 26, 1964 in DSJP. Aug. 27, 1964, p. 3.

^Malnlehi Shimbun, A^ig. 28, 1964 in DSJP, Sep. 2, 1964, p. 10; and
"Chronology," Japan Quarterly, XV (October-Deoember, I968), 520.
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the ships when in port.

The socialists were leaders in the extended can^dlgn against port 

calls. The JSP had always opposed .Japanese support 'of American military 

objectives, and the nuclear issue was the most vulnerable point on which to 

strike. The opposition movement was given a new angle for attack when the 

nuclear submarine "Thresher” disappeared in the spring of 1963. The United 

States never gave a full accounting of the disaster, and the JSP made the 

most of the mishap and its safety iii^lications for other nuclear vessels 

which would be visiting Japanese cities.^ In May, the party formed a policy

committee in the Diet Which it used as an official forum to dun the IDP on 
2

American naval visits.

The Japan Science Council was also q.xiite active during this period on 

the port call question. Professor Sakata Shoichi, a well-known academic 

figure from Nagoya University, in Pebrjjary, I963 urged the JAEC to undertake 

an independent study on the safety of nuclear submarines and make the' ^ 

resialts public.^ The following month, nine nuclear physicists, including 

Kyoto University Professor Yukawa, a Nobel prize winner, signed a statement 

of concern over the government's handling of the safety issue.- The 

physicists' concern extended not only to the specific safety q.uestidniin 

this instance, but also to adverse public reaction which they feared might 

jeopardize Japan's entire atomic energy development program should a 

disaster of major proportions occur in a heavily populated port area^. In 

making their case, the Japanese scientists cited what they considered lax 

American waste disposal standards and warnings on the potential hazards of .

^omiurl Shinibun. Apr. 23, I963 in DSJP, May 2, I963, p. 5. 

^Malnlchl Shimbun.Vay 7, 19^3 in DSJP. May 9, I963, p. 22*. 

^Yomiurl Sb-imbun^ Feb. 21, I963 in DSJP, Feb. 26, I963, p. I6.
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nuclear submarines issued not only by certain European governments but by

the U.S. AEG as well. By the middle of June the statement had received over 
1,500 signatures.^

At its 39th General Meeting in April, the Science Council voted to 

announce that it had determined that visits by nucleeir submarines were "not

desirable, since the safety of the Japanese people might possibly be 

threatened. When the government finally decided to allow nuclear ships

to visit Japanese ports in August, 196h, the scientists accused it of

"gulping down" U.S. announcements and ignoring both Japanese scientists and 
3

the pegple.

Popular opposition to port calls was organized around a group called

the Grand People's Rally for Blocking Atomic-Powered Submarines' Calling at

Japanese Ports. The'Grand People's Rally worked closely with another

organization with nearly as inclosing a title, the Liaison Office of the

Signature Movement Opposing the N-Sub Visits. The Liaison Office spear

headed the drive mentioned above which succeeded in obtaining some 1,600 
signatures from scientists throughout Japan in the spring of 1963.^ The

Grand People's Rally was most in evidence in Yokosuka and Sasebo, ports in

In September, I963eastern and western Japan slated to receive the ships, 

the organization reported that it had mobilized l80,000 protesters in these

By comparison, in Ibaraki Prefecture, where the atomic energytwo cities.

^Sankei Shimbun, Mar. 26, I963 in DSJP, Mar. 26, I963, p. 12 and Apr. 
26, 1963 in DSJP. Apr. 26, I963, p. 2; Yomlurl Shimbun. Mar. 28, I963 in 
DSJP. Mar. 28, I963, p. 1; Asahl Shimbun. Jime 15. 1963 in DSJP. J\me 21, 
im, P. 2.

^Japan Science Council, Annual Report. 1963. p. 36, cited by Long, 
"Science Policy in Postwar Japan." op. cit., p. 351j and Sankel Shimbvm, 
Apr. 27, 1963 in DSJP. l^y 2, I963, p. 21. ^

^Tokyo Shimbun, Aug. 29, 1964 in DSJP. Sep. 2, 1964, p. 1.

^Atoms in Japan. VIII (September, 1964), 19-22. Ci-
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development program was centered, there was little public interest in the 

movement outside of some labor union activity.^ This latter fact lends
£

some support to the thesis that -the protests against visits, by nuclear ships

were motivated, in part at least, by the perceived danger from radioactivity

and not entirely by purely political, anti-American sentiments.

Public sentiment was by no means solidified on the port call issue.

A survey taken in the autimm of I963 revealed that only 23 per cent of the 

public rejected the visits outright. Another 33 per cent indicated they 

could accept the port calls (13*7 per cent called them "unavoidable" and 19 

per ^ent approved of them under certain conditions). Fourty-foxir per cent 

answered that they did not know, suggested further study of the question, 

and the like.^

While the.government had won the battle over nuclear ship visits,^ the

!

II
I
I
I
I
F

I
P
iopposition kept the issue as hot a political question as possible. The

£
socialists began a series of moves within the Diet to embarass the 

government. Socialist legislators- and some well-known scientists gave
2i

public addresses criticizing the government's decision, 

citizen groups were fonned. By the end of October, 1964 the Police Agency 

reported that draft resolutions against the submarine visits had been drawn

I

f

Numerous local I«
i

up in twenty-three prefectures, seventy-eight cities, and fifty-six towns and 
villagesassemblles.^ i

The Japan Science Council, at its Forty-second General 

Meeting that month, called upon the JAEC to state what "autonomous, scientific
t

I^Inlchl Shimbun. Oct. 10, I963 in DSJP, Oct. 15, I963, p. 13. 

Scahoku Shlmpo, Oct. 28, I963 in DSJP. Nov. 3, 1963, p. 12.

^The first nuclear submarine called at Sasebo on November 12, 1964. 
^Sankei Shimbun.\Sep. Il,'i964 in DSJP. Sep. I7, 1964, p. 5.

\okyo Shimbun, Nov. 2, 1964 in DSJP. Nov. 5, 1964, p. 1.

i
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deliberations" it had undertaken before confirming the safety of the 

atomic submarines.^

The protests criticizing the government as ineffectual in safeguarding

the public from atomic reactors located on board foreign ships were not

entirely lost on those in office. After the submarine debate had subsided,

the STA spearheaded a drive to brii^ non-military nuclear-propelled foreign 

vessels under Japanese atomic reactor laws.

into law early in 1965) required prior application to the Prime Minister

The proposal, which was enacted

by any nuclear ship seeking to enter a Japanese port. If the Prime Minister,

after consultation with the JAEC, was satisfied as to its safety, he could

grant permission to call. If not, he could require the reactors to be

stopped, remodeled, or otherwise adjusted to conform to safety laws. While

military security prevented this law from being applied to warships, it
2

would bring commercial ships like' the "Savannah" under closer control.

By the autumn of 1966 nuclear submarines were visiting Japanese ports^ 

without any significant public opposition. The "Snook" visited Yokosuka, 

near Yokohama, at the end of May and was greeted by no untoward reaction 
outside of a standard protest^ demonstration.^ When the "Seadragon" entered 

Yokosuka in September there was so little reaction that the Kanagawa ^ Shimbun

felt called upon to caution against those who "smile in glee at the sight of
h

" The Asahi Shimbun agreed that thethe retreat of the opposition movements.

^Asahi Shimbun, Nov. 1, 1964 in DSJP, Nov. 2, I964, p. 1. ' ,

\okyo Shimbun, Peb. 27, 1965 in DSJP, Mar. 4, 1965, p. 1? and Mar. 1, 
1965 in DSJP, Mar. 3, 1965, P- 15-

^Yomiuri Shimbtin, May 30, I966 in DS^, June 1, I966, p. 3; Sankei 
Shimbun, June 4, 1966 in DSJP, June 7, 1966, p. 23.

^"Becoming 'Too Fasiiliar' with Atomic-Powered Submarines," 'Khnagawa 
Shimbun, Sep. 6, I966 in DSJP, Sep. 7, 1966, p. 1.
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issue had become largely defused by this time.^

The question was once again raised in a dramatic fashion in May, 1968 

when monitors in Sasebo harbor, near the ..visiting nuclear submarine "Sword

fish, " registered radioactive emissions ten to twenty times above normal.^

STA officials, who were responsible for making an investigation on the 

Japanese side, made every attempt to keep the incident from becoming a left- 

wing cause celebre. The Prime Minister and the Cabinet were naturally 

concerned lest this radioactivity issue provide new ammunition for the

opposition to use against the government's liberal support of the Security

The STA and the JAEC, in particular.Treaty_and American actions in Vietnam, 

were further chary of increasing public fears of nuclear reactor accidents

at the Very time they were seeking approval of sites for a host of new 
atomic power plants.^-

The STA investigators found it difficult to reconcile their own 

responsibilities for an objective scientific Inquiry with the competitive,^^ 

political interests iaiplnging on them from opposition forces in the Diet,

The STA was criticized in the Lower 
House for its slowness to react to this public health hazard,^- while Chief 

Cabinet Secretary Kimura, speaking for the Prime Minister, noted that the 

investigators were looking at the question from a "purely scientific 

position." Their opinion, he stated, need not necessarily be identical to 

■ those of the government, which must take into account broader political

the Cabinet and the United States.

^Asahi Shimbun, Sep. 6, I966 in DSJP, Sep. 9, I966, p. 19. 

Sromiuri Shimbun, May 8, I968 in DSJP. May 9, I968, p. I9. 

^Atoms in Japan, XII (June, I968), 3"6.

^okyo ShimObun. Ma^?, I968 in DSJP. May 10, I968, p. 1. '
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considerations like the Security Treaty and future port calls.^ The United 

States, in the meanwhile, proclaimed the "Swordfish" innocent of anyaabnormal 

radioactive emissions, hut retreated behind a cloak of military secrecy and 

refused to release any hard data.

The JAEC suggested postponing all nuclear submarine visits until its

study was conpleted, and would have preferred to have received a pledge 

from the United States Navy not to release any coolant water while in

Japanese ports.

Japanese 196k note verbale on this question, agreed that such discharges were 

permissible during normal operation of nuclear,ships, provided the increased 

radioactivity was within limits 'set by the International Commission for

However, the Foreign Ministry, in interpreting the U.S.-

2
Radiological Protection.

On May 27 the STA study group conpleted its study. Since no conclusive

. evidence was available to the investigating team, the United States could not

However, Yamazaki Fumio, chairman of thebe proved to have been at fault.

survey group, announced that xmder-the circumstances the United States Navy

On the 30th, talks began between the two governmentswas presumed' at fault.

3to establish stricter controls on radioactive emissions in the future.

The dilemma facing the STA was clear. On the one hand, the JVgency

concluded that excessive radioactive emissions had taken place and that the 

"Swordfish" was the culprit. JAEC Chairman Nabeshima urged the government

^Sankei Shimbun, May 27, I968 in DSJP, May 26, I968, p. 3.

^okyo,,Shimbxm, May 20, I968 in DSJP, May 20, I968, p. 1; Sankei 
Shimbun, tfay 30, 19^8 in DSJP, May 30/3I, I968, p. 27; and "Chronology," 
Japan Quarterly, XV (July-September, I968}, 396-97*

^Atoms in Japan, XII (June, I968), 3-6; and "Chronology," Japan 
Quarterly, XV (July-September, I968), 396-97-
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to Insist on no coolant water discharges in port areas in the future,^ 

called for a clean hill of health from the JAEC prior to the entry of any 

nuclear warship into Japanese portsAt the same time, so as to uphold the 

JAEC's credibility on the safety of atomic power reactors, the STA issued a

and

pamphlet in June demonstrating the safety of American nuclear submarines

The STA's objectivity was beingwhen adequate precautions are taken, 

challenged by some Japanese scientists on the grounds that the Agency was

defending military uses of nuclear energy. A JSG syr^iosium called for 

banning all nuclear submarinesvisits so long as the facts of reactor 

operations were kept secret.^

Japanese and American negotiators reached an agreement in September on 

future nuclear submarine visits. A memorandum concluded on October 23

enjoined ships from discharging reactor coolant water except in an 

"emergency." .Additionally, Japan agreed to iii5)rove its own radioactivity 

In reporting the agreement, Sankel noted that themonitoring system.

definition of an "emergency" was open ..to interpretati09, and that so long as

the United States insisted on preserving the secrecy which surrounded nuclear
J+

submarine reactor operations, Japan would find "no real satisfaction." As

a Sankel editorial had observed at the start of the talks in May, under the

circumstances, Japan would have ho recourse but to settle for American

^Mainlchl Shimbun, May 31j 1968 in DSJP, June l/3, 1968, p. 6.

^Asahi Shlmbun, May 30, 1968 in DSJP, May 30/31> 1968, p. 22.

^"Chronology," Japan Quarterly. XV (October-December, I968), 520; 
Yomiuri Sbimhun. June 8. 1968 in DSJ?. June l/XO, I968, p. h3 and June 20, 
1968 in DSJP, Jinie 20, I968, p. 10; and Asahl Shimbtm, June Ik, I968 in 
DSJP. June 20, 1968, pp. 37-39•

^Sankei Rblmbun. Sep. k, I968 in DSJP. Sep. k, I968, p. 23 and Oct. 
25, 1968 in DSJP. Oct. 26^8, 1968, pp. 1-2.
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promises to “take a prudent policy.

The nuclear-powered" aircraft carrier "Enterprise" also served as a

point of dispute in Japan, both within the government and without. When the

"Enterprise" joined the Seventh Fleet in November, 1965, the question of its

making port calls at Yokohama and Sasebo Immediately arose. The STA

questioned the United States Navy on the safety of the ship's reactors, its
2

waste disposal methods, crew training and records of past incidents, but 

since there was no way for the Agency to circumvent strict secrecy inqosed 

on the ship's operation, the JAEC declared it could not pass on the safety 

oi^the "Enterprise" in a "scientific manner," and left the matter to be 

decided "politically" by the Cabinet.^

The JAEC-did approve the safety of the■nuclear-powered commercial ship 

"Savannah" in April, I967, however. This action gave rise to fears on the 

part of anti-carrier groups'that the "Enterprise" also had been given de 

facto approval, since the reactors of both vessels were reputed to be-'quite 
similar.^ Although the "Savannah" received a clean bill of health from the 

JAEC, Japanese law did not provide for indemnity for damages caused by ships 

while in Japanese waters. When it becEune evident that no- liability agreement 

could be worked out between the Japanese and American governments, in April 

the Cabinet decided against allowing the "Savannah" to call.^

In the meantime, a Cabinet decision on the "Enterprise" was postponed

imtil at least after the end of the cijrrent Diet session in June. It was

^Sankei Shlmbun, May 30,. 19^8 in DSJP, May 30/3I, 19^8, p. 27. 

^okyo Shimbun, Feb. l4, I966 in DSJP. Feb. 12/l4, I966, p. 1. 

^okyo Shimbun, Jan. I6, I967 in DSJP. Jan. I8, I967, p. 2. 

^Sankel Shimbiln. Apr. 13, 196^7 in DSJP. Apr. l4, 1967; pp. 31-32. 

^"Chronology," Japan Quarterly, XIV (J\ily-September, I967), 394.
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suggested that it would have been too enbarrassing to the government to 

have approved the visit of a nuclear warship supporting American military-

operations in Vietnam when it had -jiist rejected a visit by the commercial

ship "Sa-vannah" for reasons of safety.

Although public safety was sufficient justification to prevent a port

call by the "Savaimah," Japanese obligations imder the Security Treaty

overrode such considerations in the case of the "Enterprise." In view of

the inspection restrictions inclosed by the United States, the Japanese

government truly had no choice but '^o trust to the guarantee of safety
2 '

by the^U.S. AEC , . . ." Accordingly, the Cabinet agreed on Noveinber 2 to 

admit nuclear aircraft carriers. Foreign Minister Mihi reiterated the 

American pledge that there would be no nuclear weapons on board the ships

1 .

■ 3
while in Japanese -waters.

Some people professed to see a dual purpose in the authorization of 

the- "Enterprise" visit. The Tokyo Shimbun, for exanple, accepted the visits 

on the basis of Security Treaty obligations, but questioned whether the

government might not also be using the case to condition the Japanese people 
1).

Asahi. too, noted the "educative" aspect of the 

"Enterprise" port call in what the editor described as a can^iaign under 
-way since 1964 to "desensitize" the public to the issue of nuclear weaponry.^

to nuclear weapons.

The charges, whatever actual substance they may have contained, stung to the

^Asahi Shimbun, Apr. 20, I967 in DSJP, Apr. 21, I967, p. 31i Mlhon 
Keizai, Apr. 27. I967 in DSJP, Apr. 28, I967, p. 1967^ p. 39) Tokyo Shimbun, 
June 9, 1967 in DSJP, June 9, 1967, p. 19.

2
Mainichi Shimbun. Nov. 2, I967 in DSJP. Nov. 3/6, I967, p. 3.

^Asahi Shimbun. Nov. 2, I967 in DSJP, Nov. 3/6, I967, p. 29.

\okyo Shimbun, Ja^. 8, I968 in DSJP, Jan. 10, 1968, p. 1.'

^Asahi Shimbun. Nov. 2, 1967 in DSJP. Nov. 3/6, I967, p. 23.
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extent of eliciting a public denial from Foreign Minister Miki. Just prior

to the entry of the "Enterprise" into Sasebo in January, 1968, he stated;

It is necessary to have the people have a correct knowledge about nuclear 
devices, but the Government does not have the intention to dissolve the 
nuclear allergy by means of nuclear-powered surface naval vessels. It 
is solely due to an obligation under the Treaty, and it has nothing to 
do with the nuclear allergy.^

All of the opposition parties came out against the visit. ,Public 

safety was an issue, albeit a peripheral one. Primarily the visit was

contested on the basis of the support it gave to American military operations

in Vietnam, and on the assun^tion, despite American and Japanese official

assurances to the contrary, that the "Enterprise" was bringlng-in atomic
■ ■ ' ' 2 

weapons to Japan in violation of the three non-nuclear principles.

Even within the EDP opinions were divided. Chief Cabinet Secretary

Klmura expressed the views of several LDP leaders when he cautioned that

"national sentiments must be considered prudently." The decision of the

Cabinet, however, supported Secretary-General Fukuda in his view that "(l)t

is a matter of course, as a friendly nation, to approve port calls.

"Enterprise" called at Sasebo in Kyushu from January I8 to 23, and on the
k

day that the ship left port the Cabinet publicly closed ranks. Kimura

The

^omivuri Sbimbiui, Jan. 18, 1968 in DSJP, Jan. I8, I968, p. 37*
2
Asahl Shlmbtm. Jan. I8, I968 in DSJP, Jan. 19, I968, pp. 13-1^.
^Miki Takeo, Ohira Masayoshi, and Nakasone Yasuhiro, among others,

, tended to be prudent on the "Enterprise" visit and generally supported the 
Kimura position. See accounts in Mihon Kelzal, Jan. 23, I968 in DSJP, Jan. 23, 
1968, pp. 21-22; and Yomluri Shlmbun, Jan. 23, I968 in DSJP, Jan. 23, 1968, p. 29.

^The legdl question at issue was the "prior consultation" clause in 
the Security Treaty. Only a "major change in deployment" of U.S. forces in •
Japan req,uired prior consultation between the two governments. In this case, 
it was decided that nuclear-powered naval vessels did not require prior 
consultation for short visits in Japanese ports so long as they had no 
combat orders while ther
fully in Young C. Kim, Major Issues' in Japan's Security Policy Debate 

Research Analysis Corporation, June, I969), ^

The "prior consultation" issue is treated more

(McLean, Virginia: pp. 31-32.
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apologized for any misrepresentation of the government's stand that might 
have occured as a result of his statements,^ while Prime Minister Sato

2
." more -fully in the future.agreed to "seek the people's understanding . .

The accommodation hardly touched the central issues of Japanese sovereignty 

and participation in the American military effort in Vietnam. The Prime 

Minister admitted, during questioning in the Diet on the matter of nuclear

weapons on hoard American naval vessels visiting Japan, that after all was 

said and done, Japan must 8in5)ly trust the United States to live up to 
the restrictions agreed upon hy Tokyo and Washington.^ 

authority hy the Prime Minister was no jaore reassuring in this context than 

it had been on the earlier question of verifying the safety of nuclear ship 

reactors.

This disclaimer of

The Public in the Decisionmaking Process

The tradition of public participation in poUcymaking has never been

particularly well entrenched in Japan. Japanese political culture has 

traditionally been marked more by deference to public officials and diffuse

consensus seeking rather than by challenge to public authority and open

Thus, it is somewhat a measure of the seriousness withairing of grievances.

which the Japanese view atomic energy, and other environmental questions as

well, to find that the Japanese public has begun to turn to direct citizen

involvement in political decisionmaking in these issue-areas. In large 

part this may be due to the fact that there have been no-established

bureaucratic channels to deal with these problems of the ln^jact of technology

^Asahi Shljibun. Jan. 23, 1968 in DSJP, Jan. 2k, I968, p. 6.

%omiiu:l Shlmbun, Jan.^23, I968 in DSJP. Jan. 2k, I968, p. 30.

^Yomiuri Shimbun, Peb. 6, I968, cited by Kim, Major Issues in Japan's 
Security Policy Debate, op. elt., p. 33.
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on society. When the need for decisionmaking has been recognized hut

unfulfi3JLed through the normal political channels, group action on the

local level has emerged to fill the gap.

Political decisionmaking on atomic energy issues at the national level

has been preoccupied with promoting the reactor development program, and

with devising an overall energy program, 

to the immediate long range ingiact of atomic technology on the environment

Little attention has been devoted

and its consequences for the public. Much the same can be said of environ

mental questions in general. This inattention to the effects of national 

industrialization problems has come to the point where one can truly say 

without resorting to hyperbole that if things continue at their present 

rate, the Japanese will "soon all be .dead just through pollution."^ Although

radiation contamination and more traditional forms of industrial pollution

are handled, by separate administrative units, the public has foimd efforts

by the national government lacking on both counts, and as a result, some^

of the most active citizen political involvement is found in these areas of

policymaking .•

The government's responsibility for ensuring the safe operation of 

atomic reactors was set out in the Basic Law for Atomic Energy (1956) and

the various pieces of inqjlementing legislation and administrative orders 

which followed it. Reactor licensing is carried out under the Law for

Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors 

(1957). The Atomic Energy Bureau of the STA is in charge of enforcing 

radiation safety standards, while investigation of possible violations of 

the safety code is the responsibility of the Committee on the Examination of

\he phrase is Ed^in Reischauer' s. See his speech "Looking Ahead in 
Asia," The Japan-America Society of Washington Bulletin, XVIII (January,
1973), 5^;
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Reactor Safety. The Conmiittee, which was set up in I961 and placed 

administratively within the JAEC, reports to the Prime Minister the res\xlts 

of its investigations, and is ostensibly independent.of the JAEC when 

performing its safety monitoring duties.1 .

These national decisionmaking units have been remote from the public, 

however, and have never been overly quick to respond to expressed public

concerns over issues of nuclear safety. Public hearings on reactor safety

were held in I959 and, during Diet debate on reactor regulation laws at that

time, the Lower House passed a resolution calling for periodic hearings in
2

the future. However, none have since been held. Incidents of equipment

malfunction or exposure of workers .to radioactivity are sometimes reported 

well after the fact and without all the particulars. While no major

disasters have occured to date, such insensitivity sinply fuels public 

anxieties and leads to charges of cover up.^

. A set of national laws and a centralized government bureaucracy also

exists to enforce environmental pollution standards of non-atomic energy

related industries. Legislation on air and water pollution was first passed

by the Diet in I962. The Basic Law Concerning Countermeasures Against

Public Hazards was passed in I967 to be followed in I969 and 1970 with

legislation on relief for pollution victims and the settlement of disputes
k

arising from the national pollution laws.- In July, I97I the Environmental

• Agency was set up in the Prime Minister's Office to deal with air and water

^Atoms in Japan, XV (October, 1971), 15-18.
2
Ibid.

^U.S. AEC (Tokyo Office), Biweekly Report, July 30, 1971, PP. 1-2.

Kbbayashi, V'Environmental Pollution," Japan Quarterly, XVII 
(October-December, 1970),^1)00-01.

Setsuo
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pollution, noise, odors, vibration, sinking ground, and poisoning of the

soil. The only time the Environmental Agency has become involved in atomic

energy questions, however, is over approval of national park land for
atomic reactor sites.^ In February, 1972 the JAEC set up its own Environment

and Safety Specialist Committee conqiosed of twenty experts on "environmental

integrity" from the STA, MITI, the Environmental Agency, the fishing industry 
. 2

and the press.

The pollution laws have not been particularly effective in inproving

the quality of the Japanese environment for a number of reasons. In the

first place, the national government has not been especially vigorous in

enforcing the regulations. Although the public appears .in growing numbers to

be looking to government to solve questions of environmental pollution and a

host of other public hazards, and while some people have suggested that as 

political, issues they rank "in inqiortance with those arising from the Japan- 
U.S. Security Treaty and Okinawa,^

issues very high priority. Desultory gttacks oh specific problems, which

so far the IDP has not accorded such

cut across traditional administrative lines and fail to treat nation-wide

problems in a comprehensive, integrated fashion, also help to account for

Then, too, budgets are small, andthe limited government effectiveness.

there is no agreement on how to allocate the costs of anti-pollution programs

throughout the society. Finally, the Basic law on pollution stipulates that 

all such measures must be "harmonized with the sound progress of the

^Atoms in Japan. XV (August, 1971), 26.

^Atoms in Japan, XVI (February, 1972), 28-29-

^Kbbayashi, "Environmental Pollution," 0£. clt., p. it04. See also 
Jun Ui, "The Sihgiiarities of Japanese Pollution," Japan Quarterly, XIX 
(July-September, 1972), 283^-91 for a particularly strident attack'on the 
conservative establishment in this regard.
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economy." Since much reliance is placed on self-enforcement, this quali

fication is subject to much abuse

Where central government initiative has been lacking, other groups 

have taken up the search for solutions to environmental problems. Already,

trade \mions and certain business elements have begun to call for local 

action. Citizen action groups have become involved in decisionmaking 

jointly with local industries through informal "gentlemen's agreements"

which not infrequently set down more stringent regulations than do the 
2national laws. local citizen groups have also begun to demand a voice in

setting safety standards for radioactive substances. Unlike industrial 

pollution, which subsumes a great many different environpiental problems 

stemming from a variety of industrial operations, radioactivity is more

easily definable in terms of the source of emission, its potential harmful

effects, and the points within the'political system and economic structure

at which pressure can be brought to bear to influence the decisionmaking

process.

The atomic.energy industry is quite conscious of its public image, and

to a much greater ejctent than the more established Industrial enterprises.

fears that public opposition may interfere with selecting power reactor sites

and, in general, delay the progress of its development program. For these

reasons, it can be expected that citizen participation will become a more

fully integrated part of policymaking in the field of atomic energy than in

other environmental policy areas in Japan.

Community activity in this regard was institutionalized in June, I968

with the first meeting of representatives from fifteen communities where

%obayashi, "Enviroiml^ntal Pollution," 0£. clt 
2
Ibid.. p. toJf.

pg'il406T06. •
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power statione were either already built or planned. The association met in

Tokyo, with the major of Tsuruga City as chairman, and announced its

ii^ent^n^to meet regularly with government ministries. Diet members, and

the JAIF to discuss policy matters of common,interest.^ On an intermediate

level, Fukui was the first, prefectural government, in I969, to establish a
2Joint radiation monitoring system with the Kansai Electric Power Con^iany.

Shortly thereafter, Fukushima Prefecture and the Tokyo Electric Power
3

Conqjany set up a similar arrangement.

The atomic energy industry has encouraged citizen participation, 

obviously with the conviction that greater familiarity with the atom will 

not breed contempt. As noted eariier:iini;theaease of the ChlssonChemical 

Company, the atomic ihdustry has seen the handwriting on the wall, and is 

making every effort to-lay a base of favorable public opinion. At the 

fourth annual JAIF conference in 1971^ a panel on "Huclear Power Plants and 

the Environment" was opened, for the first time, to citizen participants. ^ 

In this instance, two St the most vocal groups, the Japan Fishermen's
h Later thatFederation and the Japan Housewives Association, were invited, 

same year, a .group of citizens from Tokai-mura and Tsuruga City Joined a 

JAIF tour to Western Europe and the United States to investigate the ’ 
attitudes there toward atomic energy sites in local communities.^ The fifth

JAIF conference in 1972 likewise stressed environmental inpact and public

^Atoms in Japan, XII (June, I968), 30.
2
Atoms in Japan, XIII (August, I969), 6; and Atoms in Japan. XIII 

(December, I969),

^Atoms in Japan. XIII (August, 1969), 6; and Atoms in Japan. X7I 
(May, 1972), fii9-90.

^Atoms in Japan. XV XAprll, 1971), 35-38.

^Atoms in Japan, XV (September, 1971), 39*
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opinion as major themes.^

In conclusion, it can te said that Japanese attitudes toward the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy arp on the whole positive. This is especially 

true among the younger generation. As Japan moves forward as a major 

economic power and growing technology e^orter in th^ next decades, it is to 

he expected that these positive attitudes will continue to sustain the rapid 

expansion of the Japanese atomic industry currently on the drawing hoards. 

This is, of course, barring some unforseen catastrophic accident involving 

an atomic facility.

At the same time, persistent.douhts about the safety of atomic energy 

as an energy source will continue to make this aspect of Japan's techno

logical development a highly political issue. The JAIF has already cited ’ 

the political "progressives" as using atomic energy issues to "build up 

their party strength." The alliances formed between the opposition parties

otection and anti-nuclear power plant ^

j

and certain local environmenta:

Moreover,groups have hadithgirngreStesteeffacts so far in local elections, 

as far as the atomic industry is concerned, there is evidence to believe

that certain atomic scientists are responsible for much of the protest 

surrounding atomic power planlj^sites.

"(T)he Japan Scientists' Association and student activists grouped in the 

National Union of Atomic Scientists and Technicians are chiefly responsible

As Atoms in Japan recently conplained,

.,2
for the horror tactics.

The problem of selecting sites for atomic facilities will come to 

decisionmakers even more as the few choice locations are quickly usedoccupy

^Atoms in Japan. XVI (March, 1972), l6-23; and Atoms in Japan, XVI 
(May, 1972). passim.

2
Atoms in Japan, I (August, 1972), 29-39.
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Iup and the alternatives become situating reactors either in densely popxilated I
t!

corridors, in off-shore fishing and recreational areas, on land of

questionable geological stability, or in multi-facility sites where the f
dangers of nuclear accidents are multiplied. Debate can also be expected «

Ion those questions of risk and Insurance where present government policy is

Ihazy. Assuming atomic reactors log more and more hours of safe operation, 

the fears of atomic hazards will most likely subside. However, the principle I
of government responsibility to the public still remains to be sorted out.

Iespecially the extent and nature of government indemnity in cases where

damage exceeds private operator liability.

IThe subject of American nuclear ships' calling at .Japanese ports is a

good illustration of the penetration of .foreign military policy into
si
IJapanese domestic politics. While Prime Minister Sato was primarily 

concerned.with fulfilling Japan's 'obligations under the Security Treaty, the
I

s
Science and Technology Agency became caught between the demands of foreign , 

policy and the demands for strict adherence to the safety regulations which 

they themselves had formulated in the domestic polipy area. While the STA

I
I

attempted to distract the public's attention from American atomic submarines 

for fear of stiffening resistance to the reactor program, the Cabinet's

policy of putting Japanese ports at the disposal of the United States for an

unpopular war instead drew the atomic submarines into the public spotlight. 

The conflict in policy goals was made to order for grot^s like the Japan I
Science Council which sought to attack Sato because of his support of

A^ierican militaiy actions, but lacked any claim to military or foreign policy 

expertise which would give their attacks added credence. However, the

scientists could speak with an authoritative voice on the reactor safety
^n

a steady drumbeat of opposition even whenissue, and they could susta
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public apathy began to overtake the anti-war movement.

The government's credibility was further damaged when it refused to 

admit the "Savannah" but did an about-face and accepted the "Enterprise." 

Whatever the official rationale, the government could easily be made to 

appear the chainpion of a foreign power at the expense of the Japanese public.

There could not fail to be doubts about the government's ability to control 

Japan's own destiny. It is not an unbridgeable jump between the image of

Japan in tow to the American military and the image of the Japanese public 

suffering the effects of social neglect brought on by the insensitivities 

of a cliq.ue of zaibatsu and conservative politicians. As one study has 

concluded, "(T)here is more than a tentative connection,between movements

against pollution and the antiwar drive?. Their points of common concern
„1

are the protection of the lives and livelihood of community members.

It is inposslble to say at this time whether the civic interest shown

by the Japanese public in environmental pollution issues will be a lasting 

one or is sinply a reaction to a particular set of circimstances. Partly 

this will depend on the sincerity of government and industry in seeking real

input from the public. The public relations efforts of the central

government and the JAIF have already been noted. STA Director Kiuchi^ has

gone on record as soliciting public "participation" in policymaking prior ,
2

to the construction of reactors. On a provincial and local level there are ,

signs of real participation in decisionmaking processes.

It is unclear just what this concept of participation entails, 

means sin^ily informing the public prior to taking action, and is not meant

If it

^Yoshiro Eunimoto, "Pollution and Local Government," Japan Quarterly, 
XVIII (Aprll-June, 1971), 16?.

%.S. AEC (Tokyo Office), Biweekly Report. Jan. ih, 1972, p. 2.
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to bring public advocates directly into the policy process before decisions

have been made, then it will mean little. However, if the commitment is to

continuing exchanges of views with the public, through face-to-face meetings

with their representatives and through meaningful public opinion sampling.

and includes structuring policy to meet public needs, then technology can

be said to have made a lasting impact on the Japanese political process.

The long term effects of this public influence on policymaking will 

also depend on whether the groups which are currently pursuing specific 

policy objectives can sustain their momentum past the point where they have

achieved the immediate goals which brought them together originally. For

public participation in decisionmaking to have any real long range substance.

it will be necessary for Japanese as individuals to develop a commitment to

the concept of political participation, and to view the articulation of 

public demands not merely as an expedient in discrete instances but as a 

basic function of the political system. Japanese behavior patterns have

traditionally been keyed to the group rather than the individual. In this

respect, there is a. cultural basis upon which modern interest or associa-

However, such civic action oriented groups musttional groups can build.

compete with other, more established groups like the company, labor unions.

agricultural organizations, and political parties. It remains to be seen

whether the pulls of these various groups will, on balance, work with the

or against them,'

In summary, one can conclude that the public, working through local 

government and citizen action groups, has had a moderate impact on policy

newer associational groups

There are groups which can serveimplementation in the atomic energy area, 

as a basis for further involvement in the political decisionmaking process
in this and5’.3jelated areas in ^e future.

Whether there will be a sustained
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increase in public participation extending to other political issue-areas 

will he determined by a host of interactions within the political system 

too coagilex to prejudge.

\
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CHAPTER'VII

JAPANESE SCIENTISTS AS POLITICAL ACTORS

Mesthene has proposed that technology, hy creating new opportunities

for societies, raises "questions about the proper goals of society and about
.,1

the proper ways of pursuing those goals, 

scientists and technicians have a great deal of influence over the

It is sometimes assumed that

selection o* goals and priorities, especially in policymaking areas

involving conqilex technological matters in which political decisionmakers

Since scientists are the purveyors of the knowledgelack technical expertise.

upon which national policymaking depends in such areas, it has been argued

that they can shape those necessary technical decisions which must be made

in such a way as to have a great influence over the political aspects of 

decisionmaking as well. Because they possess the indispensable knowledge 

which fuels technological innovation and thereby promotes social change, it 

is said by some that a new elite is taking over the political functions of 

society. Depending on individual points of view, this supposed progression

toward a technocracy or meritocracy Is viewed with great alarm or with great

fervor.

However, there is an opposite point of view which holds that there‘is 

no inevitable movement of scientists into the seats of political authority

in modem technologically oriented societies. Schilling has pointed out 

that the participation of scientists in politics is a new but not revolutionary

■^Emmanuel G. Mesthene, ^Technological Change (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1970), p. viii.
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Ejqoerts have for long served political leaders in. many capacities 

without necessarily having any direct effect on policy formation. James 

Kerr has suggested that the level of scientists' participation in the policy 

process can vary from 8iiig)ly "identify(ing),' definin(ing), and collect(ing) 

facts" for the solution of a technical prohlem" all the way to "actively
P

and sympathetically participat(ing) in the policymaking process."^ 

the following analysis of the role of the Japanese scientist in atomic 

energy policymaking, it can he said that, in Japan, the pattern is much 

nearer the former level than the latter.

concept.

From

This chapter will review thetprocess by which Japanese scientists 

articulate iralitical demands, the extent to which these demands have had an 

intact on policy formulation, and the perceptions that Japanese decisionmakers 

and scientists hold of each other and the overall decisionmaking process.

Interest articulation within the scientific connmmity will be examined both

in terms of the record of the Japan Science Council and from the standpoint

of the political orientation of the individual scientists, 

followed by an analysis of the cognitive and normative attitudes of Japanese

This will be

scientists and decisionmakers on the major aspects of the atomic energy 

development program examined in this paper. These attitudes have been

deteirmined by means of a questionnaire prepared as part of this study.

Finally, a "judgment will be made on the relative inq)act of Japanese

scientists on the political-decisionmaking process in Japan.

Earner R. Schilling, "Scientists, Foreign Policy, and Politics," in 
Scientists and national Policy Making, ed. by Robert Gilpin and Christopher 
Wright (Rew York: Tcoliimbia University Press, 1964), p. l48.

2
James R. Kerr, "Congress and Space: Overview or Oversight?" in The 

Politics of Science, ed. by William R. Nelson (New York: Oxford Ifalversity 
Press, 1968), p. 178. \
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Articulation of Political Interests

The'"Janan Science Council The Japan Science Council was ertablished by law

in 1948 as part of an Occupation program to democratize Japanese science. 

The representative nature of its membership in terms of academic discipline

The concept of an
1

and geographical distribution has already been noted.

■ apolitical scientific advisory lody was a political innovation of the

Occupation period which never took root in Japan. As a result, the

experience of the JSC has been a frustrating one, sometimes controversial.

but marked by a conspicuous lack of influence in policymaking councils.

' The legal responsibilities of the Science Council have never been clear in 

operational context. The law which established the JSC in 1948 spoke of the 

Council's mandate in terms like "discuss,"'kake exertion," and "coordinate," 

and stipulated that the government "may" seek opinions from the Science 

Council and "may" explain government policies to it. 

relationships with political decisionmaking bodies are uncertain, the Council

5

I

2
While the JSC's

is fractionated internally, too. The problems of seniority, factions, and

consensus-reaching which Long notes are not peculiar to Japanese scientific 

They do, however, exacerbate the difficulties the Scienceinstitutions.

Council has in making its Influence felt on policy matters. Nakane has also 

spoken of the "fences" which Japanese institutions and occupational groups

build between themselves. . In the academic conmiunlty this serves to restrain

open patterns of communication and makes articulation of interests more

^See sunra. Chapter 2, "BoadcysBogttiilatiBncewTfae,Admlni stratlve
Framework,"

2
Barry C. IfeUy, "A Survey of Japanese Science," 

IXVIII (January, 1949), p. 50.
^Long, "Science Policy in Postwar Jap^," op. cit

Scientific Monthly.

p. 346. .* f
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difficult. The combination of a poorly defined institutional mission and 

internal dissension helps to account for the fact that when the JSC

becomes Involved in national political issues there is ft-equently more 

heat than li^t.

The tension between the Japanese government and the Science Council is

■manifested in a variety of ways. Certain issues like budgets, research 

priorities, and the allocation of funds between "basic" and "applied" 

research, are probably endemic to science-go'yemment relationships everywhere. 

Other sources of conflict can be traced more directly to the Japanese 

political context. Few Japanese politicians have shown any long-range

interest in scientific matters. Scientific portfolios hold no special

attraction for men building political careers but, rather, tend to be

treated as one more base to be touched by aspiring superstars, 

uncommon for Science and Technology-Agency directors to hold other ministerial

It is not

positions at the same time. The scientific community has also been

frustrated by its lack of participation in the drafting and introduction of

legislation, which is largely the preserve of ministerial bureaucracies. The 

STA has done a respectable job promoting go-vemment science and technology 

progreuns in con^etition with more established and more influential ministeries. 

However, the SEA has had to give way at times, as in cases where the MOF 

holds the line on budget authorizations, or where the Pfime Minister and 

the Foreign Ministry give priority to national seciarlty and foreign policy 

■ factors, as in the port call controversy. For noneehtabllshment scientists.

who often articulate their views through the JSC, new legislation and

authority over funding and research coordination frequently acts as a

^Chie Hakane, Ja-paneseN Society (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1970), pp. 131-33. \
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bia-eaucratic wall effectively ■blocking access to the decisionmaking units.^
<•-

The most basic cause of the tension between the Japan Science Council

and the government, however, is the fundamental ideological disagreement over,, 

basic domestic and foreign policies that exists between a broad segment of

the academic community and t^ conservative ruling establishment. There

are no organizational schemes which can overcome this basic conflict in the 

perception of political priorities and goals, 

political^opinion in the JSC is with the socialists.

On balance, the weight of

Since the political

opposition in Japan seldom has an entree to responsible decisionmaking 

circles on the national level, the JSC tos resorted to the tactics of 

delay, criticism, and public remonstrance. These methods.lead to charges

of irresponsibility from the government, and reinforce the frustrations

which led to them in the.first place. A case in point is the dispute over

the visits of American nuclear submarines to Japanese ports.

When the TkgBa government appeared to be on the verge of approving

visits to Japanese ports by American nuclear submarines in the spring of 

1963, the Japan Science Coxmcil organized scientific opinion against the

When the government refused to make public the results of studies 

on the safety of the submarines' as the JSC had requested, the group cairied

2
proposal.

through a very successful signature canqjaign to record Japanese scientists'

opposition to the visits.'

The government rejected the Science Council's methods as inappropriate, 

and soundly chastised the instigators of the anti-submarine petition. In 

drawing up the goiremment's case, the Cabinet Legislative Bureau said, first

^Long, "Policy and Politics in Japanese Science," op. clt, 
and Long, "Science Policy in Postwar Japan," op. clt., pp. 357-6o.

^See supra. Chapter 6,

pp. ^^3i^-50,

\,
The Japanese Public as a Political Actor. *'

t-.
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of all, the JSC had overstepped Its legal jurisdiction and scientific 

mandate. The professional function of the Council, in the Bureau's view, 

was simply to advise the government and provide liaison between it and the 

scientific community. While the Science Council had the right to academic 

freedom, its responsibilities were limited to promoting science and ensuring

that scientific opinions were reflected in political decisionmaking. In the 

second place, the JSC was felt to have broken the principle of "administrative 

organs ap one body." The Science Council, it was pointed out, had been 

created by law and was administratively within the Prime Minister's Office.

As such, its responsibility was to the government only, not to the public.
1

Sometimes the clashes between the Science Council and the government

over policies and priorities reboimd to the disadvantage of the JSC, and

give rise to disagreements within the membership. There is a certain 

amount of disagreement among scientists over the efficacy of the JSC's

tactics, especially in view of the low ebb of its scientific advisory role
- J

in recent years. One exan^jle of this internal tension is the dispute over

the JSC's nuclear energy policy.

One of the continuing concerns of the JSC is the promotion of basic 

In 1965, the Council Long-Range Research Projectscientific research.

CoTimiittee prepared a draft plan for the long-range development. of atomic

Long Range Research Committee is one of six standing committeesenergy.

in the JSC each of which has fourteen members, two from each of the Council's

seven divisions. In addition to long-range research, there are standing

committees for research funds, the organization of science, international

scientific exchange, freedom of thought and learning, and the status and

condition of scientists. There are eleven special ad hoc committees, each
\

^Tokyo Shimbun, May 9, I963 in DSJP. May 16, I963, pp. 12, 21.
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with approximately twenty memberB, not all of whom must be members of the

JSC. 'One of these special committees is for atomic energy. In addition to

standing and special committees, the Science Council provides a national 

focus for the various scientific academies and professional societies 

through its fifty-eight research liaison committees. These liaison committees

vary in membership from ten to forty, and are used to coordinate professional

and scientific activities within Japan, to represent Japan at international

scientific gatherings, and to examine plans involving specialized science 
^ The plan, which stressed the need for theoretical research, wasfields.

presented to the Science and Technology Council which, in turn, handed it

over to the Ministry of Education which sent it to the Science Deliberation

Council for study. The Deliberation Council's recommendations were set out 

in the autumn of I968 at the same time as the JSC's twentieth anniversary 

meeting. The plan caused considerable consternation in the JSC since it 

stressed the development of practical reactor equipment over the theoretical 

research which the Science Council had recommended, ■ and additionally, called 

for a seventy-five per cent reduction (from ¥30 billion to ¥7*5 billion) in 

the JSC's proposed five-year nuclear research budget.

The JSC Nuclear Special Committee, thereupon, set up a sub-committee 

under Professor Takagi Shuji (Osaka University) to study the Science 

Deliberation Council report. In March, 1969 the sub-committee report was 

released. Its so-called Takagi Plan rejected the Deliberation Council

report, and urged that a five-year resthdy of future research projects be 

undertaken. During'^the Interim, basic research in physics would continue

\ulchl Ochi, "The Organization and Activities of the Science Council 
of Japan," Mafaure, CCXL (November 2k, 1972), p. I89.

\
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1
to be stressed along with more practical technical applications..

The nuclear scientists within the JSC immediately split into two

opposing factions over the Takagi Plan. The dispute went ^re deeply than 

• this single question of research priorities, for'it was rooted in thes

disagreements which had been boiling for some time over the basic role of 

the university in society. University faculties had been at odds for

several years over issues involving Internal decisionmaking processes,

student participation in administration, curriculum planning, and the whole
2

relationship of the university to the government. The Takagi Plan was put 

to a vote within the Nuclear Special Committee where It received a majority 

However, when one of the four factions into which,the JSCof votes.

physicists were divided defeated the motion, the Committee took it as a vote

of no confidence and resigned eh masse.

At its general mehfeing in April the Science Council deplored the

factionalism it had Just witnessed, and expressed its alarm that such

behavior would endanger the future of nuclear research as a whole. At the

same time, the Council called on the government to inqirove its procedures

for reviewing policy recommendations submitted by the JSC, and challenged 

the government's vmderstanding of the Importance of basic research. The •

Council, furthermore, asked that extensive negotiations be undertaken to

plan the scope and direction of future nuclear research projects. The

Council's proposals had little overt effect on the government, and at the

general meeting the following spring, the JSC admitted that it was losing its 

"magnetism" since tbs' government simply Ignored its recommendations and the

\omluri Shimbun, April 25, 1969 in DSJP, May 10-12, I969, pp. 13-15J 
Ochi, op. clt., pp. 169-90•

Asahi Shimbun, May 1, 19^2
in DSJP. May 8,9,13,14, I969, various pages.
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public appeared indlffereat.

The Individual as artlctOator While the political role of the Japan Science

Council has heen ill-defined and of minimal influence on Japanese decision

making, individual scientists and scientific factions have frequently

entered the political fray. Mention has already heen made of the involvement

of the scientific community in the continuing public debate over reactor

safety and'-ln the port call controversy, ffln other occasions, too, Japanese

scientists have attenqited to influence public policy. In February, 1957, for 

exanqjle, 350 Japanese physicists wrote a letter to the British scientific 
community pfot^ting H-bomb testing as a-"crime against a31 hxunan beings."^

Two years later a physicists's-group wrote to Foreign Minister Fujiyama 

requesting the opening of a cultural and scientific exchange program with 
the Soviet Union.^ Again,' at the time of the signing of the Nonproliferation

Treaty in 1970, Japanese scientists expressed concern over the meaning of

the government reservation rejecting any restrictions on technological

development for peaceful uses of atomic energy. The scientists feared that

this was merely a ruse for developing nuclear weapons under the guise of

a peaceful explosions program.

Japanese scientists have not yet found an institutional role within the

political system_with which they can be comfortable. While probably few 

scientists would argue with Bronowski's observation that "it is not the 

scientist who can govern society . . . ," many undoubtly have wrestled with

^omluri Shimbun," May 13, I97O in DSJP, June, 20-22, I97O, pp. lJ)--l6.

2
Erwin H. Hiebert, The Impact of Atomic Energy (Newton, Kansas: Faith 

and Life I>ress, I961), p. 213.
^Malnichl Shlinbun, July lU,\l959 in PSJP. July l4, 1959, p. 8. 

Stoinlchi Shinibun. Feb. 10, 1970 in DSJP, Feb. l4-l6, 1970-, p. 7.
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Bronowski's coxmterpoint that it is the scientist*b "duty to teach it 

(society) the implications and the values in his work."^ 

spoke some years ago about the ^tnoral responsibility . v . for the correct 

development of Japan" which lies on the scientists' shoulders.

Yukawa, in fact.

2
Just how

to exercise that responsibility has not yet been determined, however. Long 

has commented on the conflict among Japanese scientists between "loyalty to 

research program objectives as agiAatt national policy objectives."
3

Haberer, arguing in theoretical terms for greater social responsibility 

by scientists and scientific institutions, draws a dichotomy between the 

"strong 'methodological ethid III and "weak 'institutional ethid'" of modern

science. With no clear concept of what exactly the scientist's responsibility 

to society is, the confrontations which do occur between scientists and

political authority, are discrete and disjointed in nature with little, if 

any, theoretical conception of science as an institutionalized political

The result tends to be what Haberer calls "prudential acquiescence."force.

Rather than risk disruption of the work of the scientific community by a

serious confrontation over some Isolated issue, differences of principle 

are submerged in the name of sanitizing science from political contamination.
4

While scientists in Japan object frequently to their lack of policy

influence, it may well be, as Long observes, that they shun too much 

Involvement in policy planning for fear of becoming "captive to political

1
Jacob Bronowski, Science and Human Values (New York; Harper and Row,

1965), p. 81.
2
Tokyo Shimbdn, Nov. 25, 1959 ia DSJT. Nov. 25, 1959^ P- 22.
^Long, "Science Policy in Postwar Japan)' 0£. clt

Voseph Haberer, Politics and the Community of Science (New York; 
Nostrand and Reiilhold Co.\^ 19^9 PP- 305"28.

P- 375.

Van
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aobjectives which they cannot morally accept.' 

scientists often have little opportunity to share in policymaking on a

However, since Japanese

positive basis, many of them feel ej^jression of "their chronic dissatisfaction

This can lead decisionmakers to greet expressions of 

scientific misgivings with cynicism and derision. Prime Minister-Ikeda

..2
to be a public duty.

once dismissed objections, to a particular atomic reactor with the observation 

that, "Men of academic circles are apt to oppose for oppositions's sake.

We are taking no notice of these persons."^

Perceptions! Scientists and Decisionmakers

Questionnaire Analysis

One objective of this study of the Japanese atomic energy decision

making process was to collect data on the attitudes of Japanese scientists 

and political decisionmakers (those connected directly with atomic energy 

policymaking) relative to the policymaking process on atomic energy policy 

issues". Since the authof was unable to locate any existing attitude surveys

which would provide this type of information, an opinion survey was prepared

as part of this research project.

Opinion polls are taken extensively in Japan. All of the major

daily newspapers regularly poll the public at large as well as selected 

professional and Interest groups Within the general population. There are 

also a number of other attitude survey groups, both government-sponsored and

private, which i)eriodioally collect opinion data on the entire spectrum of

1
long, "Science Policy in Postwar Japan," op. clt., p. 367.

Ibid., p.
3
Sankel Shimbun,. Marr 15^ I961 in DSJP. Mar. I5, I961, p. ID.

2
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domestic and foreign policy issues. Thus, the Japanese are familiar both 

with polling techniq.ues and with the purposes of such surveys. Because the

Japanese place great in^iortance on reaching consensus before d&cisions are

made, the results of national opinion po3J.s are- frequently cited as e-vldence

for or against any particular proposed policy decision.

The following analysis is based on the results of a questionnaire

prepared by the author and mailed to 550 Japanese scientists, administrators.

and Diet members in December, 1972. The sample, as shown below, includes 

210 members of the Japan Science Council, 20 members of the Special 

Committee for Science and Technology Promotion Ifeasures of the Diet, and

320 administrators in various ministries and agencies of the executive

branch of government. A complete listing by name of indi-viduals contacted

is provided in Appendix V.

The sample for this questionnaire was drawn from administrative agencies

engaged in -various aspects of atomic energy policymahing, from the Diet 

commi-ttees directly concerned with science and technology issues, and from

the scientific community. The names of individuals employed in government 

agencies were selected from the Shokii-tn Rokii. a government personnel 

directory published annually by the Ministry of Finance. Memibers of the Diet 

Joint Commnittee on Science and Technology Promotion were obtained from the 

Kokkai Binran "(Diet Manual), the official directory of the legislative 

branch of the Japanese government. The sample of Japanese scientists was 

drawn from the membership directory of the Japan Science Council.

The questionnaire was prepared by the author in English ( Appendix Hi) 

and then translated into Japanese (Appendix IV). The Japanese version was 

addressed to each individual along with a covering letter (Appendix II)
explaining the purpose of the \tudy. Approximately two weeks after the 

questionnaires were posted, reminders in the form of a postcard (written in
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TABLE 7

DiaSRIBOTION OF QUESTIOMNAlRE BY OHGANIZATION

Organization Ho. of Individuals Contacted

Japan Science Council (JSC)

Diet Special Committee for
Science and Technology Promotion

Japan Atomic Energy Commission (JAEC) ■

Science and Technology Agency (STA),
Atomic Energy Bureau

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI)

Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), 
Public Utilities Bureau, Atomic Power Section

• -rf
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)

United Nations Bureau 
Science Section

210

20

7

7^^-

218

12

3
6

Total 550

TABLE 8 i

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE BY PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY

Ho. tff ReSphnses i ^Percent of Total ResponsesProfession

41• Atomic Scientists 72

Social Scientists 39 22

Physical Scientists 37 21

\ 29 l6Political Decisionmakers
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English) were sent. A total of 550 questionnaires was sent and 177 valid 

replies received, giving a 32 per cent response rate.

In addition to answering forty substantive questions,, each respondent 

- was asked to indicate his area of professional e^^rtise in one of four 

areas. Out of the total I77 responses received, seventy-two came

from atomic scientists, thirty-nine (2256) from social scientists, thirty- 

segen (2156) from physical scientists hther than those in atomic-energy 

related fields (hereafter designated singly as physical scientists), and 

twenty-nine (l6^) from political decisionmakers. Because of the 3imltations 

inclosed by time and money, it was not possible to structure the distribution 

of respondents according to strict statistical standards of opinion 

sagpling. The following analysis and any inplications the reader may wish 

to draw from it, wi3J. be of an inpressionistic nature. The overall 

pattern of responses, rather than specific^fesponses on individual questions, 

should be taken as a measure of the pattern of relationships between 

Japanese scientists and political decisionmakers.

The analysis of.the results of the questionnaire will be organized 

under six headings: (l) goal formulation process, (2) role perceptions,

(3) advisory relationships, (h) science as a political issue area, (5) >

science, politics, and the public, and (6) atomic energy and defense. The 

account here will be in narrative form. References to specific questions 

will be made by (no. ). The questionnaire is provided in full, in appendices.

Goal formulation process There is agreement generally among all three 

respondent groups of Japanese seientists and the goups of political 

decisionmEikers that the primary goal of the atomic energy program should be 

to provide cheap electric power N^ather than to achieve an Independent atomic 

energy capability (no. 8). Social scientists (77^)t and physical scientists
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(745^), decisionmaiers (685^) and atomic scientists (62^) all felt the 

primary'emphasis should be in this direction. Still, it must be noted that

sli^tly under a quarter to shamwliat over one-third of each group would 

• argue that economic considerations of electrical production should be 

secondary to basic research and development.

This debate over relative priorities has continued since the atomic

energy development program was first outlined in the mid-1950s and, as was 

explained in Chapter III, involves highly conplex questions such as the degree 

to which Japan should be dependent on inported technology, the cost effective

ness of developing several types of reactors simultaneously, and strategic 

Inplications of the nuclear fuel cycle. p?he atomic scientists have

continually advocated long-range research programs to conplement the 

immediate development of electrical power generation. It is to be expected

that they will continue to articulate demands for a broad program of basic

atomic research in the future.

All four groups of respondents tended to view the relative influence

of the major bureaucratic actors in the policy formation process in a 

sMllar perspective. The Japan Atomic Energy Commission and the Atomic Energy 

Bureau of the STA were rated as having a "high" degree of influence on s

atomic energy policymaking in ajLl cases. The Japan Science Council and the 

Science and Technology Council were rated as having a "low" degree of

influence by all respondents, with one exception. Forty-one per cent of 

social scientists rated the STC as having a "high" degree of influence, much 

■ higher than atomic scientists (9S^)^ physical scientists (255^), or decision

makers (12^). MITI was rated as having a "high" degree of influence by a

majority of all groups except physical scientists (l9?t), and overall. Mill 
falling slight^

behind the JAEC and the Atomic Energywas perceived as
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Bureau in the influence it exerts on atomic energy policy formation. The 

Science and Technology Promotion Committee in the Diet was given a "moderate" 

to "high" rating overall, hut tended to he perceived as more important hy 

decisionmakers and less in^jortant hy atomic scientists. The Prime Minister's 

Office, an administrative unit housing the Science and Technology Agency and 

other such diverse bodies as the Defense Agency, Economic Planning Agency, 

and the National Public Safety Commission, was seen generally as having a 

moderate degree of influence over the policymaking process. However, both 

atomic scientists and decisionmakers, and especially the latter, tended to 

mark it farther down the scale.

Communication links between the four groups of scientists and 

decisionmakers, as indicated by the results of the q[uestionnaire, are 

relatively infrequent (nos,. 1,2). This is especially true of linkages 

between the scientific community and political decisionmakers. Ninety-two 

per cent of social scientists and 69 per cent of the non-atomic energy 

physical scientists reported that they never communicate with atomic energy 

policy decisionmakers. Even k'J per cent of atomic scientists say they never 

speak with or write to their political counterparts. The only divergence 

from this pattern is in the case of the decisionmaker group, 68 per cent = 

of which indicated contact with atomic scientists on a weekly or daily basis. 

Another 21 per cent reported they have contact with atomic scientists 

approximately once a month. In the reverse case (atomic scientist contact 

With decisionmakers), k6 per cent said they have written or verbal contact v 

with atomic energy policymakers at least every six months. Only 6 per cent 

reported daily or weekly contacts, however.

Communication linkages within the scientific community are more 
frequent than between scienti^s and decisionmakers. Fifty-one per cent of

social scientists reported contacts with atomic scientists at least every six
;■
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months, and five per cent on a dally hasls. Of the physical scientists, 

48 per cent communicated with atomic scientists at least every six months.

However, 44 per cent of social scientists and 29none on a daily basis.

per cent of physical scientists reported no contact at all with scientists

working on atomic energy related projects.

As was noted earlier, the Japanese decisionmaking system appears

to rely to a considerable extent on informal processes of negotiation and

consensus seeking for resolving differences of opinion on policy issues. 

While the opportunity for confrontation between scientists and policymakers 

is afforded through formal associations like the Japan Science Council and

various ad hoc groups, the opportunity for informal negotiation would 

seem to be much less in view of the lack of frequent and continuous 

communication linkages between scientists and decisionmeikers on atomic

energy policy.
<=»

Bole perception Both ilapsnese scientists and political decisionmakers 

recognize that there is much more agreement on atomic energy development 

policy among decisionmakers than among scientists (nos. 3>4). Japanese 

decisionmakers feel particularly strongly that scientific views are' in 

"strong opposition to each other" (67?t), and that decisionmaker's views are 

closely similar (855^). Social spientists saw the most similarity of views 

among scientists (2856), followed by the atomic scientists (21^). Of the 

four groups, the atomic scientists opinions were the most mixed in describing 

the attitudes of scientists generally on atomic energy policy. Twenty-one 

per cent of atomic scientists felt scientists' attitudes were closely 

similar, 47 per cent felt they were strongly opposed, and 29 per cent felt

no overa3J. relationship was discernible.

Decisionmakers and social scientists tended to see the greatest
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opposition of views on atomic energy policy among Japanese scientists, and 

they also saw the greatest similarity of views among Japanese decisionmakers 

(8556 and 6256 respectively). Many atomic scientists felt that decisionmakers' 

views could not he classified as strongly similar or strongly opposed (375^) 

any more than scientists' attitudes could he so classified (2956). A 

plurality of physical scientists felt that scientists'‘ ■viewe were strongly 

opposed {’kS'fi) and decisionmakers' views were closely similar (,hTjo); however, 

in both cases there was a high "no opinion" response (2056 and 2956).

The relationship between Japanese scientists and political decision

makers in the atomic energy policymaking process, (no. 5), was felt to he 

"generally cooperative" by both atomic scientists and decisioivmakers 

and 575t respectively); social scientists (6o^), and physical scientists 

saw the relationship as "generally antagonistic." A number of atomic 

scientists (36?^), physical scientists (31?^) and decisionmakers (25^() felt 

there was no overall cooperative or antagonistic relationship between 

scientists and decisionmakers. Only I8 per cent of social scientists felt 

this way.

Both scientists and political decisionmakers agreed overwhelmingly 

that scientists "understand the political in^dications of their scientific • 

research and development," and a majority of social scientists (62^), 

decisionmakers (5^^)j and atomic scientists (515^) further felt that 

scientists are "willing to take political issues into account when they 

formulate their research goals and methods" (no. 6). However, whereas 

'political decisionmakers felt quite confident that they understood the 

"significance for scientific research and development of their political 

acts," scientists were much less inclined to agree. Moreover, while

ng "to take these" scientific "implicationsdecisionmakers felt they were wi
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into account when fonnulating political declsiona," the scientists were 

considerahly less confident that they, in fact, did so (no. 7)*

Scientists and decisionmakers both expressed confidence in scientists' 

ahility to understand the political inplicatlons of their work (decision

makers 85^6, social scientists 83^6, atomic scientists and physical

scientists 8o?&). Sixty-two per cent of social scientists were convinced 

that scientists did, in fact, take political considerations into account 

in their research. Fifty-four per cent of decisionmakers agreed,adithoggh 

31 per cent felt that while scientists might understand the political 

inplications of their work they did not take such factors into account when 

formulating their research goals and methods.. Atomic scientists ,(3256) and 

physicAi scientists (3356) were even less convinced that scientists took 

political considerations into account in their research.

Seventy-eight per cent of Japanese political decisionmakers responding 

to the questionnaire felt that decisionmakers generally understood the

inpact their political acts would make on scientific research and development, 

and 63 per cent said this, group took such factors into account when making 

decisions. Japanese scientists disagreed. Only 32 per cent of social 

scientists, 30 per cent of atomic scientists, add 46 per cent of physical

;ood the significance of their 

atomic scientists and 23 per cent of

scientists felt decisionmakers undi 

political acts. Sixteen per cent' 

physical scientists believed decisionmakers took these factors into account

In otherin policymakingj only 3 per cent of social scientists thought so. 

words, while 63 per cent of decisionmakers felt their perceptions did 

positively influence their acts, 82 per cent of atomic scientists, 77 per 

cent of physical scientists, and 97 per cent of social scientists agreed
\

that decisionmakers' perceptions of the effects their acts would have on
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science did not positively influence those acts, either because of the 

decisionmakers' inability to understand such scientific implications or

because of unwillingness to take them into account.

As a test of how effective Japanese scientists and political 

decisionmakers perceive each other to be in planning for anticipated changes 

in environmental factors that affect policy implementation, the respondents 

to the questionnaire were asked to rate the ability of both scientists and 

decisionmakers in predicting both political conditions and changes that 

science emd technology would bring about over the next thirty years (nos. 3^> 

35, 36, 37). The^cientists were rated "moderately well" by a majority of 

all groups for predicting changes brought about by science euid technology 

(physical scientists 6256, atomic scientists 55/^> social scientists and

decisionmakers 52?(). Social scientists were most pessimistic in this regard; 

26 per cent felt that scientists' predictive capabilities rated "poor" as

'■-4

cfsnpared to the general public.

The perceived ability of scientists to predict changing political 

conditions (no. 3^) was considerably lower, although the social scientists

and physical scientists both had more confidence in scientists' political 

acumen per cent and 44 per cent, respectively, rating them "moderately 

good") than did the atomic scientists (l85() or political decisionmakers (225(). 

By and large, neither decisionmakers nor the scientists themsfelves credited 

scientists with any significant prescience in politics. They were rated 

as "average" or "poor" by 78 per cent of decisionmakers, 8l per cent of 

atomic scientists, 66 per cent of social scientists, and 56 per cent of

physical scientists.

scientists gave political^decisionmakers any credit for special 

foresight in either the scientific (no. 37) or political spheres (no. 35).

Few
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The atomic scientistB gave decisionmakers the best ratings. Twenty-four 

per cent rated decisionmakers "moderately well" or 'Srery well" on the science 

and technology scale and 32 per cent "moderately well" or "veiy well" on the 

political. Social scientists were consistently negative in their perceptions 

of political decisionmakers' abilities, giving them a "moderately weli" 

rating of 13 per cent for political predicting and 15 per cent for scientific 

predicting, but a 68 per cent "poor" rating for politics and a 64 per cent 

"poor" rating for science.

Political decisionmakers rated their own abilities to predict political 

trends' (no. 35) as "very good" or "moderately well" more than twice as often 

as did the scientists overall (5256 versus 23^6), and their abilities to 

predict scientific changes as "very good" or "moderately well" nearly two 

and a half times as often as did the scientists (475^ versus 19?^). Conversely, 

social scientists and physical scientists-perceived scientists' ability to 

predict political changes as better than political decisionmakers' abilities

in this regard.

One may summarize .the findings on the mutual role perceptions of

Japanese scientists and decisionmakers as follows. First, all groups

agree that the views of political decisionmakers on atomic energy policy are ‘

much more similar than are the views of scientists. Second, the relationships 

between scientists'and decisionmakers in the atomic energy policymaking

process is rated as much more cooperative by those most closely involved in 

it (atomic scientists and atomic energy decisionmakers) than by those with 

more tenuous contacts (social scientists and physical scientists). There 

is no way to explain this sharp divergence of views from the results of this

questionnaire, although one possible ejqilanation might be that the latter

base their perceptions primarily oa the more open, formal confrontation
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process while the former view the Telationship from a more intimate,.

Informal'and consensus-seeking perspective. Third, there is general agreement

that scientists understand the political iiig)aj.catione of their, scientific 

work. Opinions are mixed as to whether they take political Issues into

account when formulating scientific research goals and methods. However,

while political decisionmakers felt that they as a group do understand the 

In^lications of political acts for scientific development programs, in the

opinion of the majority of scientists they do not. Many fewer scientists

felt that decisionmakers took such factors into account when they acted.

Here again, decisionmakers' perceptions of themselves conflicteditithhthe 

scientists' perceptions of them.

Fourth, neither group credited either scientists or decisionmakers

with any outstanding prescience in either political or scientific develop

ments. A little over telf of every group 'credited scientists with a moderately 

good ability to predict scientific trends. Abilities to predict political

trends were rated generally as only average or,poor. Fifth, both scientists 

and decisionmakers perceived their own abilities along these lines more

favorably than they did those of the other group. Some scientists felt

their ability to predict political trends was even better than that of

political decisionmakers, and they rated themselves much higher on this 

score than did the decisionmakers. Decisionmakers perceived their own 

abilities in predicting both political trends and scientific changes to be 

much better than did scientists.

The initiative in the advisory relationship betweenAdvisory relationships

Japanese scientists and Japanese political decisionmakers is with the 

decisionmaker. All four groups of\respondents clearly felt that the 

political decisionmaker was the one who made debisions, and not the
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scientific advisor (no. 11). This was especially true in the perceptions 

of social scientists (8956) and decisionmakers (8856). Atomic scientists and 

physical scientists (7356 and respectively) tended to feel this less 

strongly, possibly because of the more technical nature of such advice in 

fields in which the decisionmaker seldom fbels cnngetent himself.

in selecting scientific advisors, a majority of scientists in all 

three groups agreed that the opinion of the scientific community should be 

relatively more iagxDrtant than that of the decisionmaker (no. 13). The 

social scientists felt this most strongly (845^), the physical scientists 

somewhat less so (625^), and the atomic scientists still less ($4^).

However, all of these gave considerably more weight to the opinion of the 

scientific community than did the decisionmakers,, of which only 16 per cent 

felt it should predominate. Moat decisionmakers preferred an eqtual weighting 

of opinion (545^), while 3I per cent felt that "the opinion of the political 

decisionmaker should be somewhat more in^ortant than the opinion of the 

scientific community." Out of all scientists the atomic Scientists leaned 

most clearly to the oplnioh of the decisionmakersj 35 per cent favored 

eq.ual weighting of opinion and 10 per cent felt the decisionmakers '^opinions 

should take precedence.

All groups of respondents agreed that Japanese decisionmakers' 

opinions were more influential in actually selecting scientific advisors 

for the atomic energy program in Japan than the respondents felt such 

opinions should be (no. l4). While practically no scientists felt the 

opinions of the decisionmakers should be the "most inqportant factor" in 

selecting scientific advisors, in the case of actually choosing Japanese

atomic energy adiisors $3 per cent of social scientists, 49 per cent of 

physical scientists, 34 per cent atokic scientists, and 19 per cent of
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deciBionmakers felt the decisiomnakers opinion was to fact the most 

iii5)ortant consideration. Only 20 per cent of physical scientists, 11 per 

cent of decisionmakers, 8 per cent of social scientists, and 8 per cent of 

atomic scientists felt scientific opinion took precedence over the 

decisionmakers' opinion to any degree.

When asked to what extent they believed that "a political decision

maker should make the political beliefs of scientists a criterion for 

selecting his scientific advisors," half of the decisionmakers replied 

that political beliefs should not be considered in choosing scientific 

advisors (no. 15). Scientists agreed strongly with this point of view 

(physical scientists 71^, social scientists JO^, and atomic scientists 5956). 

All four groups also felt that the political beliefs of scientific advisors 

should differ from one another (decisionmakers >46^, atomic scientists 

39^, social scientists 305t, and physical scientists 295^). Only 3 per cent 

of atomic scientists and 4 per cent of decisionmakers felt that a 

decisionmaker should select only advisors whose political beliefs were 

similar to the decisionmaker's own.

When scientific advisors disagree on the correct advice to give a

decisionmaker on a particular problem, all four groups tended to feel that 

the initiative should then be with the decisionmaker (nos. 12, 16). 

Decisionmakers felt this most strongly and social scientists least strongly. 

For example, 84 per cent of decisionmakers felt that when scientific 

advisors disagree on the correct advice to give they should state their 

different opinions and leave the decision up to the decisionmaker (no. 12). 

Likewise, when faced with conflicting advice, decisionmakers (8l^t) felt 

the best solution was for the decisionmaker to "take all scientific
opinions into account and then dec^e on the basis of which seems best
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suited to his own policy goals" (no. l6).

Atomic scientists and physical scientists tended to support this 

approach to policymaking. Sixty-eight per cent of atomic ^scientists and 

56 per cent of physical scientists agreed that scientists should state 

their differences and leave further action to the discretion of the

decisionmakers, and they supported the principle that the decisionmaker 

should pursue his policy goals as he sees fit if there is no clear agreement 

among his scientific advisors (atomic scientists 75/t> physical scientists 

53^). A plurality of social scientists supported this approach, h3 per cent 

of'them in the former case and 38 per cent in the latter.

A sizeable number of social and physical scientists also felt that in 

cases of conflicting scientific opinions, scientific advisors should 

"give no advice until they pan agree" (social scientists physical

scientists 2956). Only 15 per cent of decisionmakers and I6 per cent of 

atomic energy scientists agreed with this idea. Nearly one-third of

social scientists also felt a decisionmaker should not act .in the fact of

conflicting advice, but should wait "until there is agreement among all 

advisors." Only 17 per eent of physical scientists found this postponement 

of action advisable for decisionmakers, whereas 29 per cent of them felt s

that scientific advisors should withhold advice until they were in agreement.

Only 7 per cent of atomic scientists felt a decisionmaker should wait for

Twelve per cent of decisionmakers felt a 

decisionmaker should withhold action until scientific consensus is reached.

agreement among his advisors.

Arriving at a statement of views by majority vote was clearly 

unacceptable for most of the Japanese respondents. Decisionmakers conqoletely

ignored this possibility either as a means of resolving disagreement among

action by a decisionmaker. Only 8 per centadvisors or as a guide for pol^y
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of atomic scientists recommended a decisionmaker act on a majority vote.

and only 5 per cent recommended it as a means of reaching a consensus 

among scientific advisors. A larger percentage of social scientists and 

physical scientists felt it was preferable for a decisionmaker to act on 

the basis of majority advice (ll)-5t and 22$ respectively) than for scientists 

to "give only the opinion of the majority and not state their different 

opinions" to the political decisionmaker {"if and 12$ respectively).

In summary, the responses to this series of questions on the advisory 

relationships between Japanese scientists and decisionmakers show a clear 

predominance of the political decisionmaker over the scientific advisors. 

All respondents acknowledged the leadership of the decisionmaker^S setting 

policy on scientific and technical Issues. They also agreed that the 

decisionmaker's opinion predominated in selecting advisors, even though 

all groups professed they felt his voice-should be not so strong as it is 

in practice.. The respondents believed science advisors should be selected 

without regard to their political beliefs, but to the extent that political 

beliefs are a consideration, scientists should represent a broad spectrum 

of political opinions.

Science as a political issue All- groups of respondents agreed, by sizeable 

majorities, that when there is "political controversy over the goals and 

priorities of scientific research and development," society gains "because 

such debate helps scientists to determine the most socially beneficial 

projects to which they can devote their talents." (iio. 10). All groups 

agreed, too, althou^ by somewhat less sizeable majorities, that "it is the 

responsibility of a scientist to engage in policy discussions and political 

decisionmaking when it affects hi^ scientific work" (no. 9).

Social scientists, by far, expressed the strongest feelings that
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science has political responsibilities; 95 per cent of them believed that 

society benefits from political controversy over scientific goals, while 

92 per cent of them fdlt a scientist has a responsibility to engage in 

• political debates which touch upon his scientific-work. Atomic scientists 

and decisionmakers were almost identical in their reactions; 87 per "cent 

of atomic scientists and 86 per cent of decisionmakers felt that "society 

benefits from political controversy over science,” while 75 per cent and 

76 per cent respectively felt that "a scientist has a responsibility to 

become involved in science policy debates . . . Physical scientists were 

the least united in their viewpoints; 67 per cent believed political con- 

troversy over science benefits society, while 60 per cent felt scientists

should join in such political controversy.

While all groups of respondents tended to support the idea that 

scientific research and development should be responsive to political

considerations, only the social scientists gave majority support to the 

proposition that atomic energy "should be an issue in elections" (no. 46). 

Over two-thirds of decisionmakers (6856) felt that atomic energy policies 

should not be election issues, while atomic scientists and physical 

scientists were less firm in their attitudes, althovigh majorities of both i 

(6056 of atomic scientists, 555t of physical scientists) felt atomic energy 

should not become an electioneering topic.

^ere does not appear to be ai^ consensus on the question of the 

"level of interest in domestic political issues among Japanese scientists" 

(no. 38). Approximately one quarter of the scientists polled felt that 

scientists' interest in politics was either "high" or "low" while

approximately half of each of these same groups of scientists felt
a\

"medium".scientists' political interest wa Decisionmakers were the most
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divided in their opinions; 4l per cent rated scientists as having a 

"moderate" interest in politics, and the rest split, rating them as having 

either a "high" or "low" level of interest. These results would seem to 

suggest that participation in domestic political debate by Japanese 
seleeti^ and varies widely from case to case.

Opinion as to the Ingjortance "Japanese political decisionmakers 

attach to atomic energy research and development"also varied (no. 39)* 

However, atomic scientists rated decisionmakers lower than did the other 

three groups, while social scientists and physical scientists rated 

decisionmakers interest toward the upper end of the scale. Only 30 per cent 

of atomic scientists felt decisionmakers attached "very much" importance to 

atomic energy; 68 per cent of social scientists and 6o per cent of physical

scientists is

Fourteen per cent of atomic scientists also rated 

decisionmakers as having "very little" interest, while only two or three

scientists felt so.

per cent of each of the other three groups did so. Atomic energy decision

makers were more optimistic in their perceptions of the ±ng)ortance decision

makers as a whole attached to atomic energy; SG per eent split evenly, 

rating it as either "very much" or "moderate".

Overall, the results of this portion of the questionnaire suggest that 

Japanese scientists and decisionmakers accept the value of political

controversy over science programs and, to a somewhat lesser degree, feel

that scientists should take part in such political discussions. Social

scientists are most committed to these premises, and decisionmakers, atomic

scientists, physical scientists somewhat less, but still significantly so. 

The electoral process is not considered by any except the social scientists

to be a partic\ilarly effective way of carrying out this political discussion.
nmkke The pattern of perceptions ofleast of all by political decisio rs.

Japanese scientists as political actors is unclear, although roughly half
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of all the total respondents would rate scientists’ interest in political

issues as moderate. Perceptions of the in^ortance that political

decisionmakers attach to atomic energy development are Also mixed. However, 

the fact that there is an inverse dorrelatlQn .between the degree to which

decisionmakers are perceived to attach importance to atomic energy 

research and development on tlie one hand, and the presumed

professional and personal commitments to the success of programs on the

other, suggests that con^ietition over resource allocations and research

priorities within the decisionmaking framework may be more significant in

accounting for these differences of perceptions than differences of opinion 

on more fundamental political or social issues.

Science, politics, and the public The issue of public participation in

the political decisionmaking process has recently attracted much attention

in Japan, and the government has indicated its willingness to adjust the

policymaking process to include, more input from groups representing various .

segments of the public at large. The responses to two items on this

questionnaire suggest that there are a considerable nia^Sbbr of individuals

connected with the atomic energy program who may question the efficacy of 

this approach to policymaking (nos. 28, 29). Only social scientists (79/^) 

strongly supported public participation-in decisionmaking (no. 29). Atomic 

scientists and physical scientists were about evenly divided in their 

attitudes (atomic scientists: 495^ Yes and 42^t No; physical scientists: 47^ 

Yes and k'J'fi No). Half of the decisionmaker group did not support participation 

by public interest groups; 27 per cent did support such participation and

23 per cent were undecided.

Closely associated with the is^e of citizen participation in 

decisionmaking is the question of public access to si:fficient information so
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as to enable them to engage in informed debate. Social scientists and 

physical scientists both felt the public did not have readily available 

information (71^ and 7^5^, respectively). Since social scientists strongly 

support public participation in decisionmaking, but at the same time feel 

that adequate information is lacking, they could reasonably be expected to 

support proposals to broaden the scope of information open to the public. 

Decisionmakers tended to feel the public did have adequate Information 

(63^ Yes, 3756 No). Atomic scientists were divided in their opinions 

(42^6 Yes, 5456 No).

' In dealing with the growing public opposition movement to atomic 

energy development in Japan, atomic scientists (6g5t), decisiommkers (64^) 

and physical scientists (505t) tended to feel that education is the best 

approach (no. 36). As noted earlier in this study, the atomic energy 

community has been expanding its public relations canpaign steadily in recent 

years. Evidently, many scientists and decisionmakers fedl ttulS wiliabAo. 

sufficient to assuage citizens' fears. While only I8 per cent of decision

makers viewed participation by civil interest groups as the best way to 

deal with public opposition, scientists were more receptive to such an idea 

(social scientists 39^6, physical scientists 285^, and atomic scientists 27^6).» 

The only group which in any sizeable number suggested cancelling projects as 

the best answer to public opposition was the social scientists (375^)j 19 

per cent of the physical scientists also favored this approach;

Opinion was somewhat less divided on the specific question of opposition 

to power plant sitings (no. 30). A majority of each group Indicated they 

favored cancelling plans for an atomic power plant in a particular area if

r •

the residents of the area expressed strong opposition to the plant through 
a vote or opinion poll (social sc^ntists 84^, decisionmakers physical
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scientists 5256, atomic scientists 50^^). However, a considerable number of 

physical scientists (33?t)i atomic scientists (3056) and decisionmakers (295^) 

also opposed cancelling power plant sites on these grounds.

In general, the responses given by decisionmakers in this section of 

the questionnaire indicated their conception of citizen group participation 

in the political process is a relatively limited one. Half of them definitely 

reject the idea of public groups participating in political decisionmakingj 

68 per cent felt that atomic energy issues should not be made election issues, 

64 per cent would deal with opposition movements primarily through educating 

the public, and 63 per cent indicatedthey feit the public already has 

adequate infonnation on atomic energy issues, Social scientists contradicted 

these attitudes on every point. They supported public Interest group 

participation {19$), felt atomic energy issues should be part of the 

electoral process {12$), would encourage interest group participation (395^) 

or would halt projects {yj$) when faced with citizen opposition, find 

they did not feel that the Information presently available to the public is 

adequate for rational discussion of atomic energy questions (71?^) • Atomic 

scientists and physical scientists tended to support decisionmakers' 

attitudes that education is the best way to deal with public opposition in . 

general (62^ and 90$ respectively), and they agreed that atomic energy policy 

is not a subject for debate during elections. On the question of supporting

participation by public interest groups, both the atomic and physical

scientists split down the middle. Atomic scientists were also fairly evenly 

divided on the question of whether the public has sufficient information 

available to make informed judgments at this time. Physical scientists {lh$)

agreed with social scientists that they do not.
\

Atomic energy and defense There appeared to be considerable variation of
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opinion among respondents as to where Japan's atomic energy development 

program should rank fs con^ared to seven other countries with atomic energy 

progBams (no. 33). Except for the United States and the Soviet Union which 

were rated well ahead of Japan, ratings over a five-point scale (from 

"much more advanced” to "much less advanced") varied widely, especially in 

the case of China. Generally speaking,aatomic scientists and decisionmakers 

tended to rate other countries more highly as centred to Japan than did 

the social scientists or physical scientists. However, in, the case of 

China, atomic scientists' and decisionmakers' ratings were much lower than 

were social scientists' or physical scientists' ratings. Many variables, 

including distinctions between military programs and civilian development. 

Judgments colored by political attitudes, and differences between the state

of basic research and practical reactor application undoubtedly accounted

for the wide variation in the perceived state of atomic energy development

in Japan and in foreign countries. It is, however, an indication of the

lack of agreement on the role atomic energy should play in Japan, that in

spite of the sizeable investment that has already been made and is currently

being planned for research and development, and in spite of the fact that

Japan is to be relying increasingly on atomic technology for her national 

energy supply, there is as yet no clear perspective on Japan's overall

success in this field.

On the question of how Japan can best meet her national security

needs as a non-nuclear-weapon state, all groups of respondents consistently

expressed a preference foh a multilateral approach to defense guarantees.

There does not appear to be any significant support for the thesis sometimes

proposed that global stability can best be attained through multiple, 
mutually balancing national nuclearVorces (no. 17). A majority of each
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group surveyed, especially deoislomnakers, felt that nuclear proliferation

was basically'destabilizing (decisionmakers 8556, atomic scientists 6856, 

physical scientists 565^, and social scientists There was. also

little tmq,ualified belief in the American nuclear xunbrella as a reliable 

shield from outside attack (no. 23). The most faith in the American 

deterrent was expressed by the physical scientists (31?^) and decisionmakers 

(27^). Among atomic scientists and social scientists the American nuclear

umbrella appeared particularly unreliable. Only Ik per cent of atomic

scientists and 3 per cent of social scientists foimd it a credible^bhsis 

for Japan's nuclear defense. Approximately one-quarter of all respondents 

felt that the United States would fire its nuclear weapons against a state 

which attacked Japan with nuclear weapons, if the aggressor state also 

attacked the United States with nuclear weapons. There was a sizeable 

element of each group which felt the United States would never fire nuclear 

weapons at another state to protect Japan (social scientists atomic

scientists 2&f>, physical scientists 265^, and decisionmakers 19?^).

All groups of respondents expressed strong preferences for meeting

the problems associated with atomic energy, both peaceful and military, on 

a global level (no. 27). The international level, as opposed to the national t 

or regional level, was selected as the most appropriate one by 88 per cent 

of social scientists,' 8k per cent of physical scientists, 75 per oeni oT

atomic scientists, and 72 per cent of decisionmakers, 

also very favorable reaction, especially among the scientists, to the

Likewise, there was

suggestion of a denuclearized zone in Northeast Asia, guaranteed by the

major world powers, within which all manufacture, importation or use of

A number of scientists provided ■ 
space provided. Nearly all of these sa 
eliminated, or words to that effect.

written comments in the "Other" 
id nuclear weapons should be conpletely
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nuclear weapons would be prohibited, (no. 25).. Hinety-three per cent of 

atomic scifentists, 83 per cent of social scientists, 79 per cent of

physical scientists, and 52 per cent of decisionmakers supported such a 

concept, although decisionmakers appeared to hold more reservations and 

gave "No opinion" 28 per cent of the time.

■ In one area of international application of atomic energy, there was 

considerable difference of opinion both between and within groups of

respondents. No consensus seems to have been reached in the scientific

community in Japan on the question of using nuclear explosions for peaceful 

purposes (no. 26). Social scientists split into three nearly equal groups 

favoring either the development of Japan's own explosive devices (31^), the 

use of devices controlled by the IAEA or some similar international agency 

(3656), or the rejection of nuclear explosions by Japan for any purpose 

whatsoever (33/^)* Physical scientists wer,e grouped similarly with 35 per 

cent favoring devices controlled directly'by Japan, 29 per cent supporting 

internationally controlled devices, and 29 per cent fefusing to consider 

Japan's use of nuclear explosions, peaceful or otherwise. Atomic scientists 

, were also divided between using IAEA or other internationally controlled 

explosive devices (44^), or rejecting the use of such devices'altogether 

(33^)- A smaller group (l8^) suggested that Japan should control its own 

devices. A majority of decisionmakers, felt Japan should take advahtage of

peaceful explosion technology through the IAEA or other international 

channels , while 36 per cent favored developing Japanis own peaceful

devices. Only 4 per cent of decisionmakers rejected the idea of using

peaceful nuclear explosions altogether, while approximately one-third of

On one point all groups were in agreement, 
e^losive devices controlled by other

scientists took this stand.

Japan should not seek to utilize

countries.
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By sizeable majorities, all groups agreed that Japan would never need 

nuclear weapons (no. l8). Social scientists (97?^) and atomic scientists 

(8956) felt this most strongly, with physical scientists (T^^X^aud decision- 

makers {6856) less so. Twenty-four per cent of physical scientists and 29 

per cent of decisionmakers felt Japan would need nuclear weapons if there 

was widespread nuclear proliferation. Only atomic scientists were fairly 

confident, however, that Japan would, in fact, never acquire nuclear weapons 

(no. 2h). Seventy per cent of atomic scientists felt Japan would never 

acquire nuclear weapons, hut only 58 per cent of social scientists, 56 

per cent of decisionmakers and 47 per cent of physical scientists. Of those 

in each group who felt that Japan wotild eventually "go nuclear," the great 

majority were unable to estimate within what time grame.

All groups overwhelmingly (by to S2$) supported IAEA inspections 

of peaceful atomic energy facilities (no.-19). Most scientists also agreed 

that in a country where IAEA inspectors were at work, each individual would 

have a personal responsibility (or, as a number of respondents commented, 

a duty as a citizen) to.report suspected violations of nonproliferation 

agreements to the international inspector (no. 21). Social scientists (89^) 

and physical scientists (79^6) supported this concept of personal responsibility 

most strongly, atomic scientists less strongly (63^), and decisionmakers only 

by a plurality {h&f}. The decisionmaker group was most strongly opposed to 

individuals reporting to ihtemational inspectors (33)^)^ while many decision

makers (215^) and atomic scientists (21^) expressed no opinion. A majority of 

scientists also supported making it a legal responsibility to report suspected 

violations to international inspectors (no. 20), but there was less

agreement on the prospect of a legal responsibility than on the concept of 
responsibility (social Scientists 76^6, atomic scientists 6l^).

individual
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Decisionmakers were about evenly divided between those supporting legal 

responsibility and those opposing it (38^t). Twenty-one per cent of

decisionmakers expressed no opinion.

In spite of their apparently internationalist orientation on atomic

energy matters and their willingness to accept international inspection, a

good deal of doubt was expressed on the nonproliferation Treaty by Japanese 

scientists (no. 22). Only 48 per cent of social scientists, 4-3 per cent of 

atomic scientists, and 42 per cent of physical scientists felt that the HPT

should be ratified as it now stands. Sixty-two per cent of decisionmakers 

favored ratification, however. Approximately one-third of the respondents 

rejected ratification of the HPT (atomic scientists 37^, decisionmakers 35^, 

physical scientists 305^, and social scientists 275^) > while a number of 

scientists expressed "No opinion" (physical scientists 275t, social scientists 

24^, and atomic scientists 192^).

Overall, the respondents appeared to agree that nuclear proliferation 

would be destabilizing for the world political community. They rejected 

nuclear weapons under Japanese control'as an effective defense strategy, and 

they also questioned the credibility of the American nuclear umbrella. They 

are less confident that nuclear weapons will never be taken up by Japan in 

the future. In both the peaceful and military application of atomic energy, 

the respondents felt that solutions to problems must be found on the inter

national level. Prom the standpoint of defense, all would seem to favor the

inclusion of Japan in a demilitarized zone in Northeast Asia. Onethe issue 

of- Japan's peaceful development program, all groups of respondents would 

support IAEA inspections. Although scientists as a group generally support 

the concept of a legal and personal (or citizen) responsibility to report 
suspected violations to inspectors,\decisionmakers are less apt to do so.

The two issues which elicited the greatest divergence in opinions, both
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between respondent groups and within them, are those concerning the prospective 

' use of atomic esqjlosions for peaceful purposes and ratification of the KPT.

Perception as a Planning input

Perceptual dissonance The pattern of attitudes which appear in the responses

to this oLuestionnaire are of interest primarily from tlie standpoint of

policy planning in that they are an indication of the configuration and

intensity of potential political demands. If the policymaking process is

to be responsive to inputs from a variety of political interests, and if

policies are to be formulated in terms of the iapact they are esspected to 

have on "partisM" groups within the society, it is important to know how 

these groups within society feel about tbosfe policy areas and how intensely

these attitudes are held. The degree to which political attitudes within

particular social groups are well formulated or not well formulated is one

indication of the inpact a specific policy output will have on those groups.

Likewise, the extent to which the attitudes of one social group reinforce

or counterbalance the attitudes of other groups is an indication of the

ingiact policy outputs will have on the larger societal environment.

Perceptual dissonance is a way of showing this attitudinal relationship

between societal groups. Perceptual dissonance is found by measuring the 

spread between the percentage of individual responses in different groups 

that select the same response to identical questions. Thus, if 65 per cent 

of individuals in group A answer "Yes" to question "X" and 35 per cent of 

Individuals in group B answer "Yes" to question "J", the perceptual dissonance 

between both groups is thirty. The measurement is one of space between, 

groups of responses rather than groups of responses themselves.

Three basic classes, of resp^ses can be identified. These are shown

on the next page as Case no. 1, Case no. 2, and Case no. 3«
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TABLE 9

"PERCEPTUAL DISSONANCE; HYPOTHETICAL CASES

Case no. 1 Case no. 2 Case no. 3

A A AB B B
Yes 905t 90^

No 10?& 10^6

Yes 105^ 90i> 

No 905t lai

Yes 555t

No 552^ 452t

In Case no. 1, attitudes within hoth groups are strongly held (i.e., attitudes 

are intense) and there is a high degree of inter-group perceptual dissonance. 

Various inferences cDuld he made from such an attitudinal pattern, depending 

on the particular circumstances of the individual situation. Generally, 

though, one woiild e^qject that both groups would be united internally in 

their attitudes and that their interests would be readily articulated.

These articulated intra-group interests would most likely clash in the

In Case no. 2, there is a high degree ofinter-group environment, however.

intra-group attitudinal intensity coupled with a low degree of perceptual

dissonance between groups. Individuals within each group are largely in

agreement in their perceptions, and both groups' perceptions are in agreement

on an overall extent. Thus it can be expected that both groups could

readily articulate their interests and that these articxilated interests would

In Case no. 3, the Intensity with which intra-tend to support each other.

group attitudes are held is quite low, and there is a low degree of inter- 

In other words, both groups tend to be divided down thegroup, dissonance, 

middle in their perceptions of a particular issue. In this situation one

can infer that neither group could readily articulate their interests. 

Should either or both achieve success \^n decreasing the degree of intra

group dissonance through some consensus seeking procedure, the degree of
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inter-group dissonance could lessen (if loth groups move in the same direction 

toward a cons’ensus at either end of the spectrum), or widen (if both groups 

move in opposite directions toward a consensus) or if one group,intensifies 

its,attitude position and the other remains the same).-

It should he noted that perceptual dissonance is a measurement only 

of the spread of attitudes within a group. It does not imply that any 

particular political action will follow as a result of changing perceptions. 

Its utility lies in the perspective it can provide planners who are 

scanning a particular issue to identify points where there exists strong 

agreement among actual or potential actors, points where there exists strong 

disagreement, or areas where little consensus exists. Its usefulness as 

a planning guide is in direct proportion to the degree to -which attitudinal 

inputs are solicited from all groups that will feel the intact of any 

particular policy decision.

The perceptual pattern The perceptual differences between each of the four 

groups of respondents were calculated for each of the six atomic energy 

policymaking areas included in this questionnaire. This pro-vldee a

perceptual dissonance matrix with thirty-six entries as shown op the next

page.

On an overall basis, taking the total numbers of responses by all

groups of respondents to the questionnaire, the perceptual differences

between the four groups of respondents and the perceptual differences among

respondents with reference to the six attitude categories in the questionnaire

are also shown.

Clearly, social scientists as a group account for the greatest amount 

of perceptual differences both withii^^the scientific community and between . 

scientists and political decisionmakers. Atomic scientists on the other
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TABM 10

mCEPEUAL DISSONANCE BI GROUPS OF EESPONISNTS ' 
AND CATEGORY OF ATTITUDE

SS-AS SS-PS SS-DM AS-PS AS-DM PS-DM
The public as a
political actor 19.8 16.1 7-h 14.625.0 10.0

Science as a political
Issue-area’ 18.7 16.5 >12.615.9 7.8 11.1

14.3 11.6Role perceptions 8.812.3 20.0 15.0

Advisory
relationships

10.413.9 10.9 19.7 9.1 17.2
Goal formulation
process

14.8' 14.4 10.8 17.411.7 10.1

Atomic energy 
and defense 16.3 10.18.99.7 10.8 11.8

PERCEPTUAL DISSONANCE BETWEEN GROUPS OF RESPONDENTS 
AND BETWEEN CATEGORIES, OF ATTITUDE

Perceptual
Dissonance

Groups of Respondents
Social scientists-Decisionmakers 
Social scientists-Physical scientists 
Physical scientlsts-Decisionmakers 
Social scientists-Atomic scientists 
Atomic scientists-Physical scientists 
Atomic scientlsts-Decisionmakers

. 18.7
14.5
14.5
14.2
10.6
10.0.

4

Categories of Attitude

The public as a political actor 
Science as a political issue-area 
Role perceptions 
Advisory relationships 
Goal formulation process 
Atomic energy and defense

15.4
13.7
13.6

13.5
13.2
11.2

\
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hand, appear to have the lowest degree of perceptual differences with other 

groups. Their perceptual affinity to the decisionmahing group is, of 

course, explained to some extent hy the fact that the decisionmakers in this 

sanple'Vere associated specifically with atomic energy policymaking. It may 

he questioned'whether the perceptions of atomic scientists would he as close 

to the total population of Japanese decisionmakers as they were to this 

select group, or whether the dissonance between decisionmakers in general 

and social and physical scientists might he less than in this case. Further 

polling would he'required to test such a proposition.

'Perceptual dissonance between all four groups was highest oncthese 

questions relating to the public as a political actor (nos. 28, 29, 30, 31). 

Social scientists and decisionmakers were especially far apart in their 

attitudes toward the participation of citizen groups in policymaking, the 

former being strongly in favor and the laljter opposed. Social scientists

also disagreed with the three other groups on how best to deal with citizen 

opposition to atomic energy development. Social scientists favored encouraging 

participation or halting projects the public opposed, while the others 

strongly preferred to rely on educating the public. Such questions can be 

expected to continue to arise as atomic power plants proliferate throxighout t 

populated areas. The issue of public safety can be expected to strain 

fxirther the ties holding together the'.Japanese scientific community, as the

social scientists help to articulate public fears and atomic scientists

rally to their professional standard.

Nakayama Ichiro, Vice President of the Japan Science Council, remarked

a nmber of years ago that modern society offers many opportunities for

scientists to make "political statements" because of the many effects that 

technological change has on the da^ly
life of the average citizen. Opportunity
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has not been enough, as Nakayama observed at the time, to ensure a free

flow of Intellectual stimuli between the scientific community and the

political system in Japan, because too often political leaders seem

"insincere" in seeking scientific input while scientists can appear 

"irresponsible" in their political remarks.

In,this questionnaire, social scientists’ perceptions of the relation

ship between science and politics (nos. 9> 10, 38^ 39j varied much more

1

■ widely as a group than did those of the other three groups of respondents.

While all groups agreed in general that society benefits from political

controversy over scientific research and development, and that scientists 

have a responsibility to engage in such political debate, social scientists 

felt this much more strongly. Social scientists also strongly disagreed with

the other groups on the advisability of meiking atomic energy an election

The same pattern emerges here as in the case of the public role inissue.

decisionmaking, with social scientists favoring politicization of administra

tive policy procedxire to a much'greater extent than other groups. Decision

makers and atomic scientists appear to be the most conservative in this

respect, and while they appreciate the interrelationship of science and 

policymaking, prefer to keep it on a higher, "non-political" level.

On role perception questions (nos. 3j 5) 6, 7j 3^j 35j 36, 37) the

greatest perceptual dissonances occiorred' between social scientists and

decisionmakers, and between physical scientist^ and decisionmakers. Basically

this was.due to the rather critical attitude of scientists toward decision-

Where decisionmakers saw themakers' roles in science poj-icy formulation.

overall relationship between scientists and decisionmakers as generally

cooperative, and felt that decisionmakers as a group appreciated the effect
\

\omiuri Shimbun, Oct. 29, 1958 in DSJP, Oct. 29, 1958, p. 10.
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of their political decisions on science, scientists had an entirely different

image of decisionmakers. Decisionmakers were also given very low marks by

all scientists on their ability to predict the changing social pattern 

flowing from political decisions or scientific innovation. Decisionmakers 

(along with atomic scientists) also perceived scientists' political acumen

less positively than did the scientists themselves, but agreed that scientists 

have a better than average ability to predict the social consequences of

scientific developments. Both groups agreed that decisionmakers generally

shared a much greater similarity of views on atomic energy policy than did 

scientists. Given these perceptual differences there would appear to be

considerable barriers to developing more broadly based scientific input into

the decisionmaking process. As Calder has remarked, to be effective 

scientists must present "a coherent program . . . that can be sold as a 

package to the politicians. Because of tihe contentious nature of the

scientific community in Japan, and the evident strains between scientists 

and decisionmakers, coherent prograi^ dealing with the broad aspects of a 

science policy and social change would seem to be particularly difficult to 

put together.

A very similar pattern of perceptual dissonance appears in the area of , 

advisory relationships (nos. 11, 12, 13, l4, 15, l6). The dissonance comes 

out most strongly between social scientists and decisionmakers, and between 

physical scientists and decisionmakers. The least dissonance appears 

between the views of the atomic scientists on the one hand and physical
)

scientists and decisionmakers on the other. About the only point of general

agreement is the fact that decisionmakers have by far the greatest Influence

in policy determinations. Scientists overall felt much more strongly than
\

^Calder, Tecbnopolls, op. cit.. p. 293.
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decisionmakers that the opinion of the scientific community should wei^ 

heavily in the selection of advisors, and that political opinions of 

scientists should not be a criterion for selection. Decisionmakers also

pve,rwhelmingly felt that when faced with conflicting scientific advice, a 

decisionmaker should make up his own mind based on his original policy" 

objectives. While about half of the scientists would agree (atomic 

scientists much more readily than the others), they also suggested that 

advisory opinions or decisionmaker action be dSfdrred until agreement among 

advisors can be reached, or even in some cases that the decisionmaker act on 

the advice of the scientific majority. The tradition of executive dominance 

is clearly confirmed in this, pattern of responses, although there is evidence 

of a considerable degree of perceptual dissonance between what ^ and what 

ought to be. This is especially true for social scientists.

One reason for the great success that,,the atomic energy development 

program has met in Japan is \mdoubtedly the' fact that there is widespread 

agreement that a source of cheap electrical power should be the primary goal 

of the program. Even social scientists and decisionmakers agreed on this 

point. Atomic scientists as a group were more divided on the relative 

priority of cheap electric power over an independent research and development i 

capability, but even they agreed by a solid majority that an economical 

energy supply was the chief objective. 'All groups were generally consistent 

in their ratings of the relative influence that major bureaucratic actors

have on the policymaking process, and distinguished between the formal

distribution of influence and actual working relationships. Thus, they 

recognized MITI as having a generally high degree of influence although it

has only a peripheral connection to the atomic energy development program in
JSC^

a formal sense, and accorded the very minor role-in spite of its
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supposed advisory role.

The 'least amount of perceptual dissonance appeared on those issues

relating to the defense aspects of atomic energy (nos. 17-2?^ 33)* Tlie
.

greatest differences here occured between decisionmakers and scientists in

all groups. On the question of a Japanese nuclear weapons force this'

perceptual difference was more one of degree than of opposition of views. All

groups rejected the idea that Japan would ever need nuclear weapons, but 

the scientists did so more strongly. Decisionmakers (and physical scientists 

to a greater extent than other scientists) felt that Japan might have need 

of them in the event there was widespread proliferation. Atomic scientists 

were the most optimistic in their views that Japan would never, in fact.

acquire nuclear weapons. Social scientists appeared the least optimistic,

for while nearly all could see no possibility that Japan would ever have need

of nuclear weapons, only a little over ha)jf felt Japan would never acquire

a nuclear force. While decisionmakers were less likely to suggest that Japan

would never need such weaponb, they were much more ready than any of the

scientists' groups to say that nuclear weapons are destabilizing for the

international political system. The pattern of perceptions that occurs on 

this question (no. 17) may not reflect scientists' views entirely accurately,, 

since there were a large number of "Other" responses. The great majority of 

these said there ^ould be no more nuclear weapons, Japan should never have

nuclear weapons, or the like, 

cognitive attitudes on the actual political effect of nuclear weapon

While the question was designed to elicit

proliferation, many of these respondents expressed their affective attitudes 

in the open answer space.

All groups felt that atomic energy could be regulated best on an 
international level, and strongly Supported IAEA inspections of atomic energy
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Scientists also supported the idea of legal and personalprograms.

responsibilities for citizens to report suspected violations of safeguard

regulations. The decisionmaker group was more evenly divided in Its attitude 

toward such responsibilities. Decisionmakers were much stronger in their

support for the HPTj however, than were any groups of scientists. The Idea 

of a Northeast Asian nuclear-free zone was received enthusiastically by 

scientists (especially atomic scientists), but got only moderate support

from deitsionmakers. Opinions varied widely between scientists and decision

makers on whether Japan should or should not, at some future date, make use 

of atomic explosions for peaceful piirposes. 'A third of all scientists 

rejected such uses, but practically no decisionmakers did so. 

each group who supported such programs, opinions were split on whether there

Of those in

should be international control of such devices or whether Japan should

develop her own capability. Finally, the nuclear defense arrangement

between Japan and the United States appears to be of questionable credibility 

to all groups. While there was a great variation in responses and many 

inserted comments, the consensus seems to be that the United States is 

unlikely to use its nuclear weapons to defend Japan and, in any event, would 

do so only if such an action was determined to be in American interests at 

the moment. Overall, both scientists and decisionmakers are highly 

internationally oriented in their approaches to the defense-related questions. 

However, decisionmakers as a group seem to be more conservative in taking 

steps which would close the door to future policy options or which might 

increase the influence of-vextra-societal actors in the internal Japanese

i,

policymaking process.

Impact of scientists on 
the Japanese political system Therk is little evidence to suggest that
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Japanese scientists have had any sustained or substantial impact on the 

declsionmalcing process in Japan or that they can he expected to have any 

in the future. The role of the Japanese scientific advisor in atomic energy 

policymaking appears to he a rather limited one, closely limited to the 

scientist's field of expertise. While the scientific community is represented 

in most•technology assessment groups, the memhership of such bodies tends

to he weighted heavily in favor of government and business interests.

The Japanese view of the science advisor might he said to have been

aptly summarized by Sir Solly Zuckerman, a former British defense advisor. 

Zuckerman has said that "(8)ince the scientist is in the public arena only 

as the expert worker and advisor, it is his eupioyer . . • which commands 

his service and which has the responsibility for action, 

whether to accept or reject his advice is theirs (the enployers') and theirs 

Science and technology have had a cpnsiderable inpact, directly and 

indirectly, in both the input and output aspects of political decisionmaking. 

However, scientists have had li'ttle effect in shaping or channeling these

The decision

..1
only.

inpacts in Japan. To the extent that Japanese scientists seek active 

political roles in shaping societal goals, setting societal priorities or

allocating societal resources, they will very probably be frustrated in most

Instances. The scientist appears destined to be generally either a technician, 

coopted by the political establishment in a limited advisory role, or a 

Cassandra, articulating what he feels to be the general will, only to be

faced with an unresponsive political system and an indifferent public.

'^Calder, Teehnopolis, op. clt. PP-\

4
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CHAPTER VIII

IHTERHATIOKAL LINKAGE: THE HUCI£AR

NONPROLIFERATION TREATY

Political decisionmaking has teen discussed in this study as the process

whereby societal gpals are formulated, societal priorities established, and

societal resources allocated. Chapters II through VII have analyzed this

process primarily Ss an interplay of factors within the national political

unit. National policymaking processes are not immune to Influences from the

larger international environment, however, This is the case especially in

policy areas involving complex technological systems like atomic energy.

Chapters IV and V, dealing with the nuclear- fuel cycle and international

technology exchanges, described the way in which the atomic energy development

program in Japan is linked in its many and varied facets to the global atomic

energy community.

Chapters VIII and IX analyze these global linkages from the standpoint

of national security and the nonproliferation question. Chapter VIII deals 

with the Japanese debate and eventual signing of the Nuclear Nonproliferation 

Treaty. What the NPT would entail, should Japan ratify it, would be the 

direct penetration of non-Japanese political actors into Japanese domestic 

political processes through limitations on the policy options open to 

Japanese decisionmakers and restrictions on resources that could be allocated 

within Japan. Most Japanese did not regard this as entirely legitimate, but 

on practical grounds it was difficul'l^ to reject the NPT completely. The 

agonizing search for consensus on the NPT and Japan's continued reservations
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on the Treaty will he detailed here.

Chapter IX treats the international security aspects of the

nonproliferation issue and Japan's role as an international actor. The

rationale behind the arguments being made for Japanese nuclear forces will 

be examined, and an analysis will be made of the strategic context within 

which a Japanese nuclear force must operate. It is s\iggested that the

decision on a nuclear defense force for Japan will rest as much, if not 

more, on factors external to the Japanese scene as on deliberate policy

designs in Tokyo.

The nonproliferation Treaty:
Debate and Signing

The Nonproliferation Treaty went into effect on March 5, 1970,

culminating a ten-year effort. The movement to frame a legal instrument

which would halt the spread of nuclear weapdns began officially on December 

k, 1961 with the introduction of the "Irish Resolution" into the Sixteenth

Session of the United Nations General Assembly. ..Approximately two weeks 

later the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee (ENDC) was formed to provide

a for™ for the exchange of opinions among the NATO bloc, Warsaw Pact, and
1

non-aligned states.

In August, 1965 an American draft resolution was presented to the ENDC 

at Geneva. The following month a Soviet draft was announced at the U.N. 

General Assembly. By A\igust, I967 both countries had reached general

agreement on a single draft, with the principal exception of the article

4he ENDC Included the United States, Great Britain, France, Italy, 
and Canada from NATO; the Soviet Union, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, and 
Bulgaria from the Warsaw Pact; with Brazil, Mexico, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Egypt, 
India, Burma, and Sweden representing the non-aligned states. The United 
States and the Soviet Union served a^ co-chairmen. France soon dropped out ' 
of the committee but the name was retained.
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relating to safeguards. In March, I968 a draft treaty was presented jointly 

to the General Assembly. The final text was agreed upon after debate, and 

on June 12 the proposed treaty was commended to the world community in a 

formal resolution. On July 1, I968 the NPT was signed by sixty-one nations.

and under the ratification requirements set out in Article IX, became 

effective on March 5> 1970.^

The overall goals set out in the NPT received wide support in Japan. 

There was a general desire to end the nuclear arms race between the super

powers. Therefore, to control the dissemination of atomic technology among 

the numerous lesser world powers, and to have Japan serve as a .prestigious 

member of the civilian atomic energy world community, the government pledged 

Japan's broadest participation. However, specific provisions in the proposed

treaty itself were subjected to considerable debate within the government, 

between the Liberal-Democratic and opposition'parties, and among the

population in general. In the first place, the Japanese always considered

the NPT to be essentially an unequal treaty. The NPT, in Japanese eyes, was

made in Moscow and Washington with the Interests of smaller powers receiving

only tangential consideration. In short, it was felt that the proposed

Nonproliferation Treaty would freeze Japan and other non-nuclear-weapon 

.States into a permanent military inferiority of the most concrete dimensions.

tempered only by generalized assurances of equality in the peaceful uses of

atomic energy.

In the second place, while the nuclear powers viewed the proposed

treaty essentially as a mechanism for avoiding a global nuclear conflict.

^For a more detailed account of the chronology of the NPT see Mason 
Willrich, Non-Proliferation Treaty; Frameworh for Nuclear Arais Control 
(Charlottesville, Virginia; The Mlohi4,Co., 1969)j PP* 53“5^; and *'The Non- 
Proliferation Treaty and the IAEA," International Atomic Energy Agency 
Bulletin. X (1968), 3-7-,
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the Japanese perceived in it a greater, long range objective; nuclear

disarmament. These differences in viewpoint, on the eq,uality of treaty

members and the ultimate objective of the treaty, caiised Jppan to hesitfite 

in signing the agreement. They also account for the fact that Japan has 

still not ratified the NPT. Japan has certain expectations of the treaty 

which, if unfulfilled, could jeopardize the very concept embodied therein.

The debate over the Nonproliferation Treaty in Japan revolved around

(l) nuclear disarmament, (2) security of the non-nuclear-five major issues;

weapon states, (3) equality in the peaceful i:ises of atomic energy, (!)■) the 

time frame of the treaty, and (5) inspection of atomic energy facilities.^ 

The discussion of these points proceeds in four parts. First, the .general

normative expectations of the Japanese public and leading political actors 

in the period prior to the release of the first Soviet-American draft are 

examined. These expectations are conqiared, On each of the five issues noted 

above, with the actual provisions appearing in the final treaty in July, 

1968. Second, the debate on these same points are examined' from the 

perspectives of the opposition parties, the IDP, and the government. Third, 

the evolution of the positions of the major political actors are analyzed , 

during the period between the introduction of the first Soviet-American 

_draft in August, I967 and the formal signing of the document by the three 

sponsoring states in July, 1968. The factors which finally brought Japan 

around to signing the treaty are examined along with reactions to this move

^hese issues, which were to cause such lengthy debate in Japan, were 
anticipated in UNGA Resolution No. 2028, passed in November, I965 shortly 
after the first American and Soviet drafts were presented. The resolution 
called for an agreement which would close all proliferation loopholes, reach 
an equitable balance on the respective responsibilities and obligations of 
both the nuclear-weapon and non-nuclear-weapon states, and serve as as a 
step toward nuclear disarmament. See\^Iawrence Scheinman's account in 
"Nuclear Safeguards, the Peaceful Atom and the IAEA," International 
Conciliation, Ho. 572 (March, 1969), 9-
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within Japan. Finally, the q,uestions of Japanese ratification of the NPT 

and of Japan's reservations on the inspection and disarmament and security 

provisions contained in the treaty are analyzed..

General Policy Implications of the NPT

The issues

Nuclear disarmament.--When the United Nations began discussing the

American and Soviet draft treaties on nonproliferation in the autumn of 

1965, Japanese U.N. Ambassador Matsui and Foreign Minister Shiina outlined 

Japan's position of disarmament and the NPT. First, the proposed treaty 

should be considered'as one part of an overall nuclear disarmament program. 

Second, the treaty should include a prohibition on all nuclear testing. 

Evidence of Tokyo's concern over disarmament was the announcement in April, 

1966 by the Foreign Ministry that it intended to set up a special Disannament 

Office.^ Vice Foreign Minister Shimoda Takezo even stated at one point that

Japan could not become a signatory to the pact without a reduction of the

nuclear weapon arsenals maintained by the supeiT)owers or, at least, a
2

sincere declaration on their part to do so.

It is doubtful that the Japanese ever really expected the nUClear- 'i

weapon powers to make substantial reductions in their nuclear weapon

holdings during the course of the NPT discussions, 

while such a quid pro quo was just, it would not be an "absolute condition" 

for signing.

statement by the Soviet Uniop and the United States expressing their

It was recognized that

The most the government really expected, probably, was a

^okyo Shlmbim. Feb. l4, I966 in DSJP, Feb. l4, I966, p. 8. 

^Sankei Shlmbun, Feb. I9, I966 in DSJP. Feb. I9, I966, p. 4. 

%lhon Kelzal, Apr. 23, 1966 in DSJP, Apr. 26, I966, p. 3.
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Intention to reduce nuclear arms. The Japanese wanted this pledge to appear 

within the body of the treaty rather than simply in the preamble as the 
superpowers, had suggested.^ Japan was to be disappointed on the dlsarmai^nt

issue just as she was to be on the desire for a ban on underground testing.

even though the neutral members of the KHBC gave their support on this 
2

latter q.ue8tion.

There is no question but that the Nonproliferation Treaty failed to

incorporate the Japanese view that the primary goal of the agreement was to

serve as a first step to worldwide nuclear disarmament. The main purpose of 

the NPT, as state<i^in the preamble, is to "avert the danger of (a nuclear) 

war . . . ." It is true that the_ signatories, once again in the •preamble, 

pledged to "seek to achieve the discontinuance of all test explosions," and 

declared "their intention to achieve at the earliest possible date cessation

of the nuclear arms race and to undertake effective measures in the direction

of nuclear disarmament." There is nothing binding about these declarations.

however, nor any deadlines to encourage speedy realization of them. The 

farthest the nuclear-weapon states would go was to agree to ."pursue 

negotiations in good faith" on bringing about an end to the arms race and 

achieving nuclear disarmament (Article Vl).

Clearly, the latter is not going to happen any time soon. The NPT

might even possibly make nuclear disarmament less likely. By institutional

izing the preponderant American-Soviet voice in the nuclear weaponry 

consortixim, the NPT shoxild reduce the uncertainty which led the two powers

to the conference table in the first place. The adherence of France and

China to the treaty, while it would lend more stability to relationships

%lhon Kelzai, Feb. 22, I967 k DSJP. Feb. 22/23, 196?, P-6. 

^Malnlchi Shimbun, Feb. 20, 196? in DSJP, Feb. 22, 1967, PP- 36-38.
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among the great powers and close the proliferation circle, would he welcome 

but would not necessarily Increase the possibility of nuclear disarmament. 

Evidently, the present nuclear-weapon states have confidence in their 

ability to control the use of their own bombs. None of them, including 

France and China, seem inclined to proliferate nuclear weapons to non

nuclear-weapon states regardless of what military or ideological alliances 

may exist between them. But neither do they appear to predicate the success 

of nonproliferation on the speedy denuclearization of their .own weapon 

arsenals.

Some movement has been observed recently in the area of strategic arms 

limitations, but SAIS? owes little to the NIT. 'limiting strategic armaments 

in order to reduce military budgets or to stabilize weapon systems planning 

is a desirable payoff in and of Itself. It req.uires a q.ualitative jun^) to 

bridge the strategic gap, however, between limiting armaments and eliminating 

them altogether.

Thus, it appears that Japanese demands for poncrete nuclear disarmament

within the context of the MET are boimd to be frustrated. Such arms

reductions as do occur will be limited in nature and will come about as a .

result of understandings between the nuclear-weapon states with little, if

_^any, causal connection with nonproliferation schemes, 

provided the nuclear-weapon states truly have the will to limit or reduce

On the other hand.

nuclear arms, a universally observed imderstanding on nonproliferation would 

likely help to prepare the way.

Security of non
nuclear-weapon states. —One immediate concern of the non-nuclear-

weapon states, which were being asked to deny themselves access to nuclear
\

defenses, was security. Japanese defense policy was founded on three
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aBSumptions. First, Japan did not intend to rely on nuclear weapons for 

defense. Second, Japan expected a general arms reduction to accompany a 

nonproliferation agreement. Third, the basis of Japanese security would 
continue to be the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty.^ As one conservative 

newspaper observed, "nonproliferation" did not preclude consultation between 

nuclear-weapon and non-nuclear-weapon states with mutual security treaties 

on such matters as nuclear planning, target selection or the use of nuclear 
2

devices.

The Security Treaty between the United States and Japan was a volatile

Debate over the defense relationshipdomestic political issue at this time.

between the two countries was carried out not only in terms of the. HPT, but 

also in the context of the American "nuclear umbrella" and the upcoming 

Okinawan reversion. Even among those who favored Japaneae-American ties 

many hoped for renegotiation og the treaty. ' When the Soviet Union proposed 

that the nonproliferation draft include a clause prohibiting nuclear attacks 

on non-nuclear powers, the question of the American "umbrella" was drawn 

clearly.

In the eyes of the socialists, Japan could not qualify for exen^ptlon
ifrom nuclear attack while under the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty because there 

__ was no guarantee against the Introduction of nuclear weapons into Japan.

The Liberal-Democratic Party took the stand that, since the Security Treaty 

was wholly defensive in intent, there was no conflict in retaining it while 

accepting a Soviet guarantee as well. The Foreign Ministry indicated that 

the Soviet proposal was more Intended to weaken the Security Treaty than

^okyo Shlmbun, Feb. lb, I966 in DSJP, Feb. 16, I966, p. 8j and Feb. 
21, 1966 in DSJP. Feb. 21, I966, p. 2.

%lhon Kslzal, Apr. 23, I966 l^DSJP, Apr. 26, 1966, p. 3.
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anytjplng else, and at any rate, the pledge would be meaningless in practice
1

without real efforts at disarmament. Foreign Minister Shiina clouded the

issue by e::q)laining that the "nuclear umbrella" was a matter of 

interpretation. If considered in the general sense that the United States

nuclear arsenal was a deterrent to global nuclear war, then Japan was indeed

under the umbrella. If, however, one implied an umbrella consisting of an

Aslan multilateral nuclear force on the order of NATO, then Japan could not
2be considered to be under the American nuclear lambrella. .

The problem of China was also a major security q.uestlon. Many Japanese 

were concerned that the cause of nonproliferation would be hopeless should 

China not be included in the proposed treaty; Since there was little 

likelihood that China would agree to sign, what then shoxild be the Japanese 

attitudeProfessing to speak-for the Foreign Ministry, one editor
k

suggested that, without China, Japan would'have to "reserve its attitude." 

The Chinese bomb was not viewed as having an entirely negative effect

on nonproliferation, however. Whatever the feelings on the need for Japan 

to sign the NFT, it was agreed generally that the treaty was an unequal one.'

Some people concluded, therefore, that the Chinese nuclear force might -

encourage the nuclear-weapon states to be more accommodating to the smaller.

non-nuclear states to forestall their following the Chinese. As the Mainlchl

Shimbun editorialized, Chinese nuclear weapons should be seen "not as a

.^Mainichl Shlmbun, Feb. 17, 1966 in D^. Feb. I7, I966, p. 18; Asahl 
Shimbun. Feb. 19, 19^6 in DSJP, Feb. 22, I966, p. 30.

^Tokyo Shlmbun, Feb. I9, I966 in DSJP, Feb. 19, 1966, p. 34.

^See, for instance, the discussion by Wakaizumi Kei in the Mainlchl 
Shimbun. Nov. 19, I966 in DSJP. Dec. 3, I966, pp. 26-31j Yomiurl Shlmbun. 
Feb. 21, 1966 in DSJP. Feb, I9, 196^, p, 6.

^Nlhon Keizal, Apr. 23, 1966 in DSJP, Apr. 26, I966, p. 3-
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threat on the nuclear-holding nations, hut rather as a stimulant to have

non-nuclear-holding nations raise demands for acquiring nuclear weapons, 

and also as a showing that even less-developed, nations can develop nuclear 

weapons in a con^jaratively short period of time.

The Nonproliferation Treaty gave Japan little in the way of added

security except in the general sense that the world is presumed to he a

safer place now that the treaty has gone into effect. Article VII does 

tacitly encourage regional treaties to han nuclear weapons hy ejqjressly 

stating that the treaty does not prohibit them. In an effort to assuage 

some of the anxiety expressed hy the non-nuclear-weapon states over their 

security (or lack of it), the United States, the Soviet Union, and Great

Britain all supported United Nations Security Council Resolution No, 255 in 

June, 1968. Under this resolution. Security Coxmcil members are required 

to take "immediate action" should an act of aggression or threat of

aggression with nuclear weapons take place against a non-nuclear-weapon

state. The resolution further specifies the right of individual or

collective self-defense for any such victim until the Security Council can 
act.^

From the Japanese standpoint, the "guarantee" so expressed is less

than iron clad. The form a Security Council action would take, in the event

Japan were attacked or threatened with nuclear weapons, is unclear. There 

is no definition of what a "threat" consists of, nor is it at all certain 

that the Security Council could agree that a threat had heen made, much less

on how to deal with it. It is not surprising that Japanese question the

^Inlchl Shimhun, Feh. 23, 196? in DSJP. Feh. 23, I967, p. 3.

S^illiam C. Foster, "United St^es, United Kingdom, and Soviet Union 
Propose Security Assurances Resolution," Department of State Bulletin. LVIII 
(March 25, I968), 401-03.
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reliability of such security guarantees. Unless they are absolute, such 

pledges are considered essentially worthless. But if they are absolute, how 

credible are they? The difficulty with any such credible guarantee to the

non-nuclear-weapon states is that they are, in David Vital's words, "locked 

into the super powers' own strategic deadlock."^

Moreover, since the NPT was signed by Japan in 1970, the government of 

the People's Republic has taken over China's seat in the United Nations, 

including the Security Council. The only conceivable instance in which the 

Security Council guarantee could have any practical application for Japan 

would have been, in the event of a nuclear attack by the Chinese, 

comfort Tokyo may have found in the tripartite guarantee must have largely 

evaporated with the seating of Peking in the United Nations. Before Japan 

can place any real confidence in-the guarantees of her security under the NPT, 

China will have to be Included in its framework.

While the nuclear-weapon signatories see increased national security 

stemming from the NPT, other states, Japan among,.them, do not find such a 

direct correlation. The nonproliferation of nuclear weapons will be 

successful only so long as the potential-nuclear-weapon states feel secure, 

and/or are convinced that the acquisition of nuclear weapons would not afford 

_ them a measure of protection great enough to overcome the decrease in 

security that such a step would, ipso facto, entail. The treaty does not, 

incltself, provide this security. One Japanese observer recently noted that 

because of the status quo nature of the HPT it really makes little difference 

for the security of a country without nuclear forces whether it becomes a

Whatever

^David Vital, "The Problems of Guarantees," in Preventing the Spread 
of Nuclear Weapons, ed. by (Charles F. Barnaby (London: Souvenir Press,

\
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party to the treaty or not.^ It was exactly this point that helped to make

possible Japan's signing. The NTT presented the best hope of putting some 

order into the rapid dissemination of atomic energy technology throughout

the world. Meanwhile, for Japan, the Security Treaty with the United States

remained intact.

Peaceful uses of atomic energy.—On the issue of peaceful uses of 

atomic energy, there was a desire generally among Japanese for an HPT

guarantee of full technological equality between the nuclear-weapon and non

nuclear-weapon states. The editor of the Tokyo•Shimbun stated the Japanese 

case most succinctly."^

In every respect we must say that this is a one-sided treaty which is 
favorable only for the nuclear holding nations .... At least the 
right of peaceful nuclear development should be naturally recognized 
for all nations under reliable international inspection.^

The only real disagreement was over the use of nuclear explosions for

peaceful purposes. A rather forceful pronoimcement with a semi-official 

character was made on this point by Shimoda Takezo,^ the Administrative Vice- 

Minister of Foreign Affairs. ■ In February, 1967 Shimoda stated publicly that

the right to use atomic energy for peaceful purposes must be assured in the -
i

HPT. Furthermore, he claimed that nuclear testing for peaceful uses should 

be within Japan's rights under the treaty. Without this provision, Shimoda 

suggested, Japan would have to give "grave consideration" to the proposed 
treaty.^

The socialists objected to any use of nuclear explosions for any

^Eyukichi Imai, "The Non-Proliferation Treaty and Japan," Bulletin of 
the Atomic Scientists, .XXV (May, I969),

gTokyo Shimbun. Feb. I9,.1967 in.DSJP, Feb. 21, 1967, pp. 1-2.

^Sankel Shimbun. Feb. 10, I967 in DSJP. Feb. 10, 1967, p. 13-
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purpoBe, peaceful or otherwise. The press, in general, took the attitude 

that since the technological possibilities of such nuclear devices were still

unknown, it would be best to retain options for future use shoxO-d they prove

feasible. The Latin American Non-Nuclear Armament Treaty, signed that same

month, contained an article dealing with the right to use peaceful nuclear 

explosions in the future, and this encouraged the Japanese to demand that the 
NPT also include such a guarantee.^ The Shimoda statement itself was

p
applauded by the press for underscoring the "egoism" of the major powers.

Such forceful language was seen as serving two ends. Since Japan was not 

prlvy^ to the Soviet-Ameyloan draft discussions, and-since it did-not have a

seat on the EHDC, Vice Minister Shimoda's stand would state Japan's cSse

vigorously in these councils. Also, the Shimoda statement was welcomed as a

realistic assessment which would encourage public debate on the vital issue 

in Japan.^

While Prims Minister Sato reportedly stressed that Shimoda's views were

strictly personal, the government nevertheless demanded Japan's right of full 

access to atomic technology in' the future. Foreign Minister Miki stated the 

issue succinctly in March, I967 at an ENDC meeting. Although not an official '

policy statement, Miki probably capstilized the thinking of many Japanese 

both in and out of public life. During a discussion of peaceful explosions.

he said:

I would like to state that the Government has no intention at this time 
to develop nuclear explosives. What I wish to say here is that our 
futxrre generations should not be deprived of the opportunity to take

%omluri Shimbun, Feb. 21, I967 in DSJP, Feb. 22/23, 1967, p. 
Malnlchl Shlmbun, Feb. 23, 1967 in DSJP. Feb. 22/23, I967, pp. 3-5-

2
Sankei Shlxabim, Feb. 12 , 1967 in DSJP. Feb. II/13, 1967, p. 3- 

^Asahi Shimbun. Feb. 11, 1967 in DSJP. Feb. Ik, I967, p. 28.
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part in the progress of atomic science towards the utilization of its 
■ fruits for peaceful purposes.^

However, to have pressed the issue of peaceful explosions too force-
. '-si

fuUy would only have stimulated criticism at home and might have delayed' 

Japan's signing, while needlessly irritating the United States, which had

already, come out against the use of such explosives hy non-nuclear-weapon

states until such time as peaceful devices could he distinguished technolog

ically from nuclear weapons. Science and Technology Agency Director NUcaido

acknowledged that while peaceful explosions did not violate the letter of

the Atomic Energy Basic Law, they would perhaps be interpreted as violating
•IS: * P

its spirit because of the military inplications any such move would have. 

The Foreign Ministry explained that "although it (the government) will call

for recognition of nuclear explosives for peaceful purposes as a right, it

does not mean it Intends to conduct nuclear explosions Immediately by this."^

Foreign Minister Mlki assured the country that Japan could forego its option

at this time without conpromising its future equality in the peaceful
4

development of atomic energy.

On the issue of equality in the uses of peaceful atomic technology, the 

Nonproliferation Treaty would appear to offset most of Japan’s immediate 

fears that in accepting restrictions' on the military development of nuclear 

energy it would be hobbling its clvilien atomic energy program as well. The 

preamble affirms that the benefits of peaceful applications, "including any 

technological by-products which may be derived . . . from the development of

%

^Bamaby, Preventing the Spread of Nuclear Weapons, op. clt., p. 58..

^Sankel Shlmbun, Mar. 10, I967 in DSJP, Mar. 11, I967, p. 24.

^Malnlchl Sbimbun, Feb. 23, 1967 in DSJP, Feb. 23, 1967, p. 4o.
4 ,
Nihon Kislzai, Mar. 9, 1967 in DSJP, Mar. 9, 1967, p. 7; Asahl 

Shimbun, Mar. 3> I967 .in DSJP, Mar. 4, I967, p. 17*
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nuclear explosive devices . . will be available to all parties to the 

treaty. It also provides for the "fullest possible exchange of scientific 

information." Again, in Article V, the nuclear-weapon states sup;^rt the 

ri^t of non-nuclear-weapon states to share in the benefits of peaceful 

nuclear explosions. Actual explosions are to be supervised by a nuclear-

weapon state, and the service is to be provided at a price "as low as 

possible." It was further stated that when calculating the cost of nuclear 

explosions the nuclear-weapon states will not include the cost of previous

While it is assumed that no non-nuclear-weapon 

states will conduct t^ir own explosions, they are guaranteed the "right to 

participate in the fullest possible exchange of equipment, materials’ and 

scientific and technological information ..." (Article IV).

research and development.

While such assurances would s'eem to satisfy the fears of the non

nuclear-weapon states for the time being, there are generalities which could 

lead to differing interpretations in the futiire. Mason Wlllrlch has pointed 

out, for Instance, that the prohibition on the "manufacture" of nuclear

weapons is really quite vague, since there is nothing to ejqiiain how it is

possible to separate the civilian and military aspects of the manufacturing ' 

All of the stages of civilian atomic power production can haveprocess.

military significance, since it is not until the latter steps of the fuel 

cycle that civilian and military applications can be differentiated.^ The 

problem' of the centrifugal separation technique has already been discussed. 

The question of nuclear explosions for peaceful pTjrposes is another issue

that could cause disagreement in the future. Should the non-nuclear-weapon 

states feel that they were not sharing fully in the "by-products" of such 

explosions at some future point, those.with the potential to do so might
\

^illrich, Mon-Fro3j.feratlon Treaty, op. clt.. pp. 91-93.
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decide to manufacture their own "devices."

Term of the treaty.—^Another objection raised in Japan on the draft

nonproliferation treaty was over the length of tisne it was to run. Since it

was considered unequal, many people feared that Japan would suffer if

committed for too long a period. Moreover, since a pledge by the super

powers to reduce nuclear armaments was to be a condition for Japan's

signing, it was felt that the movement on disarmament should be reviewed

periodically. Should the potential nuclear powers be safely tucked away

under the limitations of the MPT for twenty-five years, the Soviet Union 

and the United States might not assign nuclear disarmament as high a

priority as they would if it were made a condition for continuing a

nonproliferation agreement.

There was widespread support for a five year limit on the treaty.

This, it was felt, would encourage flexibility on other questions like 

disarmament, security, and peaceful uses. At the same time, it would

encourage the widest possible International participation in the treaty and 

give it the best chance of success.^ The government came out in favor of a 

longer period of validity but with the opportunity for "restudy" every five
2

years or so.
-3a

The Japanese were -generally pleased with the time frame provisions of 

the MPT and with the opportunities provided for renegotiation. Article VIII

provides for a review conference in Geneva five years after the treaty takes 

In twenty-five years (1995) s conference is to meet toeffect,- viz.. 1975*

decide by majority vote whether or not the treaty should continue in force

%ihon Kfilzal, Apr. 23, 1966 in IgJP, Apr. 26, I966, p. 3- 

%lhon Kelzal, Mar. 9, 1967 in DSJP. Mar. 9, 1967, P- 7-
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(Article X). Between those two dates, the parties are given the opportunity 

- to call for a review of the treaty once every five years if a majority of 

them so desire. Article X also includes a three-month withdrawal'^clause to 

be used in the event a country feels its "supreme interests" are "jeopardized" 

by continued adherence to the agreement.

The Nonproliferation Treaty may be amended if at least one-third of the 

parties request the depositary governments (United States, Soviet Union, and 

Great Britain) to call a conference. Amendments become effective when

approved by majority vote, including the nuclear-weapon states and the members 

of the lAKA Board-of ^vemors (Article VIII), of-which Japan is a member. 

Amendments are binding only on those governments that deposit ratification 

of the amendment.

Inspection.—International inspection of civilian atomic energy 

facilities was one of the most intractable problems of all in the search for

a workable nonproliferation agreement. In the first place, the inspection

proposals put forth by the nuclear-weapon states were the most blatant

confirmation of the national inequality to be written into the NPT. It was

the non-nuclear-weapon states that would have to submit to foreign inspection

of their peaceful atomic energy operations. The Nonproliferation Treaty 

would not require the nuclear-weapon states to submit to inspection of their

civilian facilities, and certainly would not infringe upon the secrecy of

privileged military Information. The fact that the United States and Great

Britain voluntarily aceepted-. inspection of their civilian programs still did

not erase the second class status that the treaty would impose on the non

nuclear powers in their own eyes. Even before the final draft was agreed
\
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considered inspection a major irritant. As Foreign Minister Miki frankly 

stated, "Japan makes it a principle that all coimtries should undergo 

inspection by, the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Article III of the Nonproliferation Treaty requires all non-nuclear- 

weapon states to accept IAEA safeguards on all source and special fissionable 

material, whether Inside or outside a nuclear facility, that is being 

"produced, processed or used." The pledge in the preamble "to cooperate in 

facilitating the application of International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards 

on peaceful nuclear activities" is underwritten by the promise "to avoid 

hampering the economic or technological development of the Parties" (Article 

III), and by recognition of the principle that inspection shall be performed 

"by use of instruments and other techniques at certain strategic points . . ." 

(preamble). These three poihtss-uhfettered economic development, maximum use
•V

of mechanicald;inspection devices, and concentration of inspections at critical 

stages in the fuel cycle—were insisted upon by the non-nuclear-weapon states. 

They constitute, most probably, the absolute minimum conditions under which 

international inspection can proceed in these countries.

Government and Party Views

Opposition parties Of the four opposition parties in Japan, two (the 

communists and the Komeito) opposed the proposed treaty from the start, and 

two (the socialists) gave qualified support to certain parts of the treaty 

during this period. A3J. cams out in opposition to Japan's signing in March, 

1970,-however.

The communists.—Of the four parties, the policy stand of the Japan 

Communist Pajrty was the most unequivocal. The communists opposed the NPT

%lhon Kelzal, May. 12, I967 in DSJP. May I3, 1967, p. 29.
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outright as long as Japan retained its Security Treaty with the United

Bather than moving toward world peace, the NPT, in the view of the 

JCP, was siii5>ly placing Japan more securely under the American nuclear

States.

umbrella and making its destruction all the more certain in the event of a 

nuclear war.^

Komeito.—Komeito, likewise, was opposed to the HPT from the start.

■ First, the party called for total nuclear disarmament and insisted that this

objective be outlined in specific terms in the treaty. A simple pledge by 

the supei^owers to work toward a mutual reduction of arms was deemed 

insufficient. Seco^, the HPT was not considered to furnish adequate 

security to the non-nuclear-weapon states. It did not include China or

Prance, nor was there any prohibition of underground nuclear tests. 

Moreover, Komeito insisted on a clear prohibition on introducing nuclear 

weapons, without which the party would "oppose any self-justified treaty, 

like the U.S. draft, which is designed to perpetuate nuclearized countries' 

nuclear monopoly and bring in nuclear weapons to non-nuclearized countries. ..2

Komeito also objected to the inspection system which it felt threatened

the peaceful atomic energy development program. Finally, Komeito advocated 

more explicit guarantees that Japan would not be shortchanged on peaceful

i

atomic energy technology, including the tise of nuclear explosive devices.

The latter should be used only after nuclear disarmament was congileted.

^omiuri Shimbun, Mar. 9, I967 in DSJP, Mar. 9, 1967, p. Sankei 
Shimbun, Apr. 14. I967 in DSJP, Apr. p. 2.

^Komei Shimbun. May 16, I967 in DSJP, May 19, 19^7, p. 37.

\
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however.^

The socialists.—The Japan Socialist Party (JSP) and the Democratic 

Socialist Party (DSP), unlike the JCP and Komeito, at first gave qualified

support to the HPT. However, like the former, they too, held considerable '

reservations on the substance of the treaty. Both the JSP and the DSP

viewed the Nonproliferation Treaty as a step toward the ultimate goal of

disarmament. The JSP Central Executive Committee lent its conditional

support in March, I967 to the "concliision of an agreement concerning nuclear 

non-proliferation as the first step to a total ban on nuclear weapons and

Both parties also agreed that the non-nuclear- 

weapon states must be guaranteed full equality in the peaceful uses of

then total abrogation.

atomic energy, but unlike Komeito, neither the JSP nor the DSP supported the 

use by Japan of nuclear explosions for peaceful,purposes.^

On the question of national security, the JSP urged that Jppan issue 

a unilateral declaration renouncing the use of nuclear weapons while, at the

same time, banning all nuclear submarines and aircraft carriers from the
kwaters around the home islands and Okinawa. The DSP, on the other hand.

looked upon Japan's potential for manufacturing nuclear weapons as a

bargaining tool that should be exploited in order to enhance the security of

^Kbmei Shimbun. Mar. 2, I967 in DSJP, Mar. 3, 1967, pp. 1-2; and May 
16, 1967 in DSJP, May I9, I967, pp. 36-38; Tokyo Shimbun. Mar. 31, 1967 in 
DS^, Apr. 6, 1967, p. 13; Mainlehl Shimbunj, Apr. 12, I967 in DSJP. Apr. 12, 
^57, P. 36.

p
Yomlurl Shlmbim, Mar. 9, I967 in DSJP, Mar. 9, I967, p. 3^; see also 

Tokyo Shimbun. Jan. 20, I967 in DSJP, Jan. 21, I967, p. 19; Malnichl 
Shimbun, Mar. 31, 1967 in DSJP, Apr. 6, I967, p. 13.

^Sankel Shimbun, Feb. 21, 1967 in DSp. Feb. 21, I967, p. 37; Tokyo
Shimbun, Mar. 31, I967 in DSJP, Apr, 6, \1967, p. 13; Yomlurl Shimbun, Mar.
9, 1967 in DSJP. Mar 9, 19577”p- 3^;. \

^Tokyo Shimbun, Jan. 20, I967 in DSJP, Jan. 21, I967, p. I9.
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the state In the international sphere. While the JSP would have Japan

announce a unilateral non-nuclear declaration, the DSP looked instead to a 

joint declaration hy the nuclear-weapon powers to guarantee the seciority of
1the non-nuclear-weapon states.

The Democratic Socialists also pvished the idea of a "non-nuclear cluh,"

coii5)osed of potential-nuclear-weapon countries, which would put pressure on

the United States and the Soviet Union to come to terms with states like

Japan that had indicated their willingness to forego a nuclear defense

program in return for nuclear disarmament, increased national security 

guarantees, and equaj-ity in the development of the peaceful tises of atomic 

In essence, the "non-nuclear cluh" would serve as a coordinatedenergy.

front to ingress upon the superpowers the nuclear weaponry potential of 

countries like Japan, West Germany, and India.

Interest was expressed in various quarters on the possibility of Joint

foreign policy action, especially between Japan and West Germany. Prime 

Minister Sato addressed the concept in general terms, but deliberately

played it low key. No government move was ever made openly to effect such a

policy alliance. However, in April, 1967 two representatives were dispatched

abroad to convey Japan's reservations.on the NPT. While former Vice Foreign

-■Minister Ohno Katsumi traveled to the United States, JAEC Commissioner

Hishimura Kiunao exchanged views with leaders in Sweden, West Germany, Italy,

Switzerland, and India. All of the latter were, of course, prominent
2potential-nuclear-weapon states. The DSP continued to search out the 

possibilities of cooperation by the nuclear weapon "potentials" on discrete

^okyo Shimbun, Mar. 31j 1967 in DS^. Apr. 6, I967, p. 13j Yomluri 
Shjjnbun, Mar. 9> 19^7 in DSJP-, Mar. 9> 1967^ P- 
1967 in DSJP, Apr. 27, 1967, pp. l4-l4.

34; Asahi Shlmbvin, Apr. 21, ,

^Yomluri Shimbun.-Apr. 12, I967 in DSJP. Apr. 12, I967, pp. 31-32.
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policy questions.^

Both the DSP and the JSP felt that the non-participation of France 

and China, especially the latter, was a major weakness of the proposed NPT. 

The JSP proposal was first, to bring China into full membership in the United 

Nations, and then include her in an international disannEunent conference.

Only then, it was argued, could China he expected to adhere to the objectives 

of the treaty. The DSP, more chary of Chinese objectives, looked upon 

Peking's foreign and military policy more as the product of China's status as 

a nuclear-weapon state than as a function of its highly advertised 

chaapionshlp of the ^have not" countries. The DSP preferred a United Nations 

declaration guaranteeing all non-nuclear-weapon’ states against the nuclear- 

weapon powers, including China and France. These latter two, as well as the 

United States, the Soviet Union and Great Britain, the DSP felt, would be 

susceptible to pressure from a united coalition of potential nuclear powers.^

The government and the LDP Within the LDP there were differences of opinion 

on the proposed nonproliferation agreement, but party leaders refrained from 

seeking a formal policy declaration until after the government made its 

stand clear. The government itself was by no means satisfied with the draft 

presented by the United States and the Soviet Union, and launched the Diet 

debate in the spring of 1967 with mixed feelings. While supporting 

nonproliferation generally and desiring the widest possible international 

participation, the government held the treaty to be inherently unequal and

^Inlchi Shlmbun, Sep. 7, 1967 in DSJP. Sep. 8, I967, p. 7; and Nov. 
19, 1966 in DSJP. Dec73. 19^6, pp. 26-31; Sankel Shimbun, Mar. I8, I967 in 
DSJP. Mar. 21, I967, p. 1.

^Asahl Shimbun, Apr. 21,. I967 in DSJP. Apr. 27, I967, pp. ik-lS-, 
Malnichl Shlmbun. Apr. 12, I967 in DSJP. Apr. 12, 1967, p. 35.
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needing considerable negotiation.^

On disarmament, the government professed to see movement, and indicated

it would accept Soviet and Smerican assurances at face value for -the time 

being. The NPT would be regarded as a step toward "general and complete 

disarmament" in Japan, it was explained, while both nuclear-weapon and non

nuclear-weapon states were urged to "share their duties and obligations" and 

"respect each others' opinions." As evidence of the superpowers' goodwill.

Japan would insist that a pledge to continue efforts on nuclear disarmament

be included in the body of the treaty, and not just in the preamble as had

been previously suggested.

As to Japanese security, the cabinet placed its reliance, for. the time

being, on the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty. However, the government

acknowledged that the defense relationship would have to be changed in the 
2

future. Spokesmen expressed hope that the whole international secvirity

^For the government's position on the HPT see Japan Report, XIII (June 
15, 1967), 5-6; Mainichi Shimbun. Apr. I6, I967 in. DSJP. Apr. 16, 1967, p. . 
36; Hlhon Kelzai, Mar. 14, 1967 in DSJP. Mar. Ih, I967, p. 25; Sankei 
Shimbun. Mar. 20, I967 in DSJP, Mar. 20, I967, p. 17; Tokyo Shimbun. Mar. ll;, 
1967 in DSJP. Mar. Ih, I967, p. 33; Yomluri Shimbun, Mar. 14, I967 in DSJP. 
Mar. p. 21; and Apr. 12, 1967 in DSJP, Apr. 12, I967, pp. 31-32. .

^he government's attitude on the Security Treaty was supported by a 
considerable body of public opinion. The results of a few public opinion 

^surveys taken in Japan in recent years clearly indicate that the treaty, in 
its 1952 and 19^ versions, was not acceptable as a permanent defense 
arrangement. In 1957> for instance, one poll revealed that 35 per cent of 
the respondents preferred neutrality and 24 per cent reliance on the United 
nations as the chief focus of defense policy. In I966 a similar poll showed 
25 per cent in favor of neutrality and 26 per cent preferring the U.H. as 
Japan's chief security guarantor. In the earlier sangtle, l4 per cent chose 
to rely on the United States; by I966 those favoring this approach had 
declined to 7 per cent. Another 1966 poll showed that less than 10 per cent 
of those san^jled favored the Security Treaty in its current form. Both I966 
polls showed considerable support 5(20Jand >22.5-'per cent) for strengthening 
autonomous Japanese self-defense forces.

An Asethl poll taken in late 196^^revealed that 29 per cent of those 
sangiled believed that the Security Treaty had not been helpful to Japan. 
Although a full third of the public said the treaty had been helpful, 31
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qLuestion couM te handled through the United Nations. Naturally, the success 

of any international security scheme was predicated on the achievement of a 

workable SovietrAmerican nuclear disarmament agreement. Up to 196?) nearly 

all Japanese had been generally dissatisfied with the proposals dealing 

with the seo\irity of the non-nuclear-weapon states.

Nuclear disarmament and international security, while issues of high

political ingjort, could be Influenced only peripherally by Japan. Aside from 

expressing confidence in the future success of the Soviet-American dialogue, 

there was little the Japanese government could do directly to achieve the 

paramount goals except.^to cajole the superpowers and continue to call 

attention to their common interests in reducing international tension'. On 

the three other issues about which debate on the NPT was centered (peaceful 

uses of atomic energy, term of the treaty, and inspection) Japanese influence

could be more direct. It was on these points, and especially the latter.

that the government intended to demand the most specific guarantees.

On the q,uestion of the peaceful usee of atomic- energy, the government 

was inclined to accept American promises to continue the broad technological

exchange program that had grown up between the two countries, along with 

assurances that Japan would benefit from the technological spin-off of the 

vast American military research and development program. When peaceful

per cent had no answer. Only 4 per cent wanted the Security Treaty extended 
in its current form for ten years, while 42 per cent favored moving toward 

• termination "at a proper opportunity." Another 28 per cent expressed the 
desire for a more flexible defense partnership under a revised^ arrangement 
with the United States. Finally, another poll taken at the same time found 
that over haijf of those interviewed hoped for a U.N. guarantee or some form 
of unarmed neutra3J.ty. less than 17 per cent favored continuing the U.S.- 
Japan Security Treaty. These opinion surveys are described in more detail 
in Kim, Major Issues in Japan's Security Policy Debate, op. clt., pp. 47-49; 
Asahl Shlmbun, Jan. 5» 19^9 in DSJP, Jan~7 
Shlnibun, Jan. 1, I969 in DSJP, Jan. U/lS,

7> 1969^ PP* 22-23; and Tokyo
1969, pp. 29-31.
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atomic eitploslons became technically feasible they were to be made available 

to Japan imder the supervision of a "proper international organ."

There was probably broader agreement by all parties in Japan" on the 

government's demand for a restudy "at fixed internals" of the NPT than on

any other point. This solidarity was indicative of the mistrust the

Japanese felt generally toward the unequal treaty. The non-nuclear-weapon 

states reasoned- that they were being asked to forego some very important 

military options and to submit to intrusions into their industrial operations

which coiild prove commercially harmful. In return, they would receive from 

the major powers ±n5)r^ssive sounding but purposely vague and unenforceable 

pledges on disarmament and security._ The opportunity to reconsider this

exchange of vows was absolutely essential if Japan was to accede to the 

Nonproliferation Treaty. The government also suggested that any amendments

to the treaty be made only by unanimous vote. This opportunity for periodic

reappraisal of the agreement and assxirance that the non-nuclear-weapon

states would not suffer discrimination in the peaceful applications of

atomic energy were the most critical issues in determining Japanese support

for the NPT.

The inspection issue has already been discussed. Of all the provisions 

©■f the draft treaty, this was the most openly discriminatory. The Japanese 

objected to the Soviet-American approach to inspection on three grounds.

First, of the parties to the agreement, only the non-nuclear-weapon states

woiild be bound by its restrictions on the use of fissionable material.

Second, of the various civilian and military atomic energy programs, only the

former would be limited by the proposed treaty. Third, the inspection

procedures outlined in the draft did nojt appear to contain adequate 

protection against industrial espionage or disruption of power plant
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operations.^ Japan, in particular, further halted at the disparity between 

Euratom inspection procedures and those of the IAEA. The latter, which 

would apply in Japan, were considered more stringent.

The Japanese were well aware that the nuclear-weapon states would never 

consent to opening their military prograans to inspection, and the Soviet

Union objected to foreign Inspectors on its soil for whatever pairpose. It

was necessary, however, to put the government on record as opposing this 

unequal state of affairs. Therefore, Tokyo took a pro forma position in 

April, 1967 that inspection should apply in principle to all countries, and 

that this should- be^so stipulated in the Nonproliferation Treaty.

Debate on-the American-Soviet Drafts 
and Signing of the NPT

The first Soviet-Amerlcan draft Agreement on the first Soviet-American draft 

treaty was reached in August, 1967* Initial'government reaction to the draft 

was reserved. Foreign Minister Mikl indicated support, but made clear that 

Japan would strive to make certain alterations in. the final docvunent. 

Accordingly, he ordered the various ministries affected by the terms of the 

agreement to "conduct studies to the full extent as to what problems will -
V..2arise.

Miki welcomed the "hope" for disarmament contained in the joint draft.

but felt that the treaty should be more specific on the subject of

dismantling' nuclear weapon arsenals. Chief Cabinet Secretary Klmura, in a 

press conference at the Prime Minister's residence, underscored the need for

^Arnold Kramish, "The Watched and the Unwatched; Inspection in the 
Non-Proliferation Treaty," Adelphl Papers. No. 36 (June, 1967)j PP» 1-7; and 
Willrich, Non-Proliferation Treaty, op. clt., pp. 99-100.

Si?okyo Shimbun, Aug. 29, 1967 DSJP. Aug. 30, I967, P- 22; Asahi 
Shimbun. Aug. 25, I967 in DSJP, Aug. 25, I967, pp. 11-12.
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some firm obligation on disarmament, if not in the HPT, then in a United 

Nations resolution. He also en^ihasized the necessity for periodic 

rediseussion to be provided for in the treaty.^ On the matter of security 

for the non-nuclear-weapon states, the Foreign Minister expressed hope that 

a practical formula could be reached in place of the vague guarantees

contained in the draft document.

As to assxirances that the non-nuclear-weapon states would receive equal

treatment in the peaceful development of atomic energy, the Foreign Minister

The IDP^ on August 29 confirmed Miki’spronoimced himself satisfied.

stand but with a .glightly enhanced word of caution that Japan's rights 

should not be endangered by the HPT.^ Miki was also pleased with the five 

year redeliberation clause in the Soviet-American draft, but he sought, in 

addition, periodic rediscussions which would be we3J. planned in advance to 

ensure that such talks would have real si^ificance. The provision that any 

amendments to the treaty would require the affirmative vote of all members 

of the IAEA Board of Directors (of which Japan'was a member) was welcomed, 

since it gave Japan a veto over any changes in the form of the agreement.^ 

Chief Cabinet Secretary Klmura announced that Japan wouW make no ' 

commitment on signing the HPT at the present time, but would decide on the 

basis of what form the final treaty wovOd take and what public reaction

%omiuri Shimbun, Aug. 31^ 19^7 in DSJP, Aug. 31, 19^7j P* 23.
p
Approval was given in a statement issued under the signatures of 

Foreign Minister Miki, Executive Board Chairman Shiina, and Foreign Affairs 
Research Council President Kawashima.

\okyo Shimbun. Aug. 29, 1967 in DSJP, Aug. 30, 19^7, p. 22.

Vsahi Shimbun. Aug. 25, 1967 in DSJP. Aug. 25, 19^7, pp. 11-12;
Aug. 25, 1967, pp. 17-18.Tokyo Shimbun, Aug. 25, I967 in
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1-
might Tdb to it.

disarmament affairs, returned to Geneva in the middle of September with

In the meantime. Ambassador Tanaka Hiroto, in charge of

instructions to press the ENDC to include Japanese views on inspection,
2

periodic restudy, and disarmament in the new draft revision.

The joint draft was dramatically silent on one important question.

jL. e., international inspection. Foreign Minister Miki reiterated his 

government's earlier call for equal inspection of all parties to the treaty.

Fears that inspection would expose commercial secrets had been circulating 

for some time within atomic industry circles. The fact that the Russians and 

Americans could not a’gre^ on an inspection formula between themselves did 

nothing to alleviate these misgivings. The JAEC's comment on the draft' 

stressed the need to keep inspections at a minimum and to confine inspections 

of private industry to a sinq)le "follow-up" of spent fuel, rather than actual

inspection of reactor operations. Besides being .apprehensive over the loss

of production secrets, the atomic power indust2Tr was distressed over the 

great expense involved in shutting down reactors for the inspectors to do 

their work.^

The signing of a Japanese-British-IAEA agreement in September iMde the 

inspection issue of immediate practical interest. Under the terms of this 

treaty, the commercial power reactor at Tokai-mura was being placed under 

IAEA inspectors for the first time. Although the IAEA, at its General 

Meeting in Tokyo in I965, had declared that during inspections reactor 

"operation shall not be suspended," it was questionable whether the rule 

would stand in this case. The new IAEA inspectors were not as familiar with

^omliirl Shimbun, Aug. 31> 19^7 la DSJF, Aug. 3I, 196?, P* 23. 

Slainlchl Shlmbun, Sep. 12, I967 in\)SJP. Sep. 12, I967, p. 21. 

^okyo Shimbim, Aug. 29, 19^7 la ESJP, Aug. 30, 19^7, pp. I8-I9.
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the operating characteristics of the British-made Tokai reactor as the 

British inspectors had been, 
be both a nuisance and expensive.^

It was anticipated that the inspections would

The JAIF, speaking for the atomic industry as a whole, made several

suggestions for improved inspection procedures. First, the industry preferred

that inspections concentrate on the entire fuel cycle, not just reactor

operations. It was argued that because of frequent reactor design changes

it was impractical for the IAEA inspectors to be conq)letely familiar with

all construction alterations. Various checks could be carried out throughout

the fuel cycle with little or no effect on electric power production, and 

inspectors could cross-check financial and power' consumption records- for

Second, the JAIF called for a guarantee of compensationadded verification.

in the event of damage caused by production disruptions, and also for legal

sanctions for divulging commercial secrets. Third, Japanese industry
2

spokesmen supported equal Inspection of all countries. In summary, it was 

suggested that "a safeguards system as a whole will be applied successfully 

only as its requirements are' found compatible with commercial requirements.

These and other Issues were discussed with American representatives at-

..3

4 Japan pressed its demand for impartiala conference in Tokyo in November, 

inspection of all nuclear nations, and sought to clarify that the technology

exchanges provided for in the NPT would cover concrete techniques and not

%ihon Keizai, Nov. 8, I967 in DSJP, Nov. I6, 1967, p. 19-
p

. Atomis in Japan. VII (Septenijer, 19^7)^ 1-5; and Tokyo Shimbun, Oct.
23, 1967 in DSJP, Oct. 23, 1967, p. ^3.

^Atoms in Japan, VII (September, 1967); 3*
4
The delegationscwere headed 

Director, and Herbert Scoville, Jr
Technology in the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

ata Hiroshi, Atomic Energy Bureau 
ctor of the Bureau of Science and

by Mur 
., Dipe
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simply information.^ Japan's fears tliat the centrifuge lu-anium enrichment
2

Article III ofprocess might he banned under the HPT were laid to rest.

the American-Soviet draft on inspection, still to he filled in, was discussed 

at some length. The United States rejected the Japanese view that IAEA

^ Evidently hoth sidesinspectors should refrain from inspecting reactors.

anticipated further trouble over the inspection issue for, in a closing 

statement to the press, they agreed to "work on the IAEA to stipulate clearly

regulations for inspections and improving the quality of inspections, in
..korder to wipe out doubts concerning the contents of IAEA inspection . .

In an effort to- spi^ the non-nuclear-weapon parties to early- acceptance 

of the HPT draft. President Johnson, in December, I967, offered to allow the

IAEA to inspect peaceful atomic energy facilities in the United States under

the same procedures as would be applied to the non-nuclear-weapon states

JAIP members were invited to view an inspection in processunder the treaty.

at the Yankee Atomic Power Station in Rowe, Massachusetts, and reportedly 

commented on the "non-intrusive" nature of the inspection.^ Great Britain

foU-owed the American lead in opening its peaceful facilities to the IAEA.

The Soviet Union continued to oppose any International Inspection of any

Soviet atomic energy facility.

The second Soviet-American, draft A second draft, including an inspection

^Malnichi Sbimbun, Nov. 1, I967 in DSJPi Hov. 2, I967, p. 5*

Slalnlchi Shimbun, May 2, I967 in DSJP, May 3, 1967, pp. 11-12; and 
Asahl Shimbun, Nov. 3j 19^7 in DSJP, Hov. 3, 1967, P* 19*

^Asahi Shimbun, Nov. 2, I967 in DSJP, Nov. 2, I967, p. ^1.

Stelnichi Shimbun, Hov. 3, 1967 in DSJP, Nov. 3, I967, P* 15-

^Lawrence Scheinman, "Security and a\Transnatlonal System: The Case 
of Nuclear Energy," International Organization, XXV (Summer, 1971), P* 645.
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article, was presented to the EKDC in January, 1968. The Japanese still 

held reservations, and the Asahi Shimbun correspondent in Geneva wrote that 

the new draft still did not come up to the non-nuclear-weapon states' 

"minimum line."^ In particular, the provisions on disarmament, security of 

non-nuclear-weapon states, and inspection were still less than Japan had 

hoped for. While continuing to push revisions on these points, the

government decided to focus its efforts on inclusion of a provision for

This, it was felt, was desired generallyperiodic review every five years, 

hy the non-nuclear-weapon states, would not meet much opposition from the

drafting parties,' an^ would allow for more flexibility on those points on 

which no final agreement was likely to be reached.^ Japanese concern over 

the security question was somewhat allayed when a proposal was made by the 

United States, the Soviet Union, and Great Britain for a tri-partlte 

guarantee through the U.N. Security Council oh the non-use of nuclear weapons 

against non-nuclear-weapon states.

Despite misgivings, the Japanese government annoimced that this latest 

draft was a step forward and offered security even to nations like India 

which feared China but objected to the NPT. Among the opposition parties, • 

the DSP responded favorably while the JSP unofficially gave lukewarm support.

-The pro-China wing of the JSP denounced the tri-partite guarantee as 

directed at China and argued that the nuclear umbrella so proposed could only 

harden Chinese resistence to the NPT. Moreover, opponents of the measure 

called attention to the likelihood of a "veto" should the three protectors 

disagree over a fut\ire case which would come within the purview of the present

^Asahl Shimbun, Jan. 23, I968 in DSJP, Jan. 26, I968, pp. 28-30.

^Ma-ln-tnbi Shimbun, Feb. 11, 196^ in DSJP. Feb. 11, I968, pp. 26-27j 
and Tokyo Shimbnn, Feb. 26, I968 in DSJP. Feb. 24/26, 1968, p. 26.
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Komelto, still against the treaty overall, welcomed the . 

guarantee, but preferred that it be made a part of the treaty, per se, 

rather than Just a U.N. resolution.
"ruse" designed to distract public attention from American imperialism.^

understanding.

The communists dismissed the'plan as a

Meanwhile, on March 15, the IDP issued a basic policy statement 

entitled "On Nuclear Policy," which reaffirmed the party's support of the

three non-nuclear principles within the context of the U.S.-Japan Security

Treaty, and pledged to continue efforts for nuclear disarmament and for the
2peaceful uses of atomic energy. By doing so the party leaders hoped to 

undercut growing opposition to the NPT, and thereby reduce the possibility of 

having Diet resolutions passed which might both emtoarass the government and 

disrupt plans for signing the document.^

Within the industrial community there were still misgivings on the 

proposed treaty, too. Protection of Japan's residual right to conduct

peaceful explosions with nuclear devices was one concern expressed by the 

JAIF. Also, more firm disarmament provisions and reduction of the term of 

the treaty from twenty-five to ten years were ca3J.ed for. The greatest doubt 

was over inspection, and this was not diminished by the second Soviet- 
American draft presented in January.^ Industrialists were disturbed by the 

-special burden placed on Japan by the inspection procedures. The United

•^inlchi Sh-lmbim, Mar. 9, 1968 in DSJP, Mar. 9, 1968, pp. 21-23.

^he policy paper was released jointly by the Diplomatic Affairs 
Research Council, the Security Affairs Research Council, and the Okinawa 
Problem Special Committee.

^Asahi Sblmhim, Mar. 6, 1968 in DSJP, Mar. 8, I968, pp. k^-k6; and 
Yomiurl Sbimbiin, Mar. 16, 1968 in DSJP, Mar. I6, I968, pp. 27-28.

^Atoms In Japan. XII (February, 1968), 3-5; Atoms in Japan, XII (July,
,\L968 in DSJP. Feb. 23, 1968, p. l6j1968), 3-5; Mainichi Shimbun, Feb. 23 _ _

and Nihon Kelzal, Mar. 12, I968 in DSJP, Mar. 12, I968, p. 28.
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States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union did not come under the obligatory 

inspection clause, while Japan's other chief atomic conrpetitdrs escaped with 

what the Jaxanese considered less stringent "self-inspection" within-JJuratom. 

Fehrs that the HPT would perpetuate the junior partner status in

atomic energy which Japanese leaders had been trying to overcome for a

decade were lent credence by the IAEA inspections which had been taking place. 

Hlhon Kelzal, for instance, congilained about the onerous inspections being 

conducted by the IAEA which in the last nine months of I969 had .consiaaed 

fifty-eight working days and disrupted reactor operations repeatedly.^

Shortly before the HPT was due to go into effect, the Japan Atomic Energy 

Industrial Covincil urged the government to exercise "caution" in signing

since the effects that the treaty would have in scientific and technical

The Council's prediction was forfields would take some time to determine.

stiff con^etition in the future between three atomic energy centers—Japan, 
the United States, and Western Europe.^ But whatever objections they might 

have had on specific provisions in the HPT, businessmen and industrialists 

in general concluded that to risk "isolation" would be a far greater danger.

Most probably agreed with the editor of the Hihon Keizai who warned that

failure to endorse the HPT would force Japan out of the mainstream of inter- 

nayonal atomic energy developments and cast a "shadow" over Japan's entire
il

atomic energy program.

J-Nihon Keizai, Feb. 2, I970 in DSJP. Feb. 11, 1970, p. 22.

%heJJapan Atomic Energy Industrial Coiincil is a committee of business
men involved in various aspects'of industrial applications of atomic energy 
in Japan. The Committee at this time was headed by Kiyonari Hajime, Deputy 
Director of the PMC.

%ihon Keizai. Feb. 2, 1970 in DSJP^Feb. 11, 1970, pp. 19-20.

^Mlhon Keizai, Apr. 23, I969 in DSJP. Apr. 24, I969, pp. 1-3.
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Japan signs the KPT The Nonproliferation Treaty was signed hy the United

States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain, and fifty-eight non-nuclear-weapon 

states on July 1, I968. Spokesmen for the LDP and the Foreign Ministry

confirmed that the government was intending to sign the agreement. soonv 

prohahly in the hutiimn after the conclusion of the House of Councillors

elections in July and the Conference of Non-Nuclear Weapon States in 
September.^

Two developments delayed Japan's intended signing. First, the Soviet

invasion of Czechoslovakia in August, and a simultaneous announcement of new

Poseidon and Minutemar^mlssile tests by the United -States cast doubt on the 

seriousness of the superpowers' intentions to curb their military power and

work for disarmament. On August 25 France exploded its first hydrogen bomb.

and this act gave further cause to d'oubt the wisdom and the effectiveness of 

the NPT.^ Noting that West Germany, Italy, India, and Brazil—all potential-

nuclear-weapon states—had not signed, sentiment in Japan against the treaty

q.uiokly jelled.

A second development encouraged the government to postpone signing the

treaty. There was hope that the non-nuclear-weapon states would work 

together to prevent the kind of "arbitrary action" by the nuclear-weapon
3 This was not home out, however.states that the world had just witnessed.

during the month of discussions held in Geneva by ninety-two non-nuclear-

weapon countries. On certain issues, like calling for an end to the nuclear

^Sankei Sb-lmbim, Jime 12, I968 in DSJP, June 13, 19^8, p. l4j Mainlchl 
Sb-lmhun, Oct. 22, I968 in DSJP, Oct. 22, I988, p. 10; Tokyo Shlmbun, July 2k, 
1968 in DSJP, July 25, I966, p. 6.

^omlipi Shlmbun, Aug, 21, 1968 in DSJP, Aug. 27, I968, pp. 1-2; and 
Aug. 26. 1968 in DSJP, Aug. 27,1968, p^9.

^Sankel Shlmbun, Sep. 9, I968 in DSJP, Sep. 13, I968, pp. 1-3.
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arms race, nuclear disarmament, and dissemination of peaceful atomic energy- 

technology—matters o-rer which the delegate countries exercised little 

responsibility—there was general agreement. When it came to voting for 

machinery for financing and administering technical development programs and 

on a test ban, there was strong support but also a considerable nuaiber of 

abstentions. On substantive issues like the non-use of force between states, 

the IAEA safeguard system, IAEA inspections, and actual exchanges of atomic 

energy information and material, the nimber of states abstaining on and 

opposing conference resolutions were so great as to make the resolutions 
meaningless.^ ' , •

The Japanese were most disappointed in the results of the conference. 

The impracticality of treating all non-nuclear-weapon states as a bloc had
V-
been made undeniably clear. Questions like the security of non-nuclear- 

weapon states, non-nuClear zones, and cooperation in the peaceful uses of 

atomic energy, which had generated so much concern in Japan over the past 

months, had not moved off dead center as a result of the conclave. Evidence

of great power meddling behind the scenes deepened convictions that the 

smaller states were often not their own masters,^ This was especially the 

case in the defeat of a Latin American .proposal for a multilateral secvirity 

conference to define the security guarantees given by the United States, the 
Soviet Union, and Great Britain in the United Nations.^ One post-mortem 

called for "shelving".the HPT-tenporaflly.

^Hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on the Treaty 
on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons, 90th Cong., 2nd Sess., pt. 1 at 

(1968).

%okyo Shlmbun, Oct. 1, I968 in DSJP, Oct. 2, I968, pp. 2-3; and Nihon 
feizai, Oct. 1. 1968 in DSJP. Oct. 2, 1^25, pp. 4-6.

^Scheinman, "Nuclear Safeguards, the Peaceful Atom and the IAEA," 2£*
clt., p. 13.
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What was revealed through the latest conference was the split attrabted 
by the interests of various small nations which do not yet have the 
latent ability of nuclear development, as well as the ever-continuing 
egoism of the super big powers which manipulate those small nations 
from behind .the scenes.^

In view of these events, the Japanese government determined to put off 

signing the treaty. The decision was applauded by opposition parties as well 

as by the LDP, although not necessarily for the seme reasons. The communists 

smugly proclaimed that the "contradictions" in the treaty were already 

apparent, but they took little solace in the fact that under current

international conditions, the security ties binding Japan to the United 

States were being strengthened, 

accused the LDP of seeking nuclear arms.

Komeito, likewise, - welcomed the'delay, but 

The JSP was relieved that there

would be time for more debate; the DSP, least adamant of the opposition 

forces, continued to give qualified Support, but felt that more consideration

of the overall Japanese-American relationship was called for since Japan was
O

"too much the model student in its relations with the U.S."^

Over the next sixteen months the debate over signing continued. In

large part it became a question of timing. The Japanese government was

hesitant to commit the country before the major HPT sponsors had agreed to 

their own handiwork. Soviet and American ratifications were being delayed 

because the Soviet Union was concerned, above all, with the West German 

position. Without Bonn's acquiescence, it was doubtful the Soviet government

would agree to the treaty.

There was considerable speculation that the Sato government was

attenq)ting to make use of this bottleneck in central Europe to its own 

advantage. Since the United States had placed the highest priority on

%ainlchl Shlmbun, Oct. 1, I968 inXpSJP. Oct. 2, I968, pp. 1-2. 

^inichi Shimbun. Sep. I9, I968 in DSJP, Sep. I9, I968, pp. 23-25.
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Russian participation, and since a Russian decision was predicated on prior

West German action, it was suggested that Japan’s bargaining position vis a

vis the United States on Okinawa would he considerably strengthened by a

Tokyo-Bonn understanding on the NPT. There was aiqple coincidence of

interests already. Germany had all along led the non-nuclear-yeapon states

in demanding strict security guarantees from the superpowers,^ and it had

pushed, hard to have the "strategic points" inspection concept included in 
2

the treaty.

When questioned on this possibility by Representative Sone (DSP) at a 

Foreign Affairs 'Comjgittee meeting in May, I969, -Foreign Minister Aichi 

obseinred that the HPT was "influential material" for bringing about the 

"nuclear-free" reversion of Okinawa.3 However, on the following day, when 

the same point was raised by Representative Mori (JSP), the Foreign Minister 

stated he had "no intention to use Japan's participation in the said Treaty 

as a tool for bargaining in the negotiation on reversion of Okinawa and other
h
" The contradiction did not pass unnoticed, and the arrival of 

West German Chancellor Kiesinger in Tokyo on May I9 added fuel to 

speculations that a joint strategy had been reached on the nonproliferation 
Treaty.^

matters.

Japan was also hoping to be admitted to the EHDC prior to signing the

HPT since membership on that body would provide it an official forum from

which to pressure the major powers on nuclear disarmament. Japanese

• ^Scheinman, "Huclear-Safeguards, the Peaceful Atom and the IAEA," 02.. 
cit., p. 11.

p
Ibid., p. to.

^inichl Shimbun, May.l5, 196^in DSJP. May 15, I969, p. I7. 

^Inlchl Shimbun, May I5, I969 in PSJP, May 16, I969, p. 12. 

^Hlhon Keizai. May 21, I969 in DSJP. May 22, I969, p. to.
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representation on this body was approved in May, 1969.^

By the end of June most of the foreign policy obstacles to Japan’s 

The United States and the Soviet Unioh weresigning had been resolved.

expected to ratify the HPT soon, barring another Czechoslovak-type incident.

West Germany had announced its intention to sign after elections were held

in the autumn. Foreign Minister Aichi's visit to Washington earlier in the

month brought encouraging news on Okinawan reversion. With its seat on the

EHDC Japan was assured that its voice would continue to be heard on 

disarmament,aa major weakness of the treaty in the Japanese view. There 

remained only to reach a "national consensus" within Japan.

As soon as it had been realized in September, I968 that all bets were

ten^orarily off on the HPT, a major restudy of the treaty and its 

ramifications for Japan's foreign and defense policies had been undertaken.

At that time. Foreign Minister Miki met with Chairman Funada of the IBP 

Security Affairs Research Council and Chairman Kawashima of the party's 

Foreign Affairs Research Council. The three agreed to set up a subcommittee 

congiosed of members of both party councils to seek out views within the

government and throughout industry. The STA was expected to explore the
2

inplicatlons of the treaty for nuclear energy development as a whole.

- By the following summer the LDP leadership had determined the time was 

ripe to formulate a final party position on the HPT. The Foreign Affairs 

Research Council met on July hr ' CouncITChairman Kawashima announced that

the most immediate goal would be to reach some general agreement by the time

Foreign Minister Aichi went to Washington in September to confer with

^omluri Shimbun. May 24, I969 in DSJP. May 24, 1969, p. I7. 
Steinichi Shlmbun, Sep. 20, 196^in DSJP, Sep. 20, I968, p. 20.
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Secretary of State Rogers on the reversion of Okinawa.^

The Foreign Ministry appeared to be most anxious to bring about

However, many party leaders,, including Vice President 

Kawashiaa, were more cautious, and some were quite outspoken in their

In an effort to win over these conservatives, a compromise plan

agreement on sigiring.

opposition.

was agreed to by the Foreign Ministry. In return for an early signing.

ratification would be delayed so the attitudes of other states to the treaty
p

could be observed. The Foreign Ministry was most anxious to have the'

treaty signed in the autumn around the time Prime Minister Sato was 

scheduled to visit President Hixon in Washington to conclude a time schedule 

for the return of Okinawa. At the end of August, the IDP Foreign Affairs

and Security Research Councils met along with the Okinawa Problem Special 

Committee, but could agree only to continue "careful study" of the issue.^ 

Some of the most articulate and persistent ‘opposition in the Liberal- 

Democratic Party to the MPT came from Hakasone Yasuhiro. Nakasone suggested 

that Japan could best use its nuclear potential as a "trunq) card," and he

advocated that Japan should develop its peaceful atomic energy capabilities 

fully while retaining freedom of action on possible future military 
applications.^ His concerns about the treaty's effect on Japan's peaceful

atomic energy program were shared by many other responsible figures both in

and out of government. At the time, the major fear was that, once the threat

%omluri Shimbun, July 5, 19^9 in DSJP, July 8, I969, pp. 12-13.
2
Such a compromise plan hqd been suggested by the Foreign Ministry as 

early as January. See the account in the Tokyo Shimbun, Jan. 25, I969 in 
DSJP. Jan. 25, 1969, p. 35.

^Mainlchi Shimbun, Aug. 30, 19^9 in DSJP, Aug. 30, 1969> p. 21.

^Mainichl Shimbun, Sep. I6, I969 InXpSJP, Oct. 8, I969, p. 32; and 
Sankei Shimbun, Jan. 30, 1970 in DSJP, Jan. 30, 1970, p. 25.
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of lateral proliferation of nuclear weapons was removed by the UPT, the 

United States and the Soviet Union would find less need to respond to the

non-nuclear-weapon states' e:g)ectations on disarmament, security, and

sharing of peaceful atomic technology. Moreover, Nakasone challenged the

signing on the grounds that the LDP had reached no agreement on a grand

nuclear strategy, and thus could not fit the Nonproliferation Treaty into
1

the larger question of international security. Nakasone argued, at a

minimum, for the right to secede from the treaty if it became apparent that

nuclear disarmament was not being pursued by the superpowers in a forthright
2manner.

Opposition notwithstanding, the_Foreign Affairs Research Council
^ The United States was expected 

to question Prime Minister Sato on Japan's intentions when he visited

reported favorably on signing in October.

President Nixon in November> and so the government sought to bring about a

firm commitment frcm the LDP Executive Board prior to his departure. It was

to be disappointed, however, for the Executive Board- resolution called for 

the government and the party to "produce a conclusion on the problem of 

taking part in the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty after careful 

studies . . . ." Not only did this position postpone still further a final

decision, but it was interpreted to iarply that the signing date would be 

subject to agreement by the party as well as the government. Prior 

resolutions by the various party organs involved in the treaty deliberations

•Winichi Shimtoun, Sep.'16, 1969 in D3JP, Oct. 2, I969, p. 10. 

^Inlchi Shlmbun, Aug. 30, I969 in DSJP, Aug. 30, I969, p. 22. 

^Asahl Shimibun. Oct. I3, 1969 in DSJP. Oct. 13, I969, P- 29.
\
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had alijays left the actual timing to the govenunent alone.^

Although the Japanese government failed to bring forth a party 

consensus prior to Sato's November visit to Washington, it was successful-

on its second try at the end of January. The Prime Minister had removed one

barrier when he returned with a promise for the reversion of Okinawa in 1972.

Moreover, the United States, the Soviet Union, and Great Britain had all

ratified the HPT by the end of November. The requisite forty-three

ratifications for bringing the treaty into effect were now expected earlier

than had been anticipated. It was feared that should Japan not sign prior 

to effectuation of the treaty, it would be unable to -participate in the 

preliminary talks on the IAEA inspection agreement which was to begin six
2

months later.

On January 26, a party consensur in favor of signing the NPT was 

announced at a joint meeting of the party's Foreign Affairs Research Council, 

Security Affairs Research Council, and Scientific and Technical Counter-

The specific date of the signing was left up tomeasures Special Committee.

the government. It was also noted, as much for foreign ears as for domestic

consiuQptlon no doubt, that should Japan's reservations not be dealt with 

adequately, the government would be "cautious" in ratifying the treaty. The

liDP-Jbcecutive Board approved the resolution and the Cabinet announced its 

decision on February 3-^

The Question of Ratification

There was no rejoicing atrthe government "victory." The NPT was viewed

^okyo Shimbun, Nov. 15, I969 in DSJP. Nov. I7, I969, p. 46. 

%okyo Shinibun. Jan. I7, 1970 in DSJP, Jan. 21, I97O, p. 26. 

%okyo Shimbm, Jan. 26, I970 in DSJP. Jan. 27, I970, p. 15.
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as unsatisfactory tiy nearly everyone. Even Foreign Minister Aichi, who

could he counted among its foremost proponents, stated on the occasion of 

the Cabinet's decision;

We do not mean that it is quite desirable for Japan to sign this Ireaty 
now. , We think, however, that it is wiser for Japan to sign the Treaty - 
than not to do so, when all things are taken into consideration.^

All four opposition parties opposed the signing. The JCP, predictably,

was "strongly opposed." Komeito deemed the signing "mistaken" and "very

A few months before, Komeito International Bureau Chief..2
regrettable.

Kuroyanagi had con^ared the effect of the NIT to that of the 1922 Washington 

Naval Conference's 5!3!^ratio for captial ships.^ 
decision "regrett^B^"

The JSP found -the

while the DSP described it as "problematical. "^-

Reaction in the press was less pessimistic. However, only the Tokyo 

Shlmbun actually welcomed the signing.- Its editorial also proposed prong)t 

ratification.^ Yomlurl and Asahl both labeled the signing "unavoidable,"

but perhaps the best way for Japan to realize some adjustment in the
6

application of the NPT to peaceful use, disarmament, and security, 

editorials also characterized the Cabinet action as "xmavoidable," but 

acknowledged "deep doubts and disappointment." The newspaper decried the 

■signing as evidence that Japan still ranked as a defeated country, and 

castigated the government for assigning "precedence to diplomatic tactics

Mainlchi

^ihon Keizal, Feb. 3, I970 in DSJP, Feb. 5, 1970, p. 12.
2
Asahi Shlmbun, Jan. 27, 1970 1°- DSJP* Jan* 27, 1970, PP* 19"20.
^Mainlchi Shlmbun, Sep. l6, 1969 in DSJP. Oct. 2, I969, p. 9-

^Asahi Shlmbun, Jan. 27, 1970 in DSJP. Jan. 27, I970, pp. 19-20.

^Tokyo Shlmbvm, Jan. 27, I97O in DSJP. Jan. 28, I97O, pp. 1-2.
^Yomluri Shlmbun, Jan. 28, i970 in 

Asahl Shlmbun. Feb. I970 in DSJP, Feb
, Jan. 29, 1970, p. Ij and
1970, pp. a-ij-
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over the State's long-range policies."^ ^nkei Shimhnn came out as "strictly
o

opposed to the early signing of the NPT."

The Cahinet's misgivings, even while agreeing to sign the treaty, were 

stated in a diplomatic "note verhale." The note first of all made clear 

that the Japanese government considered the KPT the "first step towards 

nuclear disarmament . . .," and expected the present inequality among

parties to the treaty to decrease through the reduction of nuclear weapon 

arsenals. Additionally, the note warned that the "Treaty must in no way

restrict non-nuclear-weapon states in their research, development, or

inplementatlon of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, or in their inter

national cooperation in these fields . . . ." A simplified inspection- 

system was paramount in this regard.^ Kbsaka Zentaro, Chairman of the LDP 

Foreign Affairs Research Co\mcil, explained in general terms what the 

government had in mind. ■ "We wish to keep inspection measures to the level 

of the IAEA (sic) londerwriting Japan's own guarantee measures . . .

The Nonproliferation Treaty went into effect on-March 5, 1970. Japan,

along with a number of other countries, has not yet ratified the document. 

Its signing Indicated the government's intention to enter fully into the

treaty, and bound it not to take any action that would directly contravene

the. treaty until such time as a formal decision on ratification is made in
V'

^Inichi Shimbiin, Jan. 30, 1970 in DSJP. Jan. 31, 1970, pp. 1-3.

^Sankei Shimbun, Jan. 27, I97O in DSJP, Jan. 30, 1970, pp. 1-2.

^Asahi Shlmbun, Feb. 3, 1970 in DSJP. Feb. h, 1970, p. 30; Mainichi 
Shimbun, Feb. 4, 1970 iu DSJP, Feb. 5, 1970, pp. 1-2; and Atoms in Japan, 
XIV (February, 1970), 21-23.

^Sankei Shimbun, Jan. 30| I970 in DSJP. Jan. 30, 1970, p. 26.
\
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the Diet.^

ReBervatlons on international inspection Although the Japanese have expressed 

a number of objections to provisions in the HPT, the major- reservation appears 

to be on the issue of inspection. On the occasion of U.S. AEG Chairman Glenh 

Seaborg's visit to Tokyo in March, 1970, approximately six weeks after Japan 

had signed the treaty. Foreign Minister Aichi was quoted as stating that "if

the inspection agreement is sinple and equal and is not an obstacle to 

Japan's utilization of atomic energy for peaceful purposes, Japan is ready 

to ratify the Treaty."^

However, to date, the Japanese have not been certain that inspections 

are necessarily simple or equal. The experience with IAEA inspections of the 

new Tsuruga commercial power reactor in Fukui Prefecture was especially 

upsetting. The IAEA inspectors insisted in this^case on continuous daily 

inspections rather than the monthly checks conducted previously on the Tokai 

reactor.3 Between October 4 and 23; fifty-four Inspections took place.^

The new procedures brought forth an immediate protest from the Japan Atomic 

Power Conpany and the Federation of Electric Enterprises to the Foreign 

Ministry, MITI and the STA.^ A joint meeting of the LDP Foreign .Affairs 

Research CoTmcil, Security Affairs Research Council, and Science and 

Technology Special Committee was held on November 13 and reconfirmed the

^orge Bunn, "Horizontal Problems of Nuclear Weapons," in Nuclear 
Proliferation; Prospects for Control, ed. by Bennett Boskey and Mason 
Willrlch (New York; The Dunellen Co., 1970), p. 29.

2 ■
Sankel Shimbun, Mar. 25, I970 in DSJP, Mar. 27, 1970, p. 21j see - 

also Tokyo Shimbun, Mar. 25, 1970 in DSJP. Mar. 27, I970, p. 8.

^Inichi Shimbun. Nov. 1, I970 in DSJP. Nov. 5, I970, p. 39-

^Ihon Kelzai. Nov. I5, 197O in DSjk, Nov. 26, 1970, p. 21.

^Inlchl Shimbun. Nov. 1, 1970 in DSJP. Nov. 5, 1970, p. 39-
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party's inspection policy of equality, simplicity, and preservation of 
commercial secrets.^

The IAEA moved to defuse the inspection issue shortly after-the

Tsuruga episode. A Safeguards Committee was set up in April, 1970 to

continue the dialogue on this intractable question. The Committee met 

from June, I97O to March, I97I'and produced a three-point system which went 

far toward incorporating the demands of the non-nuclear-weapon states.^ 

First, national inspection systems would constitute the heart of the HPT 

inspection procediire. Second, national inspections would be verified by 

less frequent IAEA i^pectlons. Third, inspection would concentrate on 

"strategic points" rather than seek conqirehenvideness.^

Imal Ryukichi, the Japanese representative on the IAEA Safeguards 

Committee, has indicated that in his "un-official and semi-personal''view," 

general agreement was reached on inspection principles and procedures during 

the course of these discussions. However, he added, "a great deal has been

left to the level of subsidiary arrangements for further interpretation and 
4

lnq)lementation."

Even if one assumes that agreement can be reached on an international-

^Inichl Shimbun, Nov. l4, 1970' in DSJP, Nov. l4, 1970, p. 36.
’ 2

For one overview of Japanese thinking at this stage, see the summary 
of "An Approach to International Safeguards System," a paper presented in 
1970 to the IAEA Panel on Safeguards Systems, in Atoms in Japan, XIII 
(September, I969),

^These "strategic points" were divided into three categories: (l) 
reactors and storage facilities; (2) other facilities handling plutonium or 
uranium enriched over 5 per cent such as reprocessing, conversion, and 
fabrication plants; and (3) other facilities handling uranium enriched less 
than 5 per cent. Inspection schedules varied from once a year to continuous, 
depending on the size of the facility and type of material being handled.
See the discussion in Ifyron B, Kratzer, "i 
national Atomic Energy Agency Bu2J.etin\ XIII {l^^X), 12-13.

^Imai Ryukichi, "Safeguards: Five Views," 0£. clt., p. 7.

Safeguards; Five Views," Inter-
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inspection system, there are still ohstacles, and some feel they are 

formidable obstacles, to be overcome if inspections are to become

institutionalized in international law. The most prominently mentioned

problems are cost, clandestine diversion, and political acceptability.

The obstacle of cost.--During debate on the proposed Nonproliferation

Treaty in the United States Copgress, three estimates of the cost of

international inspection under the HPT were introduced. One of these was

prepared at the direction of Representative Craig Hosmer, an outspoken

His estimates, based on what it would cost "to do the 

job the United States'wants the IAEA to do," and including inspection of

critic of the treaty.

both nuclear-weapon and non-nuclear-weapon states, are shown below.

T. B. Taylor, who prepared Representative Hosmer's calculations, had

earlier done a similar study for the International Research and Technology

It was based on the "minimum requirement" for inspection of 

non-nuclear-weapon states only, and the Taylor figures are considerably

Corporation.

below those of the Hosmer study.

A third estimate was prepared by the Brookhaven National Laboratory 

The Brookhaven study is based on "present (I967) IAEA 

and poses three hypothetical cases based upon the

for the U.S. AEC.

safeguard criteria.

number of parties, the type of activities/ and the scope of activities to

be inspected. The Brookhaven calculations of inspection costs under the NPT

are considerably less than either of the previous two estimates. The resilLts

^lAEA inspection criteria in I967 called for (l) inspection of 
"principal nuclear facilities" (separation and reprocessing plants, reactors, 
and other facilities designated by the IAEA)j (2) one annual inspection per 
approximately every five kilograms in place or passing through a facility} 
and (3) continuous inspection by a resident inspector for facilities handling 
over sixty kilograms of fissionable material annually. See Kramlsh, "The 
Watched.and the Unwatched}" 0£. cit., p. 7-
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of the .study are shown above. The Brookhaven figures are supported by pne

other recent estimate bompiled by George Quester. Quester foresees an 
inspectorate staff of approximately 6oo by 1973 and'800 to I9OOO by 1980.^ 

The discrepancies between these three cost estianates are great, as

Chart 7 shows. The variables in a study of this sort are numerous and their

relative impacts can only be approximated. Hosmer uses a basic cost 

estimate of $70,000 per year per inspector, and includes in his calculations 

a large allowance for research and development as well as a generous inflation 

factor. Taylor begins with a base of $40,000 annual expenditure per 

inspector, and prefers a^more moderate allowance for 'research and "development 

than does Hosmer. The Brookhaven study, allots $25,000 per year per 

inspector, and $35^000 annually per headquarters staff member. Equipment 

costs are added separately. While Taylor includes no separate inflation 

allowance for his research and development estimate, the Brookhaven study

figures.in an inflation factor but no separate research and development

investment. The-.Taylor and Brookhaven studies, furthermore, diverge on

forecasts df the atomic industry growth rate and on development of multi- 
2

facility sites.

The costs of international inspections, while they will surely rise if 

the^NFT fulfills the task for which it was designed, do not seem prohibitive. 

Even Hosmer, an outspoken critic of United States' participation, covild 

reasonably calculate only about $90 million for 1975 for enforcement of the

^George H. Quester, "The -Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency," International Organization, XXIV 
(Spring, 1970), 173.

^For a more detailed conqjarison of the assumptions made by each study 
and the divergences among them, see -the Hearings before the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee on the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, 0£. cit., pp. 
285-88.
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agreement. Even his figure for 1990 of over $1 billion—and this includes a 

generous research and development plus inflation adjustment—is not 

unreasonable when considered in terms of the monumental defense budgetslin 

the United States and the Soviet Union. The Brookhaven estimates, even 

those in Case A, seem miniscule by comparison. When one consideres that the

costs of enforcement of the NPT will be shared by a considerable number of

nations, it seems very difficult indeed to argue that cost will be a

significant factor in the success or failure of the NPT inspection system.

The obstacle of clandestine diversion.—The inspection system provided

for in the Nonproliferation Treaty is designed to prevent a maverick state

from secretly contravening the nonproliferation agreement and diverting

fissionable materials from ostensibly peaceful purposes to a weapons program. 

The NPT can not, of course, prevent absolutely the. diversion of fissionable

As the Japanese case Illustrates, civilian atomic energy programsmaterials.

are too widespread and continuous inspection too cumbersome to make certain

that no group of individuals at no time pr place can divert atomic energy

resources to illegal uses.

The fact that the inspection system is not foolproof does not imply.

however, that it will not inhibit illegal use of fissionable material. The

pirrpose of inspection is not to prevent diversion per se, but rather to 

"embarass and deter violations"^ should they be considered by errant 

national decisionmakers. Outside or "adversary" inspection by the IAEA, or 

some other similar non-partisan organization, of "strategic points" within

national fuel cycles is being relied upon to achieve this goal.

The fabrication and reprocessing stages of the nuclear fuel cycle have
\

iQuester, "The Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty," 0£. ctt., p. 171.
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teen cited as the most critical "strategic points."^ The fabrication stage

is significant because of the need to maintain an accurate accoimt of 

unprocessed scrap, or material unaccounted for (MKF), which could be used as

a sotirce of fissionable material for Illegal diversion. Reprocessing is also 

a highly sensitive step. Not only must the diversion of materials through 

"official" channels be guarded against, but there is also the possibility 

that reclaimed plutonium could be stolen by political insurgents for
2

guerrilla warfare, or even by gangsters motivated simply by monetary profit.

Close scrutiny of fuel reprocessing enables an inspector to keep track of the

amount of new fissionable mterial that is separated from atomic waste and 

put back into the fuel cycle. Additionally, such inspection serves as a -

back-up check on reactor operations. By con5>arlng the amount and enrichment

level of the spent fuel taken out of the reactor with the amount and

enrichment level of the fuel put into the reactor, a fairly accurate reading

can be obtained on the amount and rate of fuel consumption in the reactor.

Seals and identification numbers are considered useful in keeping track of

reactor operations as well as transportation and storage facilities.

The inspection system, while imperfect, must be considered within the 

context of other restraints, technical and politichl, which serve to inhibit 

clandestine military use.^ The cost in money and manpower alone would make

"Sferbert Scoville, Jr 
Nuclear Proliferation:

"Technical Capabilities of Safeguards," in 
Prospects for Control, ed. by Boskey and WiUrich,

• 1

op. cit., pp. 37-61.

^James H. Boyd, "Theft of Fissionable Materials," in Inspection for 
Disarmament, ed. by Seymour Melman (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1958), p. 119.

3see remarks on this point in Kramlsh, "The Watched and the Unwatched," 
op. cit., pp. 1-7; and Solly Zuckerman, "Tectoological Aspects of Prolifera- 
tionT^bielphl Papers. No. 29 (October, 1966^ JsS. 1
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a secret program difficult to conceal.^ Any significant military program 

would require large investments of totli, and these resources would have to

come either from existing budgets and manpower reserves or from sources- 

newly tapped. Large new tax increases and personnel recruitment drives 

would he difficilLt to conceal, while a siphoning off of money and manpower 

already in the national fiscal pipeline would require a decrease in goods 

and services to the private sector.

To the difficulties of building a nuclear force one can add the very

severe problem of testing weapons and developing delivery systems. To be

considered also is the -ratter intimate relationship that exists in the world
2community of atomic physicists. Stringent personal security wraps, which i

^he costs of a hypothetical nuclear force of the type in^lled here is 
discussed at length in United Nations, Secretary-General, l8th Session, Oct. 
10, 1967j Report of the Secretary-General on the Effects of the Possible Use 
of Nuclear Weapons and on the Security and Economic Implications for States
of the Acquisition and Further Develoment of These Weapons. A/6858, pp. 31-
39^ For exan^jle, the Report estimates that "modest but significant nuclear 
armament" programs (thirty to fifty jet bombers, fifty mediiim range missiles, 
and one hundred plutonium warheads)
year over a ten year period. A “smAU, high-quality nuclear force" (ten to 
fifteen bombers, fifteen to thirty nuclear and thermonuclear warheads, one 
hundred IRBMs, and two missile launching submarines) would run in the 
neighborhood of $5^0 million per year over a ten year period. Some 20,300 
people, including 5>500 scientists and engineers, would be required for the 
latter "high-quality" force.

.^Gerald Zaltman has investigated this concept of a world community of 
physicists in "Scientific Recognition and Communication Behavior in High 
Energy Physics" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 
1968), pp. 37“^5- He concludes that, while there do exist discernible 
geographical subsystems, a "single international social system" in high 
energy physics does exist. Zaltman measures this system on two dimensions, 
informal adviser/advisee contacts and formal research communication. Informal 
advisory relationships were determined by tabulating the percentage of cross- 
national linkages between advisers and advisees in terms of the nationality 
and country of en5)loyment of each. Japan was distinguished by the low level 
of informal linkages that existed between Japanese physicists in Japan and 
physicists of different citizenship (lO^) or working in different countries 
(1656). In Japan, only 6 per cent of advisory relationships were international 
in terms both of citizenship and country of Employment as compared with I7 per 
cent for the United States, 30 per cent for Italy, 44 per cent for Great

would cost an average of $170 million per
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In themselves would require explanation, would have to he placed around the 

scientists and technicians engaged in a secret program, 

where the democratic practice of questioning government policy is well 

entrenched, and where the demands for industrial and commercial atomic power

For Japan at least.

are rising exponentiaUyr, to huild a secret nuclear military force without 

arousing open protests from opposition political forces, the press, and 

civilian atomic power proponents, would require a national conspiracy of 

major dimensions. Thus, the possibility of secret diversion does not appear 

to he of sufficient danger to write off the HPT inspection system as it is 

presently conceived.' ^ •

The obstacle of political acceptability. —The obstacles jofcoost ^and

clandestine diversion do not seem sufficient to make or break the inspection

likelyformulas that are being devised under the HPT. Rather, it seems more

that it will be the third consideration, the political acceptability of 

Inspections to the nations whose task it will be to apply them, •that will be

the crucial factor in its success or fail\jre.

Schelnman has suggested the difficulty the IAEA can expect to face when

it attenpts to act both in its statutory role as developer of atomic energy 

and its HPT role as policeman. The possibilities for conflict are numerous, 

especially in dealings with non-nuclear-weapon states which must submit to 

V/hen the IAEA is, in fact, called upon to Investigate athe inspections.

Britain, and h6 per cent for West Germany.

Formal communications were measured by tabulating those Individuals 
who-iwere nominated as "research leaders" by individual physicists. Japanese 
physicists nominated physicists of non-Japanese citizenship in 55 per cent 
of the cases and physicists working outside of Japan in 4l per cent of the 
cases. Hon-Japanese working outside of Japan were nominated 38 per cent of 
the time compared to 4o per cent for the United States, 65 per cent for 
Great Britain, 69 per cent for Italy, and 77 per cent for Switzerland. In 
both InfriTmai and formal communications, most of Japanese physicists' 
Japanese contacts were with the United States.

non-
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case of suspected diversion, it must act toth as a fact-finding and as a 

quasi-judicial body, but without enforcement powers. Since the member states 

maintain physical control over atomic energy resources, any sanctions iiqwsed 

by -the -IAEA Board will be effective only to the extent they are observed by 

the individual states. Moreover, since acts of non-compliance are referred 

to the U.N. Security Coimcil, in the final analysis, legal enforcement of 

the MPT safeguard provisions, rests with the great powers.^ China and 

France, neither of which have ahdered to the treaty, both hold veto ixDwer 

in the Security Council.

John Burton has said that "(l)t is not imaginhtive technical schemes 

for inspection of nuclear industries that are required, but the inclusion 

within a treaty of imaginative political provisions that remove the felt
p

" ■ Imai Ryuhichi, speaking for Japan, has 

likewise made the point’ that the function of inspections is to "detect and 

thereby deter . ,. .," not "to catch an act of di-version red handed . . .

For even if an act of diversion is imcovered, the offender will have to be

V.

need for nuclear devices . .

■k
dealt ■with by political means. In other words, if the countries of the

world desire the MPT to work, it will.

Current status of inspection agreements The latest IAEA Inspection

arrangements seem to be ■Working more smoothly than before. While there is no

prospect for Immediate ratification of the MPT by Japan, the Atomic Energy

^Scheinman, "Muclear Safeguards, the Peaceful Atom and the IAEA," 
cit., pp. 43-48.

2‘"Charles F. Bamaby, "The Role of Reactor Ejtporting Countries," in 
Bamaby, Brevehtlng the Spread of Nuclear Weapons, op. cit., p. 206.

^Imai, "safeguards: :Elve Ylews." ~op. cit., p. 6.
4 •
Imai, "The Non-Proliferation Treaty and Japan," 0£. cit., p. 6.

0£.
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White Paper for 1971 indicated that "(l)t can he thought that foundations 

have been laid for the eq.uality of all nations concerning safety-guaranteeing 
."i'" In December, 1971 Prime Minister Sato indicated his hope

The JAEC, in releasing its revised 

1972 atomic energy development goals, also endorsed ratification as quickly 

as possible.^

In April, 1972 the Nuclear Materials Control Center (HKCC) was

measures . .

for ratification in the "near future.

established as the IAEA agent to apply safeguards in Japan. Its- functions

include nomitoring the use of radioactive materials, promoting technological 

development in the safeguards area, training specialists, and conducting 

public relations activities. The HMCC is to be run’ jointly by the STA/ MHI, 

and private business. Its board of directors consists of three representa

tives from business circles (including the director), four from the government,
il

and one from the academic community.

O

Nuclear Disarmamen-fi and National Security

One other aspect of nonproliferation concerns Japan. That is the twin 

problem of nuclear disarmament and the security of the non-nuclear-weapon 

states. As in -the case of inspection, Japan looks' at the disarmament-security 

issue from the standpoint of a middle-sized power which feels threatened both 

by the reality of the superpowers' nuclear arsenals and the prospect that 

small, less stable regimes will acquire control over nuclear weapons. The

^Atomic Energy White Pa-per, 1971j trans. in SSJM, October, 1971> P- 3»

^he statement was made during the course of questioning before the 
Okinawa Reversion Agreement Special Committee. See the Tokyo Shlmbun, Dec. 
11, 1971 in DSJP, Deo. l4, I97I, p. I5.

^Japan Times Weekly, June 10, 1972,-i^p. 9-

^Atoms in Japan, XVI (March, 1972), 10-11; and Atoms in Japan. XVI 
(April, 1972), 25-2^.
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government's concern was reflected in the Foreign Ministry's recent 

announcement that its U.N. Disarmament Office would he raised to "section" 

level. The Disarmament Office had been in existence since May, I966 but 

had little apparent is^jact on policymaking. The new Disarmament Sddtion

was to be given responsibilities in the fields of nuclear and non-nuclear 

disarmament, as well as Asian regional disarmament policies.^

In March, 1971 the Japanese delegate to the Geneva Disarmament 

Committee proposed a three-point nuclear disarmament plan, 

underground nuclear tests should be banned, 

for delivery of strategic nudlear weapons should ceasei

First, all 

Second, all testing of missiles

Third, part of the

enriched uranium stockpiles in the United States and the Soviet Union should

be converted to a low-enriched state of no military application, put imder 

IAEA supervision, and then sold to non-niiclear-weapon states for peaceful
2

uses.

A ban on iinderground nuclear weapons testing was suggested some years 

ago by Alva Myrdal as part of a nonproliferation program.^ Such a ban, it 

was felt, would act as a constraint on horizontal proliferation by the present 

nuclear-weapon powers, and would reduce the incentive of non-nuclear-weapon 

states to initiate nuclear weapons programs since they would be unable to 

test the""reliability of those weapons. To acconpany this, Kjyrdal suggested 

that the production of weapons grade fissionable material cease, thereby

preventing the growth of existing stockpiles and the addition of new ones.\

^Ihon Keizal, Sep. I8, 1971 in DSJP, Sep. 23, 1971, pp. 27-28. 

^inichl Shlmbun. Mar. 5, I97I in DSJP. Mar. 6, 1971, pp. 3-4.

Alva Jfyrdal, "Political Aspects of Non-Proliferation," Adelnhl Papers. 
(October, I966), II-I5. Morton Kaplan also feels a universal test ban

his discussion in "The Nuclear
No. 29
is fundamental to the success of the NPT. See 
Non-Proliferation Treaty: Its Rationale, Prospects, and Possible Impact on 
International law," in Great Issues of International Politics, ed. by Morton 
A. Khplan (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1970),'pp. 162-63.
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Ifyrdal's proposal is quite similar to the three point Japanese nuclear 

disarmament plan noted above. The weakness of such proposals is the 

inspection system which accompanies them. Under the I^dal plan, the IAEA 

would inspect (or internationalize) all exchanges of reactors and fuel, ail 

plutonipm separating plants, and all uranium gas diffusion and centrifuge 

facilities.' Aside from Soviet objections to any international inspectors on 

their soil, and the exen^ption of military facilities from inspection that 

all nuclear-weapon states would be bound to demand, those non-nuclear-weapon 

states like Japan, which are running extensive commercial atomic energy 

operations, would object ti>.any inspection procedures they felt might 

jeopardize their industrial secrets. StiH, agreement on a comprehensive

nuclear test ban, even without absolute verification methods, could go far

in providing a solid foundation for strategic arms limitations, and at the 

same time, further the cause of nonproliferation by reassuring the non-

nuclear-weapon states which have yet to ratify the NPT.

The linkage between the strategy of arms control and the strategy of 

nonproliferation has been examined recently in terms of the SAIT I agreements 

reached at Helsinki. Proponents of arms limitations stress the likelihood

that the non- but near-nuclear-weapon states-will refuse to ratify the HPT 

without some evidence that the superpowers are moving toward arms reductions.

Likewise, a con5)rehensive test ban, which would be the heart of any arms

limitation agreement, would also go far toward reassuring the non-nuclear-

weapon signatories of the HPT that vertical as well as horizontal prolifer

ation was on the agenda of the nuclear-weapon states, 

have suggested that a comprehensive test ban would be "more persuasive" to 

the non-nuclear-weapon states than strictly limitation of armaments, since

In fact, some experts
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It would reduce the development of new nuclear weapons.^

Jr.,has noted, too, the very strong support in the United Nations for a
2

resolution calling for a halt to all nuclear testing by August, 1973.

Two developments, one political in nature and the other technical, have

Herbert Scoville,

brought the possibility of a total nuclear test ban somewhat nearer than in

the past. On the technical side, there has been a significant improvement

in the ability of seismic devices to register shock waves- over great

distances and to distinguish earthquakes from shocks brought on by nudlear

explosions. Two ranking Defense Department scientists recently testified 

before the U.S. Joint Committee on Atomic Energy that an underground test of 

any nuclear weapons inside China or the Sovie.t Union down to five kilotons 
in size could be detected by the United States.^ Herbert Scoville,ffielss 

that such sensitive seismic instruments, together -with the extremely

sophisticated satellite photographic equipment now in use, gives the United 

States verification techniques "superior -to our earlier capabilities, even 

combined with the on-site inspection we were seeking.

Second, the political agreements reached in SAIT I, especially the ABM

..4

treaty, have helped to outline more clearly the logical antecedents of a 

conprehensive test ban agreement-. By limiting the number of anti-ballistic

intercep-bor missiles in the United States and the Soviet Union to 200 each, 

the ABM treaty makes testing of new, inproved defensive warheads unnecessary. 

Since the present ABM' conplement is incapable of withstanding any all-out

^James J-. Wadsworth and Jo Pomerance, "Total Test Ban," Washington 
Star. May l4, 1972, p. C2.

^Herbert Scoville, Jr., "After SAIT, A Total Test Ban?" Washington 
Post. Febi-,'4y;1973>:;Di C5.

Washington Post. Oct. 28, I97I, p. A4. \

^Scoville, "After SAIT, A Total Test Ban?" o^.. crt p. 05.
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strategic attack, there is no Justification by any standard of deterrence 

for continuing to improve the warheads on such ABMs. As for offensive 

weapons testing, Herbert ScoviUe points out that the United States has 

already declared it does not intend to pursue a MIRV program because of the

likelihood that it would stimulate a new arms race with the Soviet Union.

ScoviUe questions the value of MIRVs on purely technical grounds, and 

suggests that even a fivefdidilihoreaseeihiithe yield of offensive American 

nuclear missiles would be less inqportant than in^irovements in accuracy.^

Agreement on a comprehensive test ban treaty is by no means a foregone 

conclusion. There is^always, the argument that secret tests could be ‘ 

conducted or that nuclea^ weapons could be_stookpiled without testing. 

Probably no agreement will ever be foolproof, even with on-site inspectors. 

However, as in the case of the NPT inspection system, the test of a workable 

agreement is to reduce the possibility of secret contravention of rules to 

the lowest possible level. There is a growing body of opinion which feels 

that with a combination of seismic devices, photographic equipment and 

possibly mechanical sensors located on the territory of the respective 

parties, the degree of confidence in a monitoring system will be sufficiently 

high so that a test ban agreement can be reached.

Hie danger that the strategic balance can be upset without testing is 

an argument that has sometimes been used against such test bans. The 

possibility is always there, but there are also arguments which suggest that 

the danger is not so serious as is sometimes suggested. Such weapons would 

be of unknown reliability at best, and while incremental in^rovements might 

be made on existingeweapons systems with some degree of confidence, each 

step of development leading away from tested,and proven technology would

\

^ScoviUe, "After SAIT, A Total Test Ban?" o£. cit.. p. C5.
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increase their degree of unreliability in ever larger amounts. One must also 

take into account the motivations of each side to reach an agreement. With 

the HPT, SAI/T I, the ■ strict observance of the atomspheric test ban, and 

talks about mutual and balanced force reductions in Europe, there appears 

to be a genuine desire on bothssides to reduce the level of strategic tension. 

The reticence of the non-nuclear-weapon states on the HPT, which both 

superpowers havdciadioated they value very highly, should encourage them to 

lower their resistence to a con^jrehensive test ban agreement if it appears 

that the HPT can be had only at this price.

Japanese uneasiness over the growing amounts of fissionable materials 

in circulation is not confined to the activities of the present nuclear- 

weapon countries. In a recent article, Imai Ryukichi expressed concern over 

the prospect that sophisticated tactical nuclear weapons may find their way 

into ine:q)erienced hands. He suggested that the nuclear-weapon states 

discontinue, productio.n and testing of spall weapons, and tlghtep controls 

over the weapons presently in existence. In addition to fears that tactical

nuclear weapons might sometime be distributed to non-nuclear-weapon states 

as a policy maneuver by the superpowers, there is the possibility that . 

guerrilla or terrorist groups could hijack such weapons. Imai called for

emphasis at^the highest policy levels on control, of "smali bombs possessed 
-- nlby small countries.

\ The HPT on Balance

The nonproliferation Treaty is a mixed bag from the Japanese standpoint.

While they might have preferred to shorten the twenty-five year span of the

^Byukichi Imai, "Changing 'Huclear' Weapons and Disarmament Thought," 
Jlyu (July, 1971)7 trans. in SSJM, December, 1971j pp. 1-10. See also, 
Deborah Shapley, "Plutonium: Reactor Proliferation Threatens a Huclear 
Black Market," Science. CLXXII (Aprll,9, 1971), 1^+3-^*
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treaty^ liberal provisions for renegotiation, a veto on amendments, and a

three-month escape clause gave the Japanese about all they expected on this 

score. The NPT does not appear to threaten in any way Japan's position"in 

the forefront of civilian reactor development. Between widespread exchange 

agreements with other countries and a growing technological conplex at home, 

Japan seems likely to keep pace. The only serious concern that could arise

would be as a. result of a technological breakthrough in peaceful atomic

explosions. Inspection, too, seems to be progressing favorably. With time

and experience, it appears that workable compromises can be reached.

The fact remains'that the Japanese government signed the Nuclear 

Nonproliferation Treaty in I970 in the face of solid rejection of the 

agreement by all the opposition political parties. Within the ruling Liberal- 

Democratic Party, as well, there were serious reservations as to the wisdom 

of the move. The Japanese atomic industry, although throwing its general 

support behind the government, has been alert to any derogative effects the 

NH! might have on domestic atomic energy development. Finally, even those 

Cabinet members who spearheaded the political drive for signing have been

most guarded in their advocacy.

At the moment, most Japanese leaders,.and certainly the public at large, 

enthusiastically support the primary objectives of the Nonproliferation 

Treaty. Whether Japan will consummate its signing of the HPT by legislative 

ratification and then continue to support it will depend on whether or not

the reservations discussed here are met to the satisfaction of those

concerned. Disarmament and security pose the most intractable problems. 

Japan clearly lost on the former. Whether nuclear disarmament will proceed 

on other tracks remains to be seen.- SAIT I^ should clarify the picture. 

Japanese security has been affected little, for the moment, by the NET.
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The strategic balance is much the same as it was before. However, as .

political and economic relationships change among major international

actors, as they have, begun to do, seo\irity concepts also change along with

them. JaJapanese apprehensions are shared by the other non- but near-nuclear-

weapon states, and while ancillary to the actual content of the HPT, they

are basic to its intent and crucial to its success.
9

\

\
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CHAPTER DC

IKTERKATIOKAL LDJKASES: NATIONAL DEFENSE

AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

Now that Japan is rapidly outgrowing the postwar syndrome which kept 

it isolated on the rim of East Asia, the question of a resurgence of 

Japanese military power, especially nuclear military power, has come to the

fore. There have been ai^r number of predictions that Japanese nuclear 

rearmament is probable, or even inevitable.^ Other forecasts argue just as

strongly the reverse, and cite a four or five point litany to prove the

unlikelihood of any such reversal of present defensg policy by Japanese 
2

decisionmakers. The merits of both viewpoints notwithstanding, discussion 

of the q.uestion of nuclear rearmament is no longer taboo in Japan.- The

time when a statement by a foreign journalist that Japan would soon have

nuclear arms could bring forth an official denial from the Japanese Foreign 
3

Ministry is long past. The issue has emerged from behind closed ministry

doors, and is now being debated openly by the press and public today.

^See, for instance, W. W. Rostow in the Hew York Times, Sep. 22, 1970, 
p. 45; Leonard Beaton, "Nuclear Proliferation,*' Science Journal, III 
(.Deeemiber, 1967)^ 38; Martin Weinstein, "Strategic Thought,'* in Forecast for 
Japan; Security in the 1970s. ed. by Morley, op. clt., p. 84; and Herman 
Kahn, The Emerging Japanese Superstate (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; Prentice- 
Hall), pp. 10-13, 165^8.

2
Typical is a recent article by Wakaizumi Kei who argues that Japan 

will not go nuclear because of (l) its strategic vulnerability, (2) the lack 
of domestic uranium ore deposits, (3) the expense of a second strike 
capability, (4) foreign opposition, and (5) public opposition. See his 
article entitled "Japan's Role in a New WorlH Order," Foreign Affairs, LI 
(January, 1973), 310-15.

garrison Salisbirry, Hew-York Times, Aug. 19, I986, p. 1; and Japanese 
rebuttal, Aug. 26, I966, p. 5-
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A full investigation of the entire issue-area of Japanese defense 

strategy and reannament is beyond the scope of this paper. The question of 

nuclear weapons, and of their relationship to Japan's peaceful atomic energy 

program, is germane, however. The following discussion will focus first of

all upon the coextensive nature of civilian and military atomic energy

development, and the iii5>lications that a national reactor development program

can have for nonproliferation. Hext, a summary look will be taken at the 

context within which the strategic debate over nuclear rearmament is taking 

place. Consideration will be given to official policy statements and to the 

nature of public opinion on this^issue. Finally, Japan's, nuclear option will 

be analyzed in terms of the relative value of a nuclear weapons force and

alternative non-nuclear defense strategies.

The Military-Civilian Nexus

The greatest irony of atomic energy is that the technology of the 

peaceful atom can so readily be turned to military purposes. Even without 

the slightest desire to build up a destructive capability, the country that 

pursues the power locked in the atom finds that the very technology which 

holds forth such great potential for solving man's age old problems of 

siurvival is replete with the capacity for man's destruction, 

avoiding the fact that "innocent progress toward the bomb 

to proceed apace with civilian atomic energy developi^nt.

Aside from the research advances and training skills that a 

sophisticated civilian program affords,' one of the most basic and, in the 

of Japan, most critical linkages between atomic reactors and atomic

There is no
..1

will continue

\

case

%he term is used by George H. Quester, "SO^
Nuclear Proliferation," American Political Science Review, IXVI (J\uie, 1972),
491.

Conceptual Problems in
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■bombs Is the production of weapons fuel. As a result- of nuclear fission 

inside a reactor, there is anaaccumulation of plutonium as valuable an

atomic fuel as the original uranium from which it came.- One of the most'^

highly publicized features of atomic reactors is this ability to produce 

new fuel from old, or spent, fuel. Ultimately, the fast breeder is ejqjected 

to produce more fuel than it bums, in the technology,of the fuel cycle.

there is nothing to prevent this reactor by-product from being applied to 

the manufacture of weapons. Thus, there stems from commercial electric

power operations military and political ramifications of the highest

strategic significance. ‘

The Tokai reactor, Japan's first commercial power reactor, has an 

estimated plutonium producing capacity of three to ten kilograms annually 

as the result of normal operations. If diverted from its primaiy purpose 

of generating electrical power, the Tokai reactor is reportedly capable of 

producing up to 2i*0 kilograms of plutonium annually through incomplete 

burning of its uranium fuel element.^ The Japan Defense-Agency estimates 

that this Tokai plutonium is sufficient to arm twenty Hiroshima-class bombs 

(20,000 kilotons of TNT) per year, if the reactor were turned over sole^ to 

this purpose.^ Unofficial estimates of the Tokai reactor's capacity range 

from twenty to thirty-two bombs per year.^ The Tsuruga reactor, with 

approximately twice the capacity of the Tokai, is estimated to have a

^okyo Shlmbun, Feb. 28, 196? in DSJP, Mar. 2, 1967, pp. 17"19J 
Yomlurl Shlmbun, Feb. l4, I968 in DSJP, Feb. 27, I968, pp. 35“3T-

^See the JDA's Security Research Council report entitled "The Security 
of Japan and Prospects for 1970, I968 Issue," in the Mainichl Shlmbun, July 
12, 1968 in DSJP, July 12, I968, p. 20.

^Yomluri Shlmbun, Feb. l4, 1968 in DSJP, Feb. 27, I968, pp. 35-37; and 
Leonard Beaton, Must the Bomb Spread? (Baltiiiore; Penguin Books, I966), p.
9h.
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1
plutonium .production capacity of sixty bombs annually. Reactors already 

under construction wi3J. have a power output capacity nearly two and a half 

times that of the Tsuruga, while the output of those planned for the latter 

half of the 1970s will be easily three times and more. On the international 

level, Skolnikoff estimates that by I980 enough plutoniian will be produced
p

by atomic reactors to make 10,000 warheads per year. • The International

Peace Research Institute in Stockholm has pointed out that by that date one-

third of the world's plutonium will be owned by the present non-nuclear-

weapon states; enough, its recent study concluded, to produce 100 Hiroshima- 

class bombs per week.^ '

The Interface goes beyond simply reactor technology and, indeed, 

encompasses the entire nuclear fuel cycle. From mining, through fabrication

and enrichment, during the reactor stage, and finally reprocessing, the bank

of technology that is accumulating daily can be used to underwrite either

path, whichever is determined politically. Increasingly this will be so. 

Willrlch states that plutOnixim technology, so critical to future generations 

of commercial reactors, is widespread, and that "military significant amounts" 

can be obtained from facilities costing "well under $100 million" and with 
operating costs under $10 million per year.^, Gilinsky has also written of

^Beaton, Must the Bomb'Spread?, op. cit., p. 9^- 
2
Eugene B. Skolnikoff, The International Imperatives of Tec^ology; 

Technological Deveiopment and the International Political System (Berkeley: 
University of Califoniia, 1972), p. 66, citing Neville Brown, '^Plutonium 
and Poverty," Hew Scientist, XLV (January, 1970), 13*

^Andrew Wilson, "Nuclear Capability Spreads," Washington Post. Jiay 13, 
1972, p. E9j q.uoting the World Armaments and Disarmament Yearbook—1972.

^*Mason Willrich, "The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons: Nuclear Technology Confronts Worlds Politics," The Yale Law Journal 
(JuOjr, 1968), 1454. \

\
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future high ten^erature-gas cooled reactors which may burn highly enriched 

uraniim rather than the low enrichment fuel currently called for by 

enriched fuel reactors.
-c,

The creation of a legitimate commercial need for 

highly enriched uranium, which today has only military aHJlications, would 

only strengthen the troublesome civilian-military lin3cage in this area.^

The problem of proliferation is often discussed solely as a military

question, but as Quester noted, there is a great deal of ambiguity in asking 

simply "how close" country X is to making a bomb. The time lag between a 

political decision to embark on a nuclear weapons program and the point at 

which such weapons are operStional is a question of technological ability and

motivation, and should be included in estimates of political and military 
2

factors. There is no question but that civilian power reactor programs

are reducing this time lag dramatically by ejqjanding the stock of atomic

energy facilities and equipment, building up an atomic energy related 

commercial and industrial infrastructure, producing a sophisticated bank of 

data and corps of trained personnel, and educating the public in the

practicalities and politics of the atom.

Japanese Security and the Nuclear Debate 

^en, in 19*^5J the Japanese Empire surrendered, its military arm was 

The sincere welling up of pacifist sentiment after the defeat 

was reflected in the 19^^7 Constitution in which war, as velX as forces to

dismantled.

\
wage war, was forever renounced. Whatever the origi 

drafters may have been, the onset of the cold war/ma

intention of the

de it inqiosslble in

Victor Gilinsky, "Military Potential of Civilian Nuclear Power," in 
Nuclear Proliferation^ Prospects for Control, ed. by Boskey and Wlllrich,
op.Dolt,, p. 50.

Vuester, "Some Conceptual Problems in Nuclear Proliferation," op. 
cit., pp. 491-92.
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practice for Japan to exist witliout some form of security force. The 

National Police Reserve Force was established in 1950> and debate over the

legality of the Self-Defense Forces, as the Japanese military establishment

came to be known, has been waged continuously in Japan since that time.
i

Although a vocal political opposition, with a significant element of public
i 4

backing, claims that all weapons are prohibited by the Constitution, the

war clause has never been reviewed by the Supreme Court, and all post-war

governments have insisted that self-defense is an inherent right of

sovereignty. The obligation to maintain military forces exists, they feel, 
pursuant to that end.^ -v

Nuclear defense and the Constitution The legality of a Japanese nuclear

force within the; constraints of the "Peace Constitution" is a moot point.

Since the 1950s, however, succeeding Japanese governments have ascribed to

themselves the authority, deriving from their resi>onsibility for national

defense, to decide on the use or non-use of nuclear weapons as a matter of

policy. This decisionmaking authority, is usually hedged by the explanation

that such weapons shall be \jniq,uely defensive in character, 

technology has so far provided no hard and fast rules for distinguishing 

defensive from offensive weapons, the practicality of such stipulations may

Since weapons

be questioned.

The matter was first raised publicly in 1955 by Prime Minister ffiitoyama

who indicated he would approve the introduction of nuclear weapons into Japan
p

if "absolutely necessary" for Japan's defense. Under Prime Minister Kishi

^lEhe debate over defense and the Self-Defense Forces is treated at 
length in Kim, Major Issues of Japan's Seciirlty Policy Debate, op. clt., 
passim. \

^omlurl Sh-ttnbun. Feb. 10, I968 in DSJP, Feb. l4, I968, p. 1.
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the political guidelines which all succeeding governments have adhered to 

since were formulated. In 1957, during a dehate over Article IX (prohibition 

of war makidg power), Kishl declared that "not all nuclear weapons can he' '■ 

considered as falling within the purview of this prohibition. If there is a 

nuclear weapon that can he considered as solely a defense weapon, it is not 

outside the realm of possibility for Japan to possess it.! 

he reiterated that "Japan can possess small-sized nuclear weapons for self- 

defense purposes according to the Constitutional interpretation." However, 

he added, "as a matter of actual policy, the Government takes the stand of 

not acquiring any type of nuclear weapons.

interpretation of the Constitution by former Prime Minister Yoshida.^

„1
Some time later

„2 . Kishi was supported in his-

Conservative governments since that time have done their best to

downplay the nuclear rearmament question for'there is sizeable opposition to

any such move within the IDP itself, not to mention the opposition parties 

and the public at large. Nevertheless, the issue always lies just beneath 

the surface. It arose inevitably diiring debate on the Japanese-Korean Peace
k 5

Treaty in 19o5, and again over the reversion of Okinawa.^ 

came up once more during debate on the Nonproliferation Treaty, the LDP 

reportedly considered making some formal adjustment of its stand on nuclear 

weapons. -Party leaders met in December, 1967, but decided against any

When the issue

^ei Wakaizuml, "Four National Debates: The Problem for Japan," in 
A World of Nuclear Powers?, ed. by Alastair Buchan (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 
Prentice-Hall, 19^7), P- 78.

Slalnichl. Shimbun, Mar. 13, 1959 in DSJP. Mar. 13, 1959, p. 15-

^New York Times, Aug. 2, 1959, P* 20.

Sfakaizuml, "Four National Debates:
A World of Nuclear.Powers?, op. clt.. p, 78. ^

^Mainichl Shimbun, Feb. 6, 1969 in DSJP, Feb. 7, 1969, P- 31-

The Problem for Japan," in Buchan,
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public^ disclosure of their discussiouB since the military issue was so 

sensitive, and because they did not wish to widen the fissure which was 
known to exist within the ^rty on the nuclear question.^'

The debate continued after Prime Minister Sato's return from discussions

in Washington with President Johnson, and there was much speculation on the 

exact meaning of Sato's references to "autonomous defense" and his talk of 

encouraging in the Japanese people, "a spirit of defending the country by
p

" During questioning at the House of Representatives Budget 

Committee hearings in February, 19^8, the Prime Minister, explained the "four 

pillars" of his nuclear weapons policy. The first pillar enconpassed tlie 

three non-nuclear principles (no production, no possession, /no introduction) 

which had guided the atomic energy program in Japan since 1956. The second 

pillar called for the total elimination of nuclear weapons, the third, 

supported the peaceful development of atomic energy, and the fourth placed 

reliance on American deterrent power for defense against nuclear attack.^

The potential conflict between pillars one and four dfd not escape the 

attention of the opposition members in the Diet, and questions were addressed 

to this point. The three non-nuclear principles, Sato's, first pillar, were 

"based strictly on the premise that the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty setup is 
working,""Chief Cabinet Secretary Kimura stated.^ Another "Government 

source" explained that without the Security Treaty "the three nuclear

themselves.

\
^Sankel Shimbun, Dec. l4, I967 in DSJP, Dec. I5, I967, p. 4l; and 

Asahl Shimbun, Dec. 18^^_J567 in DSJP. Dec. 19, I967, P- 7-

himbun, Feb. 29, 1968 in DSJP. Mar. 13, 1968, p. l4.

^Asahi Shimbun, Feb. 6, I968 in DSJP, Feb. 6, I968, p. 7*

^Yomluri Shimbun. Feb, 7, 1968 in DSJ7. F^. 7, I968, p. 28.

%omiuri S:
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principles will lose their meaning as the first pillar."^ 

still any douht about the relative wei^t attached to the two "pillars," it 

was cleared up by a "high-ranking Foreign Ministry official source" who 

stated that "(A)mong Prime Minister Sato's four nuclear policies, including 

the three non-nuclear principles, nuclear deterrent power takes precedence 

over the other three policies."^

The opposition parties within the Diet were not reassured by the 

explanations they received, and they attempted, without success, to pass 

the three non-nuclear principles in the form of a Diet resolution.^ 

ramifications of a nuclear defense force were explored at length in the Diet 

and in the press for the next several years as Okinawan reversion and the

If there was

The

Security Treaty came up for consideration.
k

remained unchanged, as the 1970 Defense Vftiite Paper makes clear, and the 

question of a nuclear weapons force is still treated as a matter of Cabinet

The government's position has

policy.

The strategic setting Postwar Japanese strategic defense policy has been

shaped by the realities of the Soviet-American overall strategic military 

balance. As Weinstein points out, Japanese defense planners realized they 

could not defend the country against either of the superpowers. They were

convinced, however, that the United States could defend Japan against the 

The reverse was not true.^Soviet Union. Thus, Japan had no alternative to

^inichi Shimbun, Feb. 7, 1968 in DSJP, Feb. 7, 1968, p. 31-

. ^omiuri Shimbun, Feb. 8, 1968 in DSJP. Feb. 9, 1968, pp. 15-16.

\okyo Shimbun. Mar. 7, 1968 in DSJP. Mar. 8, I968, pp. 1-3.

‘*Wlhon Keizal. Hov. 1, 1970 in DSJP. Nov.\6, 1970, p. 4l.

^^Martin E. Weinstein, Japan's Postwar Defense Policy, 1947-1968 (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1971), pp. 134-35.
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a close defensive alliance with the tjnited States.

This defensive alliance is still the keystone of Japanese defense 

strategy. Today, however, the secvirity relationship is undergoing change.' 

Until Japan and the United States both decide Just what their respective

roles in Asia are to be, the futijre of their security relationship will be

imoertain. A wholesale American withdrawal from Asia would certainly

precipitate a decision on a Japanese nuclear weapons force, and it seems

probable that without the American nuclear mbrella the decision would be

to exercise the nuclear option. Such a complete American withdrawal does 

hot appear likely, althou^ the United States is encouraging its Asian 

allies, Japan included, to assume a greater share of their own defense

burdens. Whether this will mean a national nuclear force for Japan will 

depend to a large extent on what understandings are reached between the

United States and China, and to a lesser extent between the United States

and the Soviet Union.

Because of the uncertain nature of this three-way relationship.

Japanese perceptions of American intentions are very in^iortant to the course

of Japanese nuclear policy. The requisite understandings which would seive 

to produce a stable nuclear equilibrium between,Japan's nuclear-armed 

neighbors'would not necessarily add up to increased security for Japan. As 

the debate over the nonproliferation Treaty has shown, the strategic dead

lock which has given a certain degree of stability to relationships between

the nuclear superpowers has not resolved the question of credible nuclear 

guarantees for non-nuclear-weapon states. An American-Chinese "no first 

use" agreement, for exangjle, would not erase the latent Chinese nuclear

Japanese feel most threatened by the Chinese nuclear 

force, and if the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty is to continue to serve as an

' threat to Japan. If the
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alternative to a Japanese nuclear weapons force, Japan will have to feel 

certain that its regional security interests are not to suffer as a result 

of larger global understandings between the major nuclear states.

Overall, the tensions which have arisen between Japan and the United
O

States appear to stem asmmuch from general differences in perceptions of 

respective roles than from specific policy auestions. In an extensive 

• 1968 survey of Japanese parliamentarians and the public at large-, unfavorable 

references to the United States were most often phrased in termis of "Japan 

is too dependent on the U.S.," "the United States does not understand Asia 

and Asian problems," or "the United States, laekshundenatiandlng of Japan."

Only 3 per cent of the public and 9 per cent of parliamentarians cited 

Vietnam specifically, for Instance. Parliamentarians were about equally 

divided as to whether they wished to see the United States become more 

Involved with Asian problems (apart from Vietnam), while h3 per cent of the 

public answered "Don't Know." Still, 35 per cent of the public chose the 

United States as the actor with which Japan should cooperate the most closely. 

Only 10 per cent selected China and 4 per cent the Soviet Union. Parlia

mentarians, too, picked the United States as the most desirable partner far 
above any other country (63)6).^

Those who wished for greater American involvement or had favorable

attitudes toward the United States mentioned economic and military security

relationships most frequently as the reasons for their positive attitudes.

\ In a 1971 Asahl poll, respondents were asked to list their negative and

positive reactions to the United States. The two largest blocs of answers

were both positive. This approval was based on the perception that American

^U-oyd A. Free, International Attitudes in Four Asian Democracies 
(Princeton; Institute for Intematiohal Socihl Research, 1969)^ pp. A-11, 
A-12.
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"science and technology are highly advanced" (33?^) snd that the United 

States is "materially affluent" (295^).^

While there exists strong sentiment in Japan in favor of continuing'a 

broad cooperative association with the United States, this relationship does 

not exist in a vacuum. Japanese nuclear policy, in particular, will be 

shaped very much by the trend of Slno-Amerlcan and Sino-Japanese relations. 

At present, as Young has suggested, the United States serves as a buffer for

Japan as it sets about estabUshing a new relationship with China and- the 

Soviet Union.^ The search for new policy courses on the Asian continent 

has heen- given a certain fle^^i)ility by the strategic ^arantee afforded by 

the United States.

How long and to what extent this flexibility can be retained in view

of the Chinese-American detente will be the central concern of Japanese

Since the success of both American and Japanesestrategic defense planning, 

overtures to.China will depend to a considerable extent on the nature of the

strategic Japanese-American understanding, both the United--States and Japan 

will be seeking to adjust that relationship in terms of their respective 

policy objectives vi£ a v^ the Chinese. Such adjustments will necessarily 

be subtle and can be successful only if Japan is convinced that the 

accommodation between the United States and China is not to be bought at the 

price of an .American strategic withdrawal from Jai)an. For the time being, at 

least, the Chinese do not appear to be seeking to exact such a price. In 

the meantime, as Skolnikoff suggests, "(T)he course of Sino-Japanese relations 

is likely to be the most ia^ortant determinant of Japan's intentions with

\

^Asahi Shlmbun, June 3, 1971 in DSJP. June h, 1971j p. 5.

^Kenneth T. Young, "Japan and the UnitedX^tates in Pacific Asia," 
Pacific Community, IV (October, 1972), 5»
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regard to nuclear weapons, since a U.S. nuclear guarantee will te less

credible as time goes on, and less politically acceptable to either Japan 

or the U.S."^

Sino-Japanese relations have been con^licated by the emergence of a 

Chinese nuclear striking capability which has made the strategic balance in 

East Asia considerably more fluid than in the days before China had the 

bomb. The Chinese have challenged post-war Japanese defense thinking in

two ways. First, Chinese nuclear weapons transformed the nature of the

Chinese threat to Japan quite dramatically. Traditional Chinese land, sea, 

and air forces were thoroughly defense oriented. Separated from Japan by 

hundreds of miles of ocean and with scant logistical capability, they

presented no immediate physical threat. Chinese missiles with nuclear

warheads completely altered these complacent attitudes about time and space.

Imai Byukichi has explained why Chinese missiles are so unsettling to 

the Japanese. For one thing, Chinese nuclear weapons are an affront to the

global strategic condominium which the United States and the Soviet Union 

have forged since 19^5 and, as such, potentially destabilizing. There has

been a mutual inability to calculate rationally a hierarchy of threats and

counterthreats, and this has lent Chinese forces a peculiarly unsettling 

oharacten in a world grown used to living with a closely regulated "balance 

of terror." For another thing, the Japanese are uncertain as to the ultimate

goal of the Chinese nuclear force—purely defensive, dominance in East Asia,

As the only nuclear power whose interests are centeredor superpower status.

in Asia, the extent of Chinese ambitions is most in^ortant to Japanese

^Skolnikoff, The International Imperatives of Technology, op. cit,•)
pp. 179-80. \
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defense planners.^

Despite these misgivings by Japanese defens'b strategists, however, the 

Japanese in general do not have a clear image of the role China will play in 

Asia or of just ^diat Japan's response should be to Chinese initiatives. The 

1968 opinion po3J. mentioned above revealed that hi per cent of the public

and 7h per cent of Japanese parliamentarians felt that China would not come 

to dominate other Asian countries.^ There was considerable support among 

the public (395^) aah parliamentarians for "joining with other non-

communist Asian countries to further mutual development and balance Chinese 

power," but such groupings w;ere thought of almost exclusively in terms of 

economic, political, and cultural competition, rather than a military 

counterbalance.^ On both questions, fully half of the public answered 

"Don't Know." A poll taken in January, 19'73 also revealed nearly 52 per 

cent of the public sti]_L were resenring judgment when asked whether they 

had a favorable or unfavorable image of China. But while 52 per cent would 

not choose either side, over 35 per cent had a favorable or very favorable 
Less than 8 per cent rated China unfavorably.*^

The Chinese, who used to rail against the resun^tion of Japanese 

militarism, have lately begun to take a much ipre conciliatory approach 

toward-jrapan. Chou En-lal has even suggested that Japan will need to retain 

the American nuclear laabrella for the time being as protection against the

response.

\
^Imai, "Changing'Nuclear' Weapons and Disarmament Thought," 0£. clt.* >

pp. 2-3.
p
Free, International Attitudes, op. clt 
^Ibid., pp. A-35, A-36.

*^Tokyo Shimbun, Jan. 4, I973 in DSJP, J^. I3/16, 1973, p. 7-

p. A-50..• >
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Soviet Union.It is in,China's interests, its leaders now evidently 

helieve, to keep an American counterweight to Soviet ambitions in Asia, 

addition, the American nuclear guarantee to Japan also provides the best 

insurance against the development of a Japanese nuclear force.

Much of the present "smile diplomacy" being directed toward Japan is 

obviously aimed at driving a wedge between any too close alignment between

In

Japan and the Soviet Union. However, apart from the Sino-Soviet struggle.

, both Japan and China have much to gain in other respects from closer relations

with each other. A number of long term economic and technical exchange 

measures are now under discussion, and already Japanese factories and

technological know-how are being exchanged for-Chinese oil and other raw

materials to feed Japanese Industry. The Chinese are also negotiating with

the Tokyo Electric Power Company for technical assistance in building atomic 
P

power plants. Even Taiwan, which has frequently been cited as a potential 

troublespot between the two countries, may turn out to have just the opposite 

effect. As John Welfield notes, the Taiwan clause in the Nixbn-Sato 

communique of November, I969 has been set aside by more recent developments 

between the United States and Japan on the one hand and China and the other. 

Also, Chou En-lai has promised that Japanese economic interests will not be 

endangered^once Taiwan is reunited with the mainland.^ Sellg Harrison even 

speaks in terms of a future economic condominium in Taiwan. He notes that 

the critical Senkaku Islands issue was not raised publicly during Tanaka's 

visit to Peking, and suggests that the fact that certain Tokyo investment

Washington Post. Jan. I9, 1973, P- Al.

^Selig S. Harrison, "China and Japan: 
Washington Post, Mar. 4, 1973, P- B5.

Wohn Welfield, "A New Balance: 
Community, Vf (October, 1972), 66-67.

The New Asian Partnership,"
\

Japan Versus China," Pacific
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■bankers are nov seeking "instructions" from Peking prior to any firrther

investment in Taiwan is evidence of an understanding between Japan and 
China on future joint economic development of the island.^'

The trade patterns that develop will have certain political ramifi

cations. One effect of closer economic collaboration with China might be

to reduce pressure on Japanese governments at home from the left wing.

There was a good deal of resentment in Japan over the fact that the United 

States accomplished its opening with China without prior consultations with 

its Japanese allies. Japanese governments will be under strong pressure 

from now on to keep one jungi ahead of the United States in China, and as 

David Brown has pointed out, expanding trade relationships with the mainland
p

is one way to accon^jlish this. Much in the emerging partnership is still 

speculative, however, and the Foreign Ministry has expressed concern over 

investing too deeply in China le’st Japan be drawn too closely to the 

Chinese at the expense of the promising relationship with the Soviet Union.^ 

At the moment, Japan is passing through a state of "ambivalence 
between rivalry and cooperation" with Peking.^ There is the potential-Tor 

considerable economic cooperation between the two countries, especially if , . 

Japan begins to run into trade and monetary problems with the United States 

and Western Europe. Also, if Japan comes to feel that relations with China

have truly stabilized, the urgency with which some Japanese have viewed the

^Selig S. Harrison, "Japan, China Agreejon..Taiwan Dealings," Washington 
Post. Feb. 26, 1973, P- Al.

2 ' *
David G. Brown, "Chinese Economic Leverage in Sino-Japanese Relations," 

Asian Survey, XII (September, 1972)j 669-71*

^Harrison, "China and Japan:

C?

The New Asian Partnership," 0£. clt.,

p. B5. . \

■^oung, "Japan and the United States in Pacific Asia," op. elt,, p. 10.
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course of Japanese nuclear defense policy may sulDSide. If Japan can

reassure itself that China harbors no aggressive in^ulse against a non-

nuclear-armed Japan, the need to make a decision on the nuclear option may

he postponed indefinitely.

On the other hand, as Chinese foreign trade begins to expand there is

a strong possibility that Japanese export goods will have to compete with

Chinese exports in Asian markets that have long been dominated by Japan.

Whether a division of the market can be reached that will satisfy both

parties is a moot point. Also, there is no guarantee that Japanese

■ exporters will not become- disillusioned with their investments in China if 

they find that they are subjected to stlffer bargaining -and fewer profits 

than they have come to expect in their dealings with other Asian countries. 

For the time being, Japan will probably be-most concerned, as Harrison 

suggests, with preventing a "destructive rivalry with'China for regional

while laying the groundwork for future cooperation. So long as 

the present optimistic mood continues, it appears doubtful,,that the

supremacy

Japanese government will make any overt move with respect to a Japanese 

nuclear force which woiUd Jeopardize what could turn out to be a highly

satisfying relationship between Japan and China.

Chinese nuclear weapons have cha]J.enged Japanese defense strategy in 

a second way, also. While debate continues over whether Japan should 

respond to the Chinese nuclear force in kind, the presence of a Japanese 

nuclear force must also be assessed in terms of Japan's position vis a vis 

the Soviet Union. What the Japanese" must determine is whether traditional 

post-war defense doctrine, 4. £., that Japan alone can defend itself against 

neither of the superpowers, but that the United States can defend Japan
\

^"Selig S. Harrison, "Japan, Inc.; 
Washington Post, Feb. 25, 1973? P* Cl.

Ten^jering Its Asian Goals,"
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against the Soviet Union, is still valid. Weinstein suggests that the 

dehate over the Nonproliferation Treaty in the WP on whether or not to

retain a nuclear option for Japan stems from the larger dispute over whether 

Japan can conceivably defend itself against the Soviet Union.^

Any Japanese nuclear weapons force, even though its announced raison

d'etre might be to counter a Chinese threat, would automatically call forth

a strategic response from the Soviet Union. Whether Japan could create a

credible nuclear deterrent to the Soviet Union, in view of its obvious'

military inferiority and exposed civilian population, will have to be 

decided before the issue of nuglear rearmament can be resolved, 

nuclear force would also require reexamination of the assumptions upon which '

A Japanese

the Japanese-American defense relationship is based. Whdt credibility

American nuclear support would have for Japa'n in the context of a Soviet-

American strategic balance con5)licated by a Japanese nuclear force and

Chinese ICMBs.iS for Japanese planners to ponder.

Clearly, part of the Soviet interest in Japan stems from the ingicoved 

state of relations between Japan and China. Japanese-Soviet relations had 

been at a low ebb since Foreign Minister Miki's visit to Moscow in I967. 

Suddenly, in January, 1972, with Foreign Minister Gromyko's visit to Tokyo, 

high level discussions began once again. In October, Foreign Minister Ohira

was in Moscow, and in March, 1973 Prime Minister Tanaka announced that Japan

was prepared to enter into constructive talks over the Siberian development
2

project which the Soviets had been pushing.

The Soviet new look in Asian diplomacy was first outlined in June, I969

Weinstein, "Strategic Thought," in Forecast for Japan; 
the 1970s, ed. by Morley, 0£. cit., p. 82.

Washington Post. Mar. 7, I973, p. A2h.

Security in
\
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in a call for an Asian collective security system. Although, the proposal was 

not followed up at the time, it has recently heen introduced publicly again. 

The details of the proposal have never been made clear, although in general 

terms the Soviet Union has called for the non-use of military force in Asia, 

respect for national sovereignty and territory, non-interference in domestic 

politics, and mutual economic development. So@e Japanese observers have 

suggested that its major purpose was to enlist Japan as a counterweight to 

China after the the Chinese-American rapprochement.^ Since the Soviet Union 

has unsettled border disputes with both Japan and China, one objective may 

have been to settle the JapanesQ^boundary issue within the context of the' 

proposed Asian security system, and thereby gain tacit Japanese acknow

ledgement of Soviet claims in its border dispute with China. Since I956 the 

Soviets have offered to negotiate the boundary dispute with Japan on the

".i

basis of returning only Habomai and Shikotan to Japan, while retaining

The Japanese, however, have always 

refused to consider anything less than the return of all four-islands.

control over Kunashiri and BJtorofu.

Japanese political parties have been united in their demands for return of

all these pre-war territorial possessions, and it does not appear likely

that the boundary issue will be permanently settled on any other terms.

In another area, mutual economic development, there has been more

progress between Japan and the Soviet Union. Both countries have expressed

interest for some time In joint development of Siberian natural resources.

although there have been extended discussions over the specific projects to

Part of the delay may have stemmed from the fact that Siberianbe promoted.

development has become a topic of considerable political debate within the

Japan-Soviet Relations an^Japan's Choice," Pacific^Rinjiro Harako,
Community, IV (October, 1972), 89.

'Mt
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Soviet leadershiT).^ The Japanese were cautious both from the standpoint of 

their investment capital, and because of the fear of becoming tied too 

closely to the Soviet Union at the expense of their relations with China. 

Finally, in January, 1973, Soviet Ambassador to Japan Troyannovsky

urged the Japanese to "form a clear-cut judgment" on the Siberian bank
O

loans. Approximately two months later, as has been noted, .Prime Minister 

Tanaka announced that Japan was ready to proceed. The most significant 

result of the agreement from the Japanese standpoint will be the bxiilding of

a trans-Siberian oil pipeline which will make Soviet oil available for 

trans-shipment to Japan. .The'Russians have encouraged the Japanese to 

discuss their energy needs, and during talks on oil and gas in November, 

1972, made an offer to supply Japan with enriched xiranium. The Energy 

Countermeasures Committee of the Keidanren is s'cheduled to go to the Soviet 

Union in April to pursue negotiations on the offer.^

Proposals for a Japanese nuclear force The diplomatic face of East Asia-

has been changing in kaleidoscopic fashion in the past few years. The 

People's Republic of China has emerged once again into world society, and its 

leaders in Peking give every indication that they intend to play a serious 

international political role. China has confirmed,’ for the time being, the 

controlled but open hostility between itself and the Soviet UMon, and as a 

counterbalance, has sought to reforge ties with the United States, Japan, 

and other non-communist states. The Soviet Union, in turn, is finding a

%or a discussion of the domestic Soviet political factors involved 
see W. Craig Wilde, "Issues in the Development of Siberia and the Far East," 
The Soviets in Asia, ed. by Norton T. Dodge (Mechanicsville, Md.: The 
Cremona Foundation, 1972), pp. 29-35*

Sdainichl Shimbun. Jan. 27, 1973 in DSJP, Fe'^ 1, 1973, p. I3.

^Yomiuri Shimbun, Jan. I7, 1973 in DSJP. Jan. I8, I973, p. 28.
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greater mtuality of interests with both the United States and Japan.

Partly this is in response to the new "reasonahleness" displayed in (Chinese 

policies toward the United States and Japan. If they are.not to he isolated 

hy the Chinese, the Russians must convince others they are willing to 

negotiate their differences, and that they have as much if not more to 

offer than the Chinese. The Russian mood probably goes deeper than merely 

countering Chinese initiatives, however, for the Soviet leaders seem to be

gaining confidence in their ability to achieve their policy goals by •

negotiating with their adversaries as well as by confronting them. The

United States, meanwhile, is the process of transferring the major burden 

of keeping the peace in Korea and Vietnam to its proteges' in those areas, 

while at the same time retaining some general presence, as yet undefined in

its specifics, in Asia. ' , -

These political changes have transpired with little active influence 

on the part of Japan. Until recently, the Japanese have tended to hesitate

where others wovild often have had them step forward more boldly to assime 

It will be-increasingly more difficult for Japanresponsibilities in Asia.

to remain only an observer, however, while its neighbors reshape the

political landscape. If Japan is to maintain its physical secxirity, ensure

its poll-tical and economic independence, and enhance its prestige as a

sovereign state, Japan will have to marshal its resources and become a 

positive political actor on the international level-; Some people now argue

that this security, independence, and prestige can be realized only if Japan

has a nuclear force under its own control. These arguments in favor of a

nuclear weapons force -will now be examined.

IJatignal security.—The most obvious appll^jation of a nuclear force is 

military. Advocates justify their support of nuclear weapons not only in
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terms of the strategic value they would offer in the event of a global

confrontation between the superpowers, but also by the tactical options 

they would afford in a limited confrontation in Asia.

Nakasone Yasuhiro, for instance, believes that tactical nuclear weapons 

may well be required in future limited conflicts on the Asian continent. The

strategic American weapons committed to the defense of the Japanese homeland 

he finds of little value in such an eventuality. Nor could Japan rely on 

the United States for tactical nuclear weapons if it at some future date

became engaged in a limited war in Asia. Nakasone is also concerned lest 

China’s growing military capabilities, especially nuclear ones', leave Japan

simply an object of manipulation in any future military struggle between 

China and the United States. Even if Washington and Peking should reach a 

modus Vivendi in East Asia, Japan might easily find its freedom of action 
constricted by mutual agreement of the two nuclear powers.^

The Chinese-American nuclear relationship also has a direct bearing on 

the American "nuclear umbrella," a key element in Japanese defense strategy. 

Some Japanese military thinkers do exhibit faith in the American nuclear

deterrent. Genda Minoru, former Chief of Staff of the Air Self-Defense

Force, has urged Japan to rely on the U.S. umbrella, and welcome American

nuclear weapons into the country. He discounts escalation theories, and 

predicts that Japan should expect to come under attack directly in the event

Kaya Okinori, a conservative EDP leader, has called for 

the retention of American nuclear weapons in Okinawa but not in the home

of a nuclear war.\

Islands. Kaya feels that Japan proper would be spared nuclear devastation as
2

long as such strategic forces were confined to Okinawa.

^Inlchi Shimbun, Oct. 26, I967 in DSJP, OctV 2?, 1967, pp. 39-41. 

^omlurl Shimbun. Mar. 2, 1968 in DSJP. Mar. 15, 1968, pp. 13-14.
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Genera3J.y, however, faith in the credibility of the American umbrella 

Wakaizvuni Kel, an opponent of a Japanese nuclear force, fears 

that a rapidly expanded Chinese nuclear force will cause China to be perceived, 

as a direct threat to Japan, and sufficiently weaken trust in the American 
nuclear umbrella so as to make any defense based on it untenable.^ 

an outspoken proponent of an independent Japanese nuclear weapons force, 

considers the American nuclear deterrent "unusable" for the most part, 

scenario of a futvire conflict includes a calculated escalation of military 

pressure, including nuclear forces, on Japan, presumably by China or the

The United States,^he feels, would probably delay and seek to 

forestall a full scale attack on the American homeland rather than retaliate

has weakened.

Doi Akio,

His

Soviet Union.

p
with strategic forces in defense of Japan.

Akagi Munemori, an LDP member and former Defense Agency director who is 

flatly opposed to any nuclear defense for Japan, argues that while American 

protection may be useful in a conventional war, "the Japan-U.S. Security

Utsunomiya Tokuma,Treaty will be of no use in the event of a nuclear war. 

a member of the conservative ruling party who has encouraged a Sino-American

dialogue as a first step to a cooperative Sino-American-Japanese relationship.

Rather, he hopes fordoes not welcome a nuclear weapons defense arrangement, 

nuclear disarmament once China is accepted back into the family of nations on

He does not rule out a Japanese nuclear force entirely, however.equal terms.

"as a logical ultimate consequence" of what he feels is an "lonreliable foreign

^alnichi Shlmbun, Sep. 13, 19^9 in DSJP, Sep. 25, 1969, P- 32; see also 
"^our National Debates: The Problem for Japan," in

p. 82.

^omiuri Shimbun, Feb. 29, 1968 in DSJP, Mar. 13, I968, pp. 14-17 and 
Mar. 2. 1968 in DSJP. iter. 15, 1968, p. I3.

^YomSuri Shlmbun, Mar. 2, I968 in DSJP, Mar

his article entitled 
Buchan, A World of Nuclear Powers?, op. cit.• t

.\5, 1968, p. 15.
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nuclear umbrella-.

The Liberal-Democratic Party has officially taken only a wait-and-see 

attitude toward the Chinese nuclear force^ despite outspoken criticism from 

its defense-minded'elements who tend to discount Chinese military capabilities 

but feel that Japan should coimter them with its own military forces,

December, 1964 the LDP Security Affairs Committee met to consider the

In

political and military ramifications of the first Chinese atomic bomb test.

The Committee's report to the party's Executive Board urged cautious optimism. 

• The Chinese force, though psychologically noteworthy, was still barely off 

the drawing board. The report -ur^d Japan to rely on the Security Treaty 

for its defense for the time being, and to maintain the momentum of its own

rocket, satellite and peaceful atomic energy programs to ensure an overall
2

technological lead over the Chinese. Defense planners, however, do not fail 

to register their concern as they did in a recent defense wiiite paper, which

is a typical example.

The nuclear military power of Communist China is weak, when .compared with 
the United States and the Soviet Union. However, it can pose a big 
threat to its surrounding nations which do not have nuclear devices at 
all. 3

Public reaction to the Chinese nuclear force has also been restrained.

A survey taken in Tokyo in I963, in anticipation of the first Chinese atomic

test, asked whether such a development would endanger Japan's security.

Sixty-eight per cent of the respondents felt that it would. When questioned 

on Japan's response, filLly half of this group preferred sln^jly to call on

^Yomiuri Shlitbun, Mar. 2, I968 in pjjp, Mar. I5, 1968, p. I5.

^Sankel Shimbun, Dec. 21, 1964 in DSJP, Dec. 23, 1964, p. 3; and 
Wakaizumi, Four National Debates: The Problem for Japan," in Buchan, A 
World of Nuclear Powers?, op. clt., p. 79*

^Asahi Shimbun, Sep. I7, I969 in DSJP, Sep. 20)22, 1969, p. 40.
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China to stop its testing program. Less than 5 per cent felt the Security 

Treaty should he strengthened to allow nuclear weapons into Japan, and less 
than 1 per cent wanted an Independent Japanese nuclear force;^ Five years

later, when Chinese nuclear weapons were very much in evidence, the Mainichi 

Shimhvin asked the question, "China's nuclear development is progressing at a 

quick tempo. What do you think about this?" Fifty-nine per. cent wanted to

encourage China to sign the test ban agreement and the Nonproliferation

Treaty. Only 13 per cent felt that strengthening Japan's military defenses 
2

would be appropriate.

The public debate over Chingse nuclear Intentions, and an appropriate' 

Japanese response, is complicated by the diminishing American presence in

To a large extent the Japanese themselves desire a less obviousJapan.

American profile. Partly this is because American forces on Japanese

territory are seen as unnecessarily provocative, and partly it is a manifes

tation of growing Japanese national consciousness which views such military

bastions as the last remnant of a post-war era which should be'■terminated. 

Recent opinion surveys show that anywhere from one quarter to over half of 

the general public want the American role in Japanese defense to diminish to

one degree or another. Another 10 to 12 per cent opt regularly for outright 

abrogation.—Twenty per cent or less desire to keep the treatysas it is or to 

strengthen it.^ A I967 survey of political, social and economic leaders

■*T?he survey was conducted by the Public Opinion Science Association in 
Tokyo and reported in the Tokyo Shimbxin, Apr. 3> 19^3 iii DSJP. Apr. 4, 1963>
p. 9-

^Mainichi Shimbun, Jan. 1, I968 in DSJP, Jan. I7, 1968, pp. 11-12.

3see Tada Minoru, "Nihon no Anzen Hosho to Kokumin Kanjo," Gun,1i
n's SecurityKenkyu, (January, 1967)j 35> cited in Kim,, tfa.jor Issues in Js'pa 

Policy Debate, op. elt., p. 49; Yomlurl Shlmbtm, A^. 22, 1960 in DSJP, Apr, 
20/22, 1968, cited in Kim, 0£. cit., p. 50; Asahi Shimbun, Jan. 5, I969 in 
■DSJP, Jan. 7, 1969, pp. 22-23 and June 23, 1970 in DSJP, June 23, 1970, p. 28.
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conducted by the Yomlurl Shlmbun indicated that elite opinion 

polarized. While 38 per cent in this poll favored retaining the Security 

a?reaty as it existed at that time, over a third called for abrogation.^

Part of the public dissatisfaction with present Japanese-American 

security arrangements may be attributed to lack of a credible American 

nuclear commitment. A recent survey found only 12 per cent of the public 

felt that japan could "sit at ease" because of the American nuclear defense

"dangerous" for Japan to be under 

In another poll, when asked whether the United States 

would help Japan in case of a’Chicese attack, 34'per cent of the public 

sampled and 28 per cent of the Diet members san^jled said "No." Forty per 

cent of the public and 60 per cent of the Diet members said "Yes." When the 

same question was asked in a post-Vietnamese-war context, the "No" responses 

remained nearly constant while faith in American assistance dropped and 

"Don't Knows" rose.3 in two other opinion si-^veys, 51 per cent and 38 per 

cent of the respondents felt the United States would not defend Japan "in 

case of an emergency," In both cases, the "No" responses outweighed consid

erably the "Yes" ones.^

The Japanese government still officially relies fully on the American 

nuclear deterrent. The government's Defense White Paper, approved by the

was even more

pledge, while 67 per cent felt that it was 
2

such an arrangement.

^Yomiuri Shimbun, Jan. 1, 1968 in DSJP, Jan. 10, I968,

^Asahl Shlmbun, Jan. 5, I969 in DSJP, Jan. 7, 1969, p. 22.

^Free, International Attitudes in Four Asian Democracies, op. clt., 
p. A-32, Most Japanese do not feel a Chinese attack is likely. In this 
same study only 21 per cent of the public and 13 per cent of the Diet members 
felt there was such a danger. Among the public, 57 per cent, and among the 
Diet members, 68 per cent saw no danger of a Chinese attack.

^Asahi Shimbun. Jan. 5, 19^9 in DSJP. Jan. 7,\l969,
Shimbun. Oct. 19, 1971 in DSJP. Oct. 20, I97I, p. I7.

PP- 7-13.

J

p. 22; and Yomiuri



Cabinet in October, 1970, made obligatory acknowledgement of this tentt.^

However, as evidence of the debate taking place within the government, a

statement in the Defense Agency draft to the effect that "autonomous defense

is the objective and mutual defense arrangements are supplementary" was

challenged by the Foreign Ministry and deleted in the final form of the 
2

white paper.

Doubts about the credibility of the American "nuclear umbrella," surely 

held privately for some time, are now openly expressed. When the American ■ 

nuclear defense of Japan is discounted by leading political "doves," former 

JDA directors, the press,^ and a considerable segment of the population at 

large, it is not difficult to see why nuclear weapons under Jajian's own 

control might be considered a viable military alternative.

Political and economic influence.--Besides its purely military aspects.

a nuclear force is sometimes looked upon as insurance for the politico-

economic independence and integrity of the Japanese state. There is a 

distinguishable tide of sentiment to sustain Prime Minister Tanaka's new 

policy of "resolution and action." It is most easily recognizable in the 

confidence expressed in Tanaka's resumption of diplomatic ties with Peking,

but can also be detected in the talk about new modes of political action to

support Japan's international monetary and trade policies. An informal, but 

nevertheless real, consensus seems to have been reached on the need to 

formulate those basic policy decisions which will set the course of Japan's

^AsBbi .ghimbun, Oct. 20, 1970 in DSJP, Oct. 24/26, 1970, pp. 1-2.

^Hiroshi Shinohara, "National Defense," Japan Quarterly, 3CVIII (April- 
June, 1971), 158.

^See, for instance, the comments on the white ^per by the Asahi 
Shimbun. Oct. 20, 1970 in DSJP. Oct. 24/26, 1970, p. 2.
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political future.

Japanese leaders have for some time expressed in general terms their 

disappointment that Japan was. not finding a political role commensurate 

with its economic power. Recently, the Secretary-General of the IDP, 

Hashimoto Tomisahuro, stated Japan's misgivings most directly. In objecting

to the failure of the leading international powers to "put Japan in a<>
position of responsibility from which it can act," Hashimoto specifically 

called attention to Japan's failure to gain a permanent" seat on the United 

Nations Security Council, its exclusion from the conference which discussed 

the rehabilitation of Indochina, ands.its exclusion from monetary hegotiations 
between the United States and Common Market members,^

,1 rhetoric is any reliable guide to the development 

between states in the future, economic and diplomatic 

Si:ance relative to machines of war in the struggles 

Sholnikoff has suggested that technology related issues 

will grow in "political and economic saliency" and "will begin to look like

If recent polit

of global relations!

weapons will gain in

between nations.

the subjects of 'high politics' today, and become central concerns of 

government nearly coii5)arable to security-related issues."^ Up-to-date

technology, innovative cross linkages encon^jassing a variety of national.

multinational, and transnational actors, and industries that can compete in 

the world market will serve as instruments of national security policies 

along with bombs and guns. The political significance of these non-military 

factors stems from the fact that they account for the accelerating rate at 

which nations without large military resources are capable of Influencing

Washington Post. Peb. 28, 1973, p. A20.

^Skolnikoff, International Jjrperatlves of Technology. op. cit.. p. 96.
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the course of world affairs.^ To enjoy economic and political independence

in the futiire a nation will require access to the basic resources of a modern

industrial society, atomic energy not the least among them.

While political leaders may turn to less violent means of influencing

the behavior of rival states, force will certainly not disappear from

International life. The lesson is not lost on nuclear advocates that the

world's pre^^ advanced state of peaceful atomic energy development is 

indebted to pafet investment in weapons technology. As one study concludes, '

"we can afford to make plowshares only because we have already paid for the
2

forge to fashion nuclear swords." 4)he extra measure of independence that a ' 

nation acquires as a result of controlling the source of this indispensable

technological "spin-off" is often cited as compelling argument for a

national nuclear military program.

Thus far, Japan has been doubly fortunate in being able to forego the

heavy burden of nuclear weaponry while drawing on the vast body of research

and development which has resulted from it. Whether Japan can succeed in 

ensuring a continued free inflow of technological know-how while slackening 

its political ties with thb United States, the major source of this flow, is 

a moot point. The iiig)lications of increasingly independent political and

economic decisionmaking are not yet clear to Tokyo; hence the strategy of

investing heavily in sciencS and.;teohnol<5gy> and of building upuJapan.‘s 

potentialonuoidar power.

Victor Basiiik-develops this theme in. his article entitled, "The 
Ingiact of Technology in the Next Decades," Qrbis, XIV (Spring, 1970), pp.
36-39.

%)avid R. Inglis and Carl L. Sandler, "Prospects and Problems: The 
Nonmilitary Uses of Nuclear Explosives," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 
XXIII (December, 1967), 49.
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Status and prestiKe."A third factor which sometimes leads Japanese to

find value in an independent nuclear weapons force is the elevating effect it -

could supposedly have on the status of Japan as an international political 

actor. In recent years there has been tali of Japan's accepting its

responsibility as a "big power" and calls for "a more decisive nuclear 
policy."^ Some, but by no means all, feel that this responsibility and 

decisiveness can come only with a nuclear weapons force.

For some time Japan has been acknowledged as a leading world economic

force and recognized as a potential nuclear-weapons state of considerable

However, Japan's political power, i. ^ 

over the setting of goals in the international community, the establishing ,

the influence it hasdimensions.

of priorities among those goals, and the allocation of resources throughout 

the community of nations, has not been commensurate with the coimtry's 

economic influence or potential military power. If Japan is not given the 

opportunity to exercise the political responsibility it seeks, or as 

Skolnikoff has put it, "(l)f it is not given its due in the international 

community, the prospect of Japan once again becoming a military power will 

be enhanced.

Leonard Beaton feels that prestige is the basic appeal of nuclear

weapons to non-nuclear-weapon states. To remove the psychological pull of 

nuclear weapons, he would have the present nuclear-weapon states dissolve the

special privileges which accrue to them by virtue of membership in the 

"nuclear club."^ Other observers agree. Wolf Mendl, for instance, suggests

^See, for example, Sankei Shlmbun, May 15, 1968 in DSJP, May 15/l7^
1968, p. 5.

^Skolnikoff, International Imperatives of Technology, op. clt, 

^Beaton, Must the Bomb Spread?, op. clt

p. 179.* }
\

pp. 122-27.
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that hy pressing so persistently for non-nuclear-^apon states to sign the

NPT, the nuclear-weapon states may convince them that having a nuclear force

truly confers a special status, and thereby make nonproliferation even more^

Joseph Coffey has written that "political and

psychological persuasions" may he the key to keeping Japan from exercising 
. 2

this military option.

1
difficult to attain.

Among Japanese nuclear weapons enthusiasts, Doi Akio feels his

country's diplomacy will he strengthened hy an independent nucleaf force.

Some strategists, as Wakaizumiespecially vis a vis other Asian nations. 

notes, fear Japan cannot he tmly eq.ual without one.^ 

is a variation on a persistent Japanese theme that Japan has a uniquely

One line of argument

central role to fill between East and West. Japan, it is sometimes

suggested, is at the fulcrum of the strategic balance and should add its

military strength to that of the West. This theme is echoed in the I97O

JDA White Paper. Without Japanese defense power on the side of the West, it
4

is argued, the military balance will tip in favor of the Eas.t. 

doubtful, however, that the existence of a Japanese nuclear force would, in

It seems

fact, have much effect on the global strategic balance of forces, since both 

the United States and the Soviet Union already have sufficient weapons to 

destroy each other several times over. This is not to say that a Japanese

^olf Mendl, "The Spread of Nuclear Weapons: Lessons from the Past," 
in Preventing the Spread of Nuclear Weapons, ed. by-Barnaby, 0£. clt.. pp.
175-78.

2
Joseph 1 Coffey, "Threat, Reassurance, and Nuclear Proliferation," 

in Nuclear PrQiyeratlont Prospects for Control, ed. by Boskey and Willrich, 
op. cit., p. 128.

Wakaizumi, "Pour National Debates: The Problem for Japan," in A 
World of Nuclear Powers?, ed. by Buchan, 0£. clt., p

^Asahi Shimbun, Sep. I7, I969 in DSJP, 23/24, 1969, p. 9.
. 81.
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nuclear force would have negligihle effects on military and political 

relationships in East Asia, or that it would not disrupt strategic 

political understandings and psychological assungptions among the major 

nuclear powers generally.

Conviotidna that Japan's prestige is diminished by lack of nuclear

weapons to hack up its diplomacy can be intense, if sometimes irrational, 

and should not be discounted as a potentially significant influence in 

policymaking. In one of those rare instances when personal emotions break 

through the official Japanese pose of understatement, former Agriculture 

Minister Kuraishi in I968 publicly decried the lack of military muscle to 

meet Russian challenges over fishing rights in the Sea of Japan. Kuraishi

labeled the Constitution "silly," and proclaimed that "(t)he safety of 

Japanese fishing operations will not be threatened if Japan possesses about 

300,000 troops and some atomic bombs. ..1

The Nuclear Option

The option to initiate a nuclear weapons program exists today in Japan. 

It should be kept in mind, however, that an option is an alternative which 

one may choose to take or not. Unless one subscribes to the theory that 

Japan is being carried inexorably to a nuclear military policy by virtue of

its demonstrated talents in the economic sphere and piotential influence in 

the political, other courses of action are open as well. To exercise this 

option, political decisionmakers would have to change the course of policy 

that has been followed since 1945. Critic shifts in political policies of 

the scope envisioned here usually come as the result of fairly substantial 

in^jacts on the decisionmaking unit, in this case the Prime Minister and his
\

^"CJhronology," Japan Quarterly. XV (July-September, I968), 4o6; and 
. Yomiuri Shljnbun, Feb. 10, 1968 in Feb. 21, I968, p. 28.
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immediate circle of peers. It is always possible that present political 

perceptions will he forcefully altered hy an international crisis of major

proportions, leading decisionmakers to reassess national goals, and realign

priorities and resources. However, asauming there is no domestic revolution, 

and no change in the international environment which, dapagete leaders ifdiuld 

perceive as threatening the territorial integrity or economic well-being of 

the state, there are also strong stabilizing forces within the Japanese

political system which will oppose any such fundamental policy changes.

Traditional bureaucratic inertia and vested interests can probably be

counted on to help sustain current^efense policy. The Foreign.Ministry has 

chan^iloned the use of political rather than military methods of influence, 

and has been alert to caution against actions which might damage Japan's

image as a peace-loving nation in the eyes of the world. The Finance 

Ministry hesitates to open the treasury to capital hungry programs of broad,

open-ended dimensions. Mill's commitment is to thriving International trade

and growing domestic industry. A nuclear arms program could well impinge

upon these and other bureaucratic preserves to an indetermlnant degree, and

so those individuals with vested interests in the success of on-going

programs can be expected to encourage their continued momentum and resist

dramatic reallpcation of priorities.

The Idberal-Democratic Party has in the past found it to its advantage

to avoid meeting the issue•of nuclear rearmament head on, and may well

continue to do so for some time. Certain factions within the EDP have

viewed such a course favorably, but they have been mwilling to press the

issue which is highly unpopular with other elements in the party and with

the electorate. The LDP is a political coalition embracing groups of 

considerably divergent ideological orientations. If the party is to continue 
O'^'^e as a highly successful conduit to political power, it will have to
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submerge potentially divisive issues like nuclear rearmament. For the

time being, at least, the in^etus is towards the middle ground and away from

controversy.

Recently, support for breaking up the IDP has been voiced in some

quarters, in the last election, the socialists made in5)ressive gains, and 

should their strength continue to grow, the JSP may some day prove a viable 

coalition partner for the left wing of the IDP. Should the Japan Communist

Party, which former IDP Vice President Kawashima once predicted would

. confront the conservatives in the 1970s, continue to attract voters as it 

has been doing in recent elections on both the local and national levels, a 

JCP-JSP alliance might conceivably be realized which could present a strong

In any event, there are visible cracks inchallenge to the ruling party.

the LDP's monopoly of power, and a question as e.:!q)losive as nuclear

rearmament must be handled with care.

The atomic energy establishment in Japan should also be counted among 

those forces which would seek to dissuage any departure from the present ■ 

course of purely civilian development. While certain business elements, 

notably the Defense Production Committee of the Keidanren (Federation of 

Economic Organizations), are outspokenly plua^iing for greatly expanding arms 
production and for Japan's assuming broader defense responsibilities,^ other 

groups are less enthusiastic. The electric power industry is counted among 

the moderates, and the Chairman of the Tokyo Electric Power Company has even 

served as the head of the Keizai Doyukai (japan Committee for Economic

- - - Development), the leading spokesman of this latter business faction. As

long as the atomic power industry continues to provide profitable outlets

^Frank C. Langdon, "The Business Community," 
Security in the 1970s. ed. by Morley, 0£. clt., pp

Forecast for Japan;
12-16, 123-25.
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for Investment in Japan, and as long as Japanese con^ianies can maintain

access to tsw materiali; deposits and reactotf markets abroad, there will be a 

strong tendency within the atomic energy industry to support the status quo.^ ' 

Public opinion in Japan is also solidly against making a commitment on 

nuclear defense. (pinion surveys are sometimes cited which seem to indicate 

that the Japanese people have come to support growing militaiy involvement, 

and even accept the inevitability of nuclear weapons.^ Survey findings are

not always as straightforward as they may appear, however, and can be subject 

• to varying interpretations.

There is no doubt that the respectability of the Self-Defense Forces ■ 

has Increased in recent years, but this does not necessarily in^ly support

In the midst of the debate in 1970 over formulating a policy to meet 
Japan's oil crisis, the Economic Deliberation Council published a report 
entitled "The Resources Problem in the International Age" which stressed 
that Japan must become self-reliant and.strive for "the positive pursuit of 
large-scale 'self-development' and harmony with the international society 
of nations." The Keizai Doyukai, in response, published its own policy 
paper, "Resources Policy at the Crossroads," pointing out the dangers in the 
"self-development" line. Rather than encouraging states to compete among 
themselves for scarce energy resources, the Keizai Doyukai urged the formation 
of international consortia and an International Resources Control Board in the 
United Nations to resolve world energy problems on a global basis. See 
Shuichi Miyoshl, "Japan's Resources Policy At A Turning Point," Japan 
Quarterly. XVIII (JiHy, September, 1971), 285-87.

2
Surveys on the Self-Defense Forces are widely published and need not 

be reviewed in detail here. For a good summary of recent opinion sanplings 
on this issue see Kim, Major Issues -in Japan's Security Policy Debate, op. 
cit.. passim. Three recent opinion surveys on the question of nuclear arms 
provided the following results. In a I965-I966 poll of Japanese students,
13 per cent felt Japan would begin manufacturing nuclear weapons within five 
■years, 45 per cent within ten years, and 75 per cent within twenty-five years. 
See Tanaka Xasumasa, "Japanese Attitudes Toward Nuclear Arms," Public Opinion 
Quarterly, XXXIV (Spring, 1970), 34. Another poll taken in I968 showed 27 
per cent of those sangiled felt Japan would "eventually" have to acquire or 
develop nuclear weapons. See Free, International Attitiides in Four Asian 
Democracies. op. cit., p. A-33* Finally, a I969 poll revealed that while 
only 16 per cent ""hoped" Japan would have nuclear weapons in ten years, 
nearly one-third felt that the country would, in fact, do so. See the 
Yomiuri Shimbun, Aug. 7, I969 in DSJP, Aug. 8, 1969,\p. 9.
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for, or even passive acquiescence in, remilitarization. Much of the support 

for strengthening the Self-Defense Forces steins from the fact that the people 

have feared being drawn into military ventures as a result of.Japan's overly 

close association with the United States. As a price for decreasing 

American participation in Japanese defense, many Japanese seem ready to

accept broader responsibilities for the .raDF as iaevltahie. One should not

conclude, however, that this inqilies support for political influence by the 

military on policymaking at home, much less for military adventurism abroad. 

• Faith in neutrality and reliance on the United Nations still register

Itoreover, as Kim has pointed out, broad 

support on the need for a Self-Defense Force does not necessarily in^ly

strongly in every opinion poll-.

agreement on its main purpose. There is evidence to suggest that more people

appear to perceive the primary function of the Self-Defense Forces as one of
1

disaster relief than as one of national.defense.

There is no consensus in Japan today on the desirability of nuclear 

defense or even on an overall security strategy into which a nuclear option 

must fit. Recent developments in East Asia have added a number of new

elements to the equation. Over the next few years the Japanese government

Will most likely not make any major revisions of present security policies.

but wi3J. reseinre judgment until the outlines of the East Asian politital 

environment become better defined. Japan's security posture will inevitably

■^Cim, Major Issues in Japan's Security Policy Debate, op. cit.. p. 46. 
The results of a 1968 survey on this question are reproduced here.

Erlmary Function Percentage of
of the SDF Respondents

Disaster relief
National defense
Internal security
Aid in people's livelihood
Other, Don't Know, No Opinion

37
24

\ 19
10
10
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■fae sliaped ty the nature of the political configuration which wULl emerge 

throughout the mid- and late-1970s. For the foreseeable future, it will he 

influenced more hy what happens outside of Japan than hy the motivations of

policymakers in Tokyo. Because Japanese military concerns are now wholly 

defensive in nature, its defense planners will be occupied with reacting to 

threats from the outside.

Japanese security policy will be played out on several fronts. For 

one thing, there will be a continuing build up of conventional military 

. forces. The 1970 Defense Wiite Paper speaks of the need for "defense power

It .has been estimated that the Fourth Defense 

Plan, when con^pleted in 1976, will make Japan the world's seventh strongest 

military powerConcomitantly, security for Japan means ensuring continued 

economic success, and having its voice heeded in.world councils. These goals

'.,1of a considerable scale.

are reflected in the 1970 Defense White Paper.

It is a responsible duty in. collective security for our country to have 
defense power of considerable scale and contribute to the maintenance 
of international peace and security. This, we must not forget, will be 
to heighten our international position within the Free World', to secvire 
respect and trust of international society, and to establish the basis

^Asahl Shlmbun. Sep. 17, I969 in DSJP. Sep. 23/24, I969, p. 9.
2Shinohara, "National Defense," 0£. clt., p. I56. Shinohara provides 

a summary of ttie Fourth Defense Plan goals, the highlights of which are 
presented here. As of November 30, 1970, the authorized strength of the 
Self-Defense Forces was 259,058 military personnel. During the Fourth 
Defense Plan (1972-1976) personnel increases are ei^jected to be small. The 
greatest es^jhadis will be on increasing the q.uantity and quality of equipment, 
especially naval tonnage. Hawk ground-to-air missiles, talks, helicopters,
F-4 fighter aircraft, and Nike missile units. The 1972-1976 defense budget 
will be in the ndi^borhood of ¥5.8 billion, or O.9 per cent of the GNP. 
Because of Japan's phenomenal economic ex^nslon over the past decade, even . 
though defense expenditures rose four times from i960 to 1970, defense costs 
as a percentage of the GNP dropped from 1.0 per cent in i960 to 0.8 per cent 
in 1971. Japan's defense budget in 1971 (S670.9 billion or $1.86 biUion^ 
in comparison with other major coimtries, ranked twelfth in expenditure but 
only fifty-second'as a percentage of GNP. \
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for our nation’s peaceful, economic development.^

The Ingjortance of economic issues to the Japanese security debate can 

he emphasized no more strongly than in a recent speech by Edwin Reischauer,

who warned that "for the seventies, Japanese economic growth is perhaps the
2

most explosive factor'in the whole world situation." For both Japan and

for its trading partners, the time has come to reformulate the economic facts

and fictions which shape decisionmaking. Japan is now a member of the board.

so to speak, and as such, is seeking greater responsibilities in extending

developmental aid, in adjusting its domestic market to foreign competition, 

and in working generally to establish equitable world trade and monetary -

patterns.

Political questions, too, will have a vital effect on the shape of

futxire Japanese security policy. Japanese policy at this point appears to

be pulled in two directions. On the one hand there is a widespread desire 

to emerge as an inteniational actor in the fullest sense of the term, 

response to the opinion survey taken in I968, 57 per cent of tbe Japanese 

public and 85 per cent of Japanese parliamentarians called for a more 
"vigorous role" for Japan in world affairs.^

In

This perception of Japan as a

- presently weak but potentially influential international actor is especially 

strong among Japanese political figures. In another question in this same 

poll, respondents were asked to rate countries on a "power and inqjortance" 

scale from one to ten. Japanese parliamentarians rated Japan at 3«8, just 

above India (3.4), far below the United States (9.5) and the Soviet Union

^Asahi Sb-lmbiin. Sep. I7, I969 in DSJP, Sep. 20/22, I969, p. 43.

^Edwin 0. Reischauer, "Looking Ahead in Asia," The Japan-America 
Society of Washington Biil.l.etin, XVIII (Janueary, 1^3)^ 4.

^Free, International Attitudes in Four Asian Democracies, op. cit..
p. A-9.
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(8.3), and considerably below China (6.0) and France (6.0). 

asked where they exjiected Japan to rank in twenty to thirty years, these 

parliamentarians rated Japan at 8.0.^
' f~=~

At the saufe time that Japanese leaders are seeking more extensive 

international relationships, there is a strong desire for Japan to retain 

its own initiatives over policymaking and avoid becoming enthralled to any 

other state. When asked whether they felt Japan should seek closer relations 

with its larger nei^bors, Japanese parliamentarians answered "Yes" for .

China (84^), the Soviet Union (89S&), and the United States (T7S6).^ 

these parliamentarians also fel-^that each of these countries posed some ^ 

sort of a threat to Japan: China (39^), the Soviet Union (•185^), and the 
United States (195^).^ Fifty-eight per cent opted for'“ a policy of neutrality.^ 

Public perceptions of Japan's world role were demonstrated to be along

However, when

However,

a similar pattern, but were less, well, formulated and had 'a considerably 

larger "Don't Know" element. Forty-seven per cent of the public wanted 

closer relations with China, kS per cent with the Soviet Union and 26 per

cent,with the United States. The public, however, felt that each of the 

countries "posed some kind of a threat to Japan" of roughly the same 

- magnitude (China 21^, the Soviet Union 21^, and the United States 19^t). The 

public was .overwhelmingly in favor of a policy of neutrality for Japan. (8056) 

What these figures suggest is that Japan is anxious bd expand its 

contacts with the three major powers, but is just as chary of becoming 

involved in a crusade by any one against another. Because of the great

■^Free, International Attitudes in Four Aslan Democracies, op. clt.,
p. A-9.

^Ibld.. pp. A-l4, A-17. 
^Ibld.. p. A-46.
^Ibid

^Ibld.. p. A-13.
\

pp. A-9, A-13, A-14, A-17, A-18, A-Ito.•9
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disparity that has existed in the relationships between Japan and the United 

States on the one hand, and Japan and the Soviet Union and on the

other, Japanese ties with the latter are certain to grow in re^etive terms 

at a much faster pace than with the United States. Ihis is unavoidable 

since slackening the ties that have made Japanese diplomatic and military 

activity so much an adjunct of American policy is a major part of the new 

independent stance that Japan is attengiting to establish. Ihis need not 

destroy the cooperative relationship that exists between Japan and the 

• United States, although it siu:ely means that when adjustments in Japanese- 

American ties are called for, the Japanese will expect that their perceptions 

of the appropriate policy course will be taken as seriously as' American 

perceptions.

The Japanese-Amerlcan relationship, whatever its present stresses and 

strains, has proven itself to be an,effective one. Japan ha's profited 

materially and has remained physically secure throughout the vicissitudes 

of the cold and hot wars which have taken place around it in the ..post-war 

period. Japan enters into relationships with China and the Soviet Itoion with 

no such solid perspective. The Japanese are suspicious that each of its 

communist neighbors is anxious to enlist it into its own camp in opposition 

to the other. _^Attitudes toward the Soviet Union have been consistently 

negative throughout Japan's recent history. China has been viewed in more 

favorable teims, but these perceptions have been shaped as much by nostalgia 

as by the record of recent contacts. Japan has unresolved border disputes 

with both countries. Trade with China and'the Soviet Union has been minimal, 

and it is too early to tell whether the Chinese and Russian'consumer markets 

will in fact turn out to be as lucrative as is often suggested by some 
Japanese trade promoters. The potential for a Chine^-Japanese trade war in
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Southeast Asia is also rated highly by some people.

As Japan sorts out its changing relationships with its three nuclear 

neighbors, the prospect of a Japanese nuclear force will always be in the 

background. Whether or not Japan decides to exercise its nuclear option 

will depend, in no inconsiderable measure, on the degree to which Japan is 

successful in meeting its perceived security needs without the benefit of a 

nuclear weapons force. If Japan is to do so, it will be necessary for the 

Japanese to speak with an authoritative voice in those international

.political councils which make the decisions that affect Japan's economic 

well-being, national security, and overall status as a member of the inter- , 

national community. A permanent seat on the Security Council, inclusion in 

international monetary negotiations, and consultation with other interested 

parties on the state of post-Vietnam Indochina have been suggested as ways 

for the world powers to indicate they regard Japan seriously-. Likewise,

Japan will ejqject to have its influence felt in International security 

discussions involving nonproliferation and strategic anus limitations.

The Japanese atomic reactor program constitutes one major yardstick by 

which Japan's success can be measured. The technological ingjeratives of the 

Japanese reactor program will not always coincide neatly with those circum

stances which would be ideal for securing international stability and 

nuclear nonproliferation. "Innocent progress" toward the bomb will have to 

be accepted as a consequence of sophisticated atomic energy research and 

development. Japan would most likely support internationalization of those 

aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle with critical military significance, so 

long as influence in such international control councils is alloted on a

basis commensurate with the level of peaceful atomic technology in each 
country concerned. Above all, Japan will insist that\ts access to all
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aspects of civilian atomic power development te assured. If the Japanese 

perceive that their atomic energy programs are subject to being used for 

technological blackmail, their recourse is obvious.

In the broadest sense, Japan will find security without turning to 

nuclear weapons only if its leaders are accorded the prestige and exert the 

influence on world affairs that they regard as commensurate with Japan's 

status as a major international actor. Japan is, in Scheinman's words, at 

Its search for a form of national security that does •a "tenuous pause.

• not entail the forever deepening liability in^iosed by nuclear weapons will 

be hazardous and may fail, but Japan's neighbors will be helping themselves - 

as much as anyone else if they assist it to that end.

Reactors, Bombs, and International Politics

Because of the relative scarcity of nuclear fuel resoirrces, the 

expensive and technologically sophisticated facilities involved, and the

highly technical body of knowledge required to‘sustain an advanced research

and development program, few countries today could maintain their present

rates of technological advance by relying solely on national resources. The

various national atomic energy programs have come necessarily to depend ohaa 

highly interrelated global system of resouiue exchange. From the standpoint 

of resource allocation, then, Japan's atomic energy program exposes the 

political decisionmaking process to considerable inputs generated outside

the Japanese polity by both governmental and non-governmental actors.

The iapaot of.atomic energy technology on the Japanese political

, system is also evident in the extended debate over the questions of national
.ew^

security and nuclear proliferation. By creating an entirely n range of
\

^Soheinman, "Nuclear Safeguards, the Peaceful Atom and the IAEA," 
cit.. p. 8.

op.
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policy options in the area of national defense, atomic technology opened 

the political system to strong and persistent demands to fonmilate a group

of policy goals to deal with these new policy options. These demands have

not yet heen met, partly hecause the search for security on the national

level is so much a function of the degree of stability of inter-state 

relationships on the international level. The MPT reflects the superpowers* 

attempt to strengthen the strategic stalemate by restricting the number of 

actors capable of upsetting the global equilibrium. Japan has not been 

enthusiastic in its recognition of the MPT as an effective political 

instrument because the treaty did.not, at the ^pme time, give the same 

priority to nuclear disarmament which Japan felt to be the overriding

international political goal. Nor did the MPT secure, to Japan's entire

satisfaction, its rights to free and unfettered development of the peaceful

applications of atomic energy.

The effect of the highly successful Japanese atomic energy development

program has been to make vital domestic political questions increasingly open 

to penetration from extra-societal inputs. As the need Increases for making 

political decisions on societal goals, priorities and resources in Japan 

responsive to the inflow of supports and demands arising from the interaction 

of political actors outside of Japan, the Japanese decisional process will 

become more complex and less subject to control from within the society. Not

only can the number of inputs into the decisional flow be expected to

increase, but these extra-societal inputs can be expected to be frequently of 

an unanticipated or even crisis nature. Japanese decisionmakers will have to

function in an environment where they have reduced control over the inter

actions which proapt political demands, and where they have decreased
opportiinity to plan rationally for future demands of a\imilar nature or from
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the same source.

What makes this phenomenon, which is common to all technologically 

advanced countries, of special interest in the Japanese case, is that Japan

is experiencing the full impact of these excbra-societal inputs at the

same time that the nation is attempting to formulate a coherent role for

itself as a major international actor. Whether Japanese attitudes, on

balance, -will be to accept this increasing penetration by extra-societal

stimuli into the national political system as a political fact of life, or

will be to attempt to minimize such disturbances by reducing the linkages

which lead to these inputs, remains to be seen. Most likely there will be

some measure of both.

It seems reasonable to assiame that political decisionmakers would

desire to reduce most the incidence of political demands not amenable to

their own control in those issue-areas which are perceived as-most vital

to the national polity. In a modern technological society, there are

hardly any issues' of more critical political concern than those of national ■

security and national energy supply. The preseiTration of the state as a 

geographic entity and a rising standard of material well-being go to the 

heart of national political decisionmaking. The nuclear proliferation

issue touches directly on both of these vital national interests, 

as a subject of political decisionmaking, it is one not readily manipulable

Thus, if one is to seek fpr clues as to the

Moreover,

by Japanese political leaders, 

path Japan will choose as it reenters the mainstream of international 

politics, they should be sought as much in Washington, Peking, and Moscow

as in Tokyo.

\
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CHAETER X

ATOMIC ENERGY AS A POLITICAL ISSUE-AREA;

AH OVERVIEW

The foregoing chapters have analyzed the impact of atomic energy 

technology on the Japanese political system in terms of the opportunity 

for a widened scope of governmental activity which such technology
•N.

• affords and the articulation of new demands to which this increase in

activity gives rise. Indeed, one could argue that the opportunities 

presented hy technological discoveiy and the resultant societal demands 

in fact make governmental activity mandatory. The need for an active

governmental role in technological development can have far-reaching 

consequences for the national polity.

One consequence, as illustrated in this study, can be the blurring' 

of traditional distinctions between political and economic spheres.

Because of the establishment of formal public economic goals and the

commitment of public resources to particular economic programs, economic

goals become ipso facto political goals. In the case of atomic enerQr,

which has such vital national security implications, this tendency is 

quite evident.

Another consequence of this need for government participation in

technological programs can be to set at cross purposes the government's 

role as program advocate and its role as arbiter of the public interest. 
The tension between the regulatory function and the a^ocacy function of

government with respect to national atomic energy development programs
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has arisen in Japan as elsewhere. To what extent a government can 

simultaneously perform both functions adequately is still open to debate.

The need for government involvement in technological development 

also raises the question of public funding for ongoing scientific

research programs. To the extent that the goals of specific technological

projects become political goals and public funds are committed to these

projects, governments can become preoccupied with developmental and applied

research at the expense of basic scientific research. The Japanese

scientific community has debated the issue of the relative merits of, 

and governmental responsibility for,__^basio, applied^ and developmental 

research in atomic energy since the 1950s. Such problems admit no simple

solution. This chapter will provide a recapitulation of the Japanese

experience in this regard and some of the approaches that have been taken

to deal with these wide-ranging issues. I'irst, however, it liiight be

appropriate to review the conceptual model outlined at the outset of this

study and comment on its utility to the material presented in the foregoing

chapters.

Conceptual framework reviewed The decisionmaking process flowchart which

has provided an organizing framework for this study is a generalized
/

constrr^t^hiqh

j)rocess of decisionmakisag as it has been perceived here. A general

is intended to provide, in graphic form an illustration of

J;he

schema of this sort has both strengths and weaknesses.

The framework utilized here was valuable because it suggested certain 

basic lines of inquiry and helped the researcher focus on the kind of

questions that needed to be asked. Basically, the framework presumed that 

the political function, i. e., the formulation of societal goals, ordering 

of societal priorities, and allocation of societal resources, is performed
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within a system. The motive force of the system rests with a set of

variables which interact with each other in more or less regular

patterns of interaction. The task of the analyst, first, was to identify 

the relevant variables, the interactions taking place, and the consequences 

these interactions had for the functioning political system. Then, it was 

necessary to make inferences as to the probable causes and possible

effects of any one discrete event, and to turn to specific lines of

investigation in order to confirm or refute the inferences that were made.

Another assumption of the analytical framework provided here was

that of rationality. Decisions were assumed to be made in terms of

reality as perceived by the decisionmaker; that is, decisions were 

assumed to be made in terms of more or less specific conceptualizations

of the desired end result and with the expectation that a given act will

help to bring about that end. Rational decisionmaking does not imply

omniscient decisionmaking, however. Rationality is circumscribed both

by the limitations of the human mind in accounting for the entire scope

of variables which could possible affect the.outcome of any act, and by the 

inconsistency which may arise between the decisionmaker's perception of

reality and the objective facts of the situation. However, to the extent

that it is possible to identify those factors which will have an impact on

the outcome of any particular decision,' the decisionmaker will seek to

shape those factors to his own ends.

While it is impossible to calculate the totality of factors that will

affect the in^lementation of a political decision in any particular set

of circumstances, there are certain broad categories of variables which

would seem to merit consideration in any systematic analysis of
technological policymaking. One set of variables that \s of basic concern

includes the formal political structure of the society. Within the
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regulariaed set of rule making units and the interactions among them, 

many of the major political actors, points of access to decisionmakers, 

and sets of societal goals and priorities which have acquired political 

legitimacy can be identified. To the extent that these formal sets of 

political goals and priorities reflect (or do not reflect) those extant 

throughout the larger society, inferences can be drawn as to the pirobable 

effects of decisions taken on the basis of such goals and priorities.

The failure of Japanese decisionmakers to anticipate the public concern

over siting and safety, for instance, suggests that there has been a less

than perfect fit between the priorities established by major political 

actors and those considered legitimate by the public at large. A certain 

amount of disruption and readjustment of the decisional process is now

taking place to bring the two sets of values more into line with each other. 

Informal patterns of interactions within and between politically

influential actors can also be significant in explaining decisionmaking

patterns. Political actors do not always exert influence upon decision

making in exact proportion to their specific policy mandates. For instance.

as has been seen in the present study, MITI and the MOF, while having been

delegated little direct responsibility for the course of atomic energy

research and development, have exerted considerable peripheral and indirect

influence within the atomic energy community. The Japanese business

community, also, permeates political decisionmaking at all levels in ways 

not mandated officially.

Another category of variables which could be expected to be relevant

for political analysis in questions of technological decisionmaking

concerns the inpact of technology on the public. This study has dealt with

the .mass public on a macro level rather than with individual interest

groups, tfetil*"recently, reactor research'and development had stimulated
■is.
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very little political activity on the part of the Japanese public at 

large. The Gensuikyo (the principal anti-bomb group in Japanj periodically 

seeks to embarrass the government on its nuclear weapons policy (a .topic 

which is outside the scope of this paper), and groups in the towns near 

major nuclear facilities publish demands from time to time. Such actions

. have had minimal political impact. It is the attitude of the mass public

as opposed to that of specific interest groups, which is of concern

politically. Only in the past few years has the mass public threatened to

become a major actor in the politics of atomic energy. Anti-bomb groups, 

dissident .scientists, and isolated groups of citizen protesters have, not 

appeared to have played a significant role in tiansforming public opinion

on the reactor issue. The nature of the technological impact in the move

from the research stage to the era of practical application would seem to

be the principal determining factor.

Now that atomic power has moved from the theoretical to the practical

stage it is beginning to cross more frequently over the threshold of ,,

public awareness. As the social Impact of the-technology has changed.

the political ramifications stemming from it have eilso changed. It was

suggested in Chapter I that the impact of technological applications upon

a society is direcU.y proportional to the scope of its impact throughout 

society, how intensely held the attitudes are which are challenged by

changing technology, and the span of time throu^ which such -changing 

conditions will be extant. As the scope, intensity and time dimensions 

of atomic technology have come to be recognized by broad segments of the

public with the dramatic entry of atomic power plants on the social

scene, the concern by policymakers over public attitudes toward atomic
\

power has also risen.

The wide latitude afforded atomic development in Japan in the past by
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virtue of public indifference is now more circumscribed. Thus, the public, 

while it does not always play an active role in policy formulation, is 

potentially significant depending on the degree to which the public perceives 

the technology in question to be a relevant social issue. The impact 

of public opinion has been seen most dramaticEilly in the recent opposition 

to atomic power plant sitings, in rising concern over radioactive waste 

disposal in fishing and recreational areas, and in actions taken against 

pollution indi;istries generally in Japan.

A final area of inquiry which has proved useful in this study is 

that of extra-societal factors. The intricate web of interrelationships 

both technological and political, tying the Japanese atomic energy

program to international developments generally has been e3q>lored at

It can be debated whether, at the present time, the overall 

trend of inter-state relationships is toward a greater commonality of

length.

interests with a corresponding breakdown in barriers between political

units or whether the forces of nationalism are holding fast or even ^

increasing in strength. It can be said with a- relative degree of certainty, 

however, that the inqoetus of technological development is toward greater

interconnecting linkages between countries and, correspondingly, increasing 

need to tailor nayonal decisions to meet the vagaries of international

political considerations. Political, economic and security considerations

will not always be amenable to global cooperation in such areas, and the 

logic of expanding technological and scientific cooperation and inter-
\

dependence may not be sufficiently persuasive to override other more

immediate and visible policy issues. Since international technological

developments have maintained greater cooperative momentian than have
\

interstate relationships generally, the potential for stress is ever

present and merits attention in any examination of decisionmaking in
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matters involving the impact of technology on political systems.

Another assumption that guided this analysis was that political acts

are shaped by perceptions of the political actors who perform them. 

Perceptions of reality are at least as important to the dynamics of the 

political process as is reality objectively determined. The framework 

introduced in Chapter I relies heavily on this perceptual factor. It has

been stressed that the input-output flow is dependent on perception, both

in terms of initially setting the goals and priorities which are deemed 

legitimate societal objectives and because the feedback of ideas, actions

and atliitudes, which are in response to earlier decisions and which fuel new ,

decisional output in turn, is shaped by individual and group perceptions of 

reality. Therefore, the task of the analyst who is seeking to explain 

political behavior or predict likely courses of future action is as much 

to investigate the perceptions of his political actors as to what is or 

ought to be (and is not or ought not to be) as it is to search out objective

fact.

If one understands the perceptual bias which surrounds policymakers'

decisional processes, it is possible to predict with greater confidence

the kind of decisions those same policymakers are likely to make. For

instance, the conservative political and economic views of those individuals 

who initiated and subsequently nurtured Japan's atomic complex are strongly 

reflected in the large and steadily increasing role that private industry 

has played in Japan's atomic development program. The conviction that 

Japan ought to support an advanced atomic energy research and development 

capability, in addition to electric power generation capacity, has had long 

term effects on the configuration of the resources the country has had to
commit to the atomic sector. Given stability of lead^ship, the course of

Japan's atomic energy development program can be predicted with a fair
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degree of certainty over the next several decades. On the other hand, 

the major question today concerning the future impact of Japan's nuclear 

technology stems from the uncertainty as to what the perceptions of the 

country's present and future leaders are and will be on the military role

that atomic energy should play. Thus, an appreciation of the perceptions

that decisionmakers have of relevant issues and of the problems they are

prepared to face can be eirtremely valuable in planning reliably for future

policy contingencies. For this reason the perceptual factor has been

included as a major element of the analytical framework.

One drawback to the input-output_jnodel utilized here is that because 

decisionmaking is approached in macro terms a great variety of discrete 

acts tend to be subsumed under such rubrics as "input" or "output". To

move from an organizing framework of the type set out here to a theoreti

cally self-sufficient model would require such generic terms to'be separated

out into their component parts. The incrementalist and mixed-scanning

schools of decisionmaking have made some progress along these lines by

distinguishing the relative influence of incremental decisions from

synoptic or fundamental ones in affecting the dynamics of policymaking. 

Likewise, the distinction of "outputs" and "outcomes" by Easton and others

helps to focus attent: on the differing significance of such factors for 

a ^litlcal system. Political Inputs are also discussed in terms of 

"supports" and "demands" in the literature, but such classifications, while

theoretically valid, are still too general to provide solid grounding for _ _

operational use.

A related problem, but one which deserves separate mention, is the 

lack of any mechanism within the basic input-output mode^ for weighting 

the potential impact of various input factors. The need for some means of

distinguishing more important from less important inputs was recognized.

V,
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and an ad hoc device was introduced into the basic framework to treat

scope" and "intensity" werethis theoretical shortcoming. "Time, 

suggested as a means of conceptualizing the inpact of technological innova

tions within the social milieu. Political impact was perceived in terms

tt tt

of the number of discrete interests and actors affected by a particular

decision, the importance of interests affected, and the period of time over 

which the impact would be felt. These weighting factors could be applied 

only by inference here, but in moving from the general sort of framework 

utilized in this study to a more theoretically complete model, a more 

sophisticated meeins of quantification _would have to be considered. .

With these observations on the' analytical framework in mind^ we now

review the major findings of this study.

Recapitulation The administrative framework, which -was established to

formulate the goals, order the priorities, and allocate the resources for 

atomic energy development in Japan followed traditional bureaucratic 

patterns of organization. The principles of statism, collegial leadership, 

and departmentalism have characterized the atomic energy policymaking 

process. Statism has meant that the main focus of decisionmaking has been 

in the central government, and specifically within the Prime Minister's 

Office. Both the Science and Technology Agency and the Japan Atomic Energy 

Commission are responsible directly to the Prime Minister. Other agencies, 

like MKI, the Ministry of Finance and the Economic Planning Agency, which 

have iii^iortant planning functions, are also centralized within the Cabinet. 

The flow of inputs from outside this inner decisionmaking circle is closely 

regulated. Non-governmental input is generally channeled throu^ the host 

of existing diverse and overlapping advisory groups. Tti^se advisory groups 

have served two purposes. They have been utilized as a means of soliciting

•v.
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the views of participants vital to the success of various technical 

projects, as in the case of the Preparatory Council on the Peaceful Uses 

of Atomic Energy in 195^1955 and the various government-industry study 

grov®s which have continuously reviewed Japan's anticipated future energy ' 

needs and drawn up estimates and plans to meet those needs. Advisory

groups have sometimes merely provided a facade of participatory decision

making for government policy and acted as filters for potentially disruptive

views from outside the official circle of administrative and planning 

agencies. For instance. Dr. Sakata's resignation from the JAEC Atomic

Reactor Safety Investigation Subcommittee in 1959 came as a protest over 

what he felt was the government's rushing into the Calder-Hall project

while ignoring the concerns over public safety raised by scientists

commissioned by the government to study just such questions. Likewise,

the Science and Technology Council has proved particularly useful, in

absorbing and diluting criticism from the Japan Science Coiincil.

Collegial leadership has been another traditional principle of

administrative practice which has shaped atomic energy policymaking

processes. Because political decisionmaking in Japan occurs more as a 

result_of quiet and often unofficial negotiations within a close knit group

of decisionmakers than it does from the more highly publicized instances of

confrontation between public figures and their critics, access to the

decisionmaking collegium is especially important if one is to have any 

influence on the policymaking process. Thus, since membfers of the scientific

community have no well defined and consistent means of access to the

decisionmaking coUegiup, their influence on political decisions has been 

much less than that of the business community which provides considerable
\

input for policymaking.

The relationship between the Japanese atomic industry and the
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government has been extremely close for a variety of reasons. For one 

thing, there has traditionally been a large degree of overlap between the 

functions of government and the functions of business in the econoMc life 

of Japan. Retired bureaucrats, who generally leave government service at ' 

a fairly early age, frequently find second careers in the business world. 

Also, with the limited government research and development budgets that have

been available, private investment has been essential for Japan to keep 

pace technologically with other industrialized countries. Private investment

■

in the first ten years of the atomic energy development program, for 

instance,, was 20 per cent over the total government investment for this 

Business, in turn, has relied upon the government to provide 

basic research and training programs, special tax and investments credits.

period.

and diplomatic groundwork abroad.

This business-government relationship, thou^ close, has not been

maintained without certain tensions. Responsibilities within the atomic

research and development program were divided in 1955, with private industry 

taking on the immediate tasks of importing pow.er reactors and providing 

economical electrical output as quickly as possible, while the government 

took charge of long range research and building up of Japan's domesticI

research and development capabilities. There were two built-in sources of 

conflict with this sort of arrangement. 'JAERI, the government's primary 

atomic research agency, viewed, its priorities in terms of lo.ng range

domestic technological capabilities, and objected to what it felt was an 

over reliance on in^iorted foreign hardware and'know-hOT and too much

attention to short term business profits. The private ut: .ty industry, on

the other hand, felt that since cheap electrical power had been determined 
to be the immediate goal, imported foreign equipment and\echnology was the 

only possible solution. There was also debate over the distribution of
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responsibility and the appropriate shares of investment between the public

and private sectors. The Finance Ministry was most insistent that the

government not invest heavily in the atomic industry without a large share

of decisionmaking authority in planning. The utility industries, while

they welcomed public funding and research assistance, wished to retain as

much independence in funding, staffing and operating as possible.
■>

The debate was controlled but continuous, especially over the relative

importance of research versus development. Government scientists in JAERI

criticized the JABC 1957 plan, for instance, because of what they felt was

a wasteful FBR research program. They had advised the, government that the 

FBR was beyond Japan's current development capabilities, and it was strongly

suspected that one reason for the existence of so generous a FBR budget ,

was political pressure from the utility companies which had already signed

FBR development contracts with American reactor firms. The FBR project 

was soon judged to be premature, and the i960 plan reflected a larger

investment in domestic reactor development projects.

Collegial decisionmaking is not unique to Japan. The desire to reduce

open confrontation and to limit the number of actors that have to be dealt

with,.at least in the early stages of the decisional process, is probably

endemic to decisionmakers in most all countries. In Japan, the collegial 

system is possibly better entrenched than in many other national political 

systems. The tradition of a strongly hierarchical school system which 

colors an individual's entire career, the tightly structured promotion

schedule by age cohort, the ease of transition'from upper government 

•echelons into ccmparable positions in private business, and the system of

political faction leaders who rotate responsibilities all help to perpetuate
a collegial mentality among hi^ level Japanese decisloni^kers.

Japanese society places a premium on formality in interpersonal
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relationships and obedience to fixed rules of public behavior among 

political actors, and in this environment the collegial system has been 

very useful in processing the business of politics more rapidly than might 

otherwise be the case. However, collegial decisionmaking could also be " 

applied to other societies to overcome some of the jurisdictional and 

occupational stratification which so often characterizes complex modem 

polities.

Individuals in middle and upper level managerial ranks, both within 

the governmental sector and between government and various private business, 

educational and social institutions,- could be brought together frequently 

for mutual problem sharing and issue sensitivity sessions. Formal,' short 

term orientation programs or more unstructured colloquia might be useful for

focusing on areas of fruitful institutional cooperation or potential

conflict. On a longer term basis, career planning for upwardly mobile

executives could include periods of employment outside the parent institution

in related, but distinct, problem-solving situations. The educational 

accomplishments necessary for responsible decisionmaking positions, which 

traditionally have been prerequisites for employment, might be spaced more

evenly-over the span of an entire career. Academic training mi^t then be 

both moie valxiable from the standpoint of the currency of concepts dealt

with and more flexible in bringing academic expertise to bear on relevant

policy questions. The shared learning experiences from such mid-career

training could also provide valuable cross-fertilization of ideas among 

comparable ranks of bureaucrats, academicians, and industrial and

commercial managers.

A third principle of administrative practice which characterized the

atomic energy program was departmentalism. However, the ck of interagency

contact, which has marked Japanese bureaucracy in general, has been
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overcome to some extent in the atomic energy area because of the widely 

diversified nature of technological problems which can be dealt with

effectively only with a comprehensive planning and development approach.

The Economic Deliberation Council, which prepared the draft for the original

Atomic Energy Bdsic Law in 1955 and which has served as a liaison agency 

in science and technology matters generally, has helped to overcome some

-of the built in bureaucratic barriers to communication. However, beyond 

the top administrative echelons much of the decisionmaking within the 

various ministerial bureaucracies is carried on in isolation from other 

agencies, while within the atomic energy cpmmunity as a whole, government. 

Industry, and university research and development programs continue to 

function on distinctly separate tracks. The scientific community has often 

criticized these barriers to a fully integrated national research and 

development effort, and in I969 the Diet undertook a study of administrative

reform proposals. Little has been accomplished, however, and the admin

istrative and planning process for atomic energy still functions within the

administrative guidelines set down in 1955-

It has been noted that the Japanese administrative structure has the

potential for deliberating with great speed when the occasion warrants. In 

195^1955 > an entire research and development program was put together in

a matter of months because there was a broad coincidence of perceptions on

the need for a national atomic energy program. Japanese scientists were

encouraged by the prospect of resuming their research which had been

terminated at the end of the war. The business community was aware of the

trade and commercial potential of the atom, and was anxious to realize 

the economic profits that the development of an atomic industrial sector 

could bring. Japanese political leaders were convinced that a strong 

technological base was essential if Japan were to regain her proper share
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of political and economic influence in the international community.. The

public generally had very positive perceptions of the potential for

peaceful uses of atomic energy. Since there was broad agreement on the 

overall atomic energy goals in Japan, the general outlines of a research 

and development program were put together with great speed.

However, the potential for delay and non-decision is also built into 

the Japanese administrative system, and the structure is well suited to 

bureaucratic procrastination where there is a lack of political consensus. , 

•Suggestions for administrative reform have failed because of the lack of 

consensus on what, where and how reform should proceed. The Japan Science 

Council's research reorganization-plan was submitted to the government in 

1965 and studied! for three years by various agencies before the decision 

was made to leave things much as they had been previously. Likewise, the 

Science and Technology Council's ambitious science promotion-plan in i960

met HHich the same fate after being studied to death within the bureaucracy.

The record of atomic energy development in Japan reveals ttot although 

the subject of policymaking may be highly technical in nature, the 

policymaking process is influenced as much by related political, economic, 

and social factors as by the technical parameters of the subject per se.

To the extent that atomic energy planning in Japan can be said to have 

achieved success in applying technological means to societal needs, this 

■ success is largely due to the fact that a rational set of political goals 

and priorities was outlined in 1955* The overriding goal of atomic energy 

development in Japan since that time has been the generation of economical 

electrical power. Another goal, secondary to the first, but one which has 

extensive technological and political implications in itself, has been the 

encouragement of a domestic research and development 

lying this has been the determination to achieve a self-sustaining nuclear

Vpability. Itoder-
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industry. These twin goals — securing economical electric power from the

atom, and establishing and maintaining a full range domestic research and

development program — joined together by the fundEunental tenet of self* 

sufficiency have shaped- the establishment of the technical developments 

which have been outlined in the major atomic energy plans of 1957, 19^0, 

and 1967.

The Japanese atomic energy development program has been quite 

successful in. achieving the political goals set out in 1955* Japan is in 

the forefront of atomic reactor technology today. By all current indica

tions, Japan will continue to turn out larger and more efficient reactors, 

and it is expected to be second only to the tfaited States in electrical

output from atomic power plants for the rest of the century. Atomic power

plants have now begun to compete successfully with fossil fuel plants, and 

atomic fuel will go far toward meeting Japan's energy needs for-the future. 

Japan has benefitted enormously from technological know-how and equipment

imported from abroad, and is now anticipating a profitable expansion of its 

atomic industry export trade. These twin goals, economic electrical output 

and a strong domestic atomic energy capability, have been achieved because 

the objecti-ves set out in the 1957, i960, and I96T plans have been carefiilly 

adjusted in the li^t of changing technical, economic and political factors.

To the extent that atomic energy development planning has failed to

anticipate the inrpact of atomic technology on Japanese society or has

failed to resolve certain conflicts that have arisen as a result of

technological change, the failure is also largely within the political 

dimension rather than in the technological. Atomic technology has had

impacts on Japanese society in ways that have led to the articulation of
thu^

political demands which the policymaking process has 

to deal with satisfactorily. Essentially, these demands focus on the

far been unable

'■t*
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i’ssue of public safety, and on the responsibility of the atomic industry 

and the government to the public in the event of nuclear incidents which 

endanger human life or health or damage private property. It has only 

been recently, with the prospect of having large numbers of atomic reactors 

located in densely populated areas, that these issues have become highly 

politicized.

From the standpoint of demography, geography, and geology Japan is 

poorly suited to'the widespread proliferation of atomic power plants. 

Japanese cities are ^owded and the transportation system is under extremely 

heavy use. Few parts of the coun1y:y are both suitable for siting atomic 

power plants and at the same time situated near the populated centers which

need the electricity the atomic reactors would generate. Off-shore

locations are hazardous because the Japanese diet is so dependent on marine 

products. The frequent earthquakes that occur throughout Japan also make 

atomic power plant siting more critical than in many other jiarts of the

world.

It is on the question of safety that atomic technology has had a most 

direct impact on the general public. The issue was first raised during 

debate over the importation of British and American commercial reactors in 

the late 1950s. The export of American atomic technology in any form was 

closely hedged about by very strict secrecy requirements. Since the 

paramount goal of the Japanese reactor development program was to achieve 

economical power generation as rapidly as possible, importation of American 

reactors was imperative. However, the Japan Science Council cranplained that

an objective determination of the performance of this equipment was ingrassible 

because of the strict secrecy regulations. Even prominent scientists in 

official advisory positions were critical of the govemiiient' s reluctance

to discuss the safety features of imported reactors. Ur. Sakata, chairman
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of the JSC Committee on Reactor Safety, resigned in I959 over the failure 

of the government to consult with qualified members of the scientific 

community over these problems.

In the British-Japanese fuel in®ort agreement, the "hold harmless" 

clause, which absolved the British suppliers from any responsibility for 

an accident occuring after fuel delivery, also raised the public safety 

question in another form. The Japanese atomic industry had been seeking to 

restrict its liability in the event of a "nuclear incident" to the esctent 

of its financial capability to obtain insurance protection. The Japanese 

government, and particularly the Finance Ministry, took, a very restrictive 

view of the government's responsibility to the public in this regard. The 

coii®romise reached between the government and the atomic industry provided

additional insurance to private operators underwritteja by the government.

However, the government indemnity was strictly limited, aind there was no 

solution to the question of the government's responsibility in the event of

nuclear damage exceeding the insured limits of the private operator. The

public has been caught in the middle, and althop^ certain features of the

liability question have been clarified, estimates of the potential financial

cost of a major reactor disaster still exceed the statutory limitations of

indemnification. The safety debate was quite intense within a limited 

circle of government and scientific figures directly concerned with atomic

energy policy. However, the projections for commercial power, generation

were rather pessimistic in the late I95OS and the issue did not assume a

meaningful form to the public at large.

More recently, as the day of large scale atomic power generation has 

approached, and with the intensified interest in environmental pollution 
problems generally, the public safety issue has come intoprominence once

again. ' Atomic power advocates in the government and in industry are now
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giving the public safety issue much more attention than they did a decade

ago. They have expressed concern that the citizen action movement stimulated

by concems over safety and environmental pollution could well be the most 

serious domestic challenge to the reactor program yet.

A major difficulty in arriving at a political solution for a problem 

of this sort is in articulating it in a meaningful way, and then integrating 

it into the overall set of political goals and priorities from -sdiich

decisions on technical development are derived. As has already been noted, 

the public has not had the technical information nor, until recently, 

sufficient, interest in the safety and siting question to articulate 

political demands in any consistent or coherent fashion. The scientists who

have the professional expertise to do so have been sipgularly ineffective

in utilizing their technical knowledge to influence political decisions.

Hot only do the scientists lack a large, definable constituency for which 

they can speak, but they have been unable to formulate the safety issue 

into a compact unit amenable to policy action. While the JSC and other 

scientist critics have pointed out the problem,, they have failed to formulate 

acceptable options from which decisionmakers could choose a remedial com-se

of action.

There is evi^nce that the uncharacteristically high degree of public 

activity over nuclear power plant sitings and environmental problems in

general is beginning to have some political impact in Japan. . Primarily

this has been on the prefectural and local level. Citizen action groups, 

some independent local movements and others associated with national

interest groups like the Japan Fishermen's Association and the Japan

Housewives Association^ have lobbied for governmental action on such
problems and, in certain instances, have reached agreemen-^ directly 

with companies on a case by case basis. Whether this is an isolated

a
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phenomenon which will fade away once Immediate objectives are achieved or

frustration is felt from failure to have a meaningful policy impact, or

whether public action units will persist as a new medium for the articu

lation of political demands remains to be seen.

There is considerable resistance to direct public participation in

decisionmaking among political decisionmakers. Generally, the flow of 

contacts between government £ind the public has been xmidirectional, with 

information coming froin the top down. There has been little reverse flow 

even thou^ certain government ;?igures have lately welcomed more public 

participation. Just what the official government perception of this

participation may be is not clear. The questionnaire distributed as a.part

of this study revealed that only social scientists are strongly committed

to direct public participation in decisionmaking. Other groups of scientists

are much less certain of the value of such participation, while the limited

number of decisionmakers surveyed were much more strongly opposed than the

scientist groups.

Because the Japanese scientific community is.divided in its attitudes

toward public participation in the decisionmaking process, the prospects

for reaching some common understanding on the implications of technological

change, and on the relative merits and demerits of the atomic reactor 

program specifically, are less bright than they might otherwise be. While

Japanese physical scientists focus primarily on the ends to which science

policy is directed, social scientists are as much concerned with the

processes by which science policy is formulated as with the ends to which it

is directed. Therefore, the orientation of the two groups on public 

participation is different.

This dichotomy of scientific opinion in Japan, and the apparent

inability of the scientific community to reach some common ground on the
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pros and cons of widespread use of atoiaio technology, has tended to 

polarize attitudes both in informed technical circles and among the concerned 

public at large. The unique service which only the scientific community 

could have performed, i. e., providing a coherent body of data on the risk- 

benefit tradeoffs facing society, has not been performed. As a result, 

informed discourse is difficult, and the many political decisions which 

will be needed to set reasonable perfomance and safety standards, to 

allocate societal resources efficiently, and to apply alternative tech

nologies effectively will be made without the full benefit that a dis

passionate scientific estimate could provide. Thus, the pressure on 

policymakers to make the "right" decision will be intensified while the

rational basis for their reaching a decision will be reduced.

Participation of Japanese scientists in political.decisionmaking has

also been shown to be very limited. Generally, the policymaking role of

scientists has been simply one of providing technical advice when called

upon by the government. Although Japanese scientists appear to welcome

political debate over the goals of science, for the majority, the perceptions

of such debate is limited and does not extend to the electoral arena.

Only social scientists showed any enthusiasm for bringing scientific issues

into electoral politics. Moreover, scientists in general conceded the

initiative in policymaking to the political' decisionmaker. However, there 

is strong feeling among scientists that when selecting scientific advisors

there should be greater attention to the opinions of the scientific 

community. In brief, this' examination of the atomic energy decisionmaking 

process does not indicate that Japanese scientists have exercised any 
considerable de^ee of influence over the formulation of the broad politicalvgoals which shape the direction of scientific and technical ograms, not

does there appear to be any substantial basis- for such influence to be
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exercised in the future.

The JSC's legal mandate to promote science and ensure that scientific 

opinion'is reflected in policymaking mi^t have provided the scientific 

community a means for building up its influence in the political arena. 

However, Japanese scientists have been fractionated and their potential

In the atomic energy area, the dispute within the JSC 

over the long range atomic energy development plan in I968 and the present

h
r

. influence diluted.

involvement of certain atomic scientists in the anti-nuclear reactor siting 

movement are evidence of the basic lack of agreement among scientists on
Ipolicy questions. Nor do Japanese scientists or political decisionmakers
1;evidence much ability to perceive policy issues from the perspective of

the other. Scientists tend to, feel that decisionmakers do not understand ,

scientific questions and ignore the consequences of their political acts to

scientific development, while Japanese political figures often dismiss
I
i-

criticism from the scientific community as ill-founded or mere carping. I
f
I

The impact of atomic tectoology on the Japanese political system has 

also been felt in the degree to which extra-soc.ietal inputs into the
Epolicymaking process have an influence over the formulation of political
!
tdecisions. Pew countries, and certainly not Japan, are technologically
Iself-sufficient to the extent of being able to build and operate a major
I

atomic energy program free from any outside assistance. Japanese uranium
i

fuel was practically non-existept and from the very start Japan has had to

rely on uranium supplies located physically beyond its borders. Exchanges

of technological information and the ingiortation of equipment were also

Initially, since the United States was the most advanced 

country in reactor technology and had offered to share its knowledge, and 
because of close political and economic ties generally between Japan and

necessary.

the Ifeited States, EAmerican technological know-how and equipment were
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relied upon to provide the foundations of Japan's atomic energy development

program.

The extent to which Japan should he dependent on the TJhited States

was a source of considerable debate within Japan. Once the technical

decision had been made to generate commercial electrical power output as

quickly as possible, the political implication was unavoidable that Japan

would have to rely to a considerable degree on the United States. This

close association was received with mixed feelings in Japan. Business 

circles generally welcomed this because of the close economic ties that had 

already, grown up between the two countries and because they stood to profit

from the exchange agreement. Scientists had many more reservations because

they feared that Japanese science and technology would suffer as a result.

Althou^ priorities differed on the relative .emphasis that should be

placed on importing American technology and on developing domestic

capabilities, there was no disagreement that dependence on foreign sources 

of fuel and technology should be kept to a minimum. Self-sufficiency has 

always been a major objective of the Japanese atomic energy ‘development

-V

program. One of the principal reasons for developing natural uranium

reactors simultaneously with enriched uranium reactors was to reduce

Japan’s continuing dependence on the United States. Thus, British natural 

uranium reactors were imported along with American-made enriched uranium 

models. At the same time, uranium enrichment and plutoniian extraction 

technology have been perfected by the Japanese to lessen the heavy

dependence on American fuel which was unavoidable in the early years of

the program. Japan has continually expanded its technological exchange

programs both in scope and number. Today the Japanese are engaged in a

joint uranium enrichment project with the United States) an EBR development

pitjgram with Britain, fusion research with France, and a variety of other
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coSperative agreements with most states with significant atomic energy 

programs. Japan and the Soviet 'tftiion are presently discussing joint 

enriched uranium production, while the People's Republic of China is seeking 

Japanese technical assistance with its reactor development program.

Japan has been a leading advocate.of international solutions to 

problems associated with atomic energy, and the Japanese energy industiy 

in general .fully appreciates the need for Japan to retain strong trade ties 

and technological'exchange agreements with other countries. However, the 

unwelbome effect of such international linkages has been a certain degree

of political penetration which the Japanese have done their best'to 

minimize. Political penetration, Rosemu has suggested, -takes place when 

the members of one polity "share with those in the penetrated polity the 

authority to allocate its values." Using the definition of politics that 

has been followed in this study, political penetration occurs -when members 

of one polity share with those in the penetrated polity the authority to set 

i-^s societal goals, establish its societal priorities and allocate its 

societal resources.

It has been suggested that the intensity of th^ debate in I958 and 

1959 over the secrecy provisions in the American atomic technolo^ exchange 

program and the "hold harmless" clause in the British agreement -was due to 

the political penetration which occured along with the technical arrangements. 

The American secrecy demands -were received by the Japan Science Council as 

an unwarranted intrusion into Japanese political life. The secrecy 

requirements imposed by the United States, in.,the eyes of the JSC, ran 

directly counter -to the JSC principle of free and open discussion of atomic 

energy data. This principle had been written into the Atomic Energy Basic 

Law. Likewise, the "hold harmless" clause indirectly r^sed the whole 

question of government indemnity for private Japanese industry. Since the
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"hold harmless" clause made it in^ossihle for a Japanese atomic energy-

reactor operator to sue a British fuel supplier to collect damages in the

event of a nuclear incident in-rol-ving British-supplied atomic fuel, 

Japanese reactor operators were insisting that a Japanese government 

indemnity be provided to backstop the private operator’s liability. The 

question of the respective' role of government and pri-vate investment in 

atomic energy development was being debated in Japan at the time, and the 

Japanese-British fuel agreement completely undercut those who were arguing

for a very limited governmental role. If the Japanese operator could not 

afford adequate pri-vate insurance coverage, as the Japanese indust:^ was

claiming, and if there -was no recourse to the foreign supplier, indemnifi

cation for the Japanese public in the face of a major disaster would have

to be underwritten by the government. . .

It was the appearance of political "strings" like these in techno

logical exchange agreements that helped to encourage Japan to develop its 

own technologi^cal capabilities as quickly as possible. Later cooperative

arrangements -with France and other countries were drawn up with an eye to 

"perfect mutualism." Japan has been successful in large part in eliminating

the undesirable political features of earlier technical agreements because

the Japanese atomic industry is increasingly able to meet its own techno-

Ironically, Japan's successful domestic research and develop

ment program, while reducing -the incidence of political penetration via 

imported technology, has opened the door to penetration from another

logical needs.

Japan, like a'number of other non- but near-nuclear-weapon s-tates, 

has become so sophisticated in its atomic technology that it is technolog-

source.

ically -within months of building an atomic bomb should the political 

decision be made to do so. The Nonproliferation Treaty 

by the United States and the Soviet Iftiion- to forestall the spread of nuclear

\a
6 an attempt led
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weapons and reinforce their dominant positions in the limited nucfear

consortium.

The effect of the NIT, in limiting the policy options available to 

political decisionmakers in Japan, and by restricting the allocation of 

national atomic resources, was to institutionalize the penetration into the 

political processes of the signatory states of extra-societal actors (in 

this case,- those countries that have adhered to the Treaty). The Japanese 

have been highly reluctant to accept such forms of political penetration. 

All of the opposition political parties in Japan opposed Japan's signing of 
tSe HIT, and the government acquiesced primarily because it felt that, for 

the moment, Japan had little to lose while it hesitated to risk the

political alienation of the Ifaited States, the Soviet tfiiion and other 

signatories which might have followed such a decision oh Japan's part.

Additionally, by signing the HIT but withholding final ratification, Japan 

hoped to apply pressure on the Ifiiited States and the Soviet Union to come 

to some agreement on nuclear disarmament, the primary objective of the HIT 

as far as Japan was concerned.

Japanese adherence to the NIT is conditional at this point. While 

inspection of Japan's peaceful atomic energy facilities uppers to be 

working satisfactorily at this point, and while Japan has continued to 

share fully in the latest technological'advances in the field, Japan's final 

decision on whether or not to. ratify the Treaty will depend to a large

extent on the nature of the relationships that develop between the United 

States, the Soviet Ifiiibn, and China in the ndxt two years. If Japan is to 

continue within the NIT framework it is likely the government will have to

■

ratify the Treaty before the 1975 review meeting in Geneva. Therefore, in 
terms of the HIT, Japan's perceptions of the relationships that are developing

between its three nuclear-armed neighbors, and its perceptions of the

%
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intentions of each of these states toward Japan, are crucial.

American-Japanese relations are critical to future Japanese nuclear

policy. Without the continuance of a strategic nuclear guarantee, Japanese 

defense strategists have already indicated Japan would have to acquire 

nuclear defensive weapons. The Security Treaty, which has been the basis 

of the post-war alliance between the two countries, is undergoing reinter

pretations as a tesult of the rapprochement of both partners with China. 

There is reason to believe that the Chinese will tolerate, and perhaps even 

welcome,- a continued American nuclear guarantee to Japan. Just what the 

Chinese-American understanding is on the- Japanese-American partnership, or 

perhaps more in5)ortantly, what the Japanese perception of that Chinese-. 

American understanding is, -will go far in determining whether or not Japeui 

feels an independent nuclear force is necessary. If the Japanese perceive 

that the Chinese-American rapprochement has substantially reduced the 

credibility of the American nuclear guarantee to Japan vis a vis China, the 

major plank of Japan's post-war strategic defense policy will have been 

removed and a restructured defense policy will be Inevitable.

Any decision on Japan's part to acquire a nuclear defense force 

■would be predicated on the perception that a potential adversary in fact 

exists. To the extent that the political and economic ties now being 

forged between Japan and its two nuclear-armed nei^bqrs on the Asian 

continent are successful in creating a broadening base of mut\;ially profitable 

technological and economic exchanges, the perceived need for a Japanese 

nuclear force should diminish. On the iJiery vital question of energy suiply.

both the Soviet Union and China have indicated they are willing to help 

Japan meet its heed for oil and-'Enriched manium.

Japanese technological assistance and the Soviet ttaion seeks 

investment capital in Siberia.

In return, China seeks

panese
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Japan's strategy, for the time being, will probably be to retain its

nuclear option and to continue to improve its overall level of technological

con®etence. The peaceful atomic energy program will remain a vital part of

this technological base, and' it will have great strategic importance in two

respects. First, Japanese economic viability will become increasingly 

dependent on the performance of the atomic reactor program. By 2000 current 

estimates are that fully half of Japan's electricity will be generated by 

atomic energy. Any threat to Japan's atomic energy supply will be inter

preted as a threat to existence of the state itself. Also, by maintaining 

a highly sophisticated level of peaceful-atomic technology, the time lag_ 

that would ensue between a political decision to "go nuclear" (if and when 

such a decision were made) and the physical existence of a complement of
r'nuclear armaments will be kept to a mimimum.

In the meantime, Japan will expect to be included as an equal partner

with the other major international actors in shaping those decisions which

will determine the political future of the international community of

nations for the remainder of this century. Japan has indicated that it is

willing to play its role for the time being without the added nuclear

weight which has come to be widely regarded as a measure of political

actors of the first order. Whether Japan is to be successful in this 

attenpt will depend on whether the struggle by the United States, China eind

the Soviet Union to exert influence.over the course of international

political and economic developments can be confined to non-military forms of

conpetition. Force will not'be eliminated from the'national arsenals of

power, and Japan is certain to utilize its potential military strength.

both in its conventional and nuclear dimensions, for diplomatic leverage. 
However, if Japan's political leaders come to feel that Japan\s able to

exert its influence in the international community to a degree that is
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reasonably commensurate with the expectations that they have come tp regard 

as legitimate, the need for a decision on the nuclear option may he 

postponed indefinitely.

It is obvious that Japan's nuclear technology is far and away the most 

advanced of that in any country in the Far East. How this technological 

sophistication will translate into political terms for the remainder of the 

19706 is not so clear. Thus far, in spite of Japan's rapid nuclear 

.development, its leaders have not as yet turned this technological prowess 

to much diplomatic advantage. Should they attempt to do so, there is no 

doubt that Japan's technological and economic weight would lend considerable

i;
;

f
I
t

I

;•

!
authority to their denands.

1However, Japan's leaders will surely apply such pressure cautiously 

and sparingly, especially in any political confrontation with other major i
I

international actors. They have frequently pointed out that Japan's '

economic success rests on a precariously narrow base. Japan will continue

to depend on imports in all major economic sectors, including energy, food „ 

and all the "necessary" consumer goods which the public has come to demand.
I

The country has much less cushion within its domestic economic sector for I

absorbing economic disturbances than does the Iftiited States, the Soviet 

Iftiion or even the Europ^ Community.

international trading relationships, its long term interests lie in

Since Japan is so dependent on stable

separating economic and technological issues as much as possible from the

ebb and flow of political discourse. Thus, any attempt to bargain Japeui's

economic and technological influence for political advantage will entail no

inconsiderable risk to Japan itself, and will have to be accompanied by a

much stronger set of political objectives than has been evident in recent
\

years.

From tlie standpoint strictly* of its nuclear capability, Japan has the
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potential for aamaging the fragile struotijre that the tfaited States and the

Soviet tftiion have sponsored for controlling nuclear es^losive devices. Both

countries appear to set great store by the nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, 

for instance. They evidently feel that their common interest lies in

lessening the chances for a nuclear miscalculation between themselves and

their allies, and for over five years they have been urging Japan first to

sign and now to ratify it. Japan could deal a severe blow to this design

by refusing to follow throu^ on the NET, but, again, at no small risk to 

itself. The consequences of any decision by Japan-to develop nuclear 

weapons have been treated at length in this study and need not be repeated

here.

Japan also has the capability for developing peaceful nuclear

explosive devices, and has pointedly refused to renounce its sovereign 

right to make use of this technology should a suitable occasion present

As the search for new fossil fuel resources around the worlditself.

intensifies, and as countries seek quick inexpensive methods for constructing 

large scale projects like canals and ports, it is likely that peaceful 

nuclear explosions will be looked upon with favor in many quarters. The

Iftiited States and the Soviet Union have discouraged the development of such

nuclear technology by non-nuclear-weapon states, both in the Limited Test

Ban Treaty and in the Nonproliferation Treaty, because it is impossible to 

make a technical distinction between such explosive devices and nuclear 

weapons and because such explosions can result in radioactive contamination 

across international boundaries.

Japan has the technological capability for upsetting the existing

moratorium on peaceful nuclear explosions. However, as in the case of
technological

option wouldnuclear weapons, asay decision to exercise this 

certainly have broad political repercussions. So long as peaceful
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explosions cannot be distinguished from military related ones, the Tfeited 

States and the Soviet Ifeion will most likely discourage the use of nuclear 

technology for such purposes. Here again, Japan's nuclear technolo^ could 

provide it with a certain leverage in dealing with the superpowers.

On the other hand, Japan's nuclear technology could also be the 

source of some frustration for its political leaders.’ From the standpoint 

of the domestic scene, any nuclear question will be treated with a hi^ 

degree of circumspection by the opposition and probably by a significant 

segment of the public as well. Even purely civilian aspects of nuclear 

technology will be handled carefully, Certainly, any suggestion that 

mili-tary uses were being considered --.even for purely defensive purposes — 

would cause considerable political clamor within Japan. Advocates of 

civilian atomic power development can be expected to be especially chary of 

any new policy openings which would in any way make their own dealings with

the public over siting and nuclear safety issues more difficult.

Energy policy is perhaps the area in which Japan's nuclear technology 

has the best chance of making a positive diplomatic impact. The global

need for fissionable nuclear fuel, including enriched uranium, will become 

more acute by the early I98OS. Recently both the ttoited States and the Soviet

Union have indicated their interest in setting up joint enrichment programs

with Japan. All three parties also have a" common interest in- cooperating

to develop other potential energy sources. Japan not only has highly 

advanced energy technology to offer to such partnerships, but Japanese 

capital is also being soit^t after to help meet'the very high costs of 

research and development. Japan is already the world's major importer of 

oil, and it will soon be second only to the Ifaited States in the consumption
In a world where '^uel margins forof electric power from atomic reactors.

energy production will become increasingly more critical over the next
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decade, Japanese fuel consumption, production and investment policies will 

be viewed with great interest in other major energy consuming- countries.

The extent to which Japan’s technological capability in nuclear energy 

will influence its relationships with other major international actors 

remains to be seen. In large part, it will depend on what sort of issues'- 

■ arise with respect to the u-tilization and distribution of nuclear techniques. 

Taking a bread view over the next decade and beyond, a strong argument could 

be made that Japan's decisions on nuclear policy will be crucial for the 

shape of interstate relations for the rest of the century. However, much 

of international diplomacy is essentially ad hoc in nature with only secondary - 

attention to the long range effects of decisions which must be made to 

deal with immediate, critical issues of the moment. In such a situation 

possession counts for more than potential. It will he a real test of the 

skill of Japan's diplomats and of the foresi^t of the world's leaders to 

see if Japan -will be able to deal effectively when it is missing the major 

trumps from its hand.

Concluding remarks Several major themes have run throu^out this particular

case study of the interface between science, technology and public policy

making. These themes are set out below as propositions which, from the 

perspective of the^atomic energy program in Japan, would appear to have 

general application in similar instances of technological change.

• The first conclusion is that decisionmakers tend to use traditional

political institutions to deal with the social, political and economic 

issues that arise as a consequence of changing technology. Even though 

innovative structures and procedures may be called for, policymakers will 

turn to existing institutions (or create others in their\Bame image) to 

meet new demands. Thus, while the technological stimulus may be revolutionary 

in its social implications, political responses to these stimuli -will tend
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to be fonmilatea within the existing institutional framework. Since 

political change tends to come- about in reaction to, rather than in 

anticipation of or simultaneously with, changes else^Aere in the social and 

economic spheres, a surplus of political demands build up resulting in a • 

certain amount of stress in the political system. In short,- the degree of 

political stress and the rate of technological change are related to each 

other directly and proportionately.

The second conclusion of this study is that making political 

decisions on technological issues need not be predicated on a particularly 

sophisticated understanding of the ^technological aspects involved. The 

fundamental decisions which have determined the course of Japanese nuclear 

policy have been made largely by political and business leaders while 

scientists have had a generally limited impact on the political process. 

Clearly, with the government's atomic bureaucracy responsible directly to 

the Prime Minister's Office, and with the wide influence that MITI and the 

MOP have exercised on the policymaking process, technological factors of 

the nuclear policy equation have been adjusted within the larger political 

and economic setting. While technology has broadened the scope o^iecision- 

making it has not dictated the nature of the decisions to be made. The real 

effect of the scientists and technologists has not been to override 

traditional centers of political decisionmaking but rather, by effecting 

the rate of social change, to create more political demands and, in turn, 

to make political decisionmaking of more critical importance than before.

Third, the most pressing political need today is to Incorporate

effective long range planning mechanisms into the ongoing political system.

If societies.are to exploit the full measure that modem technology can 

give them, the allocative authority of governments must rationalized in 

advance. Political actors must begin now to anticipate changing societal
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needs and priorities, and set goals accordingly in advance.

Collegial decisionmaking is one mechanism which appears to have

worked quite well for long range planning in the Japanese nuclear program.
^■4

In those areas where there has been the fullest and freest interchange of■

information and sharing of responsibilities, i. e., in the government- 

business partnership in research, development, and promotion, the successes 

have been the most spectacular. The "refundment upon success" method, by 

which government financial backstopping of private investment is available 

for capital intensive but high risk projects, would seem to be widely 

applicable in other settings'.

On the other hand, in policy areas where the planning record has been 

less far-sifted, like siting, public safety and regulation, there has been 

a notable lack of communication between the business-government advocates

*0

teII
on the one side and the public and scientific critics on the other. While

it seems unlikely that all the complex i^ueitions^vtAich have arisen lately

could have been solved by greater participation of these groups in earlier 

stages of the decisional process, the evidence suggests that some problems 

could have been anticipated and worked out with less disruption to the

nuclear industry than is now occurring.

Japanese planners have also benefitted from the experience of more 

technologically advanced countries and avoided some of the more costly

Japan's experience in this regard underscores the need formistakes.

Isinternational cooperation in conplex technological research and development

programs. For those countries at the technological forefront unable to

draw on the prior experience of others, alternative scenarios can be

programmed for modem computerized projections which should at least
bk resolved.clarify some of the specific issues which will have to Some

people are confident that computers can eventually do much more than this.
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Coordinated social planning need not imply a monolithic executing 

bureaucracy, however. The very coi^lexity of modem technological societies 

makes it ir^ossihle to pull together all threads into one center.

Japanese planners have now recognized the value of regional decisionmaking '

centers which facilitate coordination among local governments and public

interest groups. Public hearings are also to be made a part of the

Japanese institutional framework for siting atomic energy facilities. Such 

mechanisms can be quite valuable or merely pro forma, depending on the 

sincerity of those responsible for them.' The adversary technique, which 

pits expert against e:q>ert and allows, for cross-examination of witnesses, 

has been suggested as one means of improving their utility. With today's 

hi^ly sophisticated communications technology, it should be possible for 

many individuals to exchange views regularly with each other via closed 

circuit television and centrally located information banks. Vastvamounts

of research and development data could be accumulated from a great variety 

of sources and stored in central repositories for use by all interested 

parties, with due respect for the proprietary rights of the contributors.

By such means as these, it should be possible to decentralize the allocation 

and distribution of societal resources even while bringing a more effective

planning structure into being.

Finally, because societies are coming to recognize that the physical 

security of the state and the ecqnomic well being of its people are inextri

cably linked to the level of scientific and technological research and 

development, science and technology are coming to be perceived increasingly 

as questions of "high politics." Science and technology will continue to

move more toward center stage in international politics, and technically
increasinglyoriented agencies within government will find themselves

absorbed in foreign policy issue-areas. The- scope of international
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diplomacy will expand as a result of this added dimension, and because of

the vast investment and immense store of know-how required to sustain an

advanced international reputation in science and technology, those countries 

which have already achieved leadership in these areas are likely to remain

as the mjor international actors, while the less developed countries are 

likely to continue to play a minor role. 'While these new technological 

aspects of interstate relations may well bring with th^ increased competition 

between nations, this competition can be manifested either in the spirit of 

cooperation or of conflict. Which spirit on balance will prevail is at

heart a political question.

This study has been an examination of the political consequences that

follow the input of a complex series of technological changes into a modem

industrialized society. The basic effect of an increasing tempo of tech

nological change is to increase the importance of the govemmeh-fi to society. 

The political challenge presented by a rapid expansion of the boundaries of 

scientific and technical knowledge in modem societies is twofold. On the 

one hand science and technology, by providing -the "tools for the achievement 

of social, political, or economic ends,"^

greatly expanded scope of governmental activity. Snow has spoken of the 

power of science to provide in greater abundance those "primal things" of 

human existence like "years of life, freedom from hunger, and survival for 

Increasingly, men-everywhere are now coming to expect an ever

provides the opportunity for a

2
children."

larger share in life's primal things, and they are coming to realize that 

it is in the power of science and technology to provide them. Giovemments

■4jarvey Brooks, The Government of Science (Cambridge;
1968), p. 10.

^C. P. Snow, The Two Cultures; and A Second Look (Cambridge; 
Cambridge Ifiiiversity Press, 1984), PP* 79-8o.

M.I.T. Press,

L
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will become better able to meet these rising political demands becaixse

they can set new goals and make use of new resources offered by technology.

The political challenge of expanding science and technology is also 

manifest in the need for governments to order their new goals and allQ,oa.te 

their new resources throu^ a political process. As scientific and tech

nological development reaches the stage of practical application, it

stimulates a continual and growing source of political demands which must

be formulated into specific goals. These goals, in turn, must be ordered 

into a set of priorities, and the resources necessary to the realization of 

these goals must be allocated in a rational manner.

Technology, by providing new goals for society to strive for and by

stimulating new demands for ordering and allocating new societal resources, 

induces reactions in the political system. What the. extent of these

reactions will be and what the effect these political changes have on-

various groups within society is not with,in the grasp of technology to say.

Debate over the proper uses of technology will continue to be flamed in

political terms, and the effects that technology will have on the social 

order will stem as much from the political choices that are made as from the

technical options that are available. The technical aspects of the decisions 

to be made are no guarantee that these political choices will be moret.
'■'t

^@;lonal than they might otherwise be. For de'cisionmaking to be effective, 

what is. necessary is that the technological and political facets of policy

-tematives be distinguished, not for the purpose of isolating the one

from the other, but so that technology can be made to serve more 

those political goals which the society has chosen.

\
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APPENDIX IName and Address 

of respondent

Dear

I am asking for your assistance in a.-study I am engaged in of the 
Japanese atomic energy program. The objective of my study is to determine 
how policies for atomic energy development are formulated, especially with 
reference to the involvement of Japanese scientists and political decision
makers in the policymaking process. As part of my research I am contacting 
responsible Japanese scientists and political decisionmakers like yourself 
to help determine the perspectives of these groups on atomic energy issues.

The attached questionnaire will be used as supporting data for my 
doctoral dissertation which I am preparing at George Washington University 
through 'the Program of Policy Studies in Science and Technology, 
research has been supported by a grant from Mr. James E. Webb, formerly 
director of the National Aeronautics and ^ace Administration (NASA'). All 
responses to the questionnaire will be uagd only to compile group statis
tical data, and a3J. answers will be strictly anonymous. I am requesting 
that you provide merely the most general occupational information so that 
I may accurately code your responses in categorical groupings.

Scholarly studies of Japanese society and the Japanese political 
system are becoming more frequent in the United States today. However, 
they are meagre compared to the attention that American society and 
politics have been given by Japanese- scholars.■ This is especially true in 
the scientific and technical fields. I feel the Japanese ejiperience in 
public policymaking in scientific and technical fields can be of value to 
decisionmakers in advanced countries like the United States as well as in 
many developing nations which hope to benefit from Japan's impressive ' 
economic and technical achievements.

The questionnaire should take less than thirty minutes of your 
valuable time. It will have great significance for my research. For your 
convenience, I am enclosing a stamped, self-addressed return envelope. I 
would welcome any additional comments you may have on this questionnaire 
or other aspects of my study.♦

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Rodney-^ L. Huff

\
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APPENDIX II

THE ' 
GEORGE 
WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY

Mjshinglon, AC 20006 / Fmtnim of Policy StuiHcs in Science and Technolofy / 202-676-7380
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APPENDIX III

QUESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your principal occupational activity by checking the 
appropriate items below:

For scientists:

Social sciences

Physical sciences

Atomic energy related

Non-atomic energy related

For political leaders:

Diet member

Past or present member of a committee concerned 
with atomic energy policy

Non-elected government administrator

Please answer the following questions by placing a check ( ) in the space 
to the left of the most appropriate response.

1. How frequently, on the average, do you have verbal or written contact 
with scientists who are involved in atomic energy developm^t in Japan?

_ _ _  Daily

Once a week

Once a month

Once every six months

Once a year

Never /

/

\
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2. How frequently, on the average, do you have verbal or written contact 
with political decisloranakers who are involved in atomic energy 
development in Japan?

Dally

Once a week

Once a month

Once every six months

Once a year

Never

3. How would you describe the views of Japanese scientists on questions of 
atomic energy development policy? ^

Close similarity of views STnong them

Strong opposition of views among them

Neither close similarity nor strong opposition of views

No opinion

4. How would you describe the views of Japanese political decisionmakers 
on questions of atomic energy policy?

Close similarity of views among them

Strong opposition of views among them

Neither close similarity nor strong opposition of views

Ho opinion —

5. How would you descp-'be the relationship between Japanese scientists 
and Japanese political decisionmakers in the atomic energy policymaking 
process?

Generally cooperative

_ _  Generally antagonistic

No overall relationship,is discernible
\

No opinion
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6. So jrou 'believe Japanese scientists imderstand the political implications 
of their scientific research and development, and do you believe they 
are, in fact, willing to take political issues into account when they 
formulate their research goals and methods?

Both understand and take into account

Neither understand nor take into account

Understand but do not take into account

Willing to take into account but do not understand

7* Do you believe Japanese political decisionmakers understand the signifi
cance for scientific research and development of their political acts, 
and do you believe they are willing to take this into account when 
formulating political decisions?

¥■

Both \inderstand and take into acoount

Neither understand nor take into account

Understand but do not take into account

Willing to take into account but do not understand

8. Some people believe the primary goal of Japan's atomic energy program 
shoxild be to provide cheap electric power for the public.

Other people believe the most in^jortant goal should be to achieve an 
independent atomic energy capability for Japan.

Which of these goals do you feel is most ln^ortant?

The most important goal is cheap electric power

The most la^iortant goal is an Independent atomic energy 
capability.

\
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9. Some people believe that a scientist's professional activities shnniii be 
confined to his scientific work> and that he should not become involved 
in debates on science policy or political issues relating to his work.

Other people believe that it is the responsibility of a scientist to 
engage in policy discvasion and political decisionmaking when it affects, 
his scientific work.

Which of these attitudes most closely reflects your own attitude?

_ _ _  A scientist should not become involved in science policy debates
or political issues.

A scientist has a responsibility to become involved in science 
policy debates and political issues.

10. Some people believe that a society benefits from political controversy 
over the goals and priorities of “^cl^ntlfic research and development 
because such debate helps scientlsts'^o determine the most socially 
beneficial projects to which they can devote their talents.

Other people believe that political controversy slows the orderly 
progress of scientific development and results in a net loss for 
society.

Which of these attitudes most closely reflects your own attitude?

_ _ _  Society benefits from political controversy over science.

_ _ _  Society loses from political controversy over science.

11. Some people believe that because scientists are the only people who 
understand con^ilex scientific and technical matters, and since they 
advise political decisionmakers on alternative policy choices, the 
scientists in effect actually make policy Instead of the political 
decisionmakers.

Other people believe that scientists only advise policymakers when they 
are asked to do so, and that the actual power over alternative policy 
choices still rests with the political decisionmaker.

Which of these attitudes most closely reflects your own attitude?

Scientists actually make policy decisions on scientific and 
technical issues.

Political decisionmakers actually make policy decisions on 
scientific and technical issues.

\



12. If a group of scientists serving as advisors to a political decision
maker disagree on tlie correct advise to give him, what action to you 
feel they should take?

Give no advice imtil they can agree

Give only the opinion of the majority and do not state their 
different opinions to the political decisionmaker

State all their different opinions and leave the decision up 
to the political decisionmaker

Take some other action:

13. In youh.opinion, when scientific advisors are being selected hy a 
political decisionmaker, how ingiortant should the opinion of the 
scientific community he and how : 
political'decisionmaker he in the

iaqportant should the opinion of the 
e seiecj^ion of individual advisors? -

The opinion of the scientific community is themost important 
factor.

The opinion of the political decisionmaker is the most ia^jortant 
factor. ' . ■ ,.

The opinion of the scientific community is somewhat more 
ia^jortant than the opinion of the political decisionmaker.

The opinion of the political decisionmaker is somewhat more 
i^ortant than the opinion of the scientific commimity.

The opinions of both are of eq.ual ia^iortance.

l4. In yoi^ opinion, when scientific advisors in Japan are selected to 
advise Japanese political decisionmakers on atomic energy policy, how 
in^ortant is the opinion of the scientific community and 'how iaqaortant 
is the opinion of -the political decisionmaker in the selection of 
individual advisors?

The opinion of the scientific community is most important.

The opinion of the political decisionmaker is the most in^ortant.

The opinion of the scientific community is somewhat more 
inrportant than the opinion of the political decisionmaker.

The opinion of the political decisionmaker is somewhat more 
larportant than the opinion of the scientific community.

\The opinions of both are of equal laqjortance.
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15. To what extent do you helieve a political decisionmaker should make 
the political beliefs’of scientists a criterion for selecting his 
scientific advisors?

He should choose only scientific advisors with political beliefs 
similar to his own.

_ He should choose only scientific advisors with political beliefs 
different from his own.

He should choose scientific advisors whose political beliefs 
are different from one another.

1

He should .not consider -political beliefs at all in choosing 
scientific advisors.

l6. When a political decisionmaker receives conflicting advice on a - 
scientific question from two or mofe 
when action should he take to resolve

egpally congietent scientists, . 
the conflict?

Take no action until there is agreement among'all advisors

Act on the advice of the majority of the advisors only

Take all scientific opinions into account and then decide on 
the basis of which seems best suited to his own policy goals

Take some other action:

17. Some people believe that any proliferation of nuclear weapons to states 
which do not possess them tends to de-stabilize the political and 
military relationship existing between countries at any given time.

Other people believe that if many coimtries have nuclear weapons, they 
will all deter each other from using their nuclear arms and the result 
will be great international stability.

Which of these attitudes most closely reflects your own attitude?

Proliferation of nuclear weapons tends to be de-stabilizing.
\ Proliferation of nuclear weapons tends to be stabilizing.

Other;

\
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l8. Some people believe that if nuclear weapons begin to spread to other 
ooimtries in addition to the present five nuclear weapons states, 
Japan will have no choice but to acquire nuclear weapons. What is 
your opinion?

Japan will never need nuclear weapons now nor in the future.

Japan will need nuclear weapons only if there is widespread 
proliferation (five or more countries in addition to the 
present nuclear weapons states).

Japan will need nuclear weapons if certain specific countries 
acquire them first. These countries are _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

19. If an inspection procedure could be devised that would guarantee that 
the atomic industrial processes of various countries would not be 
divulged to competitors, would you support periodic inspections by the 
International Atomic Energy Agendy or some other similar international 
organization to safeguard against the diversion of atomic energy 
technology and materials to military uses?

Yes

No

No opinion

20. If such an international inspection agency (as described in question 
were performing inspections, do you believe that each citizen-, in 

the countries under inspection should be legally required to report to 
the International inspectors any suspected diversion of peaceful atomic 
energy technology or materials to military uses? '

Yes

No

No opinion

21. If some person suspected that a military-related atomic energy
development were occuring in his own country without the knowledge of 
the International inspectors mentioned above, do you believe that 
person would have a personal responsibility J;o report his suspicions to 
the inspectors, whe^er or not he was required by law to do so?

_ _ _ Yes

No
\

No opinion
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22. Do you believe Japan should ratify the Non-proliferation Treaty as it 
now stands?

Yes

No

No opinion

23. If Japan were attacked with nuclear weapons, under what conditions do 
you believe the United States wovild actxially fire nuclear weapons at 
the attacking state in Japan's defense (assuming Japan had no nuclear 
retaliatory force of her own)?

_ _  The United States would fire nuclear weapons at any state that
first fired nuclear weapons at Japan.

_ _ The United States would fi^e nuclear weapons at another state
in defense of Japan only if the United States also suffered 
a nuclear attack by that same state.

The United States would never fire nuclear weapons at another 
state in defense of Japan.

Other:

2k. Disregarding, for the moment, your own attitude on nuclear armaments 
in Japan, do you believe that Japan wi3J. acquire her own nuclear 
weapons in the future?

Yes, within 5 years

Yes, within 10 years

_ Yes, within 20 years

Yes, -but it is inqiossible to say when

No, Japan will never acquire nuclear weapons

Ho opinion

\
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25* If a zone were proposed for Northeast Asia in which all manufacture, 
introduction, and .use of nuclear weapons were to be prohibited by 
international agreement, and if this proposal provided for adequate 
inspection by some international organization, do you believe Japan 
should become part of such a zone?

_ _ _ Yes

No

No opinion

26. If atomic esiploslons for peaceful purposes like harbor construction and 
oil drilling become technologically feasible and economically attractive, 
from what source do you believe the explosive devices used in Japanese 

. projects of this sort shoiILd come?

Japan should develop her own atomic explosive devices for 
peaceful purposes.

■■■

Japan should utilize es^losive devices from some other country.

Japan should utilize explosive devices from the International 
Atomic Energy Agency or some other similar international agency.

Japan should under no circumstances use atomic explosions for 
peaceful purposes.

27. On what geographic level do you feel the beneficial aspects of atomic 
energy can best be fostered and the potentially destructive aspects of 
nuclear energy can best be controlled?

National level

Regional level

Global level

28. Do you believe that the Japanese public has adequate information, or, 
could easily acquire adequate information, to engage in a rational 
discussion of the goals of Japan's atomic energy program?

Yes

No

No opinion

\
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29. Do you support direct participation in the decisionmaking process for 
atomic energy development of citizens groups like the Japan Fishermen •§ 
Association and the Japan Housewives' Association?

Yes

No

No opinion

30. If a vote were taken or a survey were made of the residents in an
area in which an atomic power plant was to he huilt, and these residents 
were shown to he very greatly opposed to locating a power plant in 
their community, would you he in favor of cancelling plans for the 
power plant in that i^rticular area?

Yes

No

No opinion

31. How do you believe that scientists and government policymakers working 
in the atomic energy development program can most effectively deal 
with public opposition to Japan's atomic energy program?

Ignore public opposition

Halt projects to which the public objects

Educate the public on the atomic energy program

Encourage civic groups to participate in policymaking

Other:

\
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32. How would you rate each of the following Institutions as to the 
influence it has on the formulation of atomic energy policy in 
Japan?

High Moderate Low

Atomic Energy Commission

Atomic Energy Bureau of the 
Science and Technology Agency

Diet Joint Committee on Science 
and Technology Promotion

Office of the i>rime Minister

Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry

Japan Science Council

Science and Technology Council

33. How would you rate the level of research and practical application 
of atomic energy in the following countries as coa^jared to Japan?

Very
Advanced Advanced

About Eq,ual 
to Japan

Less-
Developed

Much Less 
Developed

China

India

Soviet Union

Great Britain

Prance

United States

West Germany
\

\
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34. How accurately do you believe Japanese scientists are able to predict 
the political conditions of Japanese society over the next 30 years 
coinpared to the general population?

Very well

Moderately well

Average

Poorly

35. How accurately do you believe Japanese political decisionmakers are 
able to predict the political conditions of Japanese society over the 
next 30 years congjared to the general population?

Very well

Moderately well
I

Average

Poorly

36. How accurately do you believe Japanese scientists are able to predict 
the changes that science and technology will bring about in Japanese 
society over the next 30 years compared to the general population?

Very well

Moderately well

Average

Poorly

37. How accurately do you believe Japanese political decisionmakers are 
able to predict the changes that science and technology will bring 
about in Japanese society over the next thirty years conqiared to the 
general population?

_ _ _  Very well

Moderately well 

Average

_ Poorly
\
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38. How would you rate the level of interest in domestic political issues 
among Japanese scientists?

High

Medium

Low

No opinion

39. In’'your opinion, how much importance do Japanese political decision
makers attach to atomic energy research and development?

j_ Very much

Moderate

Very little 

No opinion

1*0. Do you believe that atomic energy policy should he an issue in Japanese 
political elections or do you believe that atomic energy policy should 
not he an issue in elections?

Shoxild he an issue in elections

Should not he an issue in elections

\
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3-2-2 KasumlgaBeki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo3CIEMCE ft TECHHOLOSY AGEHCY

Atoialc Energy Bureau

Director-General 
Deputy Director-General

Mr. Hiaaharu NAEITA 
Mr. Yasuo OSAKA 
Mr. Shigefumi TAMIYA n

Policy Section

Section Chief 
Assistant Chief

Mr. Genji TAKEYA 
Hr. Yoshiharu MATSUDA . 
Mr. Kiichiro NAGAE 
Mr. Hiroiohi HIROSHIGE 
Mr. Toshihiro ISHII 
Hr. Wataru HOSOKAWA 
Mr. Jun-ichi YAMAJI 
Mr. Isamu TSOKAGOSHI 
Mr. Haaahiro ISHIGURO

II

II n

nII

'lln

Research Section

Section Chief 
Assistant Chief

Hr. Yoshio IDE 
Mr. Yasuo HOSAKA 
Mr. Ichiro KUGA 
Mr. Yasuyuki MATSUO 
Mr. Hideyuki YO3HIM0TO 
Mr. Toiki KOBAYASHI 
Mr. Mutsuhiro HIRANO 
Mr. Toshikazu HAYASHI_ 
Mr. Tatsuo AOKI 
Hr. Hldeo SOHOOA 
Mr. Takeshi MATSUO

IItl

International Cooneration Sec^on

Section Chief 
Assistant Chief

Mr. Masafuml SHIMTA 
Mr. Tetsushi KURAMOCHI 
Hr. Mltsuyoshl MATSUO 
Hr. Kozen KURIEARA 
Mr. Shinji OJI 
Mr. Haruo SUZUKI 
Mr. Yoshifumi MIZOGAMI
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International Cooperation Section (continued)0 .
&

Hr. Tuzuru HONAHI 
Mr. Hiroto ISHIDA 
Mr. S.

g

SOQABE

Power Reactor Development Section

Mr. Gyo TSUZUKI 
Hr. Ken-iohi HUHAKAMI 
Mr. Shoji HAKASA 
Mr. Shin-ichi TSUKADA 
Mr. Toshio OKAZAKI 
Hr. Keis'hiro KAWAOHOTE 
Hr. Shojiro NAKANO

Section Chief 
Assistant Chief

n It •
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Technical Promotion Section

Mr. Ken MOTODA 
Mr. Masaoki TERAJIMA 
Mr. Koji YAMADA 
Mr. Hiromichi FCJII 
Mr. Takeaki KOYANAGI 
Mr. Ryolohi ONO

Section Chief 
Assistant Chief
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Huclear Fuel Section

Mr. Take© KOYAMA 
Mr. Hiroo NOGUCHI 
Mr. Yuklnobu OKOI 
Hr. Naotaka OKI 
Mr. Zen-ichi KINODA -

Section Chief 
Assistant Chief

n tt

Reactor Control Section

Hr. HaaaoBi KODAHA 
Mr. Kuniichi AIZAKA 
Hr. Rikizo YAMADA 
Mr. J^ichiro MDKAl 
Mr. Hirotoshi TOKITAKE 
Hr. Hirooichi HIRAYAMA 
Mr. Tetauo KATAOKA 
Hr. Masato CHICHIYA

Section Chief 
Assistant Chief
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Radial Raya Safety Section

Hr. Nobuo KOZAKI 
Mr. Biji ARAI 
Mr. Akio MITSUHASHI

Section Chief 
Assistant Chief

II n

Radio Activity Section

Mr. Tohru KIKUCHI 
Mr. Yasutaka SAKURAI 
Mr. Yoshito-HAGAI 
Mr. Hiroshi KAHATA 
Mr. Takeo FCKDMOTO 
Mr.Yoshiaki TANAKA 
Mr. Shichiro IWADATE 
Mr. Shunka KAWABATA

Section Chief 
Assistant Chief
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Mi-; Hirdshi PUKOHAGA 
Mr. Sumio HORIUCHI 
Mr. Osanu YAMAGUCHI 
Mr. Shoki KITAJIMA

Controller,of Nuclear Developaent Organizations 
Assistant Controller
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ATOMIC ENERGY C0HHI33I0H

Mr. Yasuhirp NAKASONE Chairman; Director-General, Science 4 
Technology Agency

Mr. Goro INODE

Mr. Kazue KITAGAWA 2-8-3 Jinkawa Kita, Takarazuka-shi 665

Dr. Eiichi TAKEDA - 214 Tsidcimidai, Hodogaya-ku, ^Yokohama 240

Mr. Akira MAT3DI Tsunamachi Park Mansion 1207, Mita 
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105

Mr. Shunnosuke HDTO 2-20-17 Sakurajosui, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 156

1-14-30 Sakuragl—cho, Ueno, Taito-ku,
Tokyo 110

Mr, Tgsaburo YAMADA
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Public Utilities Bureau 1-3-1 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo

Atomic Power Section

Mr. Yuaushi TAKEDA 
. Mr. Masaki IHOTIE 

Hr.. Yasuhiko NAKANE 
Mr. Takashi HIROKAWA 
Mr. Susumu TAKASHIMA 

• Mr. Hiroahi HATANO 
Hr. Pumio KOSHIKAHA 
Mr. Harumi TAMAKA 
Hr. Tokuji HAHADA 
Mr. Maaaiohi UEMtlRA 
Hr. Kazutoahi NAEAGAHA 
Mr. Mamoru TOHlYASU

Section Chief 
Aasiatant Chief

MINISTRY OP FORBIGH AFFAIRS 2-2-1 Kaaumigaaeki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo

United Hationa Biureau

Mr. Uaeo KAGEI
Mr. Yoahitaka ISHIKAWA
Mr. Hizuo KDRODA

Director-General

Counaellor

n

Science Section

Mr. Kohichi TSUTSUMI 
Mr. Ichiro AZUMA 
Mr. Chuaaku NOMURA 
Mr. Kiyoahi ITCH 

Nobu EGUCHI 
Mr. Yoahihiro OGURA

Section Chief
o
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2-choBO, Nagata-ohp, Chiyoda-ktt, TokyoHbPSB OF REPHBSEHTATIVES

Special Committee for Science & 
!i!nnliTinlogy Promotion Measures

ChairmanHr. Ichiro WATABB 
Mr. Haruo iCINO 
Mr. Yoshitake SASAKI 
Mr; Shigeru .SUGANAHI 
Mr. Seiiohi TAGAWA 
Mr. Hasao MAEDA 
Mr. Taugio, ISHIKAWA 
Mr. Mikio OUMI 
Mr. Kiyoshi UTSUMI 
Mr. Toshiyuki INAMUHA 
Mr. Yozo KATOH 
Mr. Toshiki UMIBE 
Mr. Seiroku KAJIYAMA 
Mr. Juahiro KOHIYAMA 
Mr. Takashi HASHIGUCHI 
Mr. Isamu PUKUI 
Mr. Takao PUJIMOTO 
Mr. Hikaru MATSUHAGA 

--Mr. Yoahiro MORI 
Mr. Takes TAMAKA 
Mr. Yoshia DOHMORI 
Hr. Yoahio MIKI 
Hr. Goro YAMAHAKA 
Mr. Yukihiaa YOSHIDA 
Mr. Kenjiro YAMAHARA
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. 2-ohoae,, Nagatarolio, Chiyoda-ku, TokyoHOUSE OP COTOCILLOHS

Special Coaaittee for Science & 
Technology Promotion Meaauree

• ChairmanMr. Kazuhiro SUZUKI 
Mr. Tuji OSADA 
Mr. Toshio HIHASEIMA 
Mr. Tadashi OHTA 
Mr. Hidehiko YAOI •

Hr. Satoru ETOH 
Hr. Tonosuke .OHTAHI 
Hr. Shiro KIUCHI 
Hr. R. T3URUKI 
Mr. Minoru GEHDA 
Hr. Bunji TSUSHIMA 
Mr. Shizuo NACANO 
Hn* N. NABESHIMA 
Mr. Shin-ichi NISHIDA 
Hr. Takeshi KOBAYASHI 
Mr. Shoji SUHARA 
Mrs. Sumiko TANAKA 
Mr. Kazuhiko TSUJI 
Hr. Toshitsugi NAKAMURA 
Mr. Chikara HOSHIHO
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JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

1-1-13 Shimbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105

• Mr. Eiji Munakata 
‘Mr. Hiroshi Murata 
•Mr. Mitoru Eguohi 
■Mr. Maaayuki Kawasaki 
■Hr. Tetsuo Takada

,•Hr. Toshio Nakai 
‘ Mr. Pumio Yamazaki
• Mr. Kenzo Yamamoto

Chairman

Vice-Chairman

Director

•Mr. Hisao Ukai Inspector

'Mr. Toshihiro Kawakami II

Ktkaku-shitsu

Director 
Deputy Director 
Inspector

• Mr. Noboru Amano
• Mr. S. Nakamura 

\‘^r. Yasuhiko Iso 
Mr. Takashi Matsui

»»Doryokuro Kaihatsu Kanri-shitau

■',Mr. Toshiya Nozawa
• Mr. Koichi Kudoh
• Mr. Kiyoaki, Takeya 
■ Hr. Masao Nozawa
• Mr. J. Hirata 
•Mr. Y. Yamane

Director

Chief Research' Worker
n It 11

It tt It

Research Worker
n It

T-okai Laboratory y 2-4 Shirane, Shirakata Aza, Tokai-mura 
Naka-gun, Ibaragi-ken 319-11

Deputy Director• Mr. Kagetane Chiba,
• Mr. Ryuzo Deda 
Mr. Kikuo Kiba

' Mr. Kazuhisa Kameda

ItII

\Inspector
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Tokai Laboratory (continued)

Hoken Butsuri Anzen Kanri-bu

• Mr. Tomomiohi Shigematsu 
•Mr: ToyoMde Ishihara 
Mr. Masaaki Pukuda 
Mr. Arinobu Taniguohi 
'Mr. Ryoichi Tsukagoshi 
Mr. Naotsugu Itch 
Mr. Toshiro Tanigawa 

, Mr. Takao Yamamoto- 
Mr. Yoshikazu Yoshida 
Mr. Morinobu Kokubu 
Hr. Shin Saitoh 
Mr. Kazuhiko Imai .

Hr.; Akira Yabe 
Mr. Hatsumi Tatsuta 

Numamiyauchi 
Hr. Chuji Machida 
Mr. Shigeo Sakakibara 
Mr. Minoru Fujita 
Mr. Jun Akashi

Director 
Deputy Director

Mr.

Genshiro Kogaku-bu■

Director

Deputy-Director

•Mr. Kan Ishikawa
• Mr. Kin-ichi Torigai
• Mr. Jits\iya Hirota 

I-Ir. Eiyu Shlntani
• Mr. Manabu Kateuragi 
' Hr. Hidao Kuroi 
\Mr. Manabu lijima 
' Hr. Yorio Gotoh

• • Mr. Koji Shimamune
• Mr. Miohio Ishikawa 
Mr. Jun Sako

■ Mr. Chiyooi Kawaguchi —
• Mr. Eiji. Sakai
• Mr. Hasao ^ra

i

tl

Chief Research Worker 
Assistant Chief Research Worker
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It ItII II

It II It(I

Chief Research Worker ■ 
Assistant Chief Research Worker
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Tokai Laboratory

Genahirn gopwlni-hn (continued)

•Hr. Toshlzo Okamoto 
•Mr. K. Sanogawa 
iHr. Yaaaburo Yamazaki 
• Mr; Shun-iohi Miyaaaka 
Mr.' Yu Furuta 
Mr. Kazuo laoda 
Mr. Takaahi Hirakawa

Aaaistant Chief Research Worker
II. It II n

Chief Research Worker 
Assistant Chief Research Worker
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Wenrvo yngalni-hn

•Mr. Takehiko Ishihara 
•Mr. Ryukichi Nagasaki 
Hr. Eiko Mori 

■ Mr. R. Pujimura 
(Mr. Ryukichi Nagasaki) 
■Hr. Kensuke Shiraishi
• Mr. Yasuichi Sasaki 
•Mr. J. Morishima
• Mr. T. Iwamoto

. Hr. Takeo Kikuchi 
Mr. Jun-ichi Shimokawa 

.^Mr. Masayoshi Kurihara 
' Hr. Eiji Yagi 
’ Mr. Susumu Kitani 
. Hr. Kazuo Purukawa

Director 
Deputy Director

Assistant Chief Research Worker
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Chief Research Worker 
Assistant Chief Research Worker 
Chief Research Worker
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Assistant Chief Research Worker
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Chief Research Worker
Butsuri-bu

r Mr. Koshio fsukada 
Hr.'j.S^toh 
Hiss Kazuko Kubo

• Mr. Shigeya Tanaka
' Mr. Kichinosuke Harada
• Hiss Eiko Takegoshi
• Mr. Yoshihisa Ohno
• Mr. Michio Maruyama 

.’.Mr. Hidekiini Takegoshi

Director

Chief Research Worker
It II 11

11 It II

11 II It

Assistant Chief Research Worker
" \II It 11

Chief Research Worker
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Butaurl-bu (continued)

' •Hr. Toyojiro Sarada
■ Mr, Akira Asana 
■Mr. Tsutomu Tamura
■ Mr. N. Shikazono 

■ .Mr. kenji Doi
• Hr. Kunio Ozawa 
. Mr. Koji Kamata 
1 Mr. Yukio Obata 
.Hr; Shigeo Okuda
. Mr. Ybshikazu Hsunaguchi 
. Mr. Kazuo Shimoji
• Hr. S.. Sakamoto
■ Mr. Shukuro Yano'
•Mr. R. Hiramoto
• Mr. Kazuaki Nishimura 
-Mr. Shin-ichi Igaraahi

Aaaiatant Chief Research Worker
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If If M n.
ItIt ■ II It

. Chief Research Worker . 
Assistant Chief Research Worker
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Chief Research Worker 
Assistant Chief Research Worker 
Chief Research Worker 
Assistant Chief Research Worker
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Chief Research Worker 
Assistant Chief Research Worker
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Genshirb Kagaku-bu

•Hr. Tomitaro lahimori 
■Mr. Shigeo Tsujimura 
■Mr. Yasuji Kobayashi 
Mr. Katsumi Hori 
•Mr. Kaoru Ueno 
. Mr. Hiroaki Tagawa
• Mr. Matae Iwasaki 
-Mr. Hitsuru Koike 
•Hr. Haruo Hatsume
• Hr. Kah Ohnishi
. Mr. Takuji Komori 
•Hr. Atsunosuke Nakajima
• Hr. Kazuhiko Idei 
■Mr; Hiroshi Hashita^i
Mr. Shigeru Mbri 
Hr. Sohel Handa

Director 
Deputy Director 
Assistant Chief Research Worker

Assistant Chief Research Worker .

It If-11 II

It IIIt It

It IfII II

If n Ifn

Head, Analysis Center 
Deputy Head,
Assistant Chief Research Worker
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ItIt 11 It

ItIt It II
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TnifHi Tjiboratory

f;f^nFl^l^ro Kagaku-bu (continued)

Assistant Chief Research Worker-Mr. Masatoshi Tanaka 
Mr. J. Yoshikawa >

Kenkvuro Kanri-bu

Director 
Deputy Director

'Mr. Ichiro Miyanaga 
'Hr. Seiji Kawashima
■ Mr. Minoru Takada 
•Hr. Mitsutoshi Takase’

Hr. Yoshikata Sasaki
■ Mr. Akira Yamamoto 
Mr. Tetsuo Asamt

. Mr. Shoji Ushio 
Hr. Junsaku Tsunoda 

< Mr. Toru Kobayakawa 
Mr. Kunitake Pukazawa

. Mr. Mitsuyaau Deno
6

Mr. Kazuhiko Suzuki
■ Mr. Yukimasa Ise 
Mr. Shunji Honma

• Mr. Akihiko Ishibashi 
-- Mr. Hisanori Itoh

ti tt

Dorvoku Shikenro-bu

Director 
Deputy Director

• Hr. Susumu Muranushi 
Mr. Jun-iohi Hitsuida^

• Mr. Nobuhiro Suzuki 
Mr. Sanpei Ohuchi

• Mr. Minoru Kawasaki 
Mr. Tetsuo Tamura

• Hr. Y. Sasaki 
Hr. Tsutomu Shoji

« Hr. Iwao Someya 
Hr. Yoshiaki Putamura
•Mr. Tadahiko B.toh 
Hr. Takehiko Kinoshita

. Mr. Takashi Uohida

I
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Tokai Laboratory 4\
Dorvoku Shikenro-bu (continued)

I: Mr. Takao Abe 
•Hr. Maeao Oyamauohi 
Hr. S. Ishizijka 
.Mr. Kojiro Hori 
Hr. Toshihiko Kitano

1253 Watanuki-cho, Takasaki-shi 370-12Takasaki Laboratory

Director• Mr. Ichiro Ohkubo 
■Mr. Tomokiyo Ishikawa
• Mr. Naoyuki Tamura 
Mr. Toshihiko Abe
,Mr. Mitsuru Mitsui 
Hr. Hasaaki Takehisa 

. Mr. Yasuhiko Itoh 
Mr. Kunio Araki

• Mr. Eiichi Kageyama 
Mr. Koiohi Kageyama

• Mr. Yutaro Satoh

Deputy Director

Kenkvu-bu

Director 
Chief Research Worker 
Assistant Chief Research Worker

• Hr. K. Danno 
■ Mr. Kan Hotta 
•Hr. Masaru Kuriyama 
‘Hr. Hasamitsu Washino It

> 503 Mitsui, Oaza, Neyagawa-shi.Osaka 572Osaka Laboratory

Director 
Deputy Director

' Mr. Ichiro Sakurada
• Mr. Hasao Gotoda

\ Mr. Ryoichi Wakui
• Mr. Norio Okada
• Hr. Toshio Sugiura
• Mr. Yota Nakai
»Mr. Motoyoshi Hatada

Chief Research Worker
II ItIt

Assistant Chief Research Worker
ItIt Ittl
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Ooaral Laboratory 2138 Aza Noboriguchl, Narita-cho 
Ooarai-machi, Ibaragl-gun, Ibaragi-ken 311-13

•Hr. Masatoshi Murakami Director

Zairvo Shikenro-bu

• Mr. Tatsuo Yatsurugi 
•Mr. Sueo Nomura 
•Hr. K. Ochiai
Hr. Yoshiharu Obkubo 
•Hr. Tadanori Kanbara 
Mr. Hitauru Mizuho 
.Mr. Hiroshi'Sakurai 
Mr. Minoru Saitoh

• Mr. Harue Yamaki
Hr. Yiinosuke Ohshima 

' Hr. Kenzaburo Yamatani 
Mr. Shimpei Ohuohi

• Hr. Takao Hayashi 
Hr. S. Matsunaga
•Mr. Masayuki Satoh 
Mr. Koji Itami 
•Mr. Tokusaburo Matsumoto 
Mr. Atsushi Sakakura

Director 
Deputy Director

✓

Isotope Jigyo-bu 2-28-65 Honkomagome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113

'Mr. Eenji Hotojima 
•Hr. Tamotsu Yamagami 
Hr. Masashi Takeuchi 

•Mr. Masatoshi Kobayashi 
Mr. Shigemasa Enomoto

S^zo-bu

Director

•Mr. Tsutomu Mochizuki 
• Mr. Tsutomu Kikuchi 
Mr. Taro Itoh 

. Hr. Sumi Hoizumi 
Mr. G. Amano

■ Director

\
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Tsotone Jigyo-bu

Geiao-bu (continued)

Assistant Chief Research Worker'Hr. H. Nakamura 
.Mr. Eiji Yomo 
iMr. K. Tanaka 

■ Hr. Kyohei Suzuki 
•Mr. Kan Ebihara

. It It It It

It It II It

2-28-49 Honkomagome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 115Radio laotope Kenahu.io*

‘Mr, Yukio Murakami Director

■ Mr. Kiyoshi Teilmasa 
• Mr, Yoshiki Satoh 
-Mr. Yasuo Suzuki 
•Mr, Hiroaki Ishikawa

Chief Research Worker 
Assistant Chief Research Worker

It It' It It

It It It It

Mr. K. To

\

* So not reverse the surname and given name.

Those who hold additional posts are omitted.
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7-23-16 Seijo, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 157

2486 Kttgenvuna, Fujlsawa-ahi, Kanagawa-ken 251

223 Otanoucbl Ueno, Ibaragi-ahl, Oa^ca 567

6-31-20 Daita, 3etagaya-ku, Tokyo 155

1-15-5 Nerima, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 176

42-1 Koyaina Itakura-cho« Eita-ku, Kyoto 603

409 Ainaguchii,chi, Antaguchllchl-aachl 
Saeki-gun, Hiroahima-ken 738

Prof. Hitoahi AIBA

Prof. Bokuro EGUCHI

Prof. Rypgon PUKOHARA

Prof. Tadaahi POKUTAKE

Prof. Hideo HAYASHI

Prof. Takao HIBINO

Prof. Suetoshi IKEDA

25-23 Sakuragaoka Minami-oho, Takatauki-ahi 
Oaaka 569

Dr. Chiya INDUE

20-10 Sanjo-machi, Sendai-ahi 980

I Narutaki Shiraauna, Okyo-ku, Kyoto 616 

1-11-16 Kita Kaaugaoka, Iba*agi-ahi, Osaka 567

4- 7-14 Hon-cho, Hatogaya-shi, Saitama-ken 334

3-24-15 Kami-Ochiai, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 161

Shuwa Ebiau Residence 516, 1-1-26 Meguro 
Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153

5- 19-15 Konazaifa, 3etagaya-ku, Tokyo 154

1275 Tananouchi, Kanakura-ahl, Kanagaea-ken 24T

5-17-21 Seijo, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 157

1-12-8 Hsguro, Heguro-ku, Tokyo 153

1871-1 Akazukayaaa, SuBiyoshi-cho, Higashinada-ku 
Kobe-ahi 658

II Kaoitakanozauabuehi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606

1-30 Block, 374-49 Kitano, Toyohira-ku, Sapporo 061-01 

12 Tenjin-cho, Hachioji-shi, Tokyo 192

Prof. Ichiro ISHIDA

Prof. Teiji KADOWAKI

Prof. Kitsuo KATO

Prof. Akira KAHAI

Prof. Noritada KUBO

Prof. Shinichi HASHITA

Prof. Kinju MAT3DH&TG

Prof. Tsugio MIKAHl

Prof. Shoaon HITAHOTO

Takuzo DBASE

Prof. Taro OGAWA

Toshio SEIGEZAUA

Prof. ToBohide SUZUKI

Shin-iohi TAKAHASHI \



257 Itsukaichi, Itaukaiohi-machi, Saeki-gun 
Hiroshima-ken 758

Prof. Kazuto TAKAYAMA

2874 Kazendo-maohi, Kalnimuharaahi-gun, Glfu-ken 504Prof. Shigaru TAMAI

1-27 Shirakawa, Sazaifu-machi, Tsukushl-gun, 
Pukuoka-kan 818-01

Prof. Tatsuo a?ANIGUCHI

Prof. Shigaru TANIYAMA 26 Niahi Takagi-cho, Shimogamo, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606 

18 Mataugaaaki Kohen-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606Prof. Yutaka TSOCHIHASHI

4-44-10 Hinami tJmagaaahi, Ohta-ku, Tokyo 143Prof. Jingoro USDDA
1

Prof. Masakazu YAMAZAKI 5-2-11 Yanaka, Taito-ku, Tokyo 110

1-6-15 Kita Urawa, Urawa-ahi 336Prof. Kin-iohi YOKI '

11 Udano Oyaahikl-machi, ^yo-ku, Kyoto 616

2-17-7-701 Niahiogi Hinami, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167

Kangetau Houae #207, 1-29 Kangetsu-maohi 
Chiguaa-ku, Nagoya 464

10-55 AramakikaHarayama Higaahi, Sendai 980

Prof. Kazuo AMAHO

Prof. Ryokiohi ARIKUEA

Prof. Masayaau HASEGAWA

Prof. Eizo HATTOHI

Prof. Hichihiro HAYASHI 1199 Niahimataubara Kaigan, Imajulru-machi 
Niahi-ku, Pukuoka 819-01

1-1-16 Pukada-oho, Nada-ku, Kobe 657. Prof. Ryohei HAYASHI 

Proi'. Kiyoahi IGARA3HI 401-43 Nakanoahima Jutaku, 7-chome, 1-Jo, Nakanoahima 
Toyohira-ku, Sapporo 062

Niahi 14-rohome, Kita 24-Jo, Kita-ku, Sapporo 065 

19 Kita-machi, Tojiin, Kita-ku, Kyoto 603'

Prof. Shigekazu IMAMHRA

, Prof. Michitaro KAI

2-7-5 Hiahiya Higaahi, Higaahi Osaka-ahi, Oaaka 577Prof, Keiitau KAHAKAMI

6-21-22 Hon-machi, Nakano-ku, Tokyo 164Prof. Makoto KAHANISHI 
. ^^haru MAEDA 

Prof, Akira MIZUNAMI

24 Donomae-oho, Kitaahirakaua, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606Ptof

3-15 Kaaiugigaoka, Higaahi-ku, Puicuoka 813

Prof. Shigeru NOMA 

Prof. Heiji NOMUHA

4-11-5 Higaahi Gotanda, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141

2- 23-36 Umegaoka, Satagaya-ku, Tokyo

3- 41-16 Koenji, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 166 \Prof. Inejiro NUMATA
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1-165 Seki-maohi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 177 

5-11-9 Sakurajosui, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 156 

5-22-20 Nukii, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 176

Prof. Maaaaki OGAWA

Prof. Koshiro OKAKHRA

Prof. Hajime SHINOHAEA

1-5 Hidorigaoka, Naga-maohi, Sendai 982Prof. Kunio SHOJI

Prof. Yoshinobu SOMENO Akasaka Chuo Mansion $304, 7-2-17 Akasaka 
Hinato-ku, Tokyo

Prof. Toshimaaa SUGIHOHA 9-8 Narita Niahi-machi, Neyagawa-ahi, Osaka 572 ■

5 Kamiowari-cho, Kitashirakawa, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606Prof. Shigejiro TABATA

Prof; Takuji TAKADA 4-50-2 Naka, Nagai-machi, Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka 558 

6-19 Kasumigaoka, Higashi-ku, Fukuoka 813Prof. Gensei TAKATA

75 Nikaido, Kamakura-shi, Kanagawa-ken. 248Prof. Bunzo TAKING

Prof. Naokichi TANAKA 1-13 Seki-machi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 177

Prof. Hirohisa UENO 1800 Tsushima Pukui, Okayama 700

5-16-22 Kita Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141

49 Hananoki-oho, Koyamaue, Kita-ku, Kyoto 603

Prof. Yozo WATANABE

#'rof. Kokki YAMAKlDO

1-15-16 Mejirodai, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112Prof. Shigeo AOKI

Prof. Kaichiro BANBA 1-31-7 Hataudai, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 151

28 Fukakusa Nakanoshima-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto 612

Ashiya Palace Heights #306, 2-8 Hirata-cho,
Ashiya-ahi, Hyogo-ken 659

4>5-4 Shinohara Hon-machi, Nada-ku, Kobe 657

5- 1-4 Kamiyoga, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 158

4-49 Nikawa Yurino-oho, Nishinomiya-shi, Hybgo-ken 662

6- 57 Shiba Mukogaoka, Oeno, Sakai-shi, Osaka 593

Prof. Soichiro GIGA

Prof. Shigeru IIDA

Prof. Itaro IRIE

Prof. Yasuzumi IWAO

KATAYAMA

Prof. Ichiro KAWAI

Prof. Hasamichi KAVfAKAMI 5-3-10 Mlnami-cho, Tanaahi-shi, Tokyo 188

Prof. Masao KIHARA 1-503 Kodan Jutaku, Hattanda-cho, Klsshoin 
Minami-ku, Kyoto 601

1-13-10 Showa-machi, Takamatsu-ahi 760 \Prof. Masami KIKDRA
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Prof. Otojiro KUBOTA 1-15 Yasuoka-maohi, Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka 558 

1-21-22 Takama'^au, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 176 

55 Baba-cho, Tsuruml-ku, Yokohama 230

Prof. SuauBu KURAZOBO

Dr. Kiyoahi KUROSAWA

Prof. Yoshio MIYAKE 1-2-11 Kamirenjaku, Hltaka-ahi, Tokyo

4-43 Wakamizu Jutaku, Moaa Nishl, Chigaaa-cho 
Chiguaa-ku, Nagoya 464

Prof. Hiroshi MIZUTA

Prof. Yoshihiko ONO Seimeigaoka Jutaku, 2-2-28 Aioi-dori, Abeno-ku • 
Osaka 545

_ Prof. Seizo 3AIT0 '28-1 Shimo Shimizushita, Aza, Imozawa, Miyagi-eho 
Hiyagi-gun, Kiyagi-ken 989-32

Prof. Toshio SAKAYORI 340 Kishiwada, Kadoma-shi, Osaka 571

Prof. Shiro 3HINKAWA 402-42 Godoshukuaha,.J-chome, 1-jo, Nakanoshima 
Toyohira-ku, Sapporo 062

2-26-12 Honkomagome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo

550 Kashiishimohara, Higashi-ku, Fukuoka 813

Prof. Shobei SHIOTA

Prof. Seiichi SHOHDA

Prof. Nobuya TAKAGI 3-26 Shonan-cho, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka 816

Prof. H. Kohaohiro TAKAHASHI 1-13 Nakamura, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 176

2-26-23 Hyakunin-oho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160Prof. Takao TAKEDA

. Prof. Sakae TSUNOYAMA 3-1235 Shiba Hukogaoka, Ueno, Sakai-shi, Osaka 593

Dr. Joukiohi UCHIDA 781 Horen-oho, Nara-shi 630

Dr. Hyoichi YAMOKA 20-2 Kita Eohizen, Kouchi-shi 780

Prof. Kakutaro YAHASHITA 121 Torigoe Fuji Land, Koyo-oho, Yasusa-gun 
-fliroshima-ken 739-17

Prof, Jiro YAO 1-25 Ise-cho, Ashiya-shi, Kyogo-ken 659

Prof\ Kiyoahi ASANO 

Prof, Taichiro FDJINAGA

41 Kinoshita, Sendai 983

622 Iwakura Hase-machi, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606

Kozo HAYASHI 4-10-24 Mejiro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171

Prof. lohijiro HONJO 17 Koyama Shlmoitakura-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto 603 
1-13-14 Higashi, Kunitachi-ahi, Tokyo VsBProf. Maauo FOKHHARA
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10-15 Nakada-jutaku, 150 Kita Chiguaa-cho 
Chiguaa-ku, Nagoya

1875-1 Kannonbayashi, Sumiyoshi-cho, Hlgaahl 
Nada-ku, Kobe 658

Toyama Heighta 12-goto #506, 46 Toyama-cho 
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160

7 Kinttgaaayama-cho, Kinugaaa, Kita-ku, Kyoto 603 

3-6-27 Takaido Nlahi, Suglnami-ku, Tokyo 168

Prof. Koji HDSHIMI

Prof. Junkichi ITOH I
KeizO KAMIYAHA

I
S'
IMinoru KOBAYASHI

IProf. Yoshihide KOZAI
5.:

£
Prof. Masutaro KUVfABARA 162 Higaahi Wakahiaa, Minami-ku, Fukuoka 815 

206 Miyake, Itaukaichi-cho, Soto, Hiroahima 738 

2-2RD 301 Akabanedai, Kita-ku, Tokyo 115 

4-31-9 Nogata,-Nakano-ku, Tokyo 165

Prof. Tautomu MAEKAWA

IProf. Giahiro MARUYAMA

Yoiohiro MASHIKO I
tS.466-77 Kuaaba, Aza, Oaza Matauzaki, Higaahi-ku 

Fukuoka 813
Prof. Seizo MISUMI

S
1715-62 Kitanozawa, Minami-ku, Sapporo 061-21 

4-15-14 Minami Ogikubo, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167

Prof. Syohei MIYAHARA

I
B

Yaauo MIYAKE
|52- 7-13 Higaahi-machi, Kiohijoji, Muaaahino-ahi 

Tokyo 180

A 6-2 Nagabori-jutaku, Tokaimura, Ibaragi-ken 319-11

3- 32-5 Shakujiidai, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 177

3579 Shimotsuruma, Yamato-shi, Kanagawa-ken 242

Prof. Saburo NAGAKUHA S

Tokunosuke NAKAJIMA

Masae OMORI
I
»Prof. Syu ONO

2-11-12 Honkomagome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113Hisashi -SUZUKI

4-34 Takimichiyama, Aramaki, Sendai 980 

3-chorae, 23-jo, Kita, Higashi-ku, Sapporo 065

Prof. Jiro SUZUKI s

Prof. Hajime TANAKA
■ £

I'3-17-22 Haohiman, Sendai 980-^f. Nobuyuki TANAKA 

Pr6f. Eiji TATSHMOTO 759-245 Tosaka-machi, Hiroshima 730
£
5:

1977 Moiwashita, Minami-ku, Sapporo 060Prof. Kenzo YAGI I
2-22-55 Heisa-cho, Kanazava 921Prof. Eiji YAHADA

3-1891 Yatsu-maohi, Narashino-ahi, Chiba-ken 275Prof. Soki YAMAMOTO
\i 1-105 Dejima Kaigan-dori, Sakai-shi» Osaka 590Prof. Yasuhide YUKAWA
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1
4-5-27 Ebisu, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150 

64 lori-machi, Kitaahirakawa, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606

Prof. Teruzo ASAHARA

Prof. Junji POHUKAWA

2- 10-3 Nishikubo, Muaashino-shi, Tokyo 180

45 Shimooji-machi, foshlda, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606 

36-3 Umenoki-oho, Shimogamo Niahl, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606

3- 93 TokugaHayama-maohi, Chiguaa-ku, Nagoya 464 

24 Ushigone Naka-maohl, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162

Prof. laao GOKYU

Prof. Yoahio HIRAMATSH

Tojiro ISHIHARA

Prof. Yoahio ISHII

Prof. Maaahide KAMIYAMA
J

1-5-17 Hukoyama, Sendai 982Prof. Pusayoehi KAWAKAMI .

7.-14-12 Seijo, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 157 ;

4-5-14,Numabukuro, Nakano-ku, Tokyo 165

2- 28-4 Miahima, Itjaragi-ahi, . Osaka 567 

4-8-1 Kiahi-maohi, Orawa 336

22-1 Higashi Hinoguchi-cho, Tanaka, SEdqro-ku, Kyoto 606

474 Ishiijoka, Puohu-maehi, Aki, Hiroshima-ken 735
3- 12-3 Pujimidai, Kerima-ku, Tokyo 177 -
1- 1-12 Otsuka, Burikyo-ku, Tokyo 112

107 Shimogamo Kitazono-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606

3-11-311 Nakazuma-cho, Kamaiahi, Iwate-kan 026"
2- 10-14 Kohinata, Bunkyorku, Tokyo 112 
10-8 Yayoi-oho, Yagisan, Sendai 982

24 Minami Goaho-machi, Okazaki, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606

47 Yaji Yayoigaoka, Tempaku-cho, Showa-ku, Nagoya 468

3- 19-9 Shimoiguaa, Suginami-ku, Tokyo , 167 

73 Iwakura Kino-maehi, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606

Masamitsu KAWAKANI

Hiroshi KIHARA

Masao KINOSHITA

Prof. Masatane KOKUBU

Prof. Ken-iohi MAEDA

Prof. Masuteru MARUYAMA 
Fusao HORI 

Prof. Takeo NAKA

Prof. Hzo NISHIYAHA

Ikuya NODA 
Kenji OGATA 

Prof. Juro OIZHHI

Prof. Soizo OKAMHRA

Prof. Yoneichiro SAKAKI

Prof. Toshifuaa SAKAMOTO "

Prof. Yoahikazu SAHARAGI 

"^Pv^of. Hiroshi SHIMIZU 3-16-46 Ropponmatsu, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka 810 

1 Hiyoshi-cho, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama 223laao SOMEYA

2-1-8 Hibunya, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152Masao SUGIMOTO

14-5 Okaminami-cho, Maikata, Osaka 573Shigeru TSUTSUMI

1-1097 Hegishi, Naga-machii Sendai982

Niahi 18-chome, Minami 16-jo, Chuo-ku, Sapporo 060

Prof. Takeo YOKOBORI

Erbf. Hidao YOKOHICHI
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2- 7-24 Taishido, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 154 

773-1 Kuwabara-oho, Matsuyama 790

37 Hibari-cho, Naka, Kakumu-ahi, Glfu-ken 504

3- 6-1.Kaaumigaoka, Hlgaahi-ku, Fukuoka 815

1- 4-2 Minami Ogikubp, .Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167 

823-5 ^mi Hipodeya, Okegawa-ahl, Saitaaa-ken 363 

55 Honmachi, Kameoka-shl, Kyoto 621

793-294 Kanamori, Machida-ahi, Tokyo . 194

2- 22-12 Funabashi,' Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 156 

2-37-2 Kitazaua, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 155.

1- 13-6 HonkugeUumaT Fujisawa-ahi, Kanagawa-kon 251 

110-go Shokuin-ahukusha, 106 Koganei-machi, Niigata 950 

Higashi 1-chome, Kita 15-0°# Higaahi-ku, Sapporo 065

2- 30 Satoiradai, Herima-ku, Tokyo 176 

l-t31-8 Sakae-cho, Fuchu-shi, Tokyo 183

Yoiohi FUKUSHIMA

Prof. Shu PONADA

Prof. Kaneo HAYASHI

Prof. Zyim HIDAKA 

Prof. Tatsuya HISHIHUMA

Prof. Tomonori IMAMICHI

Prof. Maaao KANAMORI

Prof. Hakoto KANDATSU

Prof. Yoshizo'KAHEKI

Prof. Akira KAWAMURA

Tsuyoshi KAWASAKI

Prof. Kinjiro KAWASE

Prof. Takayoahi KOSEKI

Prof. Shizuo KUWABARA

Prof. Seijiro MOROHOSHI

3-857 Matsudo, Mataudo-ahi, Chiba-ken 271Prof. Katsuo NAOASAWA

121 Yamate-cho, Aahiya-shi, Hyogo-ken 659

4-9-10 Higaahi Koigakubo, Kokubunji-shi, Tokyo 185

17-12 Yamaahina Hiokaeya-cho, Higashi-ku, Kyoto 607

1- 21-6 Minami Ogikubo, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167 

151-2 Tanida, Miahima-shi, Shizuoka-ken 411

2- 50 Fukuhara-cho, Showa-ku, Nagoya 464

Prof. Yoshimasa NISHIKAWA

Dr'^ Yuichi OCHI

Prof, Konoahin ONODERA

Prof. Seizo OHTANI

Kan-ichi SAKAI

Prof, Maaaharu SHIMIZU ,

•i 1-19-4.Hyakudo, Niahi-ku, Fukuoka 814. Tautomii SHIOYA

3-14-19 Sakura, Setagaya-fai, Tokyo 

1111 Tanida, Hiahima-ahi, Shizuoka-ken 411 

Nishi 13-chome, Kita 24-jo, Kita-ku, Sapporo - 065 

3-1 Higaahi Tajima, Hiahi-ku, Fukuolii^ 810 

3-19-6 Kanl Kitazawa, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 156

Prof. Jiro SUGI

Yataro TAJIMA

Prof. Takeshi YAJIMA

Prof. Tatsuo YAMADA

Fujio YAMAZAKI
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Kokubunji Corporus #412, 2-3-5 Honda, Kokubunji-shi 
Tokyo 185

1- 153 Asahi-cho, Sendai 983

3- 3-18 Nishio^ . Hinami, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167.

2- 157 Niehiki-cho, Yonego-shi, Tottori-ken 683

4- 13-1 Nagai-oho, Aza, Fukae, Honjo-machi,
Higaahi Nada-ku, Kobe 658

5- chome,. 3-jo, Hiragishi, Toyohira-ku, Sapporo 062 

.-5-1-25 Odateno, Kanazawa 920

2-11-32 Minami Koshien, Niahlnomiya-shi, Hyogo-ken 663

1- 9-8 Kaajimi, Hiroahima 734

329 Mii-machi, Kunufib-ahi, Pukuoka-ken 830

2- 17-10 Shakujii-oho, Herima-ku, Tokyo 177 

201 Chibadera-maohi, Chiba 280

1- 25-5 Soahigaya, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 157

243 Ameya-cho, Todoin 7-jo Agaru, Shimogyo-ku 
Kyoto 600

3- 41-25 Ogikubo, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167 

3-2 Wakazono-cho, Morioka 020

1897-2 Kamiaao, Taaa-ku, Kawaaaki-ahi, Kanagawa-ken 215 

32-1 Hyuga, Momoyama-oho, Puahimi-ku, Kyoto 612

2- 10-8 Shinyaahiki, Kumamoto-ahi 862 

632-4 Gungen-cho, Kagdahima 890
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